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Introduction

Looking back over half a century, the novelist and poet Arna Bontemps
identi¤ed 1917 as the year in which “the seeds of the Black Renaissance of
the Twenties were planted.”1 It can equally be argued that many elements
of the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s began to germinate at
the same time. The entry of the United States into World War I, ostensibly
in the name of democracy, brought about dramatic changes in African-
American life, art, and political consciousness. Twenty months of warfare
would also affect the ways in which black people were perceived by white
Americans, producing a reactionary backlash in many quarters and a new
empathy in others.

In the ¤fty years that followed the Civil War, the lives of black and white
Americans became rigidly separate. One of the most obvious consequences
of this separation was the dearth of discursive interaction between the races
(outwith philanthropic circles, in which black participants usually chose
their words carefully). This, in turn, led to widespread ignorance and per-
sistent indifference on the part of white people of all classes concerning
the trials of African-American life, so that much of what the white Univer-
sity of North Carolina sociologist Howard Odum would observe about
southern race relations during World War II could have been written
equally truthfully twenty-¤ve years earlier:

There was extraordinary ignorance on the part of the white South con-
cerning the culture, personalities, and general progress of the Negro.

Accordingly, there was extraordinary distance between the white
South and the upper brackets of Negro leadership.

There was extraordinary ignorance on the part of the rest of the Na-
tion concerning both the Negro and the South. . . . 

There was a considerable trend in the South for the policies and ac-
tions of law enforcement of¤cers to coincide with the folkways to keep
the Negro in his place. . . . 

There was an ever-increasing trend on the part of the Negro to resist
the folkways and to get “out of his place.”2

Given that very few American institutions promoted egalitarian views on
race, this gulf is perhaps not surprising. The Republican party did just



enough, mostly through patronage and symbolism, to retain most of the
existing black vote as elections approached, but otherwise chose not to en-
lighten the wider electorate on the subject of racial problems.3 To the
Democratic party, black political organization and thought were virtually
closed books, in spite of occasional ®irtations like that of W. E. B. Du Bois
with Woodrow Wilson in 1912 and the racial and ethnic bartering which
marked electoral politics in some northern cities. The white reformers and
the philanthropists who, in®uenced by what William A. Link has called a
“combination of re¤ned racism and a belief in black progress,” sustained
the turn-of-the-century campaigns of the American Missionary Association,
the Southern Education Board, the Southern Sociological Congress, and
the University Race Commission, and the white liberals who would nurture
the National Urban League (NUL), the National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People (NAACP), and the Commission on Interra-
cial Cooperation during their ¤rst years, represented a network of articu-
late, well-connected, and sometimes wealthy individuals, but they amounted
to no more than a hundred or so people at any one time and their impact
on wider American opinion in this period was limited.4 Thus, whereas most
blacks took a growing interest in where power lay in America and in the
factions competing for control of national and local government, very few
whites took any serious interest in, let alone understood, political develop-
ments in black America in the ¤rst two decades of the twentieth century.
African Americans read white daily newspapers as well as their own wide
and growing choice of weekly and monthly journals, but hardly any whites
read the black press. References to blacks in white newspapers were nor-
mally con¤ned to crime reports and demeaning anecdotes or cartoons. The
few black public ¤gures of whom white Americans were ordinarily aware
were conservative educators and clergymen who enjoyed the approval of
white philanthropists and politicians, men in the mold of Booker T. Wash-
ington, principal of Tuskegee Institute in Alabama, who died in 1915, but
the newer generation of black social workers, economists, political leaders,
and journalists, those associated with the Niagara Movement, for instance,
forged their new critiques and alliances largely beyond the gaze or curiosity
of most white Americans. This was despite the burgeoning efforts before
World War I of black writers such as Du Bois, Kelly Miller, and Richard R.
Wright, Jr., some white Progressive writers, such as Ray Stannard Baker and
Mary White Ovington, and some white adherents of the social gospel, such
as Edgar Gardner Murphy, Harlan Paul Douglass, and W. D. Weatherford,
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to provide serious, diverse, and forward-looking analyses of black life in
American society.5 White readers were far more likely to be familiar with
the portrait of African Americans as immutable brutes to be found in the
works of Thomas Dixon, Jr., an emphatic segregationist.6

The opportunities and expectations of African Americans were abridged
in numerous ways at the start of the twentieth century—in educational
provision and literacy, in health care and life expectancy, in housing and
transport facilities, in employment and income, and in voting and repre-
sentation—but none of these impairments was more virulent and demor-
alizing than the impunity with which violence, particularly that meted out
by mobs, could be in®icted by whites upon blacks, largely in the former
slave-holding states. Although lynching was gradually declining in fre-
quency, from a peak of more than one hundred African Americans mur-
dered by mobs in 1900 to an annual average of sixty-¤ve between 1910 and
1919, it was marked at the same time by increasing depravity. Since 1890,
lynching had been primarily a symbolic demonstration of white supremacy,
and as a consequence the pretence that lynching represented swift commu-
nal justice was virtually abandoned; racial killings in the New South com-
monly involved the mutilation and slow public torture of victims, followed
by grisly souvenir-hunting.7

The war years were a turning point in this violent tradition—a bloody
catharsis at home, as well as abroad—out of which African Americans
gained a new generation of leadership and organizations, and the con¤-
dence, experiences, and voices with which to confront, if not defeat, racial
discrimination.

The link between racial violence and the mounting campaign for equal
rights was strong. In May 1909, a conference of African-American radicals
and sympathetic whites gathered in New York City to protest against the
indifference of America to the devastation in a riot nine months earlier of
the black district of Spring¤eld, Ill., and the general discrimination en-
dured by the black population. From this National Negro Conference
grew a civil rights group that became the NAACP. Thereafter, until the
1950s, the suppression of lynching and other racial violence was the most
important single goal for which the NAACP campaigned—investigating, ex-
posing, and condemning hundreds of atrocities and calling on local law-
enforcement of¤cers and state and federal legislators to punish those who
took part.8

The dominant intellectual and hardest worker within the NAACP was
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the black sociologist W. E. B. Du Bois. In 1910, soon after the formation of
the NAACP, Du Bois became its director of publications and research and
editor of its monthly journal, Crisis, which he made into the leading or-
gan of the campaign for equal rights and against lynching. Within ¤ve
years, the circulation of the Crisis exceeded thirty thousand; by 1919 it had
reached one hundred thousand.9 From 1903, Du Bois’s work had pushed
him to the fore among African Americans who questioned the conserva-
tive, gradualist leadership of Booker T. Washington and the Tuskegee Ma-
chine. Du Bois became the chief propagandist and strategist of the Niagara
Movement, formed for “organized determination and aggressive action on
the part of men who believe in Negro freedom and growth.” For his part,
Washington dismissed the movement as “a class of coloured people who
make a business of keeping the troubles, the wrongs, and the hardships of
the Negro race before the public. Having learned that they are able to make
a living out of their troubles, they have grown into the settled habit of ad-
vertising their wrongs—partly because they want sympathy and partly be-
cause it pays.”10 A few individuals, such as John Hope of Morehouse College
in Atlanta, managed to maintain good relations with both sides in the ri-
valry between the Niagara-ites and the Tuskegee-ites, but the split was deep
and bitter. The adherents of each faction scorned and schemed against the
other, so that black political activism in the Progressive era was full of in-
trigue, favoritism, and scandal. After 1910, it became clear that, for all
Washington’s cunning and ¤nancial in®uence, he was unable to restrain
the growing impatience of the African-American population with lead-
ers who dared not give offense to white people and that more outspoken,
radical forms of protest were in the ascendant. A year before Washing-
ton’s death, the white NAACP treasurer and newspaper publisher Oswald
Garrison Villard noted, “His name is getting to be anathema among the
educated colored people in the country, and he is drifting further in the
rear as a real leader.”11 After Washington, there would be no pre-eminent
African-American messenger; in his place, a multitude of writers, speakers,
and campaigners addressed audiences that were increasingly radical, race-
centered, internationalist, and—in the cities—af®uent. Du Bois spoke elo-
quently for a certain kind of integrationism, but there was a range of alter-
native paths to follow, including socialism and a rekindled nationalism.

One of the issues taken up by the NAACP and other activists, such as
William Monroe Trotter of the National Equal Rights League, was the racial
segregation of federal employees under President Woodrow Wilson. Al-
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though this discrimination had begun earlier, it became much more wide-
spread after 1913, deeply disappointing those African Americans who had
joined Du Bois in supporting Wilson in 1912. Equal rights activists found
it dif¤cult to bear the Wilson administration’s apparent hypocrisy and end-
less prevarication on racial matters and the Democratic Party’s untroubled
smothering of Progressive liberalism in a blanket of southern conservatism.
Historian Joel Williamson has observed that “the administration as a whole
ultimately did not regard race as a vital matter. . . . Race relations was some-
thing they handled with the little ¤nger of the left hand—and they pre-
ferred to do it quickly, almost summarily.”12 Wilson, a southerner himself,
maintained that segregation in the workplace was “distinctly to the advan-
tage of the colored people themselves,” and was unable to comprehend
suggestions that his government was injuring and alienating a tenth of the
population.13 Links between NAACP of¤cials and progressive members of
the government meant that protest could be registered, but segregation
was allowed to persist and, as a result, most black leaders and newspapers
were hostile toward the administration by the time the United States en-
tered the war.14

Most white Americans, particularly in the southern states, shared a com-
mon nightmare of black vengefulness, which since the colonial period had
powerfully in®uenced social intercourse, political allegiances, and the legal
system. This anxiety had grown after 1890, so that many commentators
confessed or noted a permanent sense of ®oating paranoia about an immi-
nent race war, and by 1910, after twenty years of an unhindered high level
of lynching in the South, many black people undoubtedly did want re-
venge.15 In 1917–18, in a context of widespread repression of dissent and
strident pro-war propaganda and a belief that enemy agents would exploit
any divisions in the community, many white people were troubled by the
prospect of thousands of black men being drafted, armed, and trained to
¤ght in army camps across the United States. Suspicion and dread welled
up to create a “black scare” of unprecedented proportions. The white Geor-
gian sociologist Thomas J. Woofter, re®ecting on a lifetime spent studying
racial problems, later recalled that the war had revealed some ancient
truths about the southern white mentality that were normally submerged,
but were always present and potent:

The last thing that would be admitted by the ardent advocate of white
supremacy is that some elements in the South have a lurking fear of the
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Negro. Their inability to recognize this fear arises from the fact that it is
for the most part subconscious. It shows clearly, however, whenever crises
appear and its most persistent manifestation is in the uncritical belief of
baseless rumors and the speed with which these tall tales spread.

War brings on the type of crisis psychology which is particularly hos-
pitable to rumor. There is something about the Negro in uniform which
gives the more ignorant Southerner a ¤rst class case of jitters and spawns
the most absurd fantasies.

There are stories of what the Negro in uniform will do, stories of what
he won’t do. There are stories of what the Negro who stays at home will
do and won’t do.16

The possibility that blacks were a weak link in the political, economic,
and military cohesion required for total war had occurred to government
of¤cials at the very beginning of American mobilization. When the United
States entered the war in April 1917, the white press claimed that German
agents were spreading anti-war propaganda among blacks, especially in the
South. The Wilson administration took such allegations seriously, and for
the next four years, six federal government departments and several local
agencies maintained a constant watch on the activities of black civilians
and soldiers and equal rights organizations and publications. This surveil-
lance was part of a general growth of anti-radical government activity dur-
ing the war and the post-war red scare.17 The federal investigative agencies
suspected that black protest against lynching and demands for equal rights
were the results of pro-German or paci¤st propaganda, and that the tone,
at the very least, of much of the black press was essentially disloyal. This
was accompanied by a recognition that should all-out black opposition to
the war arise, involving the non-cooperation of black labor and military
personnel, the consequences for domestic order and the war effort could
be serious.

The only federal agency with the resources to undertake an immediate
large-scale investigation into “Pro-Germanism among the Negroes” was the
Bureau of Investigation (BI) of the Justice Department. The Justice Depart-
ment had ended its investigative dependence on the Secret Service in 1908
by creating its own detective arm, formally named the BI in 1909 when
Congress voted new funds for the prosecution of fraud committed against
the United States.18 During its ¤rst six years, the BI was one of the weapons
of Progressivism, combating customs, postal, and revenue fraud and viola-
tions of laws concerning white slavery, immigration, and naturalization.19
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From 1912, the chief of the BI was A. Bruce Bielaski, a Maryland minister’s
son who had graduated with a degree in law from George Washington Uni-
versity, where a number of the BI’s leading ¤gures were later to study.20

In 1915, Bielaski’s force of 219 agents investigated violations of the neu-
trality laws, but left suspected German espionage to the State Department
and the Treasury Department’s Secret Service agents. By the end of 1916,
the Department of Justice had spent $64,000 on war-related investigations
and the number of BI agents had risen to three hundred. In the ¤rst two
months of 1917, the number of letters received by the BI containing warn-
ings or allegations about German intrigue increased fourfold, persuading
Attorney General Thomas Watt Gregory to allow BI agents a free hand in
the investigation of sabotage and espionage, without congressional authori-
zation. Although there were now four hundred BI agents, they could not
keep up with the number of incidents and individuals said to be worthy of
investigation. (At its peak, in the summer of 1917, this torrent of letters
from alarmed citizens would reach a thousand per day, of which an esti-
mated 95 percent turned out to be of no signi¤cance.) Gregory told district
attorneys, “Complaints of even the most informal or con¤dential nature
are always welcome . . . citizens should feel free to bring their information
or suspicions to the attention of the nearest representative of the Depart-
ment of Justice.”21 The BI was assisted by the volunteer investigators of the
American Protective League (APL), which was funded nationwide by busi-
ness donations. Although the APL was a subordinate auxiliary of the Justice
Department, it became barely controllable at times, and was prone to an
overzealous “100% Americanism” which trampled on the civil liberties of
aliens, union members, and “slackers.” It was more of an embarrassment
than an asset to the Department of Justice by the end of the war.22

In the days immediately prior to the U.S. declaration of war, the Wilson
administration was much concerned with the problem of the thousands of
non-naturalized Germans and Austrians resident in the United States. Re-
jecting the suggestion of Secretary of War Newton D. Baker that enemy
aliens should only be arrested in connection with speci¤c offenses, Depart-
ment of Justice of¤cials argued that pre-emptive action was called for. A
presidential proclamation was drafted, advising enemy aliens to obey the
law, relinquish ¤rearms, and avoid military establishments, and warning
that detention and internment awaited potential offenders. District attor-
neys and U.S. marshals were alerted on March 27 and April 1 to be on the
lookout for illegal enemy alien activity and told to acquaint themselves and
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district judges with correct procedures should the proclamation be issued.
Gregory advised the solicitor general, “There are a very large number of
German citizens in this country who are dangerous and who are plotting
trouble, men from whom we must necessarily expect trouble promptly of
a sinister sort.” On April 6, Wilson issued the proclamation about aliens,
to which the attorney general added succinct advice to German citizens:
“Obey the law; keep your mouth shut.”23 The BI in Washington now began
to be inundated by complaints from private citizens and reports from BI
agents in the ¤eld about German intrigue and propaganda, a remarkable
number of which concerned the real or imagined attitude of the African-
American population.

One other federal agency, the Military Intelligence Branch (MIB) of the
General Staff, also came to play a major part in the wartime investigation
of alleged black disloyalty. Military intelligence was normally given very low
priority in defense planning prior to World War I and it was not envisaged
as having any role in domestic surveillance. After the Spanish-American
war, in which intelligence was one of the few praiseworthy branches of the
United States army, six of¤cers ran the Military Intelligence Division of
the General Staff, created under reforms called for by President William
McKinley’s secretary of war, Elihu Root, before the division was merged in
1908 with the War College Division, giving intelligence of¤cers a teaching
role. With the reorganization of the War College Division in 1915, intelli-
gence was given separate status, so that additional congressional appropria-
tions could be secured. Intelligence-gathering, itself, remained super¤cial,
sti®ed by its inclusion in the War College Division.24

In 1916, the General Staff sent twenty-three military attachés abroad,
eight of whom observed the French army as the War College Division at-
tempted to learn about trench warfare. The censorship methods of the
British Directorate of Military Intelligence also interested the General Staff.
At home, intelligence of¤cers were appointed for six territorial divisions of
the United States, with special attention devoted to the Mexican border,
and some National Guard of¤cers were brought to Washington for intelli-
gence training. Thus, the framework of a new wartime military intelligence
agency of the General Staff was created in advance of the declaration
of war.25

The War Department’s eventual recognition of the importance of ef¤-
cient intelligence work was due largely to the efforts of a Harvard-educated
Ohioan, Maj. Ralph Van Deman, who had served in the Military Informa-
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tion Section of the Philippines Department from 1901 to 1903. In 1915,
Van Deman joined the War College Division, where he argued that intelli-
gence operations should be stepped up without waiting for higher approval.
When the United States abandoned neutrality, Van Deman appealed over
the head of the chief of staff to Secretary Baker, who approved Van Deman’s
proposals, promoted him, and placed him in charge of the newly formed
MIB. The MIB was allocated over $1 million during 1917 to enable it to
ful¤ll three distinct functions: “Administration,” involving assigning at-
tachés, issuing and compiling maps, codes, and ciphers, and liaising with
the Allied intelligence services; “Information,” to be obtained by maintain-
ing ¤les on suspect individuals, gathering economic intelligence on enemy
countries, and engaging in espionage and counter-espionage; and, ¤nally,
“Censorship,” of mails, cables, and telegraphs. The secret aspects of this
work were to be divided, after the British example, into “positive” intelli-
gence (accumulation and distribution of useful information) and “nega-
tive” intelligence (“all necessary measures to negative or thwart the enemy
in his attempt to do us harm”).26

In the spring and summer of 1917, Van Deman became convinced that
the security of the United States and the war effort faced internal threats,
not only from enemy agents, but also from the anti-war activities of Ameri-
can left-wing radicalism, in the form of unions such as the Industrial Work-
ers of the World, journals such as the Masses and Mother Earth, and ethnic
groups ill-disposed toward the Allied cause, such as German Americans,
Irish Americans, and Indian nationalists seeking the overthrow of British
rule. As the subversive menace that Van Deman perceived grew, the MIB
expanded accordingly: when Van Deman decided that new topics fell within
the scope of military intelligence work, he resolved any lack of expertise in
the MIB by recruiting newly commissioned of¤cers with specialized knowl-
edge acquired in civilian life, or else sought commissions for specialists who
were still civilians. The result was an agency top-heavy with experts, almost
incidentally in uniform, who were allowed to concentrate on, and some-
times jealously guard, their own ¤elds, often with little sense of the wider
picture. (Although the personnel of military intelligence in Washington at
one point reached 282 of¤cers and 1,159 civilians, there were never more
than six regular army of¤cers in the MIB at any time.)27

In August 1917, when Van Deman, like Bielaski, became convinced that
black disloyalty represented a further real threat to national security, he
quickly assigned new of¤cers with what were considered to be the right
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quali¤cations to gather information on the activities and expression of
black civilians and soldiers. Thereafter, the BI and the MIB pursued parallel
investigative paths, sometimes collaborating, and their ¤les became part of
the Wilson administration’s attempt to monitor and in®uence the chang-
ing mood of the African-American population. The MIB ¤led and cross-
referenced almost all its information about African-American organiza-
tions, publications, and individuals under the heading “Negro Subversion,”
while the BI used variations on “German Propaganda amongst the Ne-
groes” whenever a report concerned one or more black people, regardless
of whether the subject matter was alleged subversion.28 One of the many
peculiarities of these archives is the chronically inferior quality of the sepa-
rate data-gathering operations of which they are the record. While histori-
ans will continue to ¤nd much otherwise unobtainable information about
the activities of certain African Americans in this period in the intelligence
¤les, the management of the surveillance process was abysmal from the
point of view of generating and analyzing useful intelligence, let alone the
formulation of effective and just policies on race relations.
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Race, War, and Surveillance





One

African Americans and the
War for Democracy, 1917

During the ¤rst three years of World War I, the great majority of African
Americans supported the United States government’s policy of neutrality.
Indeed, few groups of Americans regarded the European con®ict with
greater emotional detachment; the war seemed particularly irrelevant be-
side the economic and political struggles in which African Americans were
engaged at home. Kelly Miller, the in®uential dean of arts and sciences at
Howard University, probably spoke for most members of his race when he
wrote in 1915, “This is essentially a white man’s war. . . . The American Ne-
gro is so far removed from the intimate issues of the European struggle
that its effects on him must be secondary and indirect.”1 Nevertheless, some
black leaders took a close interest in the war and those who formed a prefer-
ence hoped that the more effectively publicized Allied cause would be vic-
torious, a view shared generally by progressive American opinion. W. E. B.
Du Bois, writing in the NAACP journal, the Crisis, saw the war’s origins as
fundamentally colonial, and he sided with the Allies as the more benign
imperialists. Victory for Germany would mean “the triumph of every force
calculated to subordinate darker peoples.” By the time the United States
broke off diplomatic relations with Germany in February 1917, he had ar-
rived at a positive black perspective on the possible effects of warfare on
American society, akin to the New Republic’s belief that the war could effect
a transformation of American democracy and government, and in April he
was fully prepared to exhort the eighty thousand readers of the Crisis to
support the administration’s call to arms, despite Woodrow Wilson’s lack
of concern for black people. Racial discrimination had grown in recent
years, but Du Bois argued that war could deliver political and economic
gains to the African American citizen, if he would only “put himself into
the turmoil and work effectively for a new democracy that shall know no
color.” Although Du Bois felt intense frustration and anger at recurrent
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acts of violence committed against blacks by white communities before and
after the United States entered the war and the studied indifference of the
government, his support for the American war effort did not waver. It
sprang partly from his internationalist perspective, which others shared but
few articulated so plainly, and his conviction that a “war against war” and
a “world organized for peace” were more than mere ideals. He anticipated
that as the moral authority of Europe declined the colonized peoples of
the world would assert themselves, and that at the same time America would
achieve new in®uence as an international democratic force and this, in
turn, would quicken reform within the United States. Du Bois returned
repeatedly to this theme: in the spring of 1918, he would offer Crisis readers
this vision:

Out of this war will rise, soon or late, an independent China; a self-gov-
erning India, an Egypt with representative institutions; an Africa for the
Africans and not merely for business exploitation. Out of this war will
rise, too, an American Negro, with a right to vote and a right to work and
a right to live without insult.2

At this stage in his life, Du Bois believed that progress was inevitable and
that democracy and equality were bound to be extended to blacks one day.
It was his task to accelerate the pace of change, while maintaining the mo-
rale and optimism of his readers.3

Early in 1917, Du Bois’s belief in the potential bene¤ts of war service
led him to support a bid to allow black men to train as army of¤cers during
the precautionary build-up of the American forces after the election of
1916. The leading advocate of this initiative was his white friend and col-
league, Joel E. Spingarn, the chairman of the NAACP. An enthusiastic sup-
porter of the preparedness movement and a leading member of the Home
Defense Committee of Dutchess County, N.Y., Spingarn persuaded his
neighbor, Assistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt, and ex-
president Theodore Roosevelt to recommend him for an army commission
in March 1917. He was to become one of only three men, out of twenty-¤ve
hundred newly commissioned of¤cers, to be immediately promoted to the
rank of major, but before entering training camp he fought to ensure that
black troops in their segregated regiments would be commanded to as high
a level as possible by men of their own race.4 For this to happen, Spingarn
believed, black of¤cer training had to be made palatable to the War De-
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partment, and there was no time to make an anti-segregation issue out of
it. He reached an understanding in February 1917 with Gen. Leonard
Wood, commander of the eastern division of the army, that a separate camp
for black of¤cers would be set up if two hundred suitable applicants could
be quickly found. For the next three months, Spingarn appealed in pam-
phlets and speeches for would-be of¤cers to contact him and urged the War
Department not to give up on the scheme. By persuading Du Bois that the
separate camp made good pragmatic sense, Spingarn also secured the en-
dorsement of the Crisis.5

For proposing something that necessitated of¤cial segregation of mem-
bers of the educated elite dubbed by Du Bois the “Talented Tenth”—the
very section of the black male population that was expected to lead the
¤ght against discrimination—Spingarn and Du Bois drew sharp criticism
from a number of black newspapers. The Cleveland Gazette, a long-time sup-
porter of the NAACP, was moved to question the sincerity of the associa-
tion’s white philanthropists. The New York News, a frequent critic of the
association, seeing Booker T. Washington’s opponents put forward a seg-
regated program, accused Spingarn of hypocrisy and unconditional surren-
der “to those associated for the degradation of colored people.” The News
declared that for Spingarn and his friends to call for “this surrender at this
critical juncture, fraught with splendid strategic opportunities for the race,”
revealed only “the silly sel¤shness of these advocates, and their moral cow-
ardice.”6 Spingarn insisted that, in the face of strong reservations within
the army and active opposition from southern white politicians to any sug-
gestion of black of¤cer training, his proposal was the only way to show both
the leadership qualities and the patriotism of African Americans to a skep-
tical administration. Any quali¤ed black man who refused to take advan-
tage of this hard-won opportunity was, he wrote, “biting off his nose to spite
his face.” Spingarn received vital support from the highest ranking black
of¤cer in the army, Lt. Col. Charles A. Young, a close friend of Du Bois.
Young told the editor of the Cleveland Gazette, Harry C. Smith, that he un-
derstood the latter’s unease, but it was worth accepting a separate training
camp since the alternative was to leave black troops under the command
only of white of¤cers: “I admit that a whole loaf is better than half a loaf;
but the half beats none at all.”7 Spingarn concentrated on soliciting appli-
cations, and one week before the United States declared war he had gath-
ered 230 names, having been particularly successful at Howard University
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in Washington, D.C., and Hampton Institute in Virginia. Aided by the
Washington branch of the NAACP, he continued to press Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker and was rewarded with of¤cial approval on May 19.8

The of¤cers’ training camp campaign obscured a more fundamental di-
lemma which faced black citizens: whether African Americans should feel
any obligation at all to ¤ght for the United States. The writer of a letter to
the New York Sun couched the problem in a tendentious, but frequently
echoed, style:

The ¤rst blood shed for America’s Independence was by Crispus Attuck
[sic], a black man, in Boston. A question comes to my mind now, should
a black man shoulder a gun and go to war and ¤ght for this country, a
country which denies him the rights of citizenship under a ®ag which
offers him no protection, strips him of his manhood by enacting laws
which keeps him [sic] from the ballot box, disfranchised, segregated, dis-
criminated against, lynched, burned at the stake, Jim Crowed and dis-
armed[?] If he ¤ght, and ¤ght he must, for what does he ¤ght?9

Virtually all African-American newspapers and spokesmen responded to
questions of this kind by advising that blacks had no choice but to serve
and contribute to the war effort, but the level of enthusiasm with which
they pushed this message varied considerably. A few declared that uncritical
and sel®ess service was the only option for loyal citizens, but many others
saw participation as basically the means to an end. Roscoe Conkling Sim-
mons, a Republican party regular whose aunt, Margaret Murray, had mar-
ried Booker T. Washington, put the conservative viewpoint most plainly.
His message at this time was that

the nation faces danger from a foreign foe, treason stalks and skulks up
and down our land, in dark councils intrigue is being hatched. . . . [I]n
this hour of peril I forget—and you must forget—all thoughts of self or
race or creed or politics or color. That, boys, is loyalty.10

Not even the New York Age, the most in®uential northern organ of the
Tuskegee-ites, went this far. It recognized that blacks might not be as quick
to enlist for this war as in the past and that their patriotism had dimmed
in recent years, but warned that ful¤lling the duties of citizenship was an
integral part of claiming one’s rights. It seemed to the Age that “the Negro
has a case in court upon which his life depends and which he cannot afford
in any way to jeopardize. He should not let any of his rights go by default.
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Neither can he afford to weaken his claim to any of those rights by a non-
performance of duty.”11 By late March 1917, as war seemed inevitable and
National Guard units, including black troops, began to patrol the streets
of Washington, D.C., the Age was urging its male readers to show their com-
mitment to the United States by volunteering immediately for military ser-
vice, “despite the strain put on that loyalty by an administration most un-
friendly to them.” After all, “administrations come and go, but the nation
endures for ever.”12

In the period of transition from American neutrality to belligerency,
most African Americans across the country agreed that, although the Wil-
son administration was deservedly unpopular, they would ¤ght unquestion-
ingly for the ®ag.13 Aside from individual feelings of patriotism, they were
in®uenced in this respect by the need to react to two threats. Firstly, it was
widely believed that German secret agents were attempting to disrupt the
ability of the United States to wage war by fomenting unrest and disloyalty
among the black population, particularly in the South. Secondly, a few
white politicians attempted to have blacks excluded from military draft leg-
islation. Black leaders reasoned that a section of the population engaged
in local and national struggles for equal rights and justice could ill afford
to be portrayed either as the willing target of enemy propaganda or as gen-
erally un¤t for war service.

In the same week that Congress passed the war resolution, stories about
German efforts to undermine the loyalty of black citizens were carried in
newspapers across the United States. On April 4, 1917, the New York Tribune
carried what it claimed was “the ¤rst information that had been published
about the activities of German agents among the negroes of the South.” It
was reported from Greensboro, N.C., that two Germans, posing as doctors,
were concealed at Elm Grove, “a nearby negro settlement, which is thought
to be the chief seeding ground for the propaganda of sedition. . . . Absolute
social equality has been one of the rewards which the German agents have
dangled before the eyes of the black man.” Another alleged source of Ger-
man propaganda was a local Lutheran college. This story was headlined
“Germans Plot Negro Uprising in the South—Whites Prepare for Possible
Rebellion When War Comes—Kaiser’s Agents Tempt the Blacks with Offers
of Social Equality” and continued,

As in Ireland, Egypt, South Africa and India, so here in the South secret
agents of the Imperial German government have been fomenting revolt
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under the pretence of spreading Kultur. They have been insidiously work-
ing to bring about a rising of the negroes against the whites.

The black population of the area was alleged to be “showing symptoms of
unusual ill-temper” and whites were talking about the need to revive the
Ku Klux Klan.14

The day after the Tribune report appeared, the Associated Press put out
a number of stories about newly discovered conspiracies and arrests under
headlines such as “German Negro Plots to Unite Negroes—Kaiser’s Agents,
as Preachers and Bible Salesmen, at Work in Gulf States” and “German
Negro Plots Feared in Six States.”15 The federal authorities were said to
know about conspiracies “to incite negroes against the United States gov-
ernment” in Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, and Mississippi. Such treason was reported to be “allied closely”
with the recent migration of southern blacks to northern cities and enemy
agents were also said to be urging migration to Mexico. There were no
reports yet of widespread disaffection among blacks, but white farmers in
Alabama had “formed Ku K lux K lans to meet possible uprisings,” and
several Germans had been arrested in Mississippi, where blacks had alleg-
edly been promised “complete franchise freedom and political and social
equality.” German agents were said to be adopting various guises, including
those of saloon-keepers, Lutheran priests, and traveling Bible salesmen, in
order to spread unrest. The Tribune carried these stories on its front page,
after seeking con¤rmation from an African-American newspaper editor,
George Harris of the New York News, that the Greensboro story was factual
and that “serious trouble” resulting from enemy intrigue had been only
“narrowly avoided” in the South and Southwest. Harris emphasized that
any susceptibility of African Americans to the blandishments of German,
Mexican, or Japanese agents was due only to the intolerable conditions un-
der which they were forced to live. In addition, both Harris and Royal Nash,
the white secretary of the NAACP, assured the Tribune that the slow rate at
which blacks were reported to be volunteering for war duty was due only
to the fear that they would be treated badly in the army and that any bit-
terness they felt toward the Wilson administration was not directed at the
United States as a whole. The Tribune nevertheless stuck by its story and
further claimed that “men in the pay of the Imperial Government [had
been] sowing the seeds of discontent among the negroes” in New York City,
before heading south.16 The New York Times announced that the government
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had seized a white man and a black man at Birmingham after they had
toured Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia, the Carolinas, and Mississippi, “pos-
ing as bible salesmen and ministers of the gospel” and urging black people
to migrate to Mexico on specially provided trains.17 In the southern press,
these allegations were given an added twist—the Florence (S.C.) Daily Times
ran the headline “Teutons Try Yankee Trick of Making Negroes Rise in
Rebellion against Whites.”18

The press had been on the alert for signs of aggression from Mexico
since the publication of the Zimmerman telegram on March 1, 1917. This
message to the Mexican government from the German foreign secretary,
offering an alliance if the resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare
were to bring the United States into the war, was intercepted and decoded
by the British Admiralty before being passed to the government of the
United States, which made it public.19 A certain amount of excitement was
occasioned, therefore, by accounts of a Mexican conspiracy to foment a
race war in the Southwest. Dubbed the “Plan of San Diego,” and already
known to the U.S. government for two years, the scheme had been formu-
lated early in 1915 by Mexicans in the San Diego area of southern Texas,
between San Antonio and Nuevo Laredo. It supposedly invited Mexicans,
Indians, and African Americans to rebel jointly against the United States
and establish the independence of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado,
and California. All male Anglos over the age of sixteen would be killed and
Indians would have their ancestral lands returned to them. According to
the self-styled Supreme Revolutionary Congress of San Diego,

When we shall have obtained independence for the Negroes, we shall
grant them a banner, which they themselves shall be permitted to select,
and we shall aid them in obtaining six states of the American Union,
which states border upon those already mentioned, and they may there-
fore be independent.

Newcomers would not be allowed to join the rebellion, “unless said stranger
belong to the Latin, the Negro, or the Japanese race.” According to histo-
rian James Sandos, the Plan of San Diego is best understood, not as a con-
certed conspiracy against the United States, but as a movement born of the
internal politics of revolutionary Mexico, international anarchism, and eco-
nomic conditions on the lower Rio Grande. Initially, the reaction of the
United States was concern for the stability of U.S.-Mexican relations and
protection of the border, but state and federal of¤cials who investigated the
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plan in 1915 apparently agreed that it was “visionary and ridiculous.” It was
mentioned brie®y in of¤cial reports to Washington in 1916, when Gen.
John J. Pershing’s punitive expedition was active in northern Mexico.20 Nev-
ertheless, in April 1917, the New York press reported the Plan of San Diego
as if it were of recent origin and its execution were imminent. George Har-
ris of the New York News claimed to have heard about it by “subterranean
channels” and the focus of press reports generally was on the subversive
appeal to African Americans and the involvement of Germans, despite the
fact that these were marginal aspects of the now-defunct conspiracy.21

Reports that the loyalty of African Americans had been undermined by
enemy agents or other conspirators were to recur throughout the remain-
ing months of World War I and would persist thereafter. One reason why
such stories became ¤rmly entrenched in popular and of¤cial minds was
that they conformed to the pre-existing view of German agents in America.
Since 1915, pro-Allied publicists, preparedness advocates, and the Wilson
administration had claimed that American neutrality was being abused by
German spies and saboteurs, and that public opinion had been deliberately
divided by a campaign of whispering propaganda.22 In his repeated refer-
ences to “foreign intrigue,” it also became clear that Woodrow Wilson re-
garded outside attempts to in®uence ordinary Americans as more heinous
crimes than the gathering of of¤cial secrets, although that was done, too.
He speci¤cally denounced German spies in his war message to Congress in
April 1917 and afterward continued to accuse Germany of having “¤lled
our unsuspecting communities with vicious spies and conspirators and
sought to corrupt the opinion of our people in their own behalf.”23

A few white southerners responded by expressing con¤dence in the do-
cility and contentment of the black population, but they were in a minority.
For example, in May 1918, Rep. Edward Pou of North Carolina dismissed
the allegations of German intrigue among blacks when the United States
had entered the war, preferring to recite a standard southern tribute. Dur-
ing the Civil War, he reminded the House of Representatives,

The helpless women and children of the South during those four memo-
rable years were left largely to the mercy of the negro race. Be it said to
their everlasting credit that in not one instance did they prove treacher-
ous. [Applause] . . . As I stand here now I can see all over the South the
vine-clad cabins of this kindly race. They have their faults, but disloyalty
is not among those faults. In their homes you will ¤nd a burning love of
country, a burning love for the ®ag. From these little homes throughout
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the South responding to their country’s call the young negro men are
answering, “Here; we are ready.” [Applause]24

A less complimentary, but equally hackneyed, testimony to the impervious-
ness of African Americans to the efforts of German secret agents was of-
fered by the Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser. It did not doubt that German racial
intrigue existed, but added that the spies were bound to fail because “the
average negro would patiently hear the appeal of a ‘German spy’ and im-
mediately repeat the full conversation, with embellishments, to his white
friends.”25

The great majority of white southerners appear to have found allegations
of racial subversion by the enemy consistent with their own deep-seated
prejudices and fears, and the prospect of a race war at home appears to
have had a generally cohesive effect on them. The spy scare seemed to
con¤rm not only the guile of the Kaiser’s agents but also the gullibility and
potential treachery of elements of the black population. The Macon (Ga.)
Telegraph found the allegations entirely plausible, and even invoked memo-
ries of abolitionism, asserting that German spies had succeeded in

planting fruitful seeds of seditious trouble among that small percentage
of Southern negroes who, poisoned by too much foolish exploitation by
well-meaning philanthropists in the North and East, have come to feel
that the negro’s destiny in the South is best served by the overthrow in
some fashion or other of peculiarly Southern institutions.

And though disaffected blacks might be only a minority, the Telegraph con-
sidered that “doubtless there are enough of them lending a willing ear to
call for prompt and severe treatment.”26

The suggestion that “peculiarly Southern institutions” such as segrega-
tion and disfranchisement were threatened by enemy intrigue in the spring
and summer of 1917 led to an upsurge of white chauvinism and a determi-
nation to defend the system. This involved a heightened sensitivity to any
indications that African Americans might press against the racial bounda-
ries with new vigor. From the colonial period to the New South, white south-
erners of all classes had exhibited a mixture of contempt, frustration, and
apprehension in their dealings with black people, along with rarer mo-
ments of af¤nity and paternalism. Southern hysteria about real and, more
often, imagined instances of slave rebellion before 1860 had created lasting
anxiety, which persisted after Reconstruction and grew to include ¤erce
resistance to the idea of black political power and wealth. In 1908, the
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Michigan-born progressive journalist Ray Stannard Baker had described
white southerners as “torn between their feeling of race prejudice and their
downright economic needs. Hating and fearing the Negro as a race (though
often loving individual Negroes), they want him to work for them; they
can’t get along without him.”27 By 1910, any black political advances during
Reconstruction had been decisively reversed and black economic progress
across most of the South had stalled, but racist speakers and writers per-
sisted in playing on the fear of “social equality,” accusing blacks of yearning
for it and some northern reformers of (usually unintentionally) promoting
it.28 “Social equality” connoted much more than granting blacks and whites
simultaneous access to the same juries, schools, housing, transportation,
restaurants, and other public facilities. For whites across the United States
it had become a conveniently broad, and yet at the same time piercing,
euphemism encompassing all forms of familiarity between the races, and
especially between black men and white women, ranging from casual con-
versation to sexual intercourse (with the implied emphasis normally on the
latter). Its usage by white Americans usually came in the form of warnings
that the boundaries of racial etiquette were not to be tampered with. Any
passing mention by a black writer of “social equality” affronted the sensi-
bilities of whites across a spectrum wide enough to encompass extremist
demagogues like Sen. Ben Tillman of South Carolina, racial theorists like
Lothrop Stoddard, and liberal reformers like Jane Addams and Florence
Kelley.29

Quite aside from any considerations of national security, therefore, the
1917 racial spy scare seemed to authenticate ancient terrors, and the al-
leged presence of shadowy, marginal white men attempting to foment re-
bellion, a common feature of investigations of conspiracies during both
slavery and Reconstruction, only made the stories about German agitators
more persuasive and sinister.30 Descriptions in white newspapers of the re-
wards offered by Germans to blacks to persuade them to rebel, resist the
draft, or migrate to the North frequently referred to the lure of “social
equality.”

From the moment it became clear that there would be a national draft,
the prospect of black military enlistment produced frequent outbursts of
opposition across the South. These objections cannot simply be attributed
to concerns caused by the allegations of German intrigue. In condemning
the drafting of blacks, whites expressed widely held southern beliefs about
the political and economic need to limit the scope of black citizenship. They
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also revealed with unusual candor the normally unspoken recognition by
whites that, notwithstanding comforting myths about the Civil War and
black contentment, the attitudes of African Americans toward whites were
basically hostile, and in some cases vengeful, and that arming the sons and
grandsons of former slaves might jeopardize white safety and domination.
In other words, while they rarely said as much, whites understood perfectly
well that the treatment meted out to southern blacks in terms of poor edu-
cation, limited economic opportunity, the denial of political rights, and the
permanent threat and frequent reality of violence amounted to systematic
oppression. They could justify each element according to their own beliefs,
but could not deny that an alternative system would logically appeal to the
freedmen and their descendants. The anxiety provoked by the conjunction
of alleged German subversion among blacks and the prospect of a black
draft did not simply grow out of a belief system which held that Africans
were innately gullible and criminal; it lay in white men’s and women’s pri-
vate knowledge of how they would feel if they were black in the same cir-
cumstances. Hence, Rep. Richard S. Whaley of South Carolina spoke for
many white southerners when he stated that black enlistment “would bring
down upon the districts where Negroes far exceed the whites in number
a danger far greater than any foe.” The populist white supremacist Sen.
James K. Vardaman of Mississippi, who opposed American entry into the
war, also condemned the proposal to arm “millions of Negroes.” He could
think of “no greater menace to the South than this.” The senior senator
from Mississippi, John Sharp Williams, a supporter of Wilson and the war
effort (and no friend of Vardaman), accepted that blacks should be in-
cluded in the draft, but opposed the idea that they should be trained in
the South. He thought it would be safer if they were drilled in Cuba. Other
southern whites were concerned less about public order than about the
boost that black political claims might receive from war service: the Vicks-
burg Herald regretted what it called “the logic of black arms bearing.”31

The double blow of the spy stories and the growth of white resistance to
black war service led to a renewed campaign by African-American leaders
to demonstrate that their people could be relied upon. W. E. B. Du Bois
was quickest to respond, ridiculing the April 4th report of the New York
Tribune in that afternoon’s edition of the New York Evening Post, owned by
Oswald Garrison Villard, a fellow director of the NAACP. Du Bois de-
nounced the Tribune for printing “a cock and bull story,” hurriedly made
up by southerners worried about black economic advances and the forma-
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tion of black regiments. They were, he insisted, simply looking for an excuse
to assert their control over the black population, and the “discovery” of an
imminent uprising would suit their purposes well. The Evening Post, itself,
congratulated the Tribune on a “superb piece of satire.”32 The Tribune story
was also denied by President James B. Dudley of Greensboro Agricultural
and Technical College, who insisted that recent black migration had noth-
ing to do with German agents, as the Tribune had implied, and that the
nearby Lutheran Immanuel College, which had sixty-¤ve black students,
was blameless.33 A prominent member of the Colored Missions Board of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church also wrote Attorney General Thomas Watt
Gregory to point out that the Lutheran schools for African Americans were
dominated by black, not white, staff.34 The Washington Bee, the oldest sur-
viving black newspaper in the United States, founded in 1879 and edited
by a District of Columbia lawyer, Calvin Chase, argued that the patriotism
of the African-American soldier had withstood tests to which no other
group in American society had been subjected: “His mother, sister, brother
and children are being burned at the stake and yet the American ®ag is his
emblem . . . which he stands ready to defend. In all the battles the Negro
soldier has proved his loyalty and today he is the only true American at
whom the ¤nger of scorn cannot be pointed.” The Norfolk Journal and Guide
derided the reports of German agents and sympathizers among black
people as “too absurd for serious thought.”35 In the following weeks, all
cities with large black communities saw well-attended “loyalty meetings” at
which blacks expressed overt enthusiasm for the war. Resolutions were en-
dorsed, deploring or denying German intrigue and assuring the local and
national authorities that African Americans were as ready as any group to
do their bit, regardless of past or present discrimination. Claims that Ger-
man propagandists had found black sympathizers in southern cotton ¤elds
or in northern cities were dismissed. In Norfolk, Va., for example, four thou-
sand black children marched with the Knights of Pythias and brass bands
to a rally at which the idea of an imminent black rebellion was branded a
“German lie.”36 At a Boston meeting organized by the local branch of the
NAACP, the association’s ¤eld secretary, James Weldon Johnson, declared
that “the great mass stands as it has ever stood, loyal to the core. The idea
of the colored people being disloyal is absurd.” He ascribed the wave of
reports about German agitation among blacks to those white southerners
who “would like to have the people of the North believe it, so as to excuse
themselves for acts of violence they would like to commit.”37
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The fear that lynching would suddenly increase in the new crisis of war
and espionage was fully justi¤ed by the patterns of racial violence in the
South over the previous half century. On behalf of the NAACP, Du Bois
put out a con¤dential message to the editors of black newspapers, appealing
to them to quash all rumors about enemy agents and black disloyalty. If the
rest of the American people began to believe these stories, he predicted,

the Southern states will be allowed a free hand, under ‘military necessity,’
to place the Negroes of the South under quasi martial law. Under such
regulation, the free movement and free gatherings of colored people
would be restrained, and every form of violence and oppression would
be excused and justi¤ed. The South would see a revival of the Ku Klux
Klan, and as long as the war lasted, and perhaps for many years after, the
Negro would be held in a state of virtual slavery.38

At the very least, Du Bois feared, widespread suspicion of disloyalty could
be used by southern congressmen in a determined effort to exclude African
Americans from the draft. He returned to this theme in the May 1917 Crisis,
suggesting that the reports of German subversion were part of a desperate
attempt on the part of the “Bourbon South” to create an atmosphere in
which the northward migration of labor could be prevented by force. He
warned, “Back of the German mask is the grinning skeleton of a Southern
slave-driver.”39 James Weldon Johnson also discussed southern anxieties
about black enlistment in his weekly newspaper column. He, too, suspected
a hidden political agenda:

Southerners like Congressman Whiley [sic] think that if the Negro is in-
cluded in the universal service plan, and bears arms, wears the uniform
and ¤ghts the country’s battles it will increase his feelings of equal citi-
zenship and strengthen his claim to equal citizenship. And they are quite
right in thinking so.40

In the hundreds of declarations and assertions of black loyalty which
followed American entry into war there emerged a discernible difference
in tone and outlook between the statements of those African Americans
who took a conservative approach to the achievement of social justice and
those who were less patient. The former, generally members of an older
generation, insisted that black people had always been utterly loyal to the
United States and that, regardless of ill-treatment, they would always put
their country ¤rst. Those leaders who preferred the policy of “organized
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determination and aggressive action” laid out by the Niagara Movement af-
ter 1905, most of whom were now associated with the NAACP, agreed that
blacks would not succumb to German overtures, but at the same time they
took care to remind their audiences of the injustices that white America
had perpetrated in the past. They advised against allowing African-American
compliance with the war effort to be taken for granted and argued that
service ought to be rewarded both during and after the war with better
treatment of the race by the federal government. Some even implied that
the war represented an opportunity to force the government into granting
the demands of black campaigners in return for a wholehearted commit-
ment to the war.

The most in®uential call for blacks to render sel®ess service to their
country came from Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. In April 1917, Principal
Robert Russa Moton, who had succeeded Booker T. Washington on the lat-
ter’s death two years earlier, declared that the “few malcontents” who might
be “misled by Teuton intrigue” would be sternly dealt with by blacks them-
selves. The patriotism of the African American—by nature “patient and
forgiving, but a brave and loyal ¤ghter”—could not be weakened by “inter-
nal misunderstandings” between the races. Moton also released a letter he
had sent to Woodrow Wilson assuring the president of the docile loyalty of
his people.41 Hollis B. Frissell, the white principal of Washington’s alma
mater, Hampton Institute, went even further, urging his alumni to contrib-
ute unquestioningly all they could to the war. Like Moton, Frissell did not
discount the possibility that there were indeed German agents at work in
the South and that “a few [blacks] in their bitterness may have turned to
evil counselors,” but he called on people to turn a deaf ear to agitators and
to report them immediately. Frissell declared that this was no time for
“[b]itterness, fear, hatred, narrow jealousies and sel¤sh interests,” for, as
Washington had taught, “the colored man is going to secure recognition
not by demanding his rights, but by deserving them.”42 This was too faint-
hearted even for Moton; in an unusual gesture he immediately corrected
Frissell by pointing out that the rights of citizenship were already long over-
due and that black people would secure them “by demanding and deserv-
ing them.”43

A view of war service as expedient was offered by Harry C. Smith, editor
of the Cleveland Gazette, who predicted that “the war, which every Afro-
American looks upon as providential, will do much toward bettering our
position, for it will again afford us an opportunity to show the metal of
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which we are made.”44 John Mitchell, Jr., editor of the Richmond Planet,
adopted an even more calculating perspective. He hoped for a lengthy
American involvement in the war, with heavy casualties, so that the United
States would need all the help it could get. When victory was achieved black
soldiers would “receive the encomiums of the nation and be welcomed to
receive all of the rights and privileges of any other citizens. This can only
come from a long and from a bloody war. From a short, quick war, Good
Lord deliver us!”45 West Indian–born Cyril Briggs had a more speci¤c vision
of the sort of reward that blacks should seek in return for full participation
in the war effort. In the editorial columns of the Amsterdam News, he argued
that just as the Allies were defending the rights of Belgians and Poles and
asserting the principle of national self-determination in Europe, so black
republics such as Haiti should be left to themselves “and the colored race
in America given equal political and economic rights or be allowed to ex-
ercise its talents in nation building in the rich and healthy island of San
Domingo or some other quarter of its choice.”46

Thus, a number of commentators swiftly advised blacks to participate in
the war for their own bene¤t, even though they might ¤nd it dif¤cult to
feel any real enthusiasm for either the United States or its war aims. These
writers stressed that there were social and economic gains to be had, as well
as sacri¤ces to be made. James Weldon Johnson perhaps expressed this cau-
tious optimism most clearly. He hoped that African Americans would be
able to don the uniform of the United States and at the same time demand
their rights, rather than have to postpone campaigns for the just rewards
of service. One of those rights was “the right to ¤ght for one’s country;
which, after all, is one of the fundamental rights of citizenship,” but the
black soldier would be ¤ghting “with his eyes wide open . . . , repeating his
demand that this nation do its duty.” Johnson frankly admitted that,

even if there can be no sense of patriotism, . . . the bald truth is that the
Negro cannot afford to be rated as a disloyal element in this nation. Imag-
ine the results if he should for an instant arouse against himself the sen-
timent which is now directed against the pro-German element.47

In May 1917, the NAACP held a national conference in Washington of
branch delegates and members of other organizations. In resolutions writ-
ten by Du Bois, the conference traced “the real cause of this World War to
the despising of the darker races by the dominant groups of men” and
colonial rivalries. Lasting peace would result only from “the extension of
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the principle of government by the consent of the governed, not simply
among the smaller nations of Europe, but among the natives of Asia and
Africa, the Western Indies, and the Negroes of the United States.” African
Americans were urged to play their part in the war in the knowledge that
their grievances would not be forgotten: “Absolute loyalty in arms and civil
duties need not for a moment lead us to abate our just complaints and just
demands.”48

No matter how much the most visible elements of African-American
leadership might proclaim the unswerving loyalty of the race to the United
States and predict great changes as a result of war service, the truth was
that the wider black population held a very broad range of views on the
level of commitment which American belligerency ought to command, and
the extent to which they willingly engaged in war-related activities varied
accordingly. Theodore Kornweibel, Jr., Gerald R. Gill, and Steven A. Reich
have persuasively interpreted a mass of evidence showing that with regard
to the declared purposes of the United States in entering the war, many
African Americans—perhaps most—were ignorant, or indifferent, or skep-
tical, or antagonistic, and they were either unimpressed or repelled by the
home-front propaganda that accompanied mobilization.49 Reservations
about the war and its relevance were sometimes expressed explicitly, some-
times obliquely; they generally took the form of localized or individual ges-
tures, rather than organized national dissent, and they rarely emerged from
a clear ideological position. And yet, taken together, they amount to un-
equivocal evidence that, along with other sections of the American people,
millions of African Americans were not borne along on a patriotic surge
in 1917 and 1918. This is not to argue that there existed a hitherto unno-
ticed mass of black anti-war activists, or that black soldiers did not demon-
strate ef¤ciency, initiative, and valor. But it does suggest that many African
Americans complied with war regulations and service more because of
the penalties involved in non-compliance and dissent than out of a love of
country and a sense of duty, and many others engaged in subtle forms of re-
sistance to powerful institutions. After the war, the black commentator
George Schuyler asked the largely white readership of the American Mercury,

Is it generally known that large numbers of Negroes, though they openly
whooped it up for Uncle Sam, would have shed no tears in 1917–18 if the
armies of the Kaiser had by some miracle suddenly swooped down upon
such fair cities as Memphis, Tenn., Waycross, Ga., or Meridian, Miss.? . . .
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Any number of intelligent Negroes expressed the opinion under their
breath that a good beating would be an excellent thing for the soul of
America.50

Robin D. G. Kelley’s arguments regarding a later period hold true for
the era of World War I: far from being passive, long-suffering victims of the
racist economic and social structure of the post-Reconstruction South, Af-
rican Americans found ways to denounce, de®ect, and combat white at-
tempts to control their lives.51 They did not need German agents to point
out the hypocrisy and cynicism of sending African Americans overseas to
war in the name of democracy. This widespread sense of disillusion was
openly confessed by the leading black cleric in Washington, Francis J.
Grimké, sickened by the rapturous reception given to Confederate veterans
in the capital in June 1917 and saddened by the readiness of American
patriots to condemn German tyranny in Europe while ignoring American
tyranny in the South:

It is amazing into what spasms of indignation American orators work
themselves up when they are speaking on German atrocities; and yet they
are moved to no such feelings . . . by the equally atrocious conduct of
southern lynchers. . . . These exhibitions of brutality fail to arouse in
them even the faintest zephyr of indignation.52

Domestic intelligence agencies readily detected this unrest, even if they
were incapable of comprehending it. The chief of the Justice Department’s
Bureau of Investigation (BI), A. Bruce Bielaski, was worried about the prob-
lem of black disloyalty from the moment the United States entered the war.
He discussed it with other law enforcement of¤cials in Washington and or-
dered BI ¤eld of¤ces to give special attention to tracking down the German
agents he believed were trying to “stir up the negroes of this country.”53

Between March and August 1917, the efforts of the BI to monitor “negro
activities” set the underlying tone and established the basic surveillance
criteria that were to persist beyond the Armistice and throughout the sub-
sequent red scare. However, the powers of the investigators did not grow at
the same rate as their desire to act against critics of the government. In the
early months of American involvement in the war, although there were nu-
merous arrests in the South in connection with the alleged subversion of
black loyalty, prosecutions could only be brought under existing state laws.
Until the passage of the Espionage Act of June 15, 1917, which provided
stiff penalties for interference with the draft, the BI’s special agents could
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only ¤le reports on such matters and hope for action by local of¤cials under
state laws, such as section 3661 of the legal code of Virginia, which provided
that “if any person conspire with another to incite the colored population
of the state to acts of violence and war against the white population” (or
vice-versa), the conspirators were liable to ¤ve to ten years’ imprisonment.54

Justice Department of¤cials across the United States found it frustrating
not to have clearly de¤ned powers of their own and sought clari¤cation
from the attorney general. The U.S. marshal in Asheville, N.C., where a
German was nearly lynched, wanted to know what action he could take
about reports of Germans inciting black uprisings: “I am, as probably other
marshals are, appealed to time and again every day about matters of this
kind.” The U.S. attorney at Mobile, Ala., believing that he had evidence
that certain blacks were persuading their neighbors to leave for Mexico via
New Orleans, wanted to do something to defuse local tension: “The white
people are very restless and are disposed to be violent. . . . I can keep down
mob law, but I would like to know what I can do with some of these [Negro]
fellows for an example.” The BI gave out what advice it could. Over Bie-
laski’s signature, the attorney who most often dealt with “negro activities,”
A. H. Pike, advised the Birmingham special agent that, if state statutes did
not offer a solution, then section 37 of the federal criminal code, which
dealt with conspiracy to defraud or commit offenses against the United
States, might be applicable, “although it is realized, of course, that this is
stretching this section somewhat.” Pike speculated that “a Grand Jury in-
vestigation might have a deterrent effect on the instigators of the move-
ment.”55

Since 1915, several thousand African Americans had migrated from the
southern states to the North every month, a phenomenon that came under
close scrutiny by the Justice Department when the United States entered
the war, in case it should be inspired by German agents. The outbreak of
war in 1914 had cut annual immigration from Europe from 1.2 million to
300,000 within a year and this ¤gure continued to fall as the con®ict wore
on, contributing to a growing labor shortage in northern cities, espe-
cially in those industries enjoying war-related demand. At the same time,
the predominantly rural economy of the South was contending with suc-
cessive ®oods and a spreading boll-weevil infestation which ruined much
of the cotton crop of 1915 and 1916 in Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, and
Florida—states with a combined black population of 4.1 million. Southern
farming was by far the most important single economic activity of African
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Americans—the 1910 census showed that it engaged 55 percent (2.8 mil-
lion) of the 5.2 million gainfully employed black people in the United
States—and the diminishing prospects for black tenants (who made up 75
percent of black farm operators, whereas only 4 percent of white farm op-
erators were tenants) provided an incentive to abandon that way of life if
an alternative were to become clear. In addition, black-white relations were
dominated by an oppressive climate of violence, in which any black person
might be beaten or murdered by a lynch mob anywhere in the South, and
particularly in certain counties where lynching had become an extralegal
device for intensifying racial oppression. As well as serving as a constant
reinforcement of white supremacy and black servility, lynching was un-
doubtedly a factor in the decision of many southern black people to move
to the North. An investigation in southern Georgia showed a direct corre-
lation between migration and the frequency of lynching. As the Columbia
(S.C.) State put it, “Every Southern lynching is an emigration agent working
effectively for Northern employers.”56

Disheartened, then, by violence, insults, discrimination, denial of basic
rights, and crop failures, and becoming more aware of the relatively greater
freedom and prosperity to be enjoyed in the North, single black men and
women and black families left southern farms in steadily increasing num-
bers during World War I. Black mobility over short and long distances had
been a constant feature of American society since the Civil War, but during
1915 and 1916 such movement began to take on a wholly new character
and in some states it became an exodus. Having left their farms, some fami-
lies remained initially in the South; between 1910 and 1920, 235,000 blacks
moved from rural areas to cities in the South Atlantic states. In eastern
Tennessee, for example, the black population of industrial towns increased
by 54 percent between 1900 and 1920, although the total black population
of the state fell by 4.5 percent. However, by far the greatest number of
migrants moved to cities in northern states; between 400,000 and 500,000
black people moved northward by train and coastal steamer in 1916 and
1917 and over the next ten years they were joined by another 800,000. As
a result of the migration wave of 1916–17, the labor force available to south-
ern landlords became seriously depleted in some sections. For example, an
estimated 100,000 black people left Mississippi between 1915 and 1920. Cer-
tain southern industries, such as lumber and turpentine in Mississippi and
Florida, suffered especially badly and the commercial life of many pre-
viously thriving parts of the South experienced a sudden decline. For ex-
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ample, Brunswick, one of the two principal ports of Georgia, lost a thou-
sand stevedores and Jacksonville, one of the leading ports of Florida, lost
between six and eight thousand of its citizens. The migrants were seeking
more than just economic rewards and freedom from debt; they were also
curious and enthusiastic about the prospects which the North seemed to
hold out of new social experiences, justice, security, and education.57

Southern white reaction to the migration was not uniform. Ultimately,
most commentators saw grave consequences for the southern economy and
recognized that efforts should be made to encourage blacks to remain in
the South by alleviating some of the push factors, if only to allow land-
lords continued enjoyment of high wartime cotton prices, but some whites
openly welcomed the departure of large numbers for other parts of the
United States. It would, they argued, both relieve the South to some degree
of the “negro problem” and impress the nature of that problem upon the
North. When the migration showed no signs of slowing, however, the gen-
eral southern view became that it was doing serious damage and that mea-
sures to prevent it should include banning the dissemination of informa-
tion among potential migrants about the attractions of northern life.58 The
black press in the North generally welcomed the migration as evidence of
the spirit of the race and as a slap in the face for the white people of the
South. Some southern black papers, however, maintained that the migrants
were mistaken and for several months in 1916 and 1917 urged their readers
to stay put. The Norfolk Journal and Guide, for example, carried reports and
cartoons about the migration in virtually every issue between October 1916
and August 1917, most of which concentrated on the unpleasantness of the
climate, labor conditions, and housing in the North and the opportunities
which still remained in the South.59

The fact that the growth of the migration did not coincide with Ameri-
can entry to the war meant that the BI had few reasons for thinking it might
be enemy-inspired, although the white press in South Carolina quoted some
federal agents who favored the German conspiracy theory. For one thing,
the kind of allegation made to federal agents by southern whites often
amounted to no more than repetition of implausible rumors: “Are you
aware that the Canadian government has agents in the southland inducing
and seducing the negroes to go to Canada to work farms, etc.[?] In case of
war, can the U.S. government do without the negro?” The BI could do little
with information of this kind, but the volume of such correspondence in-
dicates the level of anxiety that existed in the white population. Forcible
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attempts were sometimes made to prevent blacks from leaving, but, as the
white citizens of lynching-prone Washington County, Miss., discovered, this
was futile: by the end of 1917, two hundred homes stood empty near the
town of Greenville.60

The real targets of southern complaints were therefore often labor
agents, commissioned by northern industry, who promised potential mi-
grants jobs and accommodation on their arrival at northern destinations.
Some agents were dishonest—in Louisiana, 1,800 black people paid two
dollars each to an agent, never to see him again—but most offered a genu-
ine alternative future for the migrants and their families. Among the ¤rst
employers to recruit through agents were the Pennsylvania and Erie Rail-
roads, followed by steel mills, meat packers, automobile plants, and Con-
necticut tobacco growers. In Florida, railroad agents arranged mass pick-
ups at Jacksonville, St. Augustine, and Pensacola. Labor agents had to be
discreet, because eventually most southern towns placed prohibitive restric-
tions on their activities. In Jacksonville, for example, labor agents were
obliged to pay $1,000 for a license to operate, without which they faced a
¤ne of $600 or sixty days in jail. In Montgomery, Ala., the penalty for op-
erating without a license was $100 or six months’ hard labor. The toughest
rules of all applied in Macon County, Ga., where labor agents were required
to put up $25,000 and be recommended by ten local ministers, ten manu-
facturers, and ten businessmen. These regulations were so onerous that
agents preferred to operate covertly, and their methods consequently con-
tributed to the suspicion that enemy agitators were behind the migration.61

The BI had looked into black migration in 1916 at the request of the
Wilson administration, after claims that African Americans were being
“colonized” in northern cities to improve the Republican vote in the federal
elections. Despite investigations based in Birmingham, Macon, Atlanta,
Norfolk, Baltimore, Jacksonville, Memphis, Louisville, Fayetteville, N.C.,
and other cities, no prosecutions resulted.62 In 1917, some BI ¤eld of¤ces
passed to the Justice Department in Washington recurring complaints
about labor agents, particularly those with possible relevance to sedition.
In identifying with the concerns of leading political and commercial inter-
ests of the area, they were behaving in a way that was common among BI
special agents, many of whom were natives of the cities or districts in which
they worked and had often been previously employed as local law enforce-
ment of¤cers. In June 1917, the Birmingham BI of¤ce reported that labor
agents were telling blacks that if they went north they would not be drafted.
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In Cincinnati, the BI reported that seven hundred blacks had arrived on
free train tickets and speculated that Germans in the city might be encour-
aging migration. The San Antonio BI of¤ce sent Washington descriptions
of three labor agents said by the Texas State Council of Defense to be “in-
citing labor troubles . . . by displaying large rolls of money to negro laborers
after night.” The council had resolved “to prosecute all such offenders and
disturbers of public peace and welfare.”63

However, while they submitted dozens of reports, BI agents avoided ac-
tual intervention to prevent migration. For example, the Birmingham
of¤ce ignored a plea by the labor superintendent of the Tennessee Coal,
Iron, and Railroad Company for the government to prevent, “if possible,
the further exodus of negroes to northern cities and states.” The company
alleged that at meetings of the Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Associa-
tion, “the negro ministers were preaching ‘Go North.’” The Birmingham
agent-in-charge reported,

There does not appear to have been anything done at these meetings to
constitute a breach of Federal Law, and the matter was therefore given no
further consideration, as it is not the purpose of this of¤ce to become
involved in any discussion of matters between master and servant, unless
so instructed.

In Florida, parts of which had been especially badly hit by the migration,
BI agents took a similar stance.64

The BI was obliged to take allegations linking the migration to Mexico
and the Plan of San Diego more seriously, particularly as they formed the
basis of the stories published in the New York Tribune and the New York Times
in the ¤rst week of April. From the end of March, reports were received by
the BI in Washington of German or Mexican agents in the South urging
black men to join a German army in Mexico. The ¤rst of these reports told
of two men posing as representatives of a Wisconsin orphanage addressing
audiences at York, Ala. Bielaski had them traced to Blockton, Ala., where
one was arrested and searched. Nothing incriminating was found, but the
two men were kept under surveillance.65 Further reports about Mexican
intrigue began to arrive in early April from BI agents in Alabama, Texas,
and Mississippi. Near Jackson, Miss., three men were said to be “offering
the negroes all sorts of inducements to go to Mexico to join the germans
[sic] there.”66 In Dallas, Tex., a BI agent attempted unsuccessfully to trace
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two Mexicans alleged to be advising blacks to cross the border. The next
day, two black drunks were “badly beaten by a crowd of American [sic] citi-
zens” after being accused of recruiting for the Mexican army. They were
jailed for vagrancy. Similar reports of blacks being urged to leave rural
Texas to join the Mexican army were sent from San Antonio and Austin.
In Memphis, a party of 150 migrants, having gathered at a railroad station
en route to Chicago, were delayed while rumors that they were on their way
to join a “Mexican-German” army were investigated.67 The veracity of all
the allegations of Mexican-German intrigue directed at African Americans
in the South in April 1917 is impossible to judge with certainty, but no hard
evidence was established, no agitators were prosecuted, and few, if any,
blacks apparently defected. By the end of April the scare had petered out,
but it was a signi¤cant phase in the racial spy-mania, since it showed how
easily a few facts, half-truths, and groundless rumors could gain credibility.
It also demonstrated the readiness of white southerners to believe the worst
of black people, and it helped to ensure that American entry into the war
would spark a racist witch-hunt lasting for the next three years.

Many blacks who moved from the South to northern cities were encour-
aged to do so by what they read in “The World’s Greatest Weekly,” the Chi-
cago Defender, edited and owned by Robert S. Abbott. Abbott was born on a
sea island near Savannah, Ga., in 1869, and graduated from Hampton In-
stitute and the Kent College of Law in Chicago. He founded the Defender
in 1905 and built it up, with city and national editions, by sensational re-
porting and uncompromising attacks on the treatment of blacks. In April
1917, he claimed a circulation of sixty-seven thousand, much of which was
in the South, especially Kentucky, Tennessee, and the Gulf states, where the
Defender was often distributed by Pullman car porters and copies were usu-
ally shared by several readers. Abbott approved of the northward migration,
both as a form of protest and as a means of self-help, and he encouraged
people to travel in groups. Every wartime issue of the Defender advertised
jobs in the North, alongside stirring exhortations to join the “®ight from
Egypt . . . to Canaan.” For southern blacks, one of the most powerful attrac-
tions of the Defender was that it denounced lynchings and other crimes com-
mitted by whites in terms which its readers could not have used publicly
themselves, and in this respect it also contributed to the readiness of many
to leave the South. It was therefore ¤ercely resented by white southerners.
Two of the Defender’s agents in the South were killed and others were ha-
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rassed. Sale of the paper was banned in many places, including Hattiesburg,
Miss., which once witnessed the departure of a single group of 147 blacks,
including three ministers and their congregations.68

The BI had vetted the Defender in the past for possible violations of postal
regulations, but from April 1917 it began a sustained persecution of Abbott
as a result of increasing complaints from in®uential southerners. On April
9, a New Orleans BI agent attended a branch meeting of the American
Protective League (APL), a nationwide volunteer vigilance group, at which
the Defender was denounced by the city’s mayor for “inciting the negroes
against the white people in the South.” The APL in New Orleans asked
Louisiana’s U.S. senators to work for the suppression of the paper in the
South, as a result of which Sen. Joseph E. Ransdell approached Bruce
Bielaski, who ordered the Chicago BI of¤ce to investigate.69 A black “special
employee,” John E. Hawkins, was hired for three days to cover the Defender
and recent allegations that Mexican agitators were at work in the city’s
“black belt.” Hawkins found nothing on the Mexican matter, but on the
Defender he reported that the “better element” of black Chicagoans disap-
proved of it, that Abbott was “somewhat of an egotist,” and that his paper
was “in®ammatory and working to the detriment of the Negro Race.” He
also suspected that the Defender had the backing of newspaper magnate
William Randolph Hearst. Hawkins brought Abbott in to be interviewed at
the BI of¤ce, where he denied any Hearst connection, defended his edito-
rial policy, and af¤rmed his loyalty to the United States, stating that his
latest edition was “urging the colored man to enlist as it is not only his
bound duty but by doing so he will drive away prejudice and increase his
value in all directions.” The BI agent investigating the Defender concluded
that “Abbott in his zeal for the betterment of his people may have over-
stepped the bounds of propriety,” but had not broken the law. As a precau-
tion, the BI obtained a ¤nance house’s con¤dential credit report on Abbott,
which established that his lifestyle was modest, that he had “a clear com-
mercial record,” and that he paid his bills promptly.70

White complaints about the Defender were growing, however, and in the
South this antipathy was shared by federal agents. In Jacksonville, Fla., an
agent declared that if the paper were to spread unhindered throughout the
South, it would “create a spirit of unrest and possible disloyalty to the Gov-
ernment of the United States on the part of the negroes.” He suspected
that in encouraging migration the paper “may have only a political purpose
as its goal, [but] it seems possible that there may be back of this particular
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organ some pro-German plan of creating a home problem to engage the
attention of this country.” Another Florida agent also found the Defender “a
disturbing element among the negroes at this time.”71 In July, Durand
Whipple, chairman of the Arkansas State Council of Defense, writing to
the founder and chairman of the APL, made one of the most outspoken
and paranoid denunciations of the Defender. He attributed “a very percep-
tible difference in the hitherto respectful demeanor of the colored people”
of Little Rock to the effects of enemy propaganda which had been

very vigorously carried on by German in®uences in order to upset the
racial situation, and to drive away the Agricultural labor of the South.

It is more than a coincidence that in many homes in this city where
the household servants have hitherto been well-behaved, we have been
¤nding copies of the ‘Chicago Defender.’

The migration of blacks, he wrote, had become “a serious national prob-
lem. . . . Whether this is part of the German propaganda or not, no more
insidious and ingenious plan could be adopted for crippling the South and
its resources, as well as necessitating very comprehensive steps to be taken
for domestic defense.” Whipple demanded efforts “to curb the activities of
this paper, or . . . exclude it from the mails.”72

Whipple’s reference to the attitudes of household servants was to be
repeated in many letters about racial relations addressed, or forwarded, to
the Justice Department. Many white Americans were apparently con¤dent
that the mood of the entire black population could be judged on the basis
of their domestic staff’s account of something recently overheard, as in this
example from Mississippi in March 1917: “Only yesterday our cook told my
daughter that ‘they are saying why should niggers ¤ght for the United
States, for they cannot vote, and if Germany gets the United States niggers
will be treated better.’” Another black Mississippian was supposed to have
said, “Those Germans are mighty good religious people and they don’t
believe in hanging, and they also came over and fought here to free the
negroes, while the English helped to keep them in slavery.” After speaking
to his tenants in Lynchburg and Appomattox Counties, a Virginia land-
owner concluded that someone was “putting the idea into their silly heads
that social equality will follow German occupation,” while in Kentucky the
black community was said to have similar illusions about Japan.73

Another common allegation was that Germans were occupying jobs
which gave them special opportunities for contact with, and in®uence
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over, black people. An Atlanta businessman who corresponded frequently
with the White House complained to the president’s secretary, Joseph P.
Tumulty, that a common German trick was to establish a grocery store or
a “blind tiger” liquor store within a black community. His assertions con-
densed many elements of the black scare of the spring and summer of 1917:

[The Germans’] design is apparently to create insurrection and disorder
in the South, in conjunction with military demonstrations from Mexico
which would draw Southern troops to the Borders, believing that they
could seriously impair the South’s agricultural production and insure
scarcity of food and cotton both at home and abroad.

The patriotism and loyalty of the Darkie of the Old School . . . is un-
questioned, but the moral attitudes of the modern Negro, induced by the
tenets of an educational system the limitations of which he has not yet
been able to comprehend, and swayed by a superstition and ignorance
which renders him incapable of discerning the motives of his alien men-
tors, has [sic] created a situation of serious import.74

In June 1917, the New Orleans BI of¤ce reported that the German-born
owner of a “negro bar-room” at Baton Rouge was showing customers a map
detailing “what portion of the United States the Germans were going to
conquer and advising these negroes against registration,” while in Norfolk,
Va., a German running the black ¤lm theater was suspected of being an
enemy propagandist. Another popular disguise for German agents, re-
ported the BI of¤ces in Chicago and Indianapolis, was that of a priest.75 To
support the idea that this kind of cultivation of black people was having
an effect, BI agents reported claims that blacks were expressing their ad-
miration for the Kaiser and con¤dence that they would be treated better
once Germany had won the war. In Alabama, the BI tried to track down a
“negro selling songs and ballads about the Kaiser being a mighty man” and
reported an allegation that blacks believed the absence of Venus from the
evening sky was due to the Kaiser having prayed for its removal. In New
Orleans, agents interrogated a black man, “inclined to be a ‘bad nigger,’”
for having allegedly said “that if he could get a square deal he would join
the Kaiser’s army tomorrow and shoot American people down.”76 Even
overtly loyal acts could be suspect. When black women complained about
being denied employment in the Charleston navy yard, on the grounds that
segregated space could not be found for them, the local BI agent believed
their protest had been “inspired by German in®uence.”77
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Such accounts, of¤cial and non-of¤cial, of black disaffection in the face
of war service are basically unreliable and are almost certainly distorted by
combinations of hearsay, prejudice, and the desire of those providing the
information to be taken seriously. However, the BI also accumulated per-
suasive hard evidence that it was not uncommon for African Americans in
the South to ¤nd the prospect of going overseas to ¤ght for the United
States in the name of democracy utterly repellent. In April 1917, a circular
was picked up at Friar’s Point, Miss.:

Young men and negro boys[,] what have we to ¤ght for in this country?
Nothing. Some of our well educated negroes are touring the country urg-
ing our young race to be killed up like sheep, for nothing. If we ¤ght in
this war time we ¤ght for nothing. Rather than ¤ght I would rather com-
mit self death.

Signed by a Negro Educator.
Stick to your bush and ¤ght not[,] for we will only be a breastwork or

a shield for the white race. After war we get nothing.78

An anonymous letter to the government was intercepted by the postmaster
in Greenville, S.C., in July:

You white folk are going to war to ¤ght for your rights. You all seems to
want us to go. If we was to ¤ght for our rights we would have a war among
ourselves. The Germans has not done us any harm and they cannot treat
us any meaner than you all has. Beware when you train 50,000 or 60,000
of the Negro race. It going to victory. Somewhere the Germans are
¤ghting for they rights. You all are planning same thing. When we get
trained we are going to do the same. So Beware. Sign by the Black Na-
tion.79

Despite failing to identify the authors of such material, the BI believed its
existence showed the impact of German agitation. If it ever occurred to BI
agents that black people might have formed reservations about the war
without any external pressure, and that a refusal to ¤ght could be an inde-
pendent response to the glaring shortcomings of American democracy,
none felt comfortable about suggesting this in a report to his division
superintendent or to Washington. BI agents shared the basic beliefs and
values of their white peers, and certainly their views on African-American
life and consciousness were never original.

In their direct dealings with African Americans, many BI agents felt
more at home preserving the peace as conventional lawmen than detecting
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disloyalty. In one such case, in September 1917, a black farmer was arrested
by the sheriff of Leon County, in a part of eastern Texas with a tradition
of overreaction to signs of black unrest. The farmer, Sam Doyle, was said
by another black man, Lige Price, and a white man, Bud Barnett, to have
opposed the draft and to have claimed that the Mexican army would soon
be over to “clean up the whites.” The sheriff appealed to the Justice De-
partment for help, adding that black farmers were hoarding food for the
Mexican invaders said to be waiting until American troops set sail for
France. The San Antonio BI of¤ce sent an agent from Waco to help the
sheriff, because “the white people are excited and he fears that they will
kill a ‘lot of niggers’ if Federal of¤cials do not make an investigation.” On
reaching the area, the agent discovered a civil dispute, rather than sedition:
“Sam was suspected of improper relations with Lige’s wife,” and “Bud Barnett
has had it in for Sam because he suspects Sam of stealing his hogs.”80 Even
the most unlikely-looking complaint by a white person about the disloyalty
of a black person, sent to the White House, the president, the government,
the Secret Service, or the Department of Justice, could ¤nd its way to
Bielaski and then to the appropriate BI ¤eld of¤ce. In sparsely populated
states, this often meant long, futile journeys for the agents concerned. In
August 1917, an agent sent to Key West, at the southernmost tip of the
Florida strait, concluded that a white woman’s allegations about her black
employees grew out her having “just overheard some darkies on the farm
‘engaging in big talk’, which is characteristic of the southern negro.” A
clipping from the Cincinnati Post resulted in a West Virginia agent traveling
from Wheeling to the other end of the state only to discover that the shoot-
ing of a mining contractor who tried to prevent a black man from giving
a pro-German speech to miners was “only a drunken row and no such
speech was made,” while in Alabama an agent found time to report a care-
free interlude during a wasted trip to Cautopa: “At 9.00 o’clock I had com-
pleted the investigation but there being no train until 12.45 I passed the
time shooting turtles on the creek.”81

Black citizens who wrote to the government in the early months of the
war offering support and pledging the loyalty of their race received polite
replies from Bielaski, but agents in the ¤eld rarely noted overt patriotism
on the part of blacks, unless it was particularly unexpected. An Oklahoma
City agent, sent to cover a black anti-war rally in April 1917, reported ap-
provingly that it was, in fact, quite the opposite, and a Jacksonville agent
who attended a patriotic meeting concluded, “there does not appear to be
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the slightest foundation for the wholesale reports of possible disloyalty on
the part of the negroes in this community.”82

The constant possibility of major violence was an undercurrent in many,
if not most, southern BI reports on racial matters, but actual outbreaks were
relatively rare. Apart from deaths in race rioting, there were thirty-six
lynchings in 1917; this was the decade’s lowest annual ¤gure for mob mur-
ders of blacks, despite the fact that the black spy scare immediately pre-
ceded and overlapped the period of May through September, the months
in which most lynchings normally occurred. However, it cannot be assumed
from this that the allegations did not contribute signi¤cantly to vigilante
activity by whites; lynching remained a constant threat to the safety of black
southerners in the early months of the war. In several instances, deaths were
only narrowly averted following allegations of black disloyalty, and there
was a high level of war-induced racial tension.83 In May 1917, the sheriff of
Hampton County, S.C., called for federal assistance in dealing with what
he said was an imminent black uprising, after a “suspicious shipment [of]
ammunition.” All was calm when a BI agent arrived and the sheriff admit-
ted he called for help only because “he feared a lynching of one or more
negroes unless he appeased the crowd by [the] statement that he had put
the matter up to the United States authorities.”84 The white hysteria con-
fronting the sheriff was not rare, but his appeal for federal aid was unusual
and may have been due as much to local law as to local conditions. Law
enforcement of¤cers in South Carolina attempted to avoid lynchings when-
ever possible, because it was one of the few states that allowed victims’ fami-
lies to sue counties in which they occurred if of¤cials could be shown to
have been negligent.85

Whites were especially panicky in the early months of the war in those
rural areas where they were in a minority. African Americans made up
more than half the population in over three hundred southern counties,
and conspiracies could be read into any unusual activity, such as the sudden
withdrawal of funds from a bank by blacks at Fort Towson, Okla., or the
formation of a farmers’ union at Cisco, Tex. Anything faintly mystical could
also arouse suspicion, such as the “German prayer” said to have been found
on cotton workers in Arkansas, the ¤rst third of which was part of John,
chapter 1, in German, while the rest was reckoned to be coded instructions
to disloyal blacks.86 Near San Antonio, blacks were said to be forming ma-
rauding bands, while in rural Louisiana they were “holding secret meetings
and storing away guns and ammunition.” In Alexandria, La., a BI agent
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described local white people as “patriotic citizens who are amply able to
take care of any set of negroes who might ‘start anything,’” while the white
citizens of Lake Village, Ark., outnumbered ten to one by African Ameri-
cans, formed a special home guard in case the seditious speeches believed
to have been made in a black fraternal lodge should lead to unrest. Some
of these responses reveal the pre-emptive mentality which would cause a
local pogrom at Elaine, Ark., in October 1919. From Crystal Springs, in
Copiah County, Miss., where lynchings were common, a white man wrote
to tell President Wilson, “We do not want to be awakened by a ‘Black Up-
rising’, unless we are PREPARED FOR IT.” From the same state, a BI agent
reported that in Sharkey County, where blacks were sixteen times more
numerous than whites, “the white people there are not going to take any
chances if trouble starts; they are simply going to murder or massacre the
negros until the trouble is quieted.” Although Sharkey County, in the
Mississippi-Yazoo Delta, was relatively law-abiding, recording only one
lynching between the end of Reconstruction and World War II, mob mur-
der in Mississippi was typi¤ed by such expediency and lack of interest in
the victims’ guilt, particularly during and just after the war. This part of the
state exhibited most starkly the racial inequalities of the Deep South: almost
all the tenant farmers were black, poor, and exploited, and when the war
raised cotton prices, the planters simply forced tenants to take on new
debts. Racial control was paramount and, as Neil McMillen has shown, most
of Mississippi’s lynchings took place in counties where blacks were in a clear
majority, such as Sharkey County’s neighbors, Washington County (thir-
teen lynchings) and Yazoo County (eleven).87 In a scurrilous volume pub-
lished in 1918, The Truth about Lynching and the Negro in the South, a southern
writer defended lynchings in black-majority counties: “Is it any wonder that
the white man thinks it necessary to strike terror into the soul of the pos-
sible or incipient Negro criminal by any method that may cause him to
stand in fear of an immediate and dreadful death?”88

Several times in the previous thirty years, the fear of black uprisings had
produced localized searches for networks of conspirators and serious vio-
lence in the South. To some extent, this was a periodic reaction to the
prevalence of secret fraternal societies among the freedmen and their male
descendants which fueled white paranoia. In 1892, several black members
of the ex-carpetbagger Albion W. Tourgée’s National Citizens Rights Asso-
ciation were gunned down in clashes in Mississippi, and the massacre of a
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white family near Statesboro, Ga., in 1904, for which two men were burned
to death, was said to be part of a wider conspiracy and local blacks were
terrorized as a result.89 In 1917, a wave of overreaction to rumors once
again swept across white communities in the South. A BI agent in Rich-
mond, Va., found the white population in a “hysterical condition” over the
suspicious activities of black residents, and on other occasions when disor-
der threatened, federal agents only narrowly deterred serious violence by
their presence. While investigating an alleged black conspiracy near Cocoa,
Fla., an agent dispersed a white mob by persuading the leading rabble-
rouser that, rather than proceed with immediate lynchings, “it might be as
well to know ¤rst who the leaders were and that we should lay low till that
was discovered.”90

At times, the motives of mobs appear to have had less to do with the war
than with localized jealousies or grudges. Just as there is evidence that many
German Americans in the Midwest were subjected to assaults such as tar-
ring and feathering for reasons that had as much to with their political
associations and wealth as their ethnicity, so prominent African Americans
might be humiliated by vigilantes for similar reasons, as happened to an
African-American doctor in Vicksburg, Miss., in July 1918.91

Three months after the United States entered the war, the fears of many
observers, from W. E. B. Du Bois to BI agents in the ¤eld, that the increas-
ingly volatile racial atmosphere would give way to large-scale violence were
realized. The outbreak did not come in the Deep South and it was not di-
rectly related to allegations of black involvement in pro-German intrigue,
but it was undoubtedly caused in part by the suspicions and intergroup
tensions which the war had intensi¤ed. On July 2, 1917, one of the bloodiest
and most sadistic race riots in American history began at East St. Louis, on
the southwestern border of Illinois. In a context of bitter industrial relations
and evenly balanced political rivalries, union organizers and Democratic
politicians in the city had charged that white workers were being cynically
outmaneuvered by the deliberate importation of southern blacks to supply
employers with non-union labor and the Republican party with extra votes.
Between April and June, migrants had been accused of causing the failure
of recent strikes (although they constituted a minority of the strikebreak-
ers), particularly at the Aluminum Ore Company, which had hired almost
¤ve hundred blacks. In May, the Central Trades and Labor Union (CTLU)
demanded “drastic action . . . to get rid of” newly arrived black workers. Ill
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feeling was heightened further by the invention of a black crime wave by
the local press. A foretaste of the July riot came on May 28, when, following
a stormy meeting of the CTLU, Mayor Fred Mollman, and the city council,
blacks were beaten on the streets until Gov. Frank O. Lowden sent National
Guardsmen to restore order.92

In addition to labor disputes, the circumstances of the 1916 election had
caused lasting bitterness in the city. Allegations that the Republican party
was illegally persuading blacks to move north to vote were given wide cur-
rency in pro-Democratic newspapers in East St. Louis and the U.S. attorney,
a Democrat, promised that prosecutions would ensue.93 Although Wil-
son had carried Illinois in 1912 with 400,000 votes, the combined vote in
the state for the split Republican tickets of Taft and Roosevelt had been
640,000, making it a borderline state in 1916. The signi¤cant black support
which Wilson had gained in 1912 had largely evaporated by 1916 and the
prospect of an enlarged black vote in Illinois and other midwestern states
because of migration concerned the Democrats. In his election-eve message
to his campaign supporters, Wilson declared that although votes could no
longer be bought in America, there were still “conscienceless agents of sin-
ister forces working in opposition to progressive principles and popular
government.” The government had already announced a major investiga-
tion into allegations of vote fraud involving black migrants. It was run from
Indianapolis by Assistant Attorney General Frank C. Dailey, who was given
carte blanche and the full cooperation of district attorneys and federal
agents in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. It was alleged that in eighteen months,
three hundred thousand blacks had been “colonized” in the three states to
tip the electoral balance. The Justice Department put the number of blacks
who had left the South in the four months before the election, alone, at
around sixty thousand and stated that a proportion had already registered
to vote in violation of the election laws of the states in which they now
resided. The anti-Wilson Chicago Tribune retorted that there was only one
offense

more likely to shock the sensibilities of the present Department of Justice.
. . . It would be unspeakable to vote them in the South, where they have
been colonized for somewhat more than eighteen months. However, we
congratulate the head of Mr. Wilson’s Department of Justice, Mr. Gregory
of Texas, on his opportune discovery and we suggest that he let us hear
of the measures he has taken to assure the free vote of the several million
colored Americans not yet free in the colonized North.94
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The well-publicized efforts to track down operators of the alleged coloni-
zation scheme were plainly made to bene¤t the Democrats at the polls;
Dailey’s investigation produced no meaningful evidence and the BI failed
to ¤nd any corresponding conspiracy in the South. Shortly after the 1916
election, in which Illinois and Indiana went Republican, as usual, the gath-
ering of information on this aspect of migration was discontinued.95

As elsewhere, speci¤c allegations of vote fraud in East St. Louis were
ostentatiously investigated by the BI. Although a majority of the votes cast
in the city had been for Wilson and other Democrats, the allegations were
widely believed, so that black migrants were now characterized as a threat
to democracy, as well as jobs and public safety.96 It was against this political
and economic background that a virtually uncontrolled attack on the black
population of East St. Louis was launched. After the unrest in the city in
May, blacks had armed themselves for self-protection, and on the night of
Sunday, July 1, 1917, when at least one carload of whites drove through a
black district, shooting into the mostly wooden houses, their shots were
returned. A police patrol car was also ¤red upon by black residents, who
may have failed to recognize it, and two detectives in the car were killed.
A journalist riding with the detectives ¤led a dramatic account of the shoot-
ing, evidence of which was to be seen in the bullet-ridden patrol car, left
outside the downtown police station. On July 2, after a meeting at the Labor
Temple, white workers marched on the black residential district, attacking
men, women, and children on sidewalks and streetcars as they went. Fires
were started systematically, destroying over two hundred homes. Members
of the Illinois National Guard did little to stop the assaults and ¤re-raising,
while the police did even less. At least thirty-nine blacks died, including
several women and children, in brutal assaults on mainly unresisting, un-
armed people. In addition, eight whites died, some of them killed acciden-
tally by other whites. Eventually, after a day and a night of rioting, National
Guard reinforcements restored order.97

Immediately after the riot, BI chief Bielaski responded to hints in some
early newspaper reports that German intrigue had been behind the out-
break, by ordering the St. Louis of¤ce to investigate this suggestion “as con-
¤dentially as possible.”98 The BI agents found from the start that their at-
tempts to identify causes of the riot were complicated by sharp divisions
between the big employers on the one hand and the city government and
labor leaders on the other. Each side blamed the other for what had hap-
pened. Initially, the investigators were satis¤ed with the union and city hall
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version, which was that the riot was simply “the outgrowth of trouble brew-
ing for some time due to the negroes taking the white men [sic] jobs and
robberies on the part of the negroes.” Large numbers of blacks were said
to have been enticed from the South by the employers, via labor agents, in
order to provide cheap labor and break strikes. These ingredients, com-
bined with a sensationally reported black crime wave and charges of vote
fraud involving the migrants, were presented by BI agents as a plausible
recipe for a race riot. When the agents reported they had been “unable to
¤nd any German in®uence back of any of these disturbances, but did ¤nd
that it is merely a race riot,” the Justice Department readily accepted this
analysis and its implication that there were no grounds for a federal inves-
tigation. This easy explanation was endorsed by Mayor Mollman and the
East St. Louis police.99 However, the employers resented being portrayed as
calculating men whose pro¤table manipulations of the labor market had
led to the riot, and immediately attempted to shift blame away from them-
selves and black residents and onto the unions and local politicians.100

The sickening details of the East St. Louis riot horri¤ed Americans in
all parts of the country. The murders were contrasted repeatedly with the
supposed war aim of preserving democracy, and there were numerous calls
for federal action. On July 20, Justice Department attorney William Herron
identi¤ed two statutes under which the government could legally and con-
stitutionally intervene in East St. Louis: section 19 of the U.S. penal code,
allowing prosecution for conspiracy to violate rights and privileges guaran-
teed by the Constitution and federal laws, and the 1866 Civil Rights Act,
entitling “all persons born in the United States . . . [to] full and equal
bene¤t of all laws.” Herron advised that

if evidence can be procured showing that either the state, the County, or
the municipal authorities failed to perform the duties required of them
by the Illinois law in relation to these people because they were Negroes,
there is a basis for a [federal] grand jury investigation and such an inves-
tigation should be had.

(Herron’s interpretation of the law was more liberal than that of earlier
Justice Department lawyers. In 1910, the department had concluded that
the federal government could do little to protect the civil rights of African
Americans, except when people were being prevented from living or car-
rying on a business in a particular place, and even this power was by no
means certain.)101
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The next day, Bielaski wrote personally to ask the special-agent-in-charge
at St. Louis, E. J. Brennan, whether his investigation into the riot thus far
had been thorough enough “to make reasonably certain” that there had
been no German intrigue behind it. He also asked if Brennan was sure that
there had been no violation of any federal statute. Thus far, Bielaski stated,
no violations had come to light, but he stressed that he wanted to “make
certain that further investigation would not reveal facts on which [the] Fed-
eral Government might act.”102 The following Monday, Brennan had a
“lengthy conference” with Charles Karch, the U.S. attorney for the East-
ern District of Illinois, who afterward recommended to Attorney General
Thomas Watt Gregory a grand jury investigation headed by Judge Kenesaw
Mountain Landis, on the basis of the statutes identi¤ed by Herron. Karch
thought that “the violence against the negroes and the consequent denial
of their constitutional prerogatives and immunities, were directly due to
state action.” On the same day, however, Woodrow Wilson made it plain to
his attorney general that he was not keen on the idea of a federal investi-
gation into the riot: “we cannot under the existing law extend our jurisdic-
tion, as much as we would like to.”103

Meanwhile, representatives of the large employers at East St. Louis had
descended on Hinton G. Clabaugh, the superintendent of the BI’s Central
Division, based in Chicago. The president of the Missouri Malleable Iron
Company, F. E. Hulson, who had been attracted by the cheap land and
low tax assessments in East St. Louis, and an East St. Louis attorney, Dan
McGlynn, were taken to see Clabaugh by an army intelligence of¤cer on
July 21. They had come to Chicago principally to see the commanding
of¤cer of the Illinois National Guard, Gen. Thomas H. Barry. The outcome
of their visit demonstrated the pronounced bias of senior BI personnel to-
ward big business and against organized labor, and showed how easy it was
for businessmen to enlist the help of the Justice Department and National
Guard units to protect their interests by invoking the war effort.104 Troops
had been sent to East St. Louis in April 1917, under Maj. R. W. Cavanaugh,
to protect industrial plants affected by strikes, particularly the Aluminum
Ore Company. That the purpose of this force was to defend property and
not people became clear when Cavanaugh had refused Mayor Mollman’s
appeal for help to quell the brief outbreak of racial violence at the end of
May. The extra troops sent by Governor Lowden on that occasion had been
withdrawn by June 20, leaving the original unit to continue guarding fac-
tories and protecting strike-breakers. When the major riot of July 2 began,
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Cavanaugh’s men were called on to help only as a last resort when units
arriving from other cities fell short of the number expected.105 What the
employers now sought after the riot was a guarantee of continued protec-
tion for their factories and the support of the Justice Department. They
had secured an undertaking that the troops would not be withdrawn before
more permanent arrangements could be made, but General Barry wanted
the BI to assist his of¤cers. Hulson and McGlynn told Clabaugh “most em-
phatically that the recent trouble was not caused by the negroes at all, but
by the labor element there, who bitterly resent negro employees being
brought into that district,” and claimed that another riot was being planned,
“compared to which the recent riot will sink into insigni¤cance.” Further-
more, “the Mayor, Chief of Police, etc. or anyone else in that vicinity could
not be trusted to either do their duty or cooperate with the industries.”
The lives of the managers of both the Aluminum Ore Company and the
Armour meatpacking plant were said to have been threatened, “along with
more or less open threats to destroy the property of the Aluminum Ore
Co. as well as the packing plants.” Having given their version of events, the
employers pledged to cooperate fully with the Justice Department in the
essentially anti-union alliance they were proposing and drew the BI’s atten-
tion to the allegedly crucial production of aluminum at East St. Louis for
aircraft parts.106

After receiving Clabaugh’s account of the meeting, Bielaski told Bren-
nan in St. Louis to confer with Major Cavanaugh and “give special atten-
tion” to the Aluminum Ore Company. Probably aware of the lack of enthu-
siasm in the White House for the distraction and political complication
which a federal investigation would represent, Bielaski also now advised
Brennan that there was “very little if any justi¤cation apparently for Federal
action in [the] general situation”—a view which Brennan readily came to
endorse. Brennan met with Cavanaugh on July 24 for another “lengthy con-
ference,” attended by the assistant manager of Aluminum Ore, who gave a
summary of recent union activity. Brennan also sent an agent to East St.
Louis each day “with a view of endeavoring every way possible to secure
evidence of any violations of the federal laws,” but only Illinois laws ap-
peared to have been breached and these violations were being investigated
by state of¤cials. This report reached Washington on July 27.107 That day,
apparently acting on the latest information, the attorney general told the
president that, despite “a complete investigation” by the district attorney
and the BI, and a “good deal of thought[,] . . . no facts have been presented
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to us which would justify Federal action, though it is conceivable that a
condition which would justify it may develop later on.” Wilson lost no time
in informing St. Louis congressman Leonidas C. Dyer “in candor” that the
administration had found no grounds for federal action beyond giving “aid
to the state authorities in their efforts to restore tranquility and guard
against further outbreak.” Gregory informed the district attorney in even
more de¤nite terms that the Justice Department was no longer interested.
Brennan’s investigation was wound up and he passed further information
about the riot to the East St. Louis police.108

One of Brennan’s agents had crossed the Eads bridge into East St. Louis
on ¤ve consecutive days, ostensibly to look for evidence of violations of
federal statutes. However, far from “endeavoring every way possible” to do
this, as he claimed, he spoke only to industrialists and their lawyers or the
district attorney. Not once did he interview a black person, a union leader,
an elected city of¤cial, a policeman, or a member of the National Guard
about the riot, or, if he did, he did not see ¤t to report the conversation,
nor was he instructed to speak to such people. From the industrial manag-
ers and the district attorney, the BI got the standard business explanation
of the riot: that it was all the fault of the unions. At the Armour plant, the
general superintendent introduced the agent to a foreman who denounced
two union leaders, including Charles Lehman, an of¤cial of the Aluminum
Ore Employees Protective Association, as “agitators of strikes” and “strong
Union men” and implied that they had instigated the riot. All the employ-
ers conceded that large numbers of black workers had come to the city over
the previous year and that they had been employed during strikes for lower
wages than white workers, but none would admit to having actually “im-
ported” labor for this purpose, or that the employers might bear some re-
sponsibility for the deterioration of race relations.109 The BI’s efforts seem
deliberately inadequate and partial when compared to the vigorous on-the-
spot investigation conducted in less than a week by W. E. B. Du Bois and
Martha Gruening, a white social worker and Crisis employee. They hired
local assistants and interviewed victims and a wide range of other key indi-
viduals, producing a biting twenty-page report in the September Crisis in
which the context and events of the riot were vividly described and illus-
trated.110

It is abundantly clear that the partial work carried out by the BI in East
St. Louis, on which the Wilson administration claimed to base its eventual
decision not to conduct a federal investigation, did not constitute a proper
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examination of either the causes of the riot or the extent to which the riot
had led to the breaking of federal laws. The Justice Department was only
interested in establishing the role of organized labor in wartime violence
and the disruption of industrial production. Apart from making cursory
checks on the possible in®uence of German agitators or the syndicalist In-
dustrial Workers of the World, the BI allowed itself to be used by the East
St. Louis employers to focus attention on the dangers of growing industrial
union power during the war. The last people to be considered in the BI’s
reports were the hundreds of African-American victims left dead, injured,
or grieving and the thousands made homeless. It is equally clear that the
Wilson administration did not want to be drawn into a divisive and complex
problem at the same time as it was ¤nalizing its plans for waging war. And
yet it is very likely that had a disturbance of similar proportions broken out
in a city like East St. Louis involving different parties—a battle growing out
of an industrial dispute, say, in which labor and capital were pitted directly
against each other, or between supporters and opponents of the war, or a
riot in which hundreds of German Americans were the victims—then the
government would have immediately seen a clear relevance to the war effort
and intervened. As it was, the fact that blacks were the sufferers provided
two reasons why federal intervention did not occur: ¤rstly, the Democratic
administration preferred at all times to steer clear of the race question—
Woodrow Wilson, in particular, was uncomfortable with private or public
discussion of the subject—and, secondly, the government continued to be-
lieve that black sentiment about the war was neither especially volatile nor
especially important.

In fact, the riot was a pivotal moment in the response of black Americans
to World War I and the whole issue of equal rights campaigns, and the
government’s eventual recognition of the change it marked sparked a mas-
sive expansion of the surveillance of the African-American population and
its leadership. In the ¤rst three months of the American belligerency, the
approach of almost all black leaders had been to maintain an upbeat and
patriotic message, but the ferocity of the assault on the black population
of East St. Louis caused a sudden revision of this outlook in public meetings
across the country. In Chicago, for example, the BI feared a wave of violent
black protest after a speech at the headquarters of the Negro Fellowship
League by the city’s leading black lawyer, Ferdinand L. Barnett, husband
of the anti-lynching campaigner Ida B. Wells-Barnett. Barnett warned that
events in East St. Louis could soon be repeated in Chicago and advised his
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audience to “[a]rm yourselves with guns and pistols. . . . Don’t buy an arse-
nal but get enough guns to protect yourselves. . . . And when trouble starts
let us not hesitate to call upon our Negro militiamen to defend us. . . . And
let no black man permit a policeman to come and get those guns.” Con-
demning the failure of the state of Illinois to quell the rioting, he declared,
“We are going to rectify this in some way. The 10,000,000 of our race will
not stand for this massacre.” Another speaker at the rally put the number
of black deaths in the riot at two hundred and hoped that “God would de-
mand 100,000 white lives in the war for each Negro slaughtered in East St.
Louis. I love my race better than my country. This country under Woodrow
Wilson is asking us to carry the ®ag of democracy to Europe. God for-
bid that we take across the Atlantic any of the democracy of East St.
Louis.” Resolutions were passed for Ida Wells to take to Governor Lowden
at Spring¤eld.111 BI Division Superintendent Clabaugh advised Bielaski that
Chicago’s German-born chief of police regarded Barnett as “rabidly pro-
German . . . , in fact [he] speaks German almost as well as the chief him-
self.” He warned that blacks had recently bought large numbers of cut-price
guns and that Barnett and others could “very easily cause a great deal of
trouble if they are not careful.” Bielaski instructed Clabaugh to “make a
thorough investigation of the activities of Barnett as far as possible, and if
it develops that he is amenable to federal law take prompt action.” BI agents
subsequently failed to ¤nd a single black person willing to admit to having
heard Barnett speak, and no action was taken.112 This probably suited the
Justice Department, which must have recognized that, in the absence of
federal action against the East St. Louis rioters, the prosecution of individu-
als for protesting against the riot could not easily be defended, even under
the terms of the Espionage Act.

The failure of the highest levels of government to condemn the riot and
the lack of a full federal investigation had very damaging long-term effects
on black morale, which were most clearly shown in the changing tone of
African-American journalism. Repeated contrasts were drawn between the
high moral principles which the government claimed for its war policy and
the lack of concern it was showing for the plight of ten million of its own
people. The owner-editor of the Norfolk Journal and Guide, P. B. Young,
stated that unless it took “prompt and vigorous action . . . , the United
States government should renounce its purposes for entering the world war
and stand convicted among the nations of the earth as the greatest hypo-
crite of all times.” In the Baltimore Afro-American, J. H. Murphy declared that
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American war aims now meant nothing to black people: “Thru their tears
they cannot see the difference between German Frightfulness and Ameri-
can Frightfulness so long as the blood of women and children is shed need-
lessly.” Hubert Harrison, an in®uential Harlem radical, asked in his new
magazine, the Voice, how African Americans could be expected to believe
in American democratic ideals when, just before the Fourth of July, “the
white people, who are denouncing the Germans as Huns and barbarians,
break loose in an orgy of unprovoked and villainous barbarism which nei-
ther Germans nor any other people have ever equalled.” In the Chicago
Defender, Robert Abbott condemned the failure of the troops to defend black
people during the riot: “they acted like children. . . . If this is the way they
intend to represent the government, Germany has already won the war.”113

The white press in the South was divided. Those that took a conservative
view, such as the Atlanta Constitution, the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch, and the
Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, blamed the riot on migration, suggesting that blacks
would now recognize that it was time to return to the South and taking
satisfaction in the proof that northerners were not as charitable as they
sometimes claimed. Those papers that took a more progressive view, such
as the Houston Post, the Dallas Morning News, the Galveston Daily News, and
the Savannah Morning News, argued that the attractiveness of southern life
for black people had to be improved by urgent action in areas such as edu-
cation, sanitation, and the legal system. In the North, many white editors,
such as the Outlook’s Lyman Abbott, a Brooklyn Congregationalist minis-
ter and advocate of Booker T. Washington’s gradualism, drew parallels be-
tween the riot and the worst of the alleged German atrocities in Bel-
gium and warned of the dangers of both northern self-righteousness and
weak city government. Some journals, such as the Survey, initially explained
the riot in purely economic terms, as a predictable result of labor compe-
tition, while others, such as Oswald Garrison Villard’s New York Evening
Post, insisted that black people should be free to live and work anywhere
they wished.114 Only one white newspaper, the Christian Science Monitor,
gave signi¤cant coverage to the idea that German plotting was involved. It
printed the assertion of a white native of St. Louis that race and labor fric-
tion had been only incidental to the disturbances: “rather, that they were
due to a deep laid conspiracy to involve the Nation in serious internal com-
plications, and thus divert the thought of the public and the activities of
the Federal Government, from external affairs.” The migration of southern
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blacks had been “outside the natural order of things, and consistent with
the effort of a few months to tamper with the loyalty of the southern Negro,
and with other uncovered plots of a similar nature.”115 This report was
noted by other papers, but not given much credence. However, the Lex-
ington Herald later claimed that the German government used photographs
and descriptions of the devastation at East St. Louis and of lynchings as
anti-American propaganda in parts of Russia.116

Several African-American delegations traveled to Washington to appeal
to Wilson for action, but they received no satisfaction. A week after the East
St. Louis riot, a group from Baltimore managed to see Vice-President
Thomas R. Marshall and Speaker of the House of Representatives Champ
Clark (D-Mo.), both of whom made encouraging noises about a federal
investigation, but Wilson would not admit them to the Oval Of¤ce, for fear
of encouraging further civil rights protest and because of his reluctance to
commit himself to any action in the realm of race. Wilson’s secretary,
Joseph P. Tumulty, had passed him the request for an audience with the
note, “I am afraid that if you see this delegation the ¤re will be rekindled
and that a greater impetus will be given to an agitation which is already
contagious in its effects.”117 Wilson explained to Sen. Joseph French of
Maryland, who had tried to obtain an interview for the delegation, that
he was too busy and made typically evasive noises, without once mention-
ing events at East St. Louis: “Knowing their errand and wishing in every
way possible to promote the safety and welfare of our colored fellow-
citizens, I am sure that I should listen to their representations with entire
sympathy. . . . ” He stated that “through the Department of Justice, through
the Department of Labor, and through every other channel open to me, I
am doing and will do my utmost to safeguard the interests of the colored
people who are, of course, as much entitled to our protection and support
as any other citizens of the United States.” The Baltimore delegation was
“only partially cheered” by this.118 On August 2, another delegation called
at the White House to protest racial violence in general and the East St.
Louis riot in particular. Among its leading members were James Weldon
Johnson, W. E. B. Du Bois, radical Harlem ministers George Frazier Miller
and Adam Clayton Powell, Sr., the cosmetics entrepreneur Madame C. J.
Walker, and the Tuskegee-ite editor of the New York Age, Fred R. Moore. They
called for lynching to be made a federal offense, either by legislation or by
constitutional amendment, and, in a typically Du Boisian sentence, de-
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clared, “No nation that seeks to ¤ght the battles of civilization can afford
to march in blood-smeared garments.” This group was also obliged to leave
its petition with Joseph Tumulty.119

One of the few national ¤gures to speak out promptly about East St.
Louis was a former occupant of the White House. On July 6, at a Car-
negie Hall reception for the mission of the Kerensky government in Russia,
Theodore Roosevelt condemned the riot as “an appalling outbreak of sav-
agery,” and called on the government to “use with ruthless sternness every
instrumentality at their command to punish murder whether committed
by whites against blacks or blacks against whites.” He was followed on the
platform by American Federation of Labor president Samuel Gompers,
who deplored the riot but accused the importers of black labor of trying
to “undermine the working conditions of white men in the North,” com-
paring the “luring of these colored men to East St. Louis” to “the behavior
of the brutal, reactionary and tyrannous forces that existed in Old Russia.”
This attempt to excuse both the union leaders who had increased the ten-
sion and the white workers in the mob provoked Roosevelt into an imme-
diate rejoinder, most of which he yelled into Gompers’s face:

I am not willing that a meeting called for the purpose of commemorating
the birth of freedom in Russia shall be made the vehicle for an apology,
implied or otherwise, for the unspeakable brutalities committed upon
colored men and women and children recently in East St. Louis.

Justice with me is not a mere form of words. How in the name of
Heaven can we consistently praise Russia for doing democratic and un-
discriminating justice to the men within her borders if we seem, even by
implication, to tolerate apology for the criminal atrocities committed
within one of our own states?120

Black leaders were pleased by this outburst—Adam Clayton Powell and
the congregation of Harlem’s Abyssinian Baptist Church congratulated
Roosevelt and hoped that he would be president again—but no other white
politician approached his passionate sincerity on the subject.121

In Congress, Republicans William Rodenberg, from East St. Louis, and
Leonidas C. Dyer successfully promoted a resolution calling for a congres-
sional investigation of the riot. One of Illinois’s U.S. senators, William Yates
Sherman, supported the resolution, but the other, Hamilton J. Lewis, ex-
pressed misgivings about letting blacks get the idea that the government
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was “behind them.”122 The resulting special committee of four congressmen
held four weeks of hearings, but was given little assistance by the Justice
Department. Its ten-thousand-word report was a powerful, if anecdotal, in-
dictment of the politicians and policemen of East St. Louis and the Illinois
state militia and included a call for wide-ranging prosecutions, but it was
not published until a year after the riot and it did nothing to spark further
federal action.123

The NAACP staged the most effective and widely reported protest, a
silent parade, at the suggestion of Oswald Garrison Villard, whose mother,
Fanny Garrison Villard, had organized a similar protest march three years
earlier for ¤fteen hundred black-clad women paci¤sts and suffragettes.
On July 28, 1917, over eight thousand black people of all ages marched
to muf®ed drums down 5th Avenue in New York, watched by a crowd of
twenty thousand, bearing banners reading “Mr. President, Why Not Make
AMERICA Safe for Democracy?” and “Your Hands Are Full of Blood.” The
police seized one banner, deemed to be in “bad taste”: an enlarged New
York Evening Mail cartoon of a black mother and two children pleading by
the ruins of East St. Louis with a stern-faced Wilson, shown holding a
speech on world democracy.124

For many African Americans, the riot became the critical moment in
their personal deliberations on whether they should regard the war as an
irrelevance and an imposition, or as an opportunity and a test. Despite the
mounting propaganda of war mobilization in the summer of 1917, the riot
and the government’s inaction destroyed the faith of many individuals in
the possibility of the United States ever permitting black people to en-
joy full citizenship, equal rights, and dignity. Hubert Harrison issued a
warning:

Let there be no mistake. Whatever the Negroes may be compelled by law
to do and say, the resentment of their hearts will not die down. UNBE-
KNOWN TO THE WHITE PEOPLE OF THIS LAND A TEMPER IS
BEING DEVELOPED AMONG NEGROES WHICH THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE WILL HAVE TO RECKON WITH.125

A pattern of bitter protest began to be noted by the Justice Department
as possible evidence of general black disaffection. There was a suggestion
of orchestrated sabotage: in East St. Louis, a spate of ¤res in the stockyards
were investigated by BI agents in case they were evidence of “a desire for
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revenge among the negroes.”126 There were also fears of widespread racial
violence, this time initiated by blacks. The government began receiving
copies of a lea®et declaring

‘GET OFF THE EARTH’
‘You Japs, Chinese, Hindus an’ ‘Niggers’!’

No We Won’t:—You Stop Shovin’.

Around the edges, it read, “A mild rebuke to ‘Pale face’ greed, avarice and
rapacity, FIRST SHOT in the initial skirmish, inaugurating a War of Races
unless colored people are treated better.” Black people had never let the
United States down, it continued, yet now they were reduced to “a kind of
quasi-citizenship.” White imperialism had “gobbled up practically the en-
tire earth’s surface, exterminated or subjugated the natives, seized, ex-
ploited their land and resources, and denied all colored races rights and
citizenship; ALL in the name of Christianity, Civilization and Religion.”
Now, “dark-skinned people the world over” sought “a re-apportionment—a
redistribution of the earth’s surface.”127 The ¤rst copy received by the Jus-
tice Department was forwarded by the chief inspector of the Post Of¤ce
Department, after being referred to a local postmaster by the editor of the
Lexington Herald. The Herald had received several of the lea®ets and strongly
suspected that they were produced with “an ulterior motive different from
that apparently indicated.”128 Within a week, BI agents around the country
were sending in further copies received by other papers, including the
Galveston Tribune, the Lynchburg News, the Buffalo Evening Times, the Houston
Press, and the Houston Chronicle. Only the Galveston agent suspected that
the lea®et might be speci¤cally a response to the East St. Louis riot.129

Having been informed that the post of¤ce in Spring¤eld was handling
the lea®et in large numbers, Chief Bielaski instructed the local BI agent,
T. W. Quinlan, to ¤nd the person responsible, since it came “fairly close to
violating the Espionage Act.” It was traced to Dr. James E. Henderson, a
black physician, who had been sending it occasionally to newspapers and
individuals across the United States for two years, but had increased his
output sharply in August 1917, when he sent out several hundred. Black
newspapers had also received the lea®et; the Baltimore Afro-American agreed
with its sentiments, but disliked the reference to “a War of Races.” Quinlan
reported that Henderson was “a perfectly loyal citizen,” with “no intention
of creating any trouble”; he was just “a little bit ‘off’ when it came to the
treatment of his people.” Henderson had promised that he would not mail
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any more lea®ets and Quinlan thought it could be left at that.130 The U.S.
attorney at Spring¤eld thought otherwise: Henderson was arrested by a U.S.
marshal on September 19 and charged with attempting to incite race riots
and interfering with the drafting of black troops by distributing in®amma-
tory materials. When he was released on a $2000 bond, he left Spring¤eld—
the city directories do not list him after 1917—and he was ultimately not
prosecuted. As with many other individuals charged and bailed under the
Espionage Act, the government found the threat of prosecution was suf¤-
cient to eliminate further dissent.131

Black newspaper editors carried a number of very outspoken contribu-
tions from their readers on the East St. Louis riot during July and Au-
gust 1917. In a long and bitter open letter to Woodrow Wilson, Professor
D. J. Jordan of Greensboro, N.C., advised the president, “by your acts you
have told your fellow countrymen that you do not regard the Negro as hu-
man . . . , the country in its treatment of Negroes has taken its cue from its
president.” Jordan warned Wilson not to discount the possibility of Ger-
many “raising and equipping an army of a million disaffected Americans
in the very heart of the nation.”132 This letter appeared in the black press
without interference, but another angry plea caused the Richmond Planet to
be temporarily barred from the mails by the Richmond postmaster—an
early indication to the black press of the Post Of¤ce Department’s new pow-
ers of censorship. While insisting that he loved the American ®ag, Uzziah
Miner, formerly editor of the Howard University Journal and now an em-
ployee of the War Department, wrote to the Planet that he was “completely
disgusted with America’s hypocrisy and insincerity. . . . I fail to see how I
can conscientiously volunteer to ¤ght for a ‘World Democracy’ while I am
denied the fruits and blessings of a Democracy at home.” Unless Wilson
were to speak out like Roosevelt and the Justice Department took action
against the East St. Louis rioters, Miner would regard himself as a “disgrace
to my race and my country” if he volunteered: “Democracy, like charity,
should begin at home and spread abroad.” Since Miner had written against
volunteering, rather than submission to the draft, this was not technically
a breach of title 1, section 3, of the Espionage Act, although it could have
been interpreted as encouraging military insubordination. The editor of
the Richmond Planet, John Mitchell, succeeded in legal proceedings to get
the mail bar lifted—a “victory of the colored press,” declared the Balti-
more Afro-American—allowing other black newspapers to carry and discuss
Miner’s letter. Borrowing a phrase from James Weldon Johnson’s recent
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delegation to the White House, the Norfolk Journal and Guide agreed with
Miner that “this country should set its own house in order before going to
¤ght the battles of civilization ‘marching in bloodsoaked clothes.’”133 Both
D. J. Jordan’s open letter to Wilson and Uzziah Miner’s letter to the Rich-
mond Planet were noted by the domestic intelligence agencies of the federal
government; Jordan’s was referred to the BI and Miner’s letter was dis-
cussed by the Military Intelligence Branch of the War Department’s General
Staff.134

Six weeks after the East St. Louis riot, a new tragedy made wartime race
relations a vivid issue once again. On the night of August 23, 1917, after a
series of provocations by white civilians and police, a hundred members of
the 3rd Battalion of the 24th Infantry, one of the four black regular army
regiments, marched from Camp Logan into nearby Houston, ¤ring indis-
criminately at white people. The affray left sixteen whites and four blacks
dead and led to the largest court-martial in American military history—
which, itself, was in sharp contrast to the lax way in which the East St. Louis
rioters were treated. The eventual execution of thirteen members of the
24th Infantry in December 1917, with no review or opportunity to appeal,
and with the prospect of several more executions thereafter, was to produce
a level of outrage among African Americans that severely tested the gov-
ernment’s ability to placate blacks and manipulate black opinion.135

In April 1917, when the wartime emergency began, the Wilson adminis-
tration had not anticipated a deterioration of race relations, but by the end
of August it was a subject that could not be ignored. Moreover, ¤ve months
into American belligerency, African Americans resumed open discussion
about whether the United States was entitled to their support, in the after-
math of the East St. Louis riot and the Houston mutiny. The broad pro-war
consensus among the black leadership was crumbling and frequent reports
were being received in Washington about black disenchantment at the
grassroots. Certainly there was no evidence that war had generated a new
interracial solidarity; if anything, white hostility and black resentment had
deepened since the United States abandoned neutrality. The heightened
suspicion with which whites regarded African Americans was shared by gov-
ernment agencies, and senior ¤gures in the administration were beginning
to become alarmed. The government resorted to two measures in the fall
of 1917, just as the draft registration and induction of black men acceler-
ated, which were intended to contain racial strife within the army and equal
rights protest by civilians. One initiative, the cooptation of black person-
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nel into the War Department and the creation of a steady dialogue with
black leaders, was evidence of a logical, clear-headed approach in the up-
per echelons of the administration; the second, the massive expansion of
intelligence-gathering on the African-American population, was more an
expression of the repressive instincts, racial prejudice, and enabling igno-
rance of the surveillance bureaucracy during World War I.

Both responses had the same goal: to counteract the mood captured in
the report of a BI agent in Mobile, Ala., where black residents had allegedly
concluded that the war was “the white people’s war and the negroes had
nothing to do with it, that the white[s] elected Wilson and he had got them
in the war and now let Wilson and the white[s] ¤ght it out.”136
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Two

The Wilson Administration and
Black Opinion, 1917–1918

By the beginning of September 1917, several events taken together had
convinced the director of the Military Intelligence Branch (MIB), Col.
Ralph Van Deman, of the need to recruit experts on what the agency came
quickly to call “Negro Subversion.” The vehement protests following the
riot at East St. Louis had seemed to fundamentally question black support
for the war effort. Then, on August 2, the of¤ce of the counselor of the
State Department sent the MIB a Secret Service report reminiscent of those
¤led by the BI on German propaganda among African Americans in the
¤rst few months of the war. The president of the Harlem Neighborhood
Organization was claiming that property worth over $500,000 had recently
been bought in Harlem, ostensibly by blacks, but in fact with German
money. She identi¤ed two men, including the well-known real estate busi-
nessman Philip A. Payton, as having negotiated the purchases for Wall
Street brokers Kuhn, Loeb and Company, the ¤nanciers of Ambassador von
Bernstorff’s earlier propaganda campaign. German agents in Harlem were
also said to be operating from a furniture store at 5th Avenue and 135th
Street. The Secret Service reported that around the time America entered
the war, blacks in Harlem had feted a “distinguished German,” who had
said, “previous to his departure for Mexico, . . . that they owed nothing to
the United States Government and contrasted the treatment of the negroes
by the whites of this country with the kindness he claimed they would re-
ceive if the Germans were in control.” There were further rumors to the
effect that “some kind of Mexican plot is being hatched” with the coopera-
tion of blacks.1 This appears to have been the ¤rst report to ¤nd its way
into MIB ¤les under the heading “Negro Subversion,” and its State Depart-
ment origins may have persuaded Van Deman of its special importance,
even though it had a distinctly second-hand air about it.

A few weeks later, part of the 24th Infantry mutinied, forcing the
War Department to explicitly confront the issue of race. Van Deman, who
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had hitherto been content to let the BI handle the question of African-
American loyalty, now began to see the combating of “Negro Subversion”
as an essential component of military counterintelligence in the United
States.2

Shortly before the Houston riot, one of Van Deman’s typically well-
connected recruits, Maj. Herbert Parsons, had begun to make tentative in-
quiries into the problem of racial tension. A former U.S. congressman from
New York (1905–11), Parsons was a leading progressive Republican and had
managed Charles Evans Hughes’s presidential campaign in 1916; as such,
his transfer from the Signal Corps had been a coup for the MIB. In mid-
August, soon after he transferred, he was contacted by Cornell University
sociology professor Jeremiah W. Jenks, who, like many patriotic academics,
had come to Washington to work for the war effort. Jenks, with whom Par-
sons was acquainted, had received information about the temper of African
Americans from a black former student, Hallie E. Queen, who now taught
in the District of Columbia.3 Queen and another woman had been sent by
Howard University’s Red Cross Auxiliary to investigate conditions in East
St. Louis and distribute funds collected in Washington for those affected by
the riot. Afterward, she wrote about the plight of the black community and
testi¤ed before the House Rules Committee in favor of Rep. Leonidas C.
Dyer’s anti-lynching bill. Parsons met her on August 23 and found her eager
to help the government improve African-American morale. Her East St.
Louis trip had convinced her that black migration was causing massive
problems and that more social work was needed. She recommended that
black regiments be sent overseas quickly, to allay fears that they were going
to be prevented from participating fully in the war, and she claimed to be
on the trail of a German spy in Washington who had ingratiated him-
self with the black community.4 Parsons sought the views of fellow New
York progressive Joel Spingarn, chairman of the board of directors of the
NAACP since 1914. Spingarn had just joined the army, and nine months
later he would occupy Parsons’s position in the MIB, albeit with a very dif-
ferent agenda. Parsons reported that Queen was “quite fearful of trouble”
among blacks and asked Spingarn to consult “responsible colored people
in regard to this. . . . Whatever you do, please do not indicate that there is
any apprehension on the part of the Government, or that anybody con-
nected with it is making inquiry.”5

Spingarn immediately assured Parsons that the NAACP’s own journal,
the Crisis, was utterly loyal. He also forwarded a “Memorandum on the
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Loyalty of the American Negro in the Present War,” written “by two of the
ablest and most responsible colored men in the country,” one of whom was
almost certainly W. E. B. Du Bois; the other was probably James Weldon
Johnson, now the NAACP’s acting secretary. Parsons probably recognized
the authorship of the memorandum; he was a contemporary of Du Bois’s
at Harvard and knew Johnson through Republican party circles.6 Spingarn
stated that a long talk with the authors had convinced him that, “while
isolated attempts in the interests of pro-German dissension may have been
made, they are hardly worth considering, and in no way help to understand
the unrest—(I might almost say despair)—of the American Negro today.”
The memorandum acknowledged that lynching, race riots, and growing
stories of racism in the army gave blacks every reason to be dissatis¤ed, but
argued that the government could do much to placate its black critics if it
would just recognize their concerns:

[If] the War Department will give early and de¤nite assurance that Negro
troops are to be used as soldiers in the same way as white men, and that
the draft law is not to be made a method for a kind of enslavement of
colored labor, and if also the President of the United States can be in-
duced to give some assurance that he does not sympathize with lynching
and mob rule in the case of colored victims, it is certain that the country
can count upon the loyalty of its colored citizens to the very end.7

This was all very well, Parsons implied in reply, so long as black people
could be shown to be enduring their plight with restraint until the govern-
ment acted, but, he warned Spingarn, “The Houston shooting has compli-
cated the matter.”8

Van Deman sent the memorandum, with Spingarn’s comments, to the
chief of staff, Gen. Hugh L. Scott, who knew about the interest of African
Americans in the role they were to play in the war because of the earlier
efforts by Spingarn and Du Bois to ensure that black men would be trained
and commissioned as army of¤cers.9 The separate black of¤cer training
camp was established at Fort Des Moines, Iowa, in June 1917 with an intake
of 1,250 men, drawn from both the non-commissioned ranks of regular
regiments and from the students and recent graduates of black colleges, of
whom 639 received commissions in October.10 During the war a total of
1200 African American of¤cers were commissioned, most of whom served
in France with distinction, despite persistent attempts by white of¤cers to
undermine their authority or belittle their achievements. One of the rea-
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sons why they were so easily picked on is that they were so few in number,
just 0.7 percent of the army’s of¤cers, even though the 360,000 black sol-
diers represented 13 percent of the men enlisted by the United States.11

Despite the blatant segregation it entailed, the black of¤cer training
camp boosted African-American enthusiasm for the war effort, but another
episode relating to black promotion in the army was to have the opposite
effect. In the summer of 1917, black leaders charged that the early retire-
ment on medical grounds of Lt. Col. Charles Young, the senior black army
of¤cer, was a ploy to get rid of him. Their protests about the medical
¤ndings were ill founded, but their suspicion that there was a high-level
determination to prevent Young or any other black man holding a senior
command was correct. A member of the 10th Cavalry, Young had been the
third black graduate of West Point, in 1889, and was one of the most tal-
ented men of his generation, with a growing reputation as both a soldier
and a diplomat. As a colonel in the regular army, he expected to be auto-
matically promoted to the rank of brigadier general for the duration of the
war. In May 1917 he was ordered to undergo tests in San Francisco, where
army doctors diagnosed “nephritis, high blood pressure, sclerotic arteries,
[and] hypertrophy [of the] left ventricle.” Young claimed to feel perfectly
¤t and the promotion board seemed initially willing to overlook the medical
report.12 However, his case became a political matter in late June, when the
senior U.S. senator from Mississippi, John Sharp Williams, spoke with and
wrote Woodrow Wilson about the refusal of a white Mississippian of¤cer,
Lt. Albert Dockery, to serve under Young. Other senators forwarded similar
protests by white 10th Cavalry of¤cers to Secretary of War Newton D. Baker.
At ¤rst, Wilson assumed that the removal of Young was all that was required,
but while that was plainly part of what Williams wanted, he also sought
Dockery’s transfer out of a black regiment. Williams’s dealings with Wilson
about Young and Dockery reek of two southern patricians, with indistin-
guishable views on racial hierarchy and segregation, covertly and smoothly
looking after the interests of a young white constituent by pulling strings.
Williams returned the letters he had exchanged with the president to the
White House, so that Wilson could “read them and destroy them if you
choose,” while Wilson wrote a “personal and private” letter to Baker sym-
pathizing with Dockery, a “Southerner [who] ¤nds it not only distasteful
but practically impossible to serve under a colored commander.” Wilson
asked Baker to assign a northern of¤cer to replace Dockery: “it has got on
his nerves that he . . . remains an of¤cer in a negro regiment.”13 Baker was
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clearly offended by the whole affair, and the wheedling tone of Wilson’s
letters suggests that the president knew he was embarrassing the secretary
of war. Baker complied to the extent of keeping Young away from his regi-
ment while his medical tests were evaluated, but he declined to interfere
with Dockery’s posting, telling Acting Chief of Staff Gen. Tasker H. Bliss,
“He should either do his duty or resign.” Wilson, however, was determined
that no black of¤cer should occupy a senior rank in the army. Although
Baker advised the president that Young’s health seemed to rule out “any
present likelihood of his early return to the 10th Cavalry,” Wilson went
considerably further than this in his assurance to Williams on June 29 that
“the lieutenant colonel referred to will not in fact have command because
he is in ill health and likely when he gets better himself to be transferred
to some other service.” With Wilson’s approval, Young was removed from
the active list.14

The truth was that Young was indeed medically un¤t for warfare. He
had had high blood pressure since 1910, and when he died in Liberia in
January 1922 the cause was given as “acute exacerbation of a long-standing
complaint”—nephritis.15 It is equally certain, however, that Young’s illness
proved highly convenient to Wilson and the military establishment, who
would otherwise have been obliged to grant him an automatic promotion
or else hold him back explicitly on the grounds of race. Wilson assured
Robert Russa Moton of Tuskegee Institute on July 9 that Young was not
being discriminated against and allowed Moton to release his letter, but
most African Americans assumed that the medical reports on Young were
spurious and that his unwilling retirement was proof of the government’s
determination that black men should not serve as senior of¤cers. After go-
ing to great lengths to prove his strength, Young was permitted to train
National Guardsmen in his home state of Ohio, but the resentment caused
by his treatment lingered throughout the war and there were persistent
attempts by equal rights activists to have him returned to active duty.16

Young’s experience became a symbol of the limits placed by the Wilson
administration on the advancement of even the most talented black people,
and it seemed to say that loyalty was going to be required, but not rewarded.

It is quite clear that in the fall of 1917 opportunities were missed to begin
a radical adjustment in the relationship among the government, equal
rights activists, and the wider African-American population. If the consis-
tent advice of key individuals within the NAACP and other activists had
been followed up effectively by the presidency, the Justice Department, and
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the War Department in the wake of the East St. Louis riot, the forced re-
tirement of Charles Young, and the Houston mutiny, then the legacy of
World War I in the area of race might have been different. The Wilson
administration might have developed a coherent policy for improving race
relations, the army might have treated the question of the command and
deployment of black troops much more seriously, the level of racial violence
in the civilian population might have been confronted by federal and local
government, and the African-American war experience might have been
one of striding toward greater equality and fuller citizenship. As it was,
of¤cials almost always approached racial issues by looking for ways to keep
the lid on protest, rather than considering its causes and remedies. The
administration did not pretend that African Americans had no grounds for
complaint about their lack of political and economic rights, but it tried to
avoid these issues by repeating two untruths. Firstly, the government as-
serted that it had very little power or duty to effect improvements in Ameri-
can racial equality and that, in any case, the war effort required that such
considerations be treated as non-urgent. Secondly, the government insisted
that in its dealings with black people it was not prejudiced. In fact, the
president himself and most of his appointees were racists for whom the
concerns of African Americans were always secondary to the interests of
white people (even though the secretary of war and some middle-ranking
bureaucrats were exceptions and were inclined to be as fair as circum-
stances and policy allowed).

By September 1917, the mood of the African-American population led
Van Deman to begin corresponding regularly about “Negro Subversion”
with Chief Bielaski of the BI, who reciprocated with copies of BI and APL
reports. When certain cases interested him, Van Deman asked Bielaski for
further information or ordered his own investigations by the intelligence
of¤cers stationed in large army training camps, embarkation ports, and
major cities.17 On September 11, 1917, Van Deman wrote to his senior in-
telligence of¤cer in New York City, Maj. Nicholas Biddle, a banker and Astor
estate trustee who had previously run New York’s thuggish bomb squad as
a special deputy police commissioner: “As you know, the negro question is
more than tense just now, and it behooves us to ¤nd out all we can as to
conditions.” Biddle made only cursory inquiries and concluded that while
a few black newspapers had printed “articles that are almost treasonable”
and some orators were rather too outspoken, few African Americans were
really disloyal. There had been some battles between black men and the
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police in the San Juan Hill district of New York in May, but that was nothing
new.18 Van Deman was certain that the situation was more alarming. After
corresponding with and meeting Robert Russa Moton, and having followed
up the latter’s suspicions about “a society of colored anarchists” in New
York, Van Deman warned Assistant Secretary of War Felix Frankfurter on
September 26 that many blacks might genuinely prefer to solve the problem
of their place in American society by violence, “providing only that the
time was propitious and the colored population was able to carry out their
plans.”19

It is probable, therefore, that the MIB played a part in the Wilson ad-
ministration’s decision to make its most important African-American ap-
pointment, that of Emmett J. Scott, who became a special assistant to the
secretary of war on October 5, 1917. The of¤cial version was that Scott’s
post was created after a rare conference on racial tension between Wood-
row Wilson, Newton D. Baker, and Robert Russa Moton, but Van Deman’s
warning about a black rebellion almost certainly in®uenced Baker’s think-
ing, in particular.20 A Texan with a background in journalism and business,
Scott had been Booker T. Washington’s secretary from 1897 to the latter’s
death in 1915. He had hoped to succeed Washington as principal of Tus-
kegee, but remained to serve the college under Moton. He had been an ac-
tive participant in Washington’s behind-the-scenes manipulations of black
politics and rivalries, and gained a reputation as an energetic “black and
tan” Republican under Roosevelt and Taft.21 While Scott’s appointment to
advise Newton D. Baker on the involvement of African Americans in the
war effort was publicly welcomed by all shades of black opinion, radical
activists distrusted him to a greater or lesser extent—and with good reason,
for at one time or another he had thwarted or defamed most of Tuskegee’s
critics.

Ironically, one of those critics probably helped to convince Baker of the
wisdom of creating a visible black administrative presence in the War De-
partment. In mid-September, on the day after the NAACP had agreed on
the need for a representative in Washington “to look after the military
situation in general as it affects colored people,” W. E. B. Du Bois requested
an interview with the secretary of war.22 The two men had a lengthy meet-
ing, in which they stated their respective positions on race, the war, and
military service. The NAACP had played an important part in persuading
the War Department to create the of¤cers’ training camp, and in the wake
of the Houston mutiny Du Bois sought a commitment to lasting fairness on
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the part of the administration and tried to drive home a consistent NAACP
argument: that many forms of racial discrimination interfered with the war
effort and all action to redress injustice was therefore worthwhile. After
listing speci¤c grievances about the recruitment and training of black men,
Du Bois reminded Baker that

Negroes are human beings, that they have deep seated and long con-
tinued grievances against this country; that while the great mass of them
are loyal and willing to ¤ght for their country despite this, it certainly will
not increase their loyalty or the spirit in which they enter this war if they
continue to meet discrimination which borders upon insult or wrong.

I realize that it is not the business of the Secretary of War to settle the
Negro problem, and that his work is to raise an army according to law;
but I respectfully suggest that the best way to raise an army is to settle at
least so much of the Negro problem as interferes with the effective train-
ing and use of Negro troops.

Baker replied that he would “have Negroes treated justly and as soldiers”
and that black of¤cer cadets would be commissioned.23 Du Bois later re-
wrote this as a spikier exchange, in which Baker relied on the formula that
Du Bois had anticipated—that the government “was not trying by this war
to settle the Negro problem”—to which Du Bois retorted, “True, but you
are trying to settle as much of it as interferes with winning the war.”24 His-
torian Paul Koistinen has observed that in relation to economic mobiliza-
tion Baker “shared, perhaps even exceeded, Wilson’s reluctance to take
steps that might permanently expand the size and role of the state”; he was
also widely known to prefer a narrow interpretation of his responsibilities
with regard to black troops and race relations. He had told Emmett Scott
two days before the meeting with Du Bois, “there is no intention on the
part of the War Department to undertake at this time to settle the so-called
race question”—but the meeting with Du Bois may well have con¤rmed to
him the extent to which small concessions, including the appointment of
a black assistant with no executive power, could assist the mobilization.25

As soon as he took up his new post, Scott invited Du Bois to help him
keep the War Department informed about African-American needs and
opinions and told him that Baker had “spoken most appreciatively of your
interview with him.”26 Du Bois and other black leaders hoped initially that
Scott, despite his accommodationist background and talent for inoffensive-
ness, would make a difference and exert a positive in®uence on government
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policy, but the plans Scott outlined to Baker on his ¤rst day at work were
vague and uninspired: “it shall be my purpose to seek, on an extended scale,
to popularize the war among the 10,000,000 Colored people of the na-
tion, and to nullify all false and unpatriotic impressions that pro-Germans
have sought to make upon Colored Americans in various sections of the
country.”27

Early attempts by the NAACP to lobby, through Scott, for the deployment
of more black physicians in the army and to establish the “status and prog-
ress” of the 24th Infantry courts-martial were quickly rebuffed by the War
Department—it was revealed that he had no power to pursue either issue
further. From the start, then, he was little more than a War Department
public relations of¤cial—making speeches, issuing press releases, and re-
newing links with Tuskegee loyalists in the black press. He was well regarded
by his superiors, but his cautious approach was counterproductive in terms
of black public opinion; too often, he was slow to react or delayed the re-
lease of information for bureaucratic reasons, with the result that he gen-
erated more misgivings than trust among those he sought to in®uence.
After a month in his post, Scott left Washington to spend two weeks at
Tuskegee, during which his of¤ce mishandled a controversy arising from
the fears of equal rights activists and the black press that the army intended
to use black troops primarily as laborers, amid growing complaints about
their treatment in training camps.28 On November 9, Scott advised Baker
to issue a statement denying that black draftees would be discriminated
against. One of Scott’s new subordinates, William H. Davis, a black civil
servant transferred from the Department of Commerce, drafted a state-
ment which Scott edited before it was ¤nally signed by Baker on November
30. It was released to the press on December 5, although Scott had sent a
copy to Du Bois on December 1. The secretary of war insisted that there
would be no discrimination, but reiterated the now-standard formula about
there being “no intention on the part of the War Department to undertake
at this time to settle the so-called Race Question.” Cooperation was needed,
“if the German propagandists who want to make discord by stirring up
sensitive feelings are simply not [to be] allowed to do their work.” Race
relations were improving, “marred, it is true, here and there by such inci-
dents as that at Houston and that at East St. Louis, which grew out of sad
misunderstandings, and were perhaps contributed to, in at least one of
these instances, by the malicious activities of people who would rejoice
to see any embarrassment come to us as a sign of weakness against our
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enemy.”29 The strategy back¤red. Although Du Bois and the NAACP’s other
main campaigner on this issue, treasurer Oswald Garrison Villard, had
been encouraged by the commissioning of black of¤cers, they now realized
the grim existence and lowly function that awaited the great majority of
black draftees. Further reassurances were given by Baker and Scott, but
these blatant attempts to ®atter and deceive, and the sudden execution of
thirteen of the Houston mutineers later in December, led Du Bois and
other black radicals to lose faith steadily in both Scott’s in®uence and the
War Department’s sincerity.30 Scott continued to keep Du Bois informed
about his work, but the results were far from spectacular and Du Bois’s
letters to Scott became notably brusque.31

In the MIB, meanwhile, Herbert Parsons had begun to use Hallie E.
Queen as an informant, despite a warning passed on by Joel Spingarn that
her “imagination is at times lurid, sometimes prompting her to confuse fact
and fancy”—a judgment that proved to be entirely correct.32 Her ¤rst tan-
gible contribution to military intelligence was a collage of short articles on
racial discrimination from various issues of the Crisis, which she described
as “an extremely radical paper with about 100,000 circulation.” Around the
clippings, she wrote comments about the dire results of such journalism.
In late September, she told Parsons: “A development of paramount impor-
tance makes it necessary that I see you at once.” At their meeting, which
Jenks also attended, and in subsequent letters, she claimed that a German
doctor might be agitating among blacks in New York and named several po-
tential black informants. She added that the editor of the Boston Guardian,
William Monroe Trotter, was a “radical colored man who might make
trouble,” which was undeniably true, but also common knowledge. When
Parsons and another MIB of¤cer met two of Queen’s would-be sleuths, both
proved to be more keen than useful.33

Of much greater signi¤cance to the “Negro Subversion” work of military
intelligence was the MIB’s recruitment in early September of its only long-
term black agent, Walter Howard Loving, who was to provide continuity
and regular insights until his departure in August 1919. Loving was born
in Virginia in 1872 and educated in the District of Columbia. He joined
the 24th Infantry in 1893 and rapidly gained recognition as an outstand-
ing military musician, before being honorably discharged as a second lieu-
tenant in Manila in 1901. He was recommissioned in the Philippine Con-
stabulary, reaching the rank of major, turned the constabulary band into
an outstanding exponent of American martial music, and made famous
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performances across the United States. He was obliged to retire during the
process of Filipinization in 1916 and moved to Los Angeles, where he had
wealthy relatives. In March 1917, he unsuccessfully sought a further army
commission in the hope of commanding African-American volunteers. It
is reasonable to assume, given Van Deman’s recruitment methods and the
fact that his intelligence postings in Manila coincided with Loving’s ser-
vice in the Philippine Constabulary, that their paths crossed there and
that Van Deman remembered Loving when searching for a suitable “Ne-
gro Subversion” specialist. In Loving, he acquired a black man who was
perceptive, industrious, military-minded, and, conveniently, without known
alliances in black political circles.34 When he left military intelligence in
1919, Major Loving was described by Van Deman’s successor as “one of the
best types of ‘white man’s negro’”—an accolade that Loving would have
resented strongly. In his correspondence with NAACP secretary Roy Nash,
prior to joining the MIB, Loving referred to the Association’s program as
“such a glorious cause,” and he may have been an inactive member. In one
of his later reports he felt obliged to remind his superiors where he stood:
“I am most loyal to the race with which I am identi¤ed.” However, Loving
also had a strong sense of duty to the United States in time of war. While
he found blatant discrimination and racial prejudice as painful as any black
person, he also promised Van Deman, “my twenty-¤ve years of military
training would be able to govern me under any circumstances.” He had no
hesitation in condemning needlessly provocative acts on the part of white
of¤cialdom, but he also believed that in a national crisis African-American
criticism of the government should be muted and that situations likely to
result in racial tension were best avoided. He therefore reacted swiftly on
his own initiative when he felt that black editors and activists were crossing
the boundary between defense of the race and disloyalty to the United
States, and, while his reports were normally thoughtful and measured, his
manner in pursuit of those he regarded as trouble-makers could occasion-
ally become overbearing and self-important.35

Although Loving was recognized as the MIB’s expert on “Negro Subver-
sion,” and often directed the work of white of¤cers, including Parsons, he
was subjected to the same racial segregation as other black civil servants
under Wilson (including Emmett Scott). Loving was given an of¤ce with
his own telephonist and documents safe in a separate building from the
rest of the MIB, which was still housed in the War College. During the ¤rst
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months of his intelligence work, he reported direct to Van Deman, who
dealt personally with his requests and comments regarding government
policy. The ¤rst raw information he was given consisted of the MIB’s copies
of BI material on racial matters. On the strength of one of these reports,
he was sent to Chicago to look into allegations that blacks in the suburb of
Glencoe were collecting arms and ammunition in preparation for another
riot on the scale of East St. Louis, but the “plot” turned out to be no more
than the drilling of an authorized home guard unit. Thereafter, he rarely
relied on BI reports for leads.36

Loving felt free to give Van Deman his opinion on all aspects of govern-
ment policy which affected African Americans. He applauded the deci-
sion to appoint Emmett J. Scott to the War Department and told Van De-
man that it would be welcomed by all black people, with the exception of
William Monroe Trotter, whose views were colored by the bitter feuding
between Trotter and Booker T. Washington during the ¤nal decade of the
latter’s life.37 Loving had a low opinion of the sensationalism of Hallie
Queen’s work for the MIB, and of those she recommended as potential
informants, perhaps regarding them as a challenge to his position. He was
quick to ridicule the call by one of Queen’s protégés for the urgent inves-
tigation of Philip Payton, two months after the latter’s death. Loving told
Van Deman, “I call your attention to the above facts that you may see that
I am investigating the investigators as well as other matters which come to
my attention. It is absolutely necessary to have persons associated with you
who can be trusted to the last word.”38 Hallie Queen tried to retaliate
through Jeremiah Jenks, who gave Parsons her evaluation of Loving in mid-
November 1917:

While she has an excellent opinion of the honesty and trustworthiness
of the man under whom you are working, she feels that he is not very
keen and that he is likely to miss the point of a good many things that
may occur in connection with the work on which she is engaged. . . . The
fact that he is a good musician does not especially qualify him, of course,
for the other work.

Parsons shot back that his opinion of Loving was higher than Queen’s—“At
any rate he focusses his mind on speci¤cs more than she does.” Queen had
kept Parsons waiting weeks for a promised report and he thought she
was probably “put out” because her informants were not being used. Par-
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sons deferred to Loving constantly on the subject of “Negro Subversion,”
without complaint, suggesting both Parsons’s generosity and Loving’s au-
thority.39

On November 23, 1917, Loving reported that with the help of Robert R.
Church, Jr., of Memphis, Tenn., a wealthy black member of the Republican
national committee, great progress had been made in the establishment of
a nationwide organization of black volunteers. This was not a black version
of the APL, but a loosely organized alliance of pro-war in®uential African
Americans who would be able to report to Loving or Church on the chang-
ing mood of people in their own areas and head off anything which might
be construed as disloyal or “pro-German.” Church had secured promises
of assistance from leading black people in every large southern city and
Loving told Van Deman that he expected soon to have extended this “in-
formation chain” from coast to coast and that “quick and wonderful results”
could be anticipated. In spite of the con¤dence of both Loving and Van
Deman in the monitoring scheme, it never developed into the pro-active
network they had envisaged, but Church’s southern contacts were to prove
valuable in Loving’s other efforts to generate patriotic feeling among Afri-
can Americans and counteract the embittering effects of continued lynch-
ing and rumors of ill-treatment of black troops.40

Loving planned to stage a presidential-style speaking tour across the
country, visiting cities where the ground had been prepared by Church’s
contacts, to bolster black loyalty and demonstrate it to the white popula-
tion. He had hoped to start the tour before the end of 1917, but was forced
to delay by a succession of incidents in November and early December,
culminating in the particularly brutal lynching of Ligon Scott at Dyersburg,
Tenn., which drew the headline “Tennessee Lynching Outrivals Worst Ger-
man Atrocities” from one black newspaper. Racial violence, and lynching
in particular, appeared to increase more sharply in Tennessee during the
war than any other state, with a steady sequence of outrages being commit-
ted. Since June 1917, black newspapers had carried photographs of the sev-
ered head of alleged murderer Ell Persons, who was burned to death before
a crowd of several hundred at Memphis on May 18. Person’s ears, nose, and
lower lip had been severed by souvenir-hunters before his head was thrown
into Beale Street, the center of Memphis’s black community; for months
afterward, white stores in the city sold twenty-¤ve-cent postcards showing
the head. James Weldon Johnson had spent ten days investigating the lynch-
ing for the NAACP, assisted by Robert Church, with little success.41
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Loving realized that while lynching was nothing new, each mob murder
of a black—and a hundred or so occurred between the American declara-
tion of war and the Armistice—weakened the argument that black citizens
had a duty to participate in the war. He also knew that outbreaks of extreme
racialist behavior by white Americans were far more damaging to fragile
black patriotism than any German propaganda could ever be. He protested
to Van Deman that the work of himself and others, “seeking and preaching
loyalty among the negroes in all sections of the country,” was being con-
tinually undone by lynching and asked why the government could not
reassure black people that it would take some action to ensure the prose-
cution of mob members.42 During his two years in military intelligence,
Loving’s work consisted of constant ¤re-¤ghting; no sooner had he re-
sponded to one crisis than another cause for bitter complaint by African
Americans would arise. He nevertheless attempted to develop schemes for
improving relations between the government and the black population.

Loving was having dif¤culty ¤nding the right person to front his tour.
At ¤rst, he favored the noted Washington educator Nannie Burroughs, de-
spite her role in organizing a series of well-attended protest and prayer
meetings after the East St. Louis riot and her association with Hallie Queen,
with whom she had testi¤ed in support of the Dyer bill. The BI had moni-
tored the activities of Burroughs and her associates between late August
and early October and her mail had been intercepted (but not opened),
allowing a BI agent to record details of her correspondents and the mes-
sages on postcards. Loving saw Burroughs’s BI ¤le, but found nothing sin-
ister in it, and visited her school, where her staff were full of praise for her.
Another inquiry concluded that she was of “blameless character.” By mid-
December, Loving had satis¤ed himself that she was trustworthy and had
begun to discuss the tour with her. However, in the same week, he chanced
upon a speaker who he realized would do a much better job.43 On a routine
trip in Virginia, following up reports of unrest among black troops at Camp
Lee and German agitation at Hampton, Loving learned that the well-
known orator Roscoe Conkling Simmons was due to appear at Richmond
on December 11. Born in Mississippi, Simmons was a vote-catcher for the
Republican party and a former protégé of the politicians Mark Hanna and
Medill McCormick. He could be relied on to give a rousing speech on any
subject at the drop of a hat.44 Loving arrived in Richmond, as he put it, “just
in time to prevent what might have resulted in a race riot.” The evening
papers were full of that morning’s execution at San Antonio of thirteen
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members of the 24th Infantry, which had been carried out without prior
announcement, leave to appeal, or referral to the secretary of war. Sens-
ing the tension, Loving intercepted Simmons at the railway station and
“explained to him just what good service he could render the govern-
ment at this critical moment.” They proceeded to the meeting, where Sim-
mons waved aside loud demands that the executions be condemned, and
launched instead into a stirring declaration of the undying loyalty of the
African-American citizen to “the ®ag that set him free.” As soon as the
crowd of ¤fteen hundred seemed to have been won over, Loving had the or-
chestra strike up The Star-Spangled Banner, transforming a bitter anti-Wilson
protest meeting into a patriotic celebration. Loving told Van Deman after-
ward, “He is the man that we need to send forth to allay the feeling of
unease among the negroes all over the country.”45 Van Deman was suf¤-
ciently impressed to send Loving’s account of the meeting to Newton D.
Baker and later visited him to discuss Loving’s scheme. Baker plainly gave
the go-ahead, for two days later Loving began sending Simmons special-
delivery letters containing outlines of what to say in his next few speeches.
Military intelligence began to pay Simmons’s expenses and Loving met him
in Washington to plan their tour together.46 Simmons made his ¤rst speech
as an agent of the MIB on January 1, 1918, to a segregated audience at
Marshall, Tex., and was described in publicity lea®ets prepared by Loving
as “traveling in the interest of Tuskegee and Hampton Institutes.” It was a
good start and it allowed Loving to compile further advertisements out of
favorable Texan press commentary and ringing phrases from Simmons’s
address. He sent them to the leading black citizens of the cities they were
to visit and to the black press, including the Chicago Defender, which headed
its editorial page with an extract from the Marshall speech:

When the war is over and the smoke is cleared away, we shall see a new
nation, baptized with the ¤re of suffering; one people with their faces set
toward the future; one law for all and all for the law; honor on the throne;
kings gone down; the harp of peace in the musician’s hand; Ethiopia
leading the hymn of a newer and grander republic: ‘My Lord is Riding
All the Time.’47

Loving arranged to join Simmons in Memphis, but on arriving in the
city he found the African-American community organizing protest, rather
than patriotic, meetings following the murder of a black man in a dispute
on a streetcar. According to an eyewitness found by Loving, the victim had
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intervened to stop a white man forcibly ejecting a black woman from a seat
reserved for white passengers. A crowd of whites had quickly gathered and
while the black man was held by two policemen he was stabbed. No arrests
were made, other than that of the woman passenger, who was ¤ned $25 for
disturbing the peace.48 On Robert Church’s advice, Loving postponed the
Memphis rally and amended the itinerary so that the next stop would
be Jackson, Miss., on January 13, with subsequent visits to New Orleans,
Tuskegee, Atlanta, Nashville, and ¤nally Memphis, all timed to coincide
with various local gatherings to ensure maximum audiences for Simmons.
Church traveled ahead to see to the necessary preparations. At New Or-
leans, Atlanta, and Memphis, Simmons was to be the principal speaker and
in each place his subject was “My Country and My Flag.”49 Heavy snow
forced the cancellation of the Atlanta speech, but otherwise, Loving re-
ported to Van Deman, the tour was a tremendous success in the South.
Loving clearly felt his organizing abilities were being tested and took care
to stress every positive aspect, to the extent that he exaggerated the tour’s
impact considerably. He reported that Simmons had attracted “the largest
crowd ever gathered in New Orleans” when he spoke there at the Pythian
Temple and an extra meeting had had to be arranged. In fact, while a large
crowd certainly assembled in the building, the people had come, not to see
Simmons, but to celebrate a successful fund-raising drive by the Knights of
Pythias. Although the leading local newspaper featured the meeting promi-
nently, Simmons’s contribution was not mentioned. Loving drew special
attention to the fact that his rallies were attended by blacks and whites,
including mayors and other local of¤cials. At Tuskegee, where Simmons had
“untold effect on the large audience which greeted him,” Loving described
how “white as well as colored cheered him to the limit.” At every stop, he
claimed, the interest generated by Church’s contacts led to calls for brief
special appearances by Simmons at local clubs.50

Looking back on the southern dates after his return to Washington, D.C.,
Loving declared that

no plan could have been organized to have brought the races closer to-
gether than the one formulated. . . . I would that words would permit me
to express the sentiments of the colored people all over the United States.
. . . And as I sat beneath the trembling voice of the speaker and listened
to the words of eloquence and pleading which fell from his lips, I saw
prominent white men nod and bow their heads, and grey-haired women
weep.
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Loving had clearly been affected by six weeks of close contact with Sim-
mons—at no other time were his reports so ®orid.51

Van Deman passed Loving’s observations on the early effects of the Sim-
mons tour to the secretary of war’s of¤ce, where they were described as
“interesting.”52 From Memphis, Loving took Simmons westward on an ad-
ditional sweep including speeches at Little Rock, Oklahoma City, Los An-
geles, San Francisco, and Oakland, before returning to the East by way of
Colorado Springs, Denver, Kansas City, Mo., and St Louis. Along the way,
Loving planned to visit the 24th Infantry battalion stationed at Deming,
N.M., to conduct inquiries of his own.53 They reached the west coast on
January 27, and over the next few days Simmons addressed several audi-
ences of between two and six thousand, according to Loving, in Los Angeles
and Pasadena. City of¤cials attended the rallies and the Los Angeles cham-
ber of commerce booked Simmons for a return visit in May. Loving con-
stantly assured Van Deman of the tremendous effect the tour was having
on black patriotism and its wider recognition, noting that Simmons was
asked to make extra speeches wherever they stopped. Again, however, the
local press seems to have been oblivious to this excitement.54 On the return
journey, Loving reported that Simmons continued to attract large crowds
despite heavy rains, and had received a number of threatening letters, “sup-
posedly from Germans, warning him to cease his tirade against the German
people, and to stop trying to fool the people of his race to war against the
German people for a nation which does not recognize them as citizens nor
give them protection.”55 In his ¤nal assessment of the tour, Loving gave Van
Deman the credit for hiring Simmons and suggested that as a result black
and white Americans were now “linked together with solidarity in one com-
mon cause to make the world safe for Democracy.” He thought Van Deman
ought to be promoted in recognition of what the tour had achieved.56

If Loving believed his own reports, he was deluding himself. Simmons’s
speeches were probably received well—he was a reliable and infectious tub-
thumper—but they were part of a mass of of¤cial and quasi-of¤cial jingois-
tic propaganda which Americans, black and white, had encountered on an
almost daily basis for eight months. There was nothing new to be said about
patriotism or loyalty; on the other hand, there were plenty of hard ques-
tions to be asked about the sincerity of the country’s commitment to de-
mocracy. To African Americans, these unanswered questions and the daily
realities of insults and potential physical danger weighed more heavily than
Simmons’s easy sermonizing. Most black publicists simply ignored Sim-
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mons, but some expressed explicit dissent. Floyd Delos Francis, secretary
general of the Negro American Alliance, a small but vocal organization
based in Atlantic City, N.J., cautioned African Americans against allow-
ing themselves to be “swept away on a tide of false optimism” fueled by
“machine-made opinion. While being ¤lled with enthusiasm by hired en-
thusiasts it is well for [us] to pause, face the facts squarely and use [our]
common sense.” And the undeniable fact still confronting black people
was that they enjoyed fewer rights in their native land than did enemy ali-
ens.57 This charge, in particular, was reiterated by many commentators and
groups. For instance, in March 1918, the State Negro Civic League of Loui-
siana demanded that blacks be given the “privileges granted to ‘aliens and
enemies’, which should and ought to be granted unto those who are truly
Americans. . . . There are no hyphens nor ‘slackers’ among us.”58

During the latter months of 1917 and throughout 1918, the MIB contin-
ued to exchange information with the BI on “Negro Subversion,” as hun-
dreds of reports were logged by the two agencies. BI agents had continued
to note allegations of black disloyalty and German agitation, just as they
had in the ¤rst six months or so of American belligerency. Few of these
reports consisted more of facts than of hearsay and misconstruction, but
their sheer volume is evidence of the perceived scale of the problem and
the fact that domestic intelligence agents believed African Americans con-
stituted a group to which they were expected to devote attention. Although
the frequency of BI reports fell in 1918, the Department of Justice re-
mained concerned about the threat to law and order posed by racial unrest
and most BI of¤ces habitually reported the mood of the local black popu-
lation. The MIB’s interest in racial matters grew throughout the war, as the
War Department continued to collect data on African-American civilians
and soldiers centrally, committing increased resources to the tracking of
“Negro Subversion,” and locally, through intelligence of¤cers in cities and
army camps across the United States and in Europe.

Well into 1918, Germany’s agents were still reported to be spreading
propaganda among blacks in the South, disrupting cotton picking, and in-
terfering with the draft by telling blacks that Germany was their friend. As
before, government agents reported local white fears about nighttime cov-
ens of rebellious blacks meeting in various places, including Mineral, Va.,
Kansas City, Mo., and Campbello, S.C.59 Any unrecognized white men seen
talking to a black person could spark an investigation, especially if it was
suggested that they were “men of rather German accent.” Whites who were
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hard to rank socially or ethnically were particularly suspect. For example,
the Charleston military intelligence of¤cer reported rumors about a Turk
or Syrian touring the state in the company of a German Jew, agitating
among blacks. Most of the pro-German propaganda among blacks in the
Southeast, he reported, was carried on by “peddlers, fortune-tellers . . . and
transients.”60

In the popular and of¤cial imagination, German preachers continued
to be the most popular vehicles of propaganda directed toward blacks. The
of¤cer commanding the Home Guard in Miami, Fla., predicted a race riot
unless a certain German priest could be prevented from “preaching the
doctrine of paci¤sm [to black people],” while in North Carolina racial
prejudice and anti-Catholicism were combined in allegations about a Ger-
man Catholic school “where negro children are afforded so substantial an
equality with white children, that the colored people continually boast of
this equality.”61 Sometimes, African Americans initiated the denunciations.
In Baltimore, where the black middle class was divided into socially com-
petitive groups, a foreigner who gave music lessons to one clique was de-
nounced by the leading hostess of another as a German propagandist, “who
because of drink etc. has lost cast [sic] among his own people.”62

A number of reports featured charismatic anti-war black churchmen,
such as the two ministers said to be touring near Washington in February
1918, preaching on “the Glory of Peace and the Horrors of War.” Particular
attention was paid to the Rev. Charles Harrison Mason of the Church of
God in Christ, based in Memphis, who claimed ¤fteen thousand followers
in four hundred churches across the South, as well as congregations in
northern cities such as Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and New York. He had
broken away from the Baptist Church in 1895 in order to found a more
mystical pentecostal church, modeled on a Los Angeles holiness sect. Ma-
son’s advice to his followers was to ignore the war, which resulted in the
frequent harassment and occasional arrest of him and his ministers in parts
of the South. A Mississippi BI agent made much of press reports that the
Church of God in Christ had built a $10,000 brick church at Lexington,
Miss., and that Mason’s home in Memphis was worth $25,000, the implica-
tion being that he must have had German backing. After Mason asserted
that he was a conscientious objector and that he was obliged to call on his
followers to follow suit, the inspector of the Mississippi draft exemption
board attempted to have Mason prosecuted for interference with the draft,
but no action ensued. The Baltimore Afro-American concluded that the alle-
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gations were, like “many other such rumors about Negroes and others
in these war times, ‘much ado about nothing.’”63 Another paci¤st black
church, the Church of God and Saints of Christ, was also subjected to gov-
ernment pressure. Founded by William S. Crowdy, a black cook on the Santa
Fe Railroad, the sect originated in revelations granted to Crowdy in which
black people were identi¤ed as descendants of the lost tribes of Israel.
Crowdy’s followers observed the Jewish calendar, feasts such as Passover,
and Old Testament rites, including circumcision and animal sacri¤ce, and
the church maintained an industrial and agricultural commune at Belle-
ville, Va. When members of its two-hundred-strong Philadelphia congrega-
tion declined to be drafted, its publications and membership lists were
seized by military intelligence.64

The chances of lynch mobs gathering when blacks were accused of pro-
German intrigue in the South remained high. At Gainesville, Fla., near to
where ¤ve blacks, including two women, had been hung in August 1916
for assisting in the escape of the alleged murderer of a policeman and a
physician, fears of a recurrence of violence were aroused by reports of pro-
Germanism among the black population. In Birmingham, Ala., a black
man was rescued by law of¤cers from a lynch mob after he had been ac-
cused of advising soldiers to desert and join the German army once they
got to France. In 1918, many white southerners still believed that black mi-
gration could be explained in terms of a German plot. There were even
press reports that German plots in northeastern Texas had led to K lan-style
nightriding by white men to drive black tenants from the land.65

In July 1918, the MIB followed up reports that the previous year’s rioting
at East St. Louis was about to be repeated, following further importation
of black labor. Thorough investigation revealed no such danger, but in a
comment that was extraordinary, given the race of the victims in the 1917
riot, an agent of the MIB’s Plant Protection section in St. Louis attributed
the relative calm to the breaking of “the lawless spirit of the vicious negro
leaders” and restrictions on their access to ¤rearms.66

Another allegation common in the early months of the war that was
revived in 1918 was that blacks were looking forward to enjoying distinct
new advantages after a German victory. The statement attributed to a cook
in West Virginia was typical: “When the Germans get hold of the Govern-
ment they have promised the blacks to take the property and wealth of the
whites and give it to them, this considering they have never had a show for
a square deal.” Several whites supposedly responsible for implanting such
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ideas in the minds of blacks were arrested. According to military intelli-
gence, one was a German from New York who had rowed down the Missis-
sippi River to Osceola, Ark., spreading the word that “all negroes withhold-
ing their support from the American Government would be given large
tracts of land now owned by the Americans.” In South Carolina, two sup-
posed agitators were arrested in May 1918 for saying that “the niggers had
no business in this war. It was not their war and the Germans did not wish
war on them; that the Germans were not killing the niggers over in France
and they did not want to kill them; they had nothing against them and only
wanted to help them.” In New York City, an Austrian insurance collector
was arrested in April 1918 for allegedly advising blacks to side with the
Kaiser’s army in the coming invasion of the United States, because Ger-
many would reward them with the establishment of an independent black
state, “under the benevolent protection of the Prussian eagle.”67

When black public speakers were reported to be promising their audi-
ences “social equality” in the event of a German victory, such claims were
said to originate with German propagandists. Preachers in Baltimore and
in Norfolk, Va., were reported by the MIB and the BI to be making frequent
references to the forthcoming “social equality,” and a white woman in San
Antonio, Tex., complained to the BI that a pro-German black speaker had
declared that “very soon the negroes could get all the white women they
wanted.” In October 1917, an MIB of¤cer was perturbed to hear of three
recent instances of black men behaving with unusual familiarity toward
white women in the District of Columbia. After being called down for their
“presumption,” the blacks were said to have replied “that the white women
were high and mighty now, but they would not be so superior in a short
time, as conditions would be very much altered shortly.” Virtually identical
stories were to circulate in the South during World War II.68 This abiding
fascination with miscegenation also underlay the Justice Department’s in-
vestigation of the activities of a Dutch anthropologist, Herman Moens,
whose photographic studies of black female anatomy and affair with a
Washington schoolteacher caused a scandal which overshadowed initial sus-
picions that he was a German spy.69

The District of Columbia was always a fertile source of hearsay, although
it was rarely so diverting as the gossip about Herman Moens. Many of the
investigations into the sources of “Negro Subversion” grew out of, or were
inspired by, supposed conditions in Washington, partly because the capi-
tal’s black population was the most easily observed. Racial segregation was
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entrenched in Washington, but the city and the government could not func-
tion without thousands of black domestic servants, hotel staff, and messen-
gers, the majority of whom lived in the district. There were many points of
contact, therefore, and in the prevailing wartime atmosphere of secrecy
and conspiracy dozens of rumors and half-truths were passed on directly
to BI agents or military intelligence of¤cers by government of¤cials, their
families, and their servants. Frequently, reports began with an explana-
tion that the information being submitted had originated with one of the
writer’s acquaintances or employees, or with a newsvendor. For instance, in
November 1917, a BI agent reported that an of¤cial in the Department of
Agriculture had told him that his black maid had said that a local grocer
was advising blacks not to ¤ght for the United States. Another white Wash-
ingtonian’s servant was supposed to have told her of a meeting called os-
tensibly to form a servants’ union, “but in reality for the discussion of re-
ligious and paci¤st questions and pro-German views.” In April 1918, Van
Deman thought it worth informing the BI that the cook employed by House
of Representatives Speaker Champ Clark had told Clark’s wife, “Just wait a
little longer and you white people will be crawling on your knees to try and
get us to do your work.” This outburst was said to have been provoked by
Mrs. Clark’s refusal to give the cook the use of her car. Toward the end of
the war, Van Deman’s successor, Brig. Gen. Marlborough Churchill, would
be informing senior government of¤cials, “As is generally known, the Ger-
man propaganda among the negroes of Washington, DC, . . . is the most
serious of any part of the country.”70 Both the BI and the MIB found black
informants easy to come by in Washington, and these informants became
adept at sending in reports of the kind that seemed to be required—dotted
with lumps of wartime journalese, such as “Teutonic plotters” and “rabid
pro-German.” Under conditions of secrecy and amid waves of public ex-
citement about enemy subversion, the reports submitted by con¤dential
informants were unlikely to be objective. Partly chosen in the ¤rst place for
their close contacts with suspected individuals or organizations, some in-
formants felt the need to send in damning reports in order to prove their
own loyalty. Others were keen to prove their continuing usefulness by
¤nding new individuals about whom to raise doubts. Sometimes, however,
con®icting emotions surfaced: informants knew that to portray African-
American communities as riddled with treacherous elements would be
false, but they also appeared to enjoy being the sources of otherwise unob-
tainable information.
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Hallie E. Queen continued to send the MIB her reports, mostly describ-
ing rumors circulating in Washington about the fate of soldiers from the
city, and often ridiculing the reports of other informants. She was also ca-
pable of constructing foul conspiracies out of the most mundane informa-
tion. On a trip to New York City in February 1918, she announced that she
had discovered “a colony of negroes of German citizenship” in Upper Har-
lem, “evidently from the African colonies,” and reckoned they had recently
jumped ship in New York for subversive purposes.71

Walter Loving tried to remain aloof from meaningless snooping and
maintained a broad outlook on American race relations. Nevertheless,
when he set out on his tour with Simmons in January 1918, he left behind
a ¤erce row in Washington over his methods. In December 1917, he had
heard that a black teacher of German at the district’s Dunbar High School
was making pro-German remarks. His information came from a pupil, a
minister, and teachers who had been Loving’s classmates at Dunbar in 1892.
Having interviewed the allegedly disloyal teacher, Georgiana Simpson, in
the presence of the principal, Loving concluded that, while she was not a
German agent, she was openly sympathetic to Germany, and that she might
have affected the loyalty of thirty to forty children and their families. He
told her that if she did not control herself she would lose her job, where-
upon she complained to the Department of Justice that she had been
threatened by a government of¤cial and the District of Columbia school
board began an inquiry. In response to the allegations against the teacher,
the Baltimore Afro-American defended the loyalty of the black population of
the capital in general and added, in one of very few public comments on
his work for the MIB, “Evidently the retired Major Loving has found it
necessary to have something to report in order to keep his position and his
pay.” Loving told Van Deman that, whether or not he had exceeded his
authority, if he was not backed up he would resign from the MIB. Van De-
man decided that Loving was blameless and by the time he returned from
the Simmons tour the heat had gone out of the affair.72 The incident af-
fected more than Loving’s local standing, however. In February 1918, Hallie
Queen, who taught part-time at Dunbar High School and had been unable
to keep her intelligence work con¤dential, found herself “harassed con-
stantly by gossip.” When she asked the chief of staff for “an open statement”
to the effect that she had nothing to do with the allegations against Miss
Simpson, Van Deman promised that Loving would see her principal to ex-
onerate her.73
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In March 1918, Loving had a notable success when he neatly pre-empted
the plans of equal rights groups to capitalize on the return to Washington,
D.C., of the body of Corporal Larmon J. Brown, one of the thirteen soldiers
executed by the army in Texas on December 11, 1917, for their roles in the
Houston riot four months earlier. Before the cof¤n arrived, Loving visited
Brown’s mother to ask that no mention be made at her son’s funeral of
“the unfortunate affair at Houston.” She agreed, not only to this request,
but also to take the body to her family’s home in Maryland for burial and
to ignore all attempts to turn the service into a protest meeting. Loving
then spoke to her minister about his address and also attended the funeral.
As a result, what could have been the occasion of a bitter demonstration
passed off virtually unnoticed.74

Soon afterward, Loving moved his base to Harlem and began spending
only short periods in Washington. Van Deman supplied him with a glowing
letter of introduction to the MIB’s New York of¤ce, informing Biddle that
he could “put every possible con¤dence in Loving and rely upon his work
in every possible way,” and thereafter Biddle rarely interfered in Loving’s
work, although there were occasions when he might have made more use
of him.75 Loving’s work was now divided between advising the MIB and,
through it, the rest of the War Department on the morale of black troops,
and attempting to in®uence the attitude of the black civilian population
toward the war. By now, his insistence that black patience was not endless,
particularly in regard to lynching, appears to have been accepted by many
senior military intelligence of¤cers, who recognized that it was not suf¤cient
simply to instruct African Americans to be loyal; there had to be some
indication that their complaints were being heard. In December 1917, Lov-
ing had pleaded with the War Department, “Is there not some way by which
we may reassure the colored people [of the South] that the government
will take all steps to bring to justice the perpetrators of this awful crime?”76

By the spring of 1918, his repeated warnings that German agents could
easily cause racial strife unless conditions for African Americans improved
had begun to sink in. The MIB’s “Counter Espionage Situation Summary”
for the War Department and other bureaus for the week ending May 18
commented, “Every lynching, or other unlawful act against the negroes
tends to assist [enemy propagandists’] labors.”77

Mounting black unrest was also starting to worry the director of the
Committee on Public Information (CPI), George Creel. During the ¤rst
year of American belligerency, the CPI had produced rousing ¤lms for Af-
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rican Americans, titled “Our Colored Fighters” and “Colored Americans,”
and created a program of speakers especially for black audiences. But de-
spite these and other efforts on the part of the government, equal rights
agitation seemed to be increasing, rather than abating, as the war pro-
gressed. In March 1918, Creel con¤ded in Van Deman, “From some source
or other a very de¤nite drive is being made to disorganize and disaffect the
colored population.” Creel’s note followed the receipt by Wilson’s cabinet
of a forceful protest by 116 black citizens of Atlanta, in which lynching
was denounced as “worse than Prussianism.” The petitioners could not un-
derstand the administration’s “long sphinx-like silence” on lynching and
warned that it might “be construed as tacit approval and active tolerance.”
For the moment, Creel asked only for Van Deman’s help in ¤nding the
origins of this discontent; it did not apparently occur to Creel that lynching
on its own might be the most signi¤cant cause.78 In April 1918, Creel was
stung into taking action himself by a vicious attack on his management of
the CPI, especially in relation to black loyalty, by the National Committee
of Patriotic Societies (NCPS), representing forty-two zealous organizations.
The CPI was accused of churning out “tons of ‘highbrow’ material printed
in such unattractive form that no one will read it.” It was time for the gov-
ernment to “interpret the war in terms easily appreciated by the mass of
the people”—a call, in other words, for the unadorned denunciation of
everything to do with Germany, German culture, and anyone who was luke-
warm on American belligerency. Furthermore, careful investigation in the
South by the executive secretary of the NCPS had allegedly uncovered ever-
increasing German in®uence among blacks and “that no intelligent cam-
paign is being carried on to combat it.” The NCPS wanted the government’s
propaganda work entrusted to less fastidious people than the CPI (such as
the organizers of the NCPS): “We have had our full quota of hate-less days
and pussyfooting nights. . . . What we need in Washington at the present
time is a group of men who understand human nature.”79 Creel responded
by feeding a number of stories to the press highlighting the enormous dan-
ger posed by the Kaiser’s agents in their work among southern blacks.
These press releases repeated promises allegedly made by spies about “so-
cial equality” and black advancement taken from the ¤les of the MIB and
the BI. The trouble, according to the CPI’s writers, was that blacks had “no
idea of the tyranny with which Teutonism is synonymous. They have that
feeling for the unknown that is often characteristic of the ignorant, and
this has been worked on by the enemies of civilization.” The American
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public was assured that the CPI would be taking immediate steps to “en-
lighten the Negroes.”80 In June 1918, Creel helped to convene a group of
black editors and spokesmen in Washington, and a week later the CPI put
out a special speech, “Four Minute Men Bulletin No. 33,” in which speakers
were instructed to urge African Americans to reject German propaganda
and be loyal and law-abiding, so that the result of the war would be “a
wonderful amalgamation of the races within America.”81

George Creel seemed genuinely to believe that blandishments of this sort
would suf¤ce and that black enthusiasm could be ¤red by rhetoric alone.
Other of¤cials, however, listened to black advisers within the government
machinery, such as Walter Loving, and on the outside, such as Robert
Moton, and believed that equal rights protest could be dampened only by
a mixture of intimidation and bribery. The government knew that the black
population was embittered and cynical about the war for democracy; it also
knew that any attempt to extend genuinely signi¤cant rights to African
Americans would provoke a white backlash. Thus, during the last twelve
months of the war, the Wilson administration tried to contain the race issue
by alternately ®attering and thwarting African-American ambitions, with-
out making any major concessions. For example, in order to divert atten-
tion from the Justice Department’s refusal to sanction a federal investiga-
tion of the East St. Louis riot and the War Department’s removal of Col.
Charles Young from active service, the government allowed the appoint-
ment of Emmett Scott to an apparently important position and the com-
missioning of a few hundred junior black of¤cers. In reality, by the end of
1918, the ill-treatment of black men in uniform and the harrying of black
leaders and publications demonstrated that the rights of non-white indi-
viduals were of little consequence to the administration. All that mattered
was the compliance of the mass of African Americans with the draft and
other wartime measures and, if possible, a level of interracial strife that was
no higher than normal.
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Three

Black Doughboys

Arrangements for drafting and deploying the 357,000 African Americans
who served in the United States Army during World War I were only gradu-
ally arrived at by the War Department in the summer of 1917.1 Although
senior of¤cers and bureaucrats made no suggestion that the long-standing
policy of assigning the races to separate regiments be revised, they debated
the actual function of black troops, where best to train them, and whether
black of¤cers should be entrusted with commanding them in battle. The
formulation of a policy was accelerated and in®uenced by the Houston mu-
tiny by members of the 24th Infantry. The day after the Houston riot, Acting
Chief of Staff Tasker H. Bliss advocated a delayed draft for blacks, followed
by minimal weapons-training as near to their homes as possible and rapid
transportation to France for labor service in rear areas. He rejected other
suggestions, including the concentration of black men in two southern
camps, which he regarded as too dangerous, and the provision of ba-
sic training for blacks in eight northern camps and weapons-training in
France, which was deemed too complicated.2 Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker agreed with Bliss, but he maintained in public statements that blacks
and whites would be similarly trained and deployed—that they would be
sent to all sixteen army training camps and that as many as possible would
be used for combat.3 In the end, 80 percent of the black soldiers who
reached France wound up in supply or labor regiments—unloading ships,
building roads, and reburying the dead. Only two combat divisions were
formed—the 92nd, consisting of drafted men, and the 93rd, created from
a mixture of National Guard units and draftees. American lack of faith in
black combat troops was demonstrated further when, before reaching full
strength, the 93rd Division was placed under French command in partial
ful¤llment of Pershing’s obligations to the Allies.4

The Wilson administration was well aware of white southern anxiety
at the prospect of large-scale black enlistment even before the Houston
riot, having been warned by the chairman of the House Military Affairs
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Committee about probable reactions to the president’s call for “universal
liability to service.”5 Between 1906 and 1917, a number of bills had been
introduced into Congress by southerners seeking to exclude blacks from
the army, prompted initially by the brief riot in 1906 at Brownsville, Tex.,
involving members of the 25th Infantry, and later as part of a general cam-
paign of denigration of the race. In the debate prior to the passage of the
National Defense Act of 1916, Sen. James K. Vardaman of Mississippi, a
progressive in many respects but also a radical racist, declared that “a negro
may become an obedient effective piece of machinery, but he is devoid of
the initiative [sic] and therefore could not be relied upon in an emer-
gency.”6 Early in August 1917, a South Carolinian delegation consisting of
Gov. Richard I. Manning, Sen. Ben Tillman, and Sen. Ellison Smith visited
the War Department to protest against a proposal to train black Puerto
Ricans in the Palmetto State. They claimed that “the Puerto Rican Negroes
did not understand the Southern method of dealing with the race, and
trouble may ensue.”7 The Houston riot produced a further wave of com-
plaints about the presence of African-American troops in the South. The
Columbia (S.C.)State called for all the training of black men to be restricted
to the North: “Why risk the outbreak of unpleasantness in the South when
it is not necessary and when the one great object is to raise, equip, and train
an army with celerity?”8 Even some liberal northerners agreed; the New Re-
public, a New York weekly normally sympathetic to the equal rights cam-
paign, claimed to understand the peculiar unease of the South at the ag-
gregation of “large numbers of lusty young blacks accustomed to no other
discipline than that of the plantation.”9

Few publications objected for as long or as rabidly as K . Lamity’s Harpoon,
a racist sheet published in San Antonio, Tex., which blustered for months
about the “negro characteristic of running amuck when least expected,”
and denounced those who favored inclusion of blacks in the army as a
“gabble of saphead white negrophiles and coon-chasers.” Since black people
lacked “that spirit of absolute obedience to their superiors, which is the ¤rst
requisite of a ¤rst class soldier,” the most useful contribution they could
make in wartime was on southern farms. The Harpoon, with which Woodrow
Wilson’s friend Col. Edward House was associated, warned that the black
man now expected the government “to enlist him, arm him, train him, and
¤nally turn him out a ¤rst class hand at rioting, and shooting up civilian
towns.”10 In the event, most white southerners conceded the necessity of
the black draft, not least because of the requirement under the Selective
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Service Act of May 18, 1917, that each state provide ¤t men in proportion
to its total population. Any reluctance to draft blacks would mean calling
up more whites and this, observed the Montgomery Advertiser, would be “most
unjust.”11

In their analyses of the issue of black war service, government agents
were as fond of incorporating racial stereotypes as any other commentators.
In August 1917, a naval intelligence of¤cer predicted outbreaks of racial
violence should the draft apply only to white men, and advised the Of¤ce
of Naval Intelligence that blacks ought to be included, despite alleged
physiological grounds for exempting them:

A negroes [sic] feet are naturally ®at, just as is his nose. . . . If large num-
bers of white men are taken for military service and the bulk of the ne-
groes are left behind, simply because their feet are ®at, nothing but
trouble and the most serious sort of trouble may be expected at some
later time not only in this country [i.e., Florida] but a great many sections
of the South.12

When the draft actually began, blacks found themselves not merely in-
cluded, but more likely than whites to be immediately inducted. Of the 23.8
million American men who registered for the draft in 1917–18, 2.3 million
(9.6%) were black. In the ¤rst wave, draft boards examined just over one
million blacks, of whom 557,000 (52.6%) were found to be of Class I
status—liable to immediate call-up—whereas of the 9.5 million whites ex-
amined, only 3.1 million (32.5%) were put in Class I. Moreover, while 36
percent of the Class I blacks in the ¤rst draft were called into immediate
service, this applied to only 24 percent of the Class I whites. It is clear that
before the army admitted black troops by draft, many able-bodied whites
had already volunteered, thereby contributing to their states’ quotas, but
racial discrimination was undoubtedly a factor that persuaded draft boards
to grant disproportionately more exemptions or reduced status to white
men than to blacks on the grounds that they had dependents or were physi-
cally un¤t. Some boards ingeniously justi¤ed designating southern black
men with dependents as Class I because army pay was equal to, or ex-
ceeded, their normal monetary earnings, meaning that their dependents
would be better off with the men in uniform. By the end of the war, ¤ve
southern states, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Caro-
lina, had drafted more blacks than whites.13

African Americans also disproportionately evaded the draft. Over a hun-
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dred thousand eligible black men failed to register for the draft, or, having
registered, did not report when called up. The delinquency and desertion
rate of black registrants (9.81%) was almost three times that of whites
(3.47%). States with signi¤cant black populations showed wide differences
in the rate of evasion, perhaps re®ecting the varying ef¤ciency of local draft
boards and the mobility of the black population. For instance, in Florida,
where 39,013 blacks registered for the draft, 8,319 (21.32%) were reported
as deserters, whereas in South Carolina, where 74,265 registered, only 4,589
(6.18%) deserted.14 Any man failing to register or present himself for ex-
amination invited arrest, since the War Department offered a ¤fty-dollar
reward for each delinquent delivered to an army camp, the money being
subsequently deducted from his pay. This scheme was far more commonly
used against blacks than whites and was exploited by some southern sheriffs
and draft boards, who deliberately withheld information from blacks so as
to claim rewards. In Virginia, BI agents found evidence that for fraudu-
lent reasons black railroad workers were being prevented from registering
at the proper time. Something similar apparently happened near Camp
Wheeler, in southern Georgia, which received 1,256 black delinquents and
only 31 whites in a six-month period in 1918, implying that the number of
blacks not complying with the draft in Georgia was forty times more than
the number of whites, whereas in fact it was just twice as great.15

During the second half of 1917, BI agents spent thousands of hours hunt-
ing down men whose draft boards had declared them delinquent, always
noting in reports to Washington when the subjects were black. In some
parts of the South, notably Texas, black youths were rounded up on suspi-
cion of having lied about their ages, and men who were obviously mentally
or physically un¤t were jailed before being considered for exemption. At
Beaumont, Tex., a one-armed man was indicted for failing to register and
told that his excuse—patent disability—was “not satisfactory.” At Houston,
a man with brain damage was forced to register in jail. Northern agents
tended to be more tolerant—in Pittsburgh, for instance, a BI agent took no
action against a black deserter who seemed “mentally unbalanced”—but
there were also exceptions in the South. An elderly black man living near
Alvin, N.C., who appeared genuinely culpable, having advised young men
to hide during the draft and emerge as saboteurs once whites had departed
for France, was merely reprimanded by a BI agent.16

As well as assisting in the detection and arrest of deserters, BI agents
pursued those alleged to be encouraging black opposition to the draft.
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Some agents were quick to sense conspiracy; others were less alarmist. At
Cincinnati, agents suspected that an excursion for black workers on the
¤rst day of registration, June 5, 1917, was part of a plot to undermine the
draft. When the grand master of the Masonic Lodge of Texas (Colored)
announced that no dues would be collected from drafted Masons and no
bene¤ts paid to their dependents if they were killed in action, a BI agent
reckoned this was “calculated to restrict enlistment in the army and navy.”
In northeastern Texas, uncon¤rmed reports in August and October de-
scribed armed blacks preparing to resist the draft. The alleged ringleader,
a preacher from Corsicana described by a BI agent as having “the face of
the lowest type of criminal” and being “nothing more nor less than a brute,”
was violently arrested, jailed, and ¤ned. At Newport, Ark., the Rev. J. H.
Ellis was jailed for ninety-six days, charged with treason, and beaten up on
his release in November 1917. The Rev. W. T. Sims suffered the worst fate
of all, being lynched at York, S.C., in August 1917, allegedly for opposing
the draft.17

Plainly, maladministration of the draft, illiteracy, and residential mobility
accounted for much apparent delinquency, but the level of evasion in some
counties makes it equally clear that many African Americans deliberately
refused to cooperate. For instance, in March 1918, near Lexington, Miss.,
where the paci¤st minister Charles Harrison Mason of the Church of God
in Christ was in®uential, only 39 out of 123 black registrants reported for
examination, four of whom later deserted. To ¤ll the gap, the Holmes
County draft board summoned 63 more black men, of whom only 31 re-
ported; subsequent call-up notices to a further 43 men yielded just six more
potential soldiers. Evasion on this scale suggests collective, if informal, op-
position to the draft, rather than simply individual resistance. Conscious
decisions were being taken either to support the war effort and comply
with the draft, or to reject the call and avoid induction.18 In addition, a
small number of black men claimed religious objector status, for which they
were sometimes imprisoned. Ammon Hennacy, a white peace campaigner
held in the Atlanta Penitentiary for distributing anti-war lea®ets, recalled
seeing among his fellow inmates “[t]wo Negro objectors from some Holi-
ness sect in the Carolinas [who] would not mix with us. I sent some candy
to them but they did not respond. We were not religious and I suppose we
shocked them.”19

A black regular army of¤cer, Lt. Osceola E. McKaine of the 367th Infan-
try, conceded the reality of black reluctance to join the army, but attributed
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it to the slogan with which the government was mobilizing for war: “To
Make the World Safe for Democracy.” According to McKaine, “In his mind
[the black man] confuses the principles of democratic government with
the Democratic Party, and his bellicose enthusiasm suffers in consequence
of his confusion.” James Weldon Johnson of the NAACP thought the aver-
age black draftee’s coolness toward military service was captured concisely
in the overheard quip, “The Germans ain’t done nothing to me, and if they
have, I forgive ’em.”20

An indication of the War Department’s refusal to acknowledge any con-
nection between the duty of African Americans to serve in the army and
their rights as citizens came in Gen. C. C. Ballou’s order to black soldiers
to avoid social contact with white people in the vicinity of Camp Funston,
Kans. In March 1918, a medical sergeant of the 92nd Division (composed
of the 365th, 366th, 367th and 368th Infantry Regiments) protested when
refused admission to a theater in nearby Manhattan. A few days later, Ballou
issued Bulletin No. 35, drafted by Col. Allen J. Greer, a white Georgian,
reminding all of¤cers and men that “no useful purpose is to be served by
such acts as will cause the ‘color question’ to be raised.” It was “not a ques-
tion of legal rights, but a question of policy.” To avoid con®ict, the men
should “refrain from going where their presence will be resented” and
“place the general interest of the division above personal pride and grati-
¤cation.” The order was accompanied by a threat: “White men made the
division, and they can break it just as easily if it becomes a troublemaker.”21

Up to this point, Ballou, formerly commander of the black of¤cers’ training
camp at Fort Des Moines, Iowa, had received favorable coverage in the black
press, but Bulletin No. 35 discredited him and the rest of the army in the
eyes of the African-American population. Walter Loving found it extremely
damaging and reported that blacks now expected unrestrained racist be-
havior from all white of¤cers. The MIB collected several examples of black
anger, including a letter to the New York World by the Harlem Democrat boss,
Ferdinand Q. Morton, predicting that the “almost treasonable” order would
“do more harm than the work of 10,000 German propagandists.” From his
Brooklyn pulpit, the Rev. George Frazier Miller declared, “The poison gas
disseminated in the truckling attitude enjoined in this bulletin is just as
deadly an attack upon the morale of the division as that of the German
bombs.” The New York News demanded Ballou’s dismissal—he could not
“send brow-beaten civil outcasts and social pariahs against the German le-
gions with a hope of success.” In a similar vein, the Chicago Defender warned,
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“Soldiers who go to do and die take heavy steps when their hearts feel the
scorn and bear the contempt of their commander.”22

The publicity given to Bulletin No. 35 alarmed intelligence of¤cers in
other training camps. The MIB of¤cer at Camp Sherman, Ohio, feared its
effects on the morale of the 317th Engineers (Colored), given “the extreme
emotional temperament of the African and that his primitive nature is
easily excited to passionate partisanship, rendering it extremely dif¤cult to
handle any question that may arise involving the race issue.” In particular,
the threat to dissolve the 92nd Division had produced “the very thing that
it was aimed to quell.”23 In his defense, Ballou asserted that the War De-
partment regarded the black division as experimental and he was deter-
mined that it should succeed. He had supported his men when their rights
were invaded (indeed, he prosecuted the theater manager, who was ¤ned
ten dollars), but he would always “counsel avoidance of that invasion when
there is nothing to be gained by it.” He implied that his task was being made
harder by sinister attempts to foment racial discord. “It was no mere coin-
cidence,” he told Emmett Scott, “that the East St. Louis atrocities occurred
in a city ¤lled largely with German sympathizers. . . . There is little doubt
that the same in®uence egged on both blacks and whites at Houston.”24

The treatment of black troops was a matter of constant interest and de-
bate among African Americans and their willingness to enlist was undoubt-
edly hindered by apprehension at what the army had in store for them. It
was repeatedly rumored in black communities across the United States that
the War Department planned to use black units as shock troops to soak
up the ¤rst waves of German attacks and draw the ¤re of enemy machine-
gunners during Allied offensives.25 For example, in April 1918, lea®ets were
found in San Antonio warning black men that they were bound for the
forward trenches, and from other areas of the country came further reports
of this prediction’s currency among black civilians, including servants in
white households. These rumors were bolstered by claims that the govern-
ment was concealing the true extent of black casualties in the spring and
summer of 1918. The BI and the MIB assumed that these scares were
planted in the minds of African Americans by German spies, and both
agencies made unsuccessful attempts to trace each story to an original sub-
versive source. Of¤cials seemed unable to grasp the alternative explana-
tion: that members of a racial minority that enjoyed few civil rights and
endured the most menial forms of labor, the most inadequate housing,
the worst transport, the poorest health and educational provision, and the
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least protection under the law had concluded, without outside prompting,
that once in uniform they would probably, in the words of an old man in
Georgetown, La., “be rushed ‘across the pond’ for ‘cannon fodder.’”26

The MIB received equally troubling reports that potential black soldiers
were being advised to desert to the German army and that Germany was
their true friend. In January 1918, Germans in Norfolk, Va., were said to
have told black residents that there had been twenty thousand desertions
after black troops had gone to France and that the men were now ¤ghting
in the German lines. In February, a Washington, D.C., BI agent reported
that a drunken black soldier was overheard in a store telling civilians that
blacks who had ®ed to the German lines were being treated much better
than in the American army, and that men at Camp Lee, Va., had been
approached by German spies. The BI agent believed this was more than
“simply booze talk.” Two days later, in a subtle variation, an informant in
Washington reported to Capt. Harry Taylor of the Morale Section that two
itinerant black ministers had been giving local congregations the ingenious
advice that, “if they went to War, the Germans would never ¤re on them in
battle, because the Germans love them so, and for that reason, while it is
alright to be patriotic, if they enlisted they would be taking uniforms etc.
that other people could use.”27

The overwhelming majority of black Americans were not disloyal to the
United States during the war, but they harbored a basic distrust of the
segregationist federal government—a fact that black leaders who cooper-
ated with the Wilson administration were to discover as their personal
popularity waned. By the spring of 1918, the cumulative effect of the East
St. Louis riot, the swiftness of the Houston executions, the treatment of
Charles Young, the insult contained in Bulletin No. 35, and the steady in-
crease in lynchings during the war, all of which the government appeared
either to condone or to ignore, contributed to the basic plausibility of grow-
ing fears that black men were to be sacri¤ced in the war for democracy and
that the race could expect to be given little credit afterward.

When wild accounts surfaced, especially in New York and Washington,
of ghastly African-American casualties, the domestic intelligence agencies
acted quickly to counteract them. In March 1918, Raymond B. Fosdick, the
New York Democrat who chaired the Commission on Training Camp Ac-
tivities, informed Third Assistant Secretary of War Frederick P. Keppel, to
whom racial matters were often referred, that residents of Harlem were
“tremendously upset” by rumors not only that black soldiers were being
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abused by white American of¤cers, but also that the Germans had begun
to torture black prisoners. The proof was said to lie concealed at Columbia
Hospital, in the form of two hundred men with no eyes or arms, whose
captors had returned them mutilated to the American lines, whence they
had been quietly shipped home. Fosdick urged that swift action be taken
to contradict these stories. Accounts of tortured prisoners would have been
especially alarming in Harlem, since the only black combat regiment in
France at this time was the 369th Infantry, which consisted largely of the
15th Regiment of the New York National Guard, formed in Harlem in 1916.
In March 1918, it had moved into the Argonne Sector with French regi-
ments.28

Keppel, commenting that the rumors were “evidently carefully distrib-
uted,” alerted Emmett Scott and MIB director Van Deman. Scott used the
Committee on Public Information to issue denials to the New York press
about discrimination in the army and the existence of black invalids at Co-
lumbia Hospital, and gave assurances that black and white POWs were not
treated differently. Van Deman alerted BI Chief Bielaski and Maj. Nicholas
Biddle, the senior New York MIB of¤cer, and ordered Walter Loving, who
was already in Harlem, to “take whatever steps you think best to counteract
this vicious propaganda.”29 Loving’s typically direct response was to orga-
nize a hospital tour in mid-April for several in®uential Harlem residents,
including James Anderson of the Amsterdam News, George W. Harris of the
New York News, and real estate dealer John E. Nail. The Amsterdam News re-
ported that they saw all parts of the hospital, except the contagious diseases
wards, which “of course they were not over-anxious to visit,” and inter-
viewed the few black soldiers undergoing treatment, ¤nding no evidence
to support the rumors which had “drenched” Harlem for weeks. Loving
then spoke to religious leaders on the importance of countering gossip.30

In June 1918, an American Protective League agent informed the BI that
although the mutilation rumors were no longer believed, a possible source
had been discovered by a Harlem police sergeant: the nightly open-air ora-
tory of Marcus Garvey. Street meetings were still Garvey’s most regular form
of broadcast—he had yet to launch the Negro World and could not afford to
hire halls. His habit of moving on whenever police of¤cers edged close
enough to hear him only heightened of¤cial distrust.31

In the summer of 1918, the mutilation scare reached Washington. Regu-
lar informant Hallie E. Queen warned the MIB that a black of¤cer’s wife
had been wrongly told by several people that he was undergoing treatment
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for wounds at Walter Reed Hospital. Another rumor described the 1st Sepa-
rate (Colored) Battalion of the D.C. National Guard, now part of the
372nd Regiment, as having been “cut to pieces.” In June, the Baltimore Afro-
American reported that the battalion’s B Company had been “shot to pieces
in a recent engagement on the French front,” that its black commanding
of¤cer had been killed, and that forty severely wounded men were en route
to hospitals in the United States. In fact, the 372nd, created in January 1918
and sent to France in March, did not move into the front line until Septem-
ber. It was true that the long-serving commanding of¤cer of the 1st Sepa-
rate Battalion, Col. James E. Walker, was dead, but he had succumbed to
tuberculosis at Fort Bayard, N.Mex., after the regiment had sailed without
him.32

When a clumsy attempt at counterpropaganda by Queen only gave fur-
ther credibility to the stories, Walter Loving intervened to place denials in
the local black press. He and civilian agents then called on houses in black
districts in Washington to repeat the message. Loving believed that black
morale in the capital was not especially bad, but noted that government
of¤cials were disconcerted by an “air of independence” among black do-
mestic staff, caused by a labor shortage. He recalled that black opinion in
Washington had been successfully managed when the Houston rioters were
executed six months before, and he could not imagine “a more trying time
than that.” He told the MIB director he was “con¤dent that we have the
situation well in hand, and that the government is needlessly alarmed.”33

Nevertheless, black fears were bolstered in July 1918 by press dispatches
from Amsterdam which quoted the semi-of¤cial German news agency,
the Wolff Bureau, on the subject of heavy American losses in France. At
¤rst glance, descriptions of disastrous advances by American and French
Senegalese troops gave the impression that black Americans were among
the dead: “Dense masses of blacks and Americans were hurled against the
German lines. They paid for it in some hundred thousands of killed negroes
and Americans.” An intelligence of¤cer at Camp Grant, Ill., urged the
director of military intelligence to have such press reports suppressed,
because any black soldiers reading them would believe they were now
doomed. A member of the Savannah, Ga., draft board also warned the army
in August 1918 that allowing blacks to read stories emanating from Ber-
lin would cause draft evasion and mutiny. He was especially worried lest
stories about black front-line casualties circulate among the ¤ve thousand
black draftees about to assemble at the city’s main railroad station.34 In
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September 1918, further groundless stories about black casualties swept
through Washington. In a renewal of what Queen called a “ ‘whispering
propaganda’, which gains intensity with every fresh drive,” the celebrated
Washington-based composer and bandmaster Lt. James Reese Europe was
said to be lying blinded in a New York hospital.35 (In fact, Europe came
through the war unscathed, only to be murdered a year later during a re-
hearsal by one of his own musicians.)

In August 1918, Los Angeles was rife with “wild rumors that colored
regiments in France had been totally annihilated” and that local men
were among the dead. In the absence of a properly staffed MIB of¤ce, BI
agents had denials printed in the black press, under headlines such as “Jesse
Kimbrough Lives.” When a black woman in the city received an uncon-
¤rmed report that her son had been killed, a BI agent retraced the story
through the conversations of six other women, to show how swiftly rumors
could spread. Another resident had received a letter alleging that the mid-
Atlantic sinking of a ship carrying black troops to France had been covered
up. (In fact a ship carrying part of the 369th Infantry did suffer a collision,
a breakdown, and a ¤re, but it eventually reached France.) In common with
other federal bodies, the Justice Department regarded such tales as “very
much in the form of German propaganda.”36

Despite their efforts, the intelligence agencies failed to demonstrate any
connection between these alarming accounts of the sufferings of black sol-
diers and the subversive efforts of German agents or sympathizers. The
latter may well have spread lies designed to alarm particular groups, but it
is equally likely that the rumors which agents encountered sprang from
daily discussion among the friends and relatives of servicemen of worrying
events about which there was little reliable new information. Black Ameri-
cans were generally much less interested in the wider war aims of the
United States than they were in the welfare and valor of their own soldiers,
many of whom served in regiments with strong connections to particular
localities, and entire communities could be affected by tragic news from
the front. Black civilians also took a close interest in how soldiers were being
treated in training camps, from which there was a constant stream of re-
ports of ill-treatment and racial friction.

The War Department clearly regarded the camps to which black draftees
were assigned as riot zones waiting to explode. The Brownsville riot was
still a vivid memory and the Houston shootings had raised the possibility
that the army might have to deal with recurrent racial con®ict during the
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war. Moreover, the mutineers at Brownsville and Houston had belonged to
regular regiments with ¤ne records. If normally disciplined troops could
be provoked into attacking southern white communities, how much more
dangerous, the army asked, would it be to induct, train, and arm thousands
of increasingly race-conscious young black male civilians, particularly in
camps which also housed white recruits? One of the army’s conclusions
following the Houston riot was that “the tendency of the Negro soldier, with
¤re arms in his possession, unless he is properly handled by of¤cers who
know the race, is to become arrogant, overbearing, abusive and a menace
to the community in which he happens to be stationed.”37 Misgivings of
this kind also troubled the District of Columbia provost marshal. “Owing
to the unsettled condition of the country at large, and of Washington in
particular, especially in connection with the negro question,” he recom-
mended that the 1st Separate Battalion of the D.C. National Guard, which
had hitherto been guarding the White House and other federal buildings,
“be ordered elsewhere” and replaced by white regulars.38

In the event, no repetition of the Houston riot occurred, but more than
once serious disorder was only narrowly averted, and the fear of enemy
involvement was constant. According to Hallie Queen, “Teutonic plotters”
were at work around the camps, agitating among black soldiers—the “same
insidious propaganda” that produced the black casualty rumors. She real-
ized life was unpleasant for black soldiers, but the “propaganda system” was
making men resent what they might otherwise have “understood and en-
dured.”39 In October 1917, the MIB investigated the possibility that enemy
agitation lay behind an affray near Camp Meade, Md., before deciding that
it was merely a brief skirmish between black soldiers and local whites, who
were ‘“not particularly strong for the negro race.”40 A more serious lapse
occurred a few days later in South Carolina, involving men of the 15th New
York National Guard, to whom local Jim Crow laws were anathema. When
a rumor spread that two soldiers from Camp Wadsworth had been lynched,
a column of forty men marched on nearby Spartanburg, only halting when
their commanding of¤cer intervened. On the advice of Emmett Scott, the
regiment was sent north to Camp Mills, on Long Island.41 In November
1917, the 9th Battalion of the Ohio National Guard was also moved from
Camp Sheridan, Ala., after several men set off to rescue a soldier they be-
lieved was about to be lynched for brushing against a white woman on a
street car in Montgomery. They were stopped by military police.42 In De-
cember, the MIB director warned the chief of staff that men of the 24th
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Infantry, now stationed at Camp Furlong, N.Mex., had said that if the Hous-
ton mutineers were convicted by court-martial, they would wreck nearby
Columbus, seize machine guns, and join Pancho Villa in Mexico. This was
no mean threat, since Villa had raided the town in 1916.43 In fact, no
trouble occurred when the “Guilty” verdicts were announced.

Perhaps the nearest thing to a repetition of Houston happened at New-
port News, Va., in September 1918, when two black soldiers from Camp
Alexander were charged with theft, resisting arrest—during which one
soldier had a police club broken over his head—and incitement to riot.
Around one hundred black army and naval personnel converged on the
police station, believing the men were badly injured. When stones were
thrown, police ¤red into the crowd, wounding at least seven. The rioters,
who ¤red no shots, were dispersed by police reserves and the provost
guard.44

The most serious and bloody clashes were the several that took place
between black and white soldiers inside the training camps. These were
usually investigated by of¤cers of the MIB’s Morale Section, which in Oc-
tober 1918 became the separate Morale Branch. The Morale Section gradu-
ally became convinced that blacks were deliberately seeking confronta-
tions, and that this, rather than race prejudice, which military intelligence
of¤cers tended to either share or excuse, was the main cause of con®ict.
The ¤rst camp riot was at Camp Mills, N.Y., in October 1917, when men of
the 15th New York fought the 167th Alabama Infantry. Of¤cers of both
regiments played down the affair, the southerners allowing that their men
might have engaged in “a little kidding,” but claiming that they respected
the uniform, regardless of the wearer. The 15th New York were moved
again, to Camp Merritt, N.J., where the horror of southern white of¤cers
at the prospect of sharing their barracks with black of¤cers almost caused
another riot. The intelligence of¤cer at the Hoboken embarkation port,
Maj. L. B. Dunham, a Massachusetts-born lawyer and former deputy police
commissioner of New York City, thought the 15th was “a pretty poor out¤t”
when it sailed as part of the 369th Infantry in December 1917, but added
that no black of¤cer should have been “subjected to insult and humilia-
tion.”45 Trouble broke out next at a stevedore camp attached to Camp Hill,
Va., in March 1918. Following an alleged insult, a white store clerk struck
a black soldier, who returned with two hundred comrades who stoned the
store until white guards arrived and ordered them to halt. When the black
men scattered, the guards ¤red, killing two men and seriously wounding a
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third. The dead men’s commanding of¤cer thought the shooting unneces-
sary and was critical of the guard commander. A BI agent from Newport
News failed to discover any evidence of outside agitation, but he eased the
tension by arresting the store clerk for draft evasion.46

In August 1918, the Morale Section investigated reports that two black
sentries had been killed by white soldiers at Camp Meade. In fact, no one
had been killed, but a riot had occurred, involving black draftees and white
regulars of the 17th Infantry, a largely southern regiment, and at least
one white soldier had been sentenced to three years’ hard labor as a result.
The camp intelligence of¤cer found that the 17th were “a hard lot,” with
“little respect for anyone,” but that no “serious undercurrent of race preju-
dice” existed.47 Race clearly did play a part, however, in the August 1918
riot at Camp Merritt, which began in one of the few unsegregated Y MCA
huts. Five blacks from Kentucky writing letters in the hut were beaten and
ejected by whites of the 155th Infantry from Mississippi. A white guard de-
tachment, sent to stop the trouble spreading, shot up the black barracks,
killing one man and wounding three others. As a result, blacks were con-
¤ned to barracks. The Hoboken intelligence of¤cer tried to investigate, but
found the situation “extremely touchy.” He condemned the carping of “pro-
fessional Southerners,” whom his father, a South Carolinian, had told him
were mostly low-class whites: “they do not hold the kindly, though, perhaps,
feudalistic sentiments toward the negroes that is found among most of the
former slave-owners.” He attributed racial violence to increasing black-
white economic competition, although he realized that the MIB might ¤nd
this explanation “somewhat fantastic.” The Morale Section’s new race spe-
cialist, Capt. James E. Cutler, replied that, on the contrary, it was worth
considering. In the end, the only detailed account of the riot was sent by
a Y MCA secretary to Emmett Scott.48 The of¤cial inquiry into the Camp
Merritt shootings was a whitewash. When Walter Loving visited the camp
in November, the only guard so far tried on a charge of ¤ring without or-
ders had been acquitted. In January 1919, the Hoboken intelligence of¤cer
reported that so little evidence was gathered that all thirteen guards were
acquitted and charges against their corporal were dropped.49 The last seri-
ous camp riot was at Camp Lee, Va., in October 1918. Two blacks and one
white were shot, while several others suffered lesser injuries, and at one
point it seemed the civilian population around Petersburg might become
involved.50

The conditions blacks faced in training camps, especially those housing
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labor battalions, were indeed rotten. They got the worst sanitation, medical
attention, clothing, shelter, and food, and were 19 percent more likely to
fall ill than white soldiers. The southern camps were the hardest, especially
Camp Gordon, Ga., to which only southern blacks were sent. As a result,
many men were found to be un¤t when they were due to sail to France.
White sergeants in these camps were selected for their experience in han-
dling black labor, and white of¤cers made no attempt to hide their disap-
pointment at having to train blacks.51 Few, however, went as far as Capt.
Eugene C. Rowan of Mississippi, who was arrested for refusing to draw up
his white soldiers for inspection alongside blacks at Camp Pike, Ark. He
complained to Sen. James K. Vardaman, “This will kill enthusiasm for
the war.” Vardaman appealed to Newton D. Baker on Rowan’s behalf:
“Race prejudice, such as is manifest in the instant case, is that hereditary
sense of prejudice which seeks to preserve the purity and integrity of the
white race in America. Without it, America would have had a mongrel
population instead of the viril [sic], vigorous white race which we have to-
day.” Rowan escaped punishment, but was discharged.52

When blacks disobeyed orders, in contrast, they were punished severely.
In July 1918, B company of the 328th Labor Battalion downed tools after
cutting wood for several days without rations in the Pisgah National Forest
in North Carolina. Two white of¤cers, with one gun and eighteen bullets,
faced three hundred disgruntled draftees. Excuses were later made for the
of¤cers’ incompetence, and the Camp Jackson, S.C., intelligence of¤cer
claimed that the trouble had been brewing for weeks and that the black
NCOs were ineffectual. At the subsequent court-martial, the testimony of
the black men was dismissed as “a mass of lies” and three soldiers were
sentenced to death for mutiny, later commuted to ten years in prison.53

Walter Loving found many black draftees deeply dismayed by the reali-
zation that they were simply uniformed laborers. He blamed unrest at sev-
eral training camps on War Department suggestions in November 1917 that
blacks would be rushed to France to dig trenches. Loving told Van Deman,
“Whether or not it is the intention of the government to send these troops
post haste to dig trenches, it is certainly unwise to release this information
to the Associated Press for publication.”54 In December 1917, a BI agent in
Pittsburgh reported that a black minister visiting Camp Lee had found
men in labor regiments angry at being given overalls instead of uniforms,
and clubs instead of ri®es. Loving visited the camp a few days later and
con¤rmed the ill feeling, reporting that when asked to name his regiment,
a man told him, “Well, day says we’se trench diggers.”55
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White Americans, meanwhile, were treated to newspaper and magazine
articles with titles such as “Mobilizing Rastus” and “Bush Germans Better
Watch That ‘Chocolate Front’” which portrayed simple, loyal black soldiers
submitting cheerfully to military discipline and looking forward to ac-
tion. Journalists and newsreel cameramen were invited to inspect the best-
equipped and most harmonious camps, such as Camp Upton, N.Y., de-
scribed as “a camp where real Americanism is not a hollow mockery and
where racial amity and good will reign.”56 The MIB was well aware, however,
that such an atmosphere might change rapidly if the men felt they were
being unfairly treated. When rumors circulated among the 367th Infantry
at Camp Upton that all pay would stop once they reached France, the MIB
director advised the camp intelligence of¤cer that “too much effort cannot
be expended” in correcting this falsehood. Attempts were made, without
success, to trace the source of the story in New York City.57 What the MIB
feared most was a mass demonstration of the kind of bitterness to which
Pvt. Sidney Wilson of the 368th Infantry gave vent in correspondence from
Camp Meade in the spring of 1918. Wilson, who was aged twenty-two and
from the Binghamton district of Memphis, sent an unsigned letter to the
Washington correspondent of the Memphis Commercial Appeal:

Dear Sir,
I am glad to have the opotunity of writting to you just to exspress my

throught. I will say to you speakin in regards of the niggers from Mem-
phis, we is enjoying the soldier life ¤ne, so I am fosted to say that you is
a line Mother Fucker, an dont think the boys from Memphis is the onlyest
one said that. We is goin to straiten up this country, just as soon as we get
some amonation. We have our guns all ready.

Read it with care.
We wont to let you know that you white son of bitches can fose us to

come to war, but if we get what we want we aint goin to war. We have
dicided to ourselves that we would do what little ¤ghting we is goin to do
in this country an not France. You all can put guns in the nigroes hands,
but you all will be sorry after it is done we think. We have not forgot how
you all treated us, so if you all does arm us—look out, because that all we
want, and we bet when we gets through with you all, you wont be quite
so anshous to draft the nigroes in any more, because that show is a ly. Say
white man, dont you think we want to see our peoples as well as iny boty
else? Some of your coular can see they people ever week. If you son bithes
dont let the nigros go to see thay peoples, we will settle the det with you
white folks when we get armed. We would rather a dog to wait on us that
these docters at this horsepitle.
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So you all wills as you all pledges. We will be dam if you all dont regret
you ever seen a nigro soldier. We have been wanting to get guns in our
hands for a long time—ever since you lynched that niger at Binghamton
—an we is about to get them at last.58

The lynching to which Wilson referred was the burning of Ell Persons
at Memphis in May 1917. The letter was passed to MIB, where it was thought
at ¤rst to be “the work of an enemy agent or someone who for political
reasons objects to the arming of colored troops,” and then mistakenly for-
warded to Camp Dix, N.J. The white commanding of¤cer of the only black
unit at Camp Dix, the 350th Field Artillery, who claimed particular famili-
arity with black people, asserted that it was written by a white man, since it
was “a very poor imitation in dialect as well as manner of expression.”59

A few weeks later, Wilson wrote to the chairman and examining physi-
cian of his draft board in Shelby County, Tenn., signing the letter “Captin
G H Hill, Company Commander, 368th Infantry, Camp Mead.”

Dear Sir,
It afoads to the soldiers boys wich you have sint so far away from home

a great deal of pledger to write you a few lines to let you know that you
low-down Mother Fuckers can put a gun in our hands, but who is able to
take it out? We may go to France but I want to let you know that it will
not be over with untill we straiten up this state. We feel like we have
nothing to do with this war, so if you all thinks it, just wait until Uncle
Sam puts a gun in the niggers hands and you will be sorry of it, because
we is show goin to come back and ¤ght and whip out the United States,
because we have colored luetinan up here and thay is planing against this
country everday. So all we wants now is the amanation, then you all can
look out, for we is coming.60

This letter was handed to the Justice Department, which forwarded it to
military intelligence. There was no Captain Hill in the 368th Infantry, but
the Morale Section suggested to the Camp Meade intelligence of¤cer that
“a little energy and ingenuity will result in the apprehension of the guilty
man, and that the matter is well worth the effort.” The four men from
Binghamton in the camp were put in the same platoon for ¤eld message
training which included writing down distinctively spelled words from the
letters, and Wilson was quickly picked out. He denied writing the letters,
but, on the additional evidence of a handwriting expert, was convicted by
court-martial of obstructing the draft, disgracing the army, and prejudicing
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good order and discipline. He was sentenced to ten years hard labor, dis-
honorably discharged, and lost all pay due.61

Throughout the summer and fall of 1918, the MIB received reports that
black draftees were unhappy at a total of twenty training camps in the U.S.62

These complaints were usually addressed to Emmett Scott, who passed them
to the MIB to be read by Cutler. Further evidence was provided by Walter
Loving, who visited eleven camps in September and October, and Charles H.
Williams, a black ¤eld worker for the Committee on the Welfare of the
Negro Troops, who visited all twenty camps.63 The committee, an offshoot
of the General Wartime Commission of the Federal Council of Churches,
concluded on the basis of Williams’s reports that the conditions endured
by black troops made it “more dif¤cult to sustain among the colored people
as a whole an adequate recognition of our democratic ideals in the war and
the largest devotion to our cause.”64 Cutler presented his own assessment
of the black attitude toward military service in a special bulletin, “The Ne-
gro Problem in the Army,” which he distributed to camp intelligence of¤-
cers in October 1918. It was not based on personal experience—Cutler ap-
pears to have operated solely from within the capital; rather, it was a series
of facile assumptions. For all his scholarly reputation in the ¤eld of race
relations, which rested on a now-outdated book on lynching, he was either
unwilling or unable to do more than juxtapose several commonly held
prejudices about blacks with some tired observations about army life. He
admitted that blacks were relatively badly provided for in the army, that
their promotion prospects were poor, and that their commanders were
often inadequate. His chief point was that since the black man lacked the
self-discipline of the white man, the experience of army life was inevitably
a greater shock to him. His “habitual easy-going docility may prove either
an asset or a liability according to how he is handled. Army life puts more
snap and ginger into him than he ever dreamt of.” Until he joined up, the
black man was “seldom so accustomed to personal cleanliness or general
sanitation. The mere requirement of having to take a bath may seem an
intolerable burden.” The history of blacks in the U.S. Army, he claimed,
was one of

splendid soldiers on the ¤ghting line and poor soldiers in the barracks.
. . . The very instinct to dramatize a situation which makes him usually
salute with more ®ourish and gusto than a white soldier, will stimulate
him to remarkable bravery on the ¤ghting line or will put him completely
at odds in camp over a fancied or real grievance.
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Since “the act of writing letters, if he can write at all, is a mental and physical
strain” and because he indulged in “extraordinarily little reading of news-
papers,” the black soldier was gullible, isolated, and susceptible to the ap-
proaches of enemy agents. Cutler’s conclusion was that segregation was
right, but that “colored troops should have every possible chance, within
their domain, that white troops have in theirs. In a word, Separation but
Equal Opportunity.”65

In a further note to camp intelligence of¤cers, Cutler raised the issue of
black soldiers’ sexual behavior. After wondering how much of a problem
there was with prostitution, the corruption of young black women near
camps, and the regulation of female visitors to the soldiers, he seemed to
speculate about the possibility of allowing supervised prostitution: “Would
selected young colored women, acting under police authority as ‘welfare
workers’, near large camps, be able to bring about any considerable im-
provement in conditions?”66

As part of its attempt to keep African-American troops in political quar-
antine, the MIB kept a close watch on the one group of black civilians
regularly present in the camps—the secretaries of the Young Men’s Chris-
tian Association. From May 1918, the Colored Branch of the Y MCA was
monitored at the urging of William Gilman Low, the seventy-four-year-old
Brooklyn lawyer who ran the Y MCA’s own Intelligence Division (Y MCAID).
Although Low’s doubts about the Colored Branch were not shared by other
senior Y MCA of¤cials, his reports meshed with the general MIB view that
educated blacks, including social workers, were more committed to the
campaign for equal rights than to the war. However, the MIB and the new
Morale Branch of the General Staff were also alert to the political implica-
tions of harassing civilians on the basis of hearsay and were reluctant to act
without ¤rm evidence.

When it was announced that the draft would apply to all men between
the ages of twenty-one and thirty-one, the War Work Council of the Y MCA
had resolved that “the same thing done for white soldiers will be done for
colored soldiers.”67 In the event, almost all huts were segregated and the
allocation of resources was unequal. In the United States, around three
hundred black Y MCA secretaries worked in training camps, but they were
hampered by paltry facilities, and in some camps black soldiers were hardly
provided for at all. For a time, white soldiers at Camp Greene, N.C., had
¤ve “Y ” buildings, while the ten thousand blacks had none.68 Provision was
especially unequal in France, where only 87 of the 7,850 “Y ” workers who
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served were black and the number never exceeded 75 at any one time. Of
the 1,350 American women in the Y MCA with the American Expeditionary
Forces (AEF), nineteen were black, but only three arrived in Europe before
the Armistice.69

Many soldiers were thus cut off from civilian black life—something
which both the MIB and the Y MCAID were keen to perpetuate. When
Camp Devens, Mass., received twenty-¤ve hundred black soldiers in April
1918, and was awaiting three thousand more, the camp Y MCAID agent
feared they might be tainted by equal rights agitation from nearby Boston.70

A civilian MIB agent, who may have been black, drew up a list of local black
groups and journals, and “the colored leaders, both sincere and mercinary
[sic], and the self-appointed white champions who make it a part of their
concern to solve the race problem.” Signi¤cantly, this agent thought that
local equal rights activism would do less lasting damage to military morale
than Ballou’s Bulletin No. 35.71 The MIB rejected a Y MCAID suggestion
that black visitors to Camp Devens be made to report to the white Y MCA
of¤ce, since the same thing would have to be asked of white visitors.72 Low
nevertheless removed a black secretary, Robert B. De Frantz, a member of
the War Work Council and an assistant to Dr. Jesse E. Moorland, interna-
tional secretary of the Colored Men’s Branch. Low accused De Frantz of

an attempt to stir up race feelings in Camp Devens. . . . He tried to get
us to put a colored Building Secretary over white assistants and threat-
ened us if we did not do it to make a ‘stink to heaven’ with Melville [sic]
Trotter and other Equal Rights white agitators in Boston. We called the
bluff in this case but he could easily make trouble.73

The camp MIB of¤cer agreed that De Frantz was “not the right type of man
to use” but any further investigation ended when the black troops departed
and De Frantz was recalled to Washington.74

The Y MCAID also pursued the Crisis, after the May 1918 issue reprinted
an article from the Baltimore Afro-American by William Pickens, dean of Mor-
gan College, on racial discrimination at Camp Lee, especially in Y MCA
facilities. Pickens found that forty thousand whites shared eleven “Y ” build-
ings, while seven thousand blacks had one. Calling for an investigation of
the Crisis, the Y MCAID agent at Camp Lee reported that “some of this
stuff may be the natural expression of the black man in his present situa-
tion,” but “never has it come out so openly in its appeal to race prejudice
as in this current issue.” The black “Y ” secretaries were said to have “fallen
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for its insidious in®uence.”75 The MIB’s initial response was to try to ban
the magazine from training camps, but after Walter Loving questioned
“such drastic measures,” especially in view of the recent MIB posting of the
NAACP chairman, Joel Spingarn, the order was rescinded.76

Low persisted, however, announcing in June that through contact with
“all its agents throughout the country with reference to negro agitation in
and about the camps,” the Y MCAID had evidence that “systematic at-
tempts may have been made to lay the foundations of future trouble.” The
Morale Section agreed that the “negro question” was a “tremendous prob-
lem,” but tried to dissuade him. In an apparent reference to the intentions
of Joel Spingarn, Low was advised that the MIB would soon have an “entire
section devoted to nothing else.” Undeterred, Low continued to compile
examples of “colored agitation,” maintaining that De Frantz’s in®uence on
other black secretaries made them all “rather cocky” and condemning an-
other black secretary’s “very poor judgement.”77 When he visited Emmett
Scott to discuss these matters, intelligence of¤cers were appalled at the pros-
pect that the work of the Y MCAID might become public knowledge. The
MIB was always sensitive to anything that might lead to criticism of the
Wilson administration for racial discrimination; it also maintained a basic
mistrust of all prominent blacks—organizers, editors, educators, and gov-
ernment of¤cials alike—believing that their paramount loyalties were to
their race. Although Emmett Scott was identi¤ed with Tuskegee-ite conser-
vatism, he plainly had his own agenda within the War Department. Rather
than let Scott discover the extent of Y MCAID and MIB surveillance and
harassment of black Y MCA staff, the MIB told Low, “We will be very glad
indeed to receive any reports you are in a position to send us, and we trust
that your conversation with Mr. Scott will not cause you to direct reports
elsewhere at the expense of [military intelligence].” He was reminded that
Emmett Scott was “not in any way connected” with the MIB.78

In July 1918, the MIB and the Y MCAID collaborated in the surveillance
of Kelly Miller of Howard University. A speech given by Miller to the 10th
Cavalry at Fort Huachuca, Ariz., was denounced as “ill-advised and un-
timely” by the camp intelligence of¤cer. He claimed that Miller, on a tour
sponsored by the Y MCA’s Colored Men’s Branch, had urged the men to
be loyal to the United States because of the political gains they might re-
ceive at the end of the war, rather than out of patriotism. Fortunately, the
of¤cer thought, few understood the speech, because
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Miller used large words and talked rather rapidly. . . . Had this address
been delivered to an audience intellectually able to grasp its true signi¤-
cance, I am of the opinion that great injustice would have been done the
colored race for it would have fomented discord and loosened discipline.79

Low supplied the MIB with a list of all Miller’s future Y MCA engagements
and the Texas branches promised to provide “dates, programs, character
of speech, ¤nancial supply, etc.” of events involving him. In August, the
Howard University Y MCAID agent reported that Miller had no plans for
further speeches to the troops.80

In mid-August, Low made further sweeping allegations about “racial dis-
turbance” caused by Robert De Frantz and another secretary, Gerard M.
Lew, at Camps Devens, Lee, Dix, and Greene. Low was dissatis¤ed with Jesse
Moorland’s suggestion that “De Frantz and Lew should be told to use
greater care in the future, to avoid giving offense.” The MIB ordered camp
intelligence of¤cers to secure evidence on which De Frantz and Lew could
be dismissed, advising “extreme caution . . . because of the in®uence which
these men had in the activities of the Y MCA among colored people.” The
Camp Devens of¤cer expressed concern about “negro subversion,” but re-
ported nothing new, except the arrival of a new “Y ” secretary, “a mulatto of
unusual mentality, and thoroughly loyal.” The Camp Lee of¤cer reported
that Lew’s work had been good, but that “his remarks were such as to cause
ill-feeling between white and colored.” The Camp Dix of¤cer could add
nothing, and his counterpart at Camp Greene, where Lew had been as-
signed on August 1, apparently did not reply. By the end of the summer of
1918, therefore, when most black regiments had sailed for France, the MIB
had failed to substantiate Low’s claim that the outspokenness of black
Y MCA secretaries in the training camps represented disloyal agitation. At-
tention was switched, therefore, to the activities of “Y ” workers with the
AEF.81

In April 1919, Moorland could boast that “not a single colored secretary
has been returned from overseas on account of inef¤ciency.”82 However,
one woman worker, Helen Noble Curtis, only narrowly escaped repatriation
in November 1918, for fostering, in the words of army intelligence, “notions
of complete social recognition, and other objectionable matter calculated
to make trouble.”83 Her case demonstrated the hostility of the Y MCA to-
ward black control of black facilities and the wariness of the U.S. Army
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about allowing educated black civilians close contact with the troops. The
Paris headquarters of the Y MCA in France had asked for six black women
workers early in 1918, a request endorsed in Washington by Emmett Scott.
Three women were sent, the ¤rst of whom, Curtis, was to impress military
intelligence as a possible “instrument of German propaganda.” Described
as “African” on her intelligence record, but in fact born in New Orleans,
she was the widow of James L. Curtis, a New York lawyer and active Demo-
crat who had campaigned for Wilson in 1912. He had been rewarded in
1915 with a post traditionally reserved for a black political appointee, that
of U.S. minister and consul to Liberia—where he died in October 1917.
On arriving in France, Helen Curtis worked in Y MCA huts in supply sectors
and rear areas.84 She was joined by Kathryn M. Johnson of Chicago, later
associate editor of the Half-Century Magazine, and Addie W. Hunton, a
schoolteacher from Norfolk, Va., whose Canadian-born husband, the late
William A. Hunton, was the ¤rst non-white secretary of the International
Committee of the Y MCA.85 In their later account of “Y ” work in France,
Johnson and Hunton were scathing about the army’s attitude toward black
troops. During the war, however, only Curtis spoke out.

Black observers who visited the troops in the months after the Armistice
praised the three women, especially Curtis, and found cordial relations be-
tween black and white Y MCA staff.86 However, in October 1918 senior
of¤cers in the AEF, the MIB, and the Y MCAID were convinced that any
good she was doing in organizing entertainments and outings for men on
furlough was being undone by the damage she was doing to their morale
by ¤lling them with ideas of “social equality.” The Y MCA classi¤ed its black
workers as disciples either of Booker T. Washington, “the better type for
overseas work,” or of W. E. B. Du Bois, “the disturbing faction,” and Helen
Curtis clearly belonged to the latter. In September 1918, a “Y ” of¤cial had
returned to the United States with serious, if sweeping, complaints about
her by white secretaries and army of¤cers. She was said to have made un-
inhibited verbal attacks on American racial discrimination in front of sol-
diers, declaring that it was “a white man’s war” of no interest to blacks,
except insofar as the race now had trained soldiers who would prove useful
“when the time came to assert their rights.” The commanding general at
the base port where Curtis worked demanded her immediate repatriation
after she had “made herself objectionable by utterances calculated to make
negro soldiers discontented.”87 The MIB in Washington agreed and con-
tacted Low, who promised to recommend that she “be watched after her
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return, and that she should not be used in Y work or any other work of a
public character.” However, Curtis’s removal was canceled when the Wom-
en’s Overseas Section of the Paris Y MCA reported at the end of October
that she was now reformed into an “invaluable worker” and ought to be
allowed to stay. G-2, the AEF intelligence branch, concluded after further
investigation that she could remain, but would be watched, “so that should
further dif¤culties concerning her arise, prompt action may be taken.”88

In early November, regular MIB informant Hallie Queen reported that
the Paris Y MCA had requested ten more black women workers. In one of
her more cogent reports, she suggested that if pro-Germanism existed at
all among blacks, it might have been caused by the conditions endured by
their soldiers:

[S]uch conditions, together with their very unhealthful attendant ru-
mors, could be greatly alleviated by the sending of more colored workers
to France, after some selection. This would apply especially to the Y MCA
huts and canteens. Hundreds of American White women are working in
the Y ’s and canteens overseas. There are practically no colored women.
The sending of a few of undoubted loyalty would relieve the point of
social racial friction, and put an end to the ugly propaganda rumor that
is rapidly gaining force and credence.

She noted that “there will, of course, have to be greater care used in the
selection of female personnel” than in the past. Another civilian agent of
the MIB established, however, that following the Curtis controversy there
was “no possibility of these girls being sent across now.”89 In fact, a contin-
gent of black women was sent to France in 1919, but the of¤cial outrage
provoked by Curtis’s airing of what were commonplace utterances among
African Americans about the war undoubtedly played a part in keeping
down the number of black Y MCA workers with the AEF—and this became
part of the African-American indictment of Wilson’s war for democracy.

By the end of the war, military intelligence had no evidential basis for
any action against the subversive elements allegedly lurking within the
Colored Men’s Branch of the Y MCA. Nevertheless, goaded by Low, who
thought he alone within the Y MCA could see the danger, the MIB turned
on the foremost black of¤cial, Jesse Moorland. In mid-October, Low re-
called his July meeting with Moorland about De Frantz and Lew; Moorland’s
“attitude was not that of one who wished to face the matter and assist.” He
“seemed to wish to keep the thing to himself and to forgive and forget,”
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giving “the impression that he did not much blame De Frantz” for promot-
ing equal rights. Moorland was “not doing his part to help face and eradi-
cate this evil,” and had even “gathered several of the Du Bois type of Ne-
gro about him.” Moorland and his associates would “bear watching,” Low
thought, especially if a repatriated Curtis were to contact him to “try to
start something.” On the strength of this, Capt. James E. Cutler, now work-
ing in the newly formed Morale Branch of the General Staff, recommended
that “a close watch be kept of the activities of Dr. Moreland [sic] and of his
associates De Frantz and Lew, to determine whether they are working for
the best interests of the government and of the Y MCA and what their
in®uence is upon the colored soldiers and civilian population.” Hallie
Queen found no evidence that Moorland was “pro-German,” but claimed
that certain secretaries might have concealed their disloyalty when applying
to the Y MCA and that enemy in®uence might have hastened their appoint-
ment. Her ambiguous reports bolstered fears that racial strife in France and
America might follow the war because plotters had disaffected black sol-
diers. Black Y MCA staff in France were ordered to look out for signs of
“pro-Germanism” among their colleagues and the troops.90

At the end of 1918, the Y MCAID was disbanded, but Low made a ¤nal
effort to get rid of the international secretary of the Colored Men’s Branch.
Repeating his criticisms of the branch, he claimed that Moorland was
“somewhat under the in®uence of the Dubois [sic] faction and for that rea-
son not likely to be entirely sympathetic to our point of view.” He stressed
the need for discretion, lest surveillance of Moorland cause a public row.
The MIB used a civilian agent to sound out William Knowles Cooper, in-
ternational secretary of the Y MCA in New York, and the Rev. John R.
Hawkins, director of the Colored Y MCA in Washington and a promi-
nent member of the Committee on the Welfare of Negro Troops of the
Federal Council of Churches. Both were satis¤ed that Moorland was loyal
and that if any pro-German staff had been hired, “such sentiments were
well-concealed.” Cooper conceded, however, that if reports about the out-
spokenness of black Y MCA staff were true, Moorland should be replaced.91

Jesse Moorland’s career hinged on the outcome of an internal War De-
partment debate between MI-4, the counterespionage division or Negative
Branch of military intelligence, and the new Morale Branch. The Negative
Branch was the most anti-radical section of the War Department; the Mo-
rale Branch was equally conservative, but it was much more alert to the
political implications of military decisions and made greater efforts to dis-
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cover trends in civilian opinion. In a report to Third Assistant Secretary of
War Frederick P. Keppel in mid-January 1919, the Negative Branch of¤ce
dealing with “counter-espionage within the military establishment” summa-
rized its view of the Y MCA Colored Men’s Branch. Its analysis stemmed
less from a genuine belief that the branch was riddled with pro-Germanism
than from a white supremacist reaction, heightened by the war, against any
strong black opposition to of¤cial racial discrimination.

The whole question in which [De Frantz and Lew] are involved is a very
delicate one as it ties with the entire problem of Negro subversion and
race agitation in which the so-called Du Bois school of thinking is the
chief trouble-maker. This type of thinking, which originates in Boston,
advocates general equality between the races and is antagonistic to the
interests of the white race when they con®ict with those of the colored,
and has caused considerable trouble among negro troops both in this
country and in France.92

Moorland’s alleged sympathy with this attitude and his defense of like-
minded staff showed he was not a “proper person for the position which
he now holds.” Likewise, De Frantz and Lew were deemed by the Negative
Branch to “belong to a trouble-making faction and should not be in posi-
tions in charge of negro work.”93 However, a fortnight later, Cutler visited
Keppel’s of¤ce on behalf of the Morale Branch to argue that the War De-
partment should not press for the dismissal of the men. He pointed out that
the allegations against them were all months old and that Moorland had
kept De Frantz and Lew away from training camps after the complaints.
His advice was accepted and the case was closed.94 Cutler was not suggesting
that Moorland’s critics were prejudiced, nor was he dissenting from the
antipathy of military intelligence toward equal rights protest. However, he
feared growing black anger at systematic racial discrimination and realized
that for the government to hound of¤cials of a highly regarded welfare
organization amid celebration of the Allied victory would smack of vindic-
tiveness and would generate further ill will unnecessarily.

The attitudes of black Americans toward the society of which they were
a part had been hardening prior to the United States entering the Euro-
pean war. The high moral tone adopted by Woodrow Wilson in his enun-
ciation of the principle for which American neutrality had ostensibly been
abandoned—the preservation of democracy—had the effect of accelerat-
ing and sharpening black critical discussion of nationwide racial discrimi-
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nation, especially since the government itself seemed fully committed to
the maintenance of white supremacy. The peculiar social, economic, and
political position occupied by black people was encapsulated in the sight
of black men being drafted into segregated regiments to ¤ght for freedoms
which most of them could not enjoy, and was made even more unbearable
by the discovery that these men were being ill-treated while in uniform.
During the war, legislative limitations on expression and the labeling of
sincere complaint as disloyalty meant that protest was muted about condi-
tions in the army. After the war, however, blacks were determined to draw
attention to the wider debt they felt they were owed by the United States;
they demanded that the government take action against lynching, segrega-
tion, and disfranchisement.
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Four

The Surveillance of
African-American Leadership

For most of 1917, Justice Department and War Department investigations
of “pro-Germanism among the Negroes” were largely con¤ned to localized
instances of black protest, allegations of enemy subversion, and the military
implications of civil unrest. Not until the spring of 1918 did the BI and the
MIB become routinely engaged in investigating and, in a limited way, ana-
lyzing the range of publications, organizations, personalities, and ideolo-
gies permeating the politics of the equal rights movement. During the ¤rst
year of American involvement in the war, the task of tracking and contain-
ing printed black protest fell mainly to the Post Of¤ce Department, the
power of which was markedly increased by the Espionage Act of June 15,
1917. In title 12, section 5, the act empowered the postmaster general to
exclude from the mails material that discouraged draft registration and
anything that advocated treason, insurrection, or forcible resistance to any
law of the United States.1

Postmaster General Albert Sidney Burleson, described in 1918 by fellow
Texan Col. Edward House as “the most belligerent member of the Cabinet,”
used the Espionage Act to exclude from the mails a variety of journals that
criticized the Allies, American involvement in the war, or the Wilson ad-
ministration. Once an issue of a journal had been banned from the mails,
all subsequent issues could be denied second-class mailing, since to retain
this privilege a periodical had to be “regularly issued at stated intervals.”
The Post Of¤ce argued that if a journal had been banned once, then con-
tinuity of publication could no longer be shown—an argument that the
courts allowed. The Post Of¤ce could also simply revoke a journal’s second-
class mailing privileges at its own discretion, which could have much the
same practical effect as banning the journal from the mails altogether.2

Socialist publications, in particular, were interfered with in a way that
suggested prejudice on the part of postal of¤cials, and repeated appeals to
Burleson to take a more reasonable view of criticism of the government
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were ignored.3 In August 1917, for example, the trial lawyer Clarence Dar-
row and the civil libertarian Roger Baldwin asked Burleson to lift the
ban on a dozen paci¤st and socialist journals. Although Darrow employed
what Baldwin called “all his folksy talents of persuasion,” Burleson was un-
moved. Woodrow Wilson assured Darrow that he would try to get Burleson
to handle the question of distribution of socialist literature “in conformity
with law and good sense,” but the postmaster general, who believed his
department’s wartime role was to “keep the minds of the American people
from being poisoned by treacherous and seditious matter,” would not relent
and Wilson rarely reopened the issue.4

Burleson’s narrow-mindedness was, if anything, exceeded by that of the
bureaucrat who carried out Post Of¤ce policy on a daily basis, the depart-
ment’s solicitor, William H. Lamar. Until the passage of the Espionage Act,
Lamar had dealt with mundane legal matters which arose in relation to the
Post Of¤ce’s peacetime role. He was quite unsuited for the task of applying
so imprecise a law as the Espionage Act to a wide range of publications in
a variety of languages, except insofar as he was eager to enact Burleson’s
repressive instincts. On June 16, 1917, Burleson had asked postal employ-
ees to forward any material that might be in breach of the Espionage Act
to his of¤ce, where Lamar would pronounce on its mailability.5 When send-
ing in such material, Post Of¤ce of¤cials frequently took advantage of
Lamar’s lack of objectivity, peppering their recommendations that particu-
lar journals should be excluded from the mails with prejudiced remarks
about their publishers and readerships.

Writing in the February 1918 issue of the Forum, Lamar revealed the
logic with which he assessed the acceptability or otherwise of the material
submitted to him. In the ¤rst place, he was convinced that there existed
“an organized propaganda to discredit and obstruct in every way the prose-
cution of the war” and that those involved had responded to the passage
of the Espionage Act by contriving to “subtly guard their utterances in the
attempt to evade criminal liability for their acts”—in other words, they had
been careful not to break the letter of the law. However, that would not
protect them from the attentions of the Post Of¤ce Department, which took
into account “a variety of considerations, some of which may be extraneous
to the material.” Lamar asked, “Isn’t it not only sensible but fair to take
into consideration the known attitude of the writers when searching for the
‘intent’ behind the comment?” He argued that words which might be un-
objectionable when uttered by someone of proven loyalty could be taken
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to mean something quite different when employed by an opponent of the
war or the Allies.6 Thus, the Post Of¤ce felt entitled to exclude a dissenting
journal from the mails for printing Thomas Jefferson’s opinion that Ireland
ought to be a republic.7

In most cases, the courts could be relied upon to take the side of the
Post Of¤ce, and when they did not, Lamar saw to it that the success of his
opponents was short-lived. When the National Civil Liberties Bureau (later
the American Civil Liberties Union) published a pamphlet containing pas-
sages from a court ruling that overturned one of Lamar’s decisions, he
declared the pamphlet non-mailable.8 He derided those who clung to “an
exaggerated sentimentalism, a misapplied reverence for legal axioms”—
what was needed was not so much a strict evaluation of material in relation
to the Espionage Act as careful “application of the old adage of reading
between the lines.”9

The passage of a second Espionage Act, usually known as the Sedition
Act, in May 1918 further strengthened the government’s control over what
was published about the war by explicitly inhibiting freedom of expression.
The Sedition Act provided for $10,000 ¤nes and imprisonment of up to
twenty years for those who

when the United States is at war, shall wilfully utter, print, write, or pub-
lish any disloyal, profane, scurrilous, or abusive language about the form
of government of the United States, or the Constitution of the United
States, or the military or naval forces of the United States, or the ®ag . . .
or the uniform of the Army or the Navy of the United States, or any
language intended to bring the form of government . . . or the Constitu-
tion . . . or the military or naval forces . . . of the United States into con-
tempt, scorn, contumely, or disrepute. . . . 10

A further amendment permitted the postmaster general to stop mail deliv-
eries to anyone who violated the act.11

Burleson’s of¤cials made enthusiastic use of their new powers. For exam-
ple, the September 14, 1918, issue of the Nation was declared non-mailable
because of criticisms it contained of the pro-war president of the American
Federation of Labor, Samuel Gompers. The journal’s owner and, coinci-
dentally, treasurer of the NAACP, Oswald Garrison Villard, traveled to
Washington and managed to persuade Woodrow Wilson, with whom he
had had close pre-war contact, to tell Burleson to release the Nation, but
¤rst he had to endure an exasperating interview with the Post Of¤ce solici-
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tor. According to Villard, Lamar said, “You know I am not working in the
dark on this censorship thing. I know exactly what I am after. I am after
three things and only three things—pro-Germanism, paci¤sm, and ‘high-
browism.’” What such bogus precision meant was that while editors had to
be careful about anything they printed about the war and the government,
they also had to worry about how the Post Of¤ce might interpret it in the
light of a journal’s supposed leanings. Later, Will Hays, the Republican post-
war postmaster general, would justly denounce his predecessor’s methods
as “bureaucratic censorship which in its nature becomes a matter of opin-
ion, prejudice, or caprice.”12

Administrative control of the censorship of international mails was also
largely assumed by the Post Of¤ce Department. During the war, the Cen-
sorship Board established nineteen stations and substations, in which a Post
Of¤ce of¤cial chaired a “Postal Censorship Committee” on which sat rep-
resentatives of the chief cable censor, military intelligence, naval intelli-
gence, and the War Trade Board. Apart from these agents, the workforce
of the stations was made up of Post Of¤ce employees. Mail was supposed
to be examined only for military or naval information, banking or trade
matters, and the use of codes.13 Other correspondence was not meant to
be interfered with, but letters to and from black Americans which com-
mented on race relations were frequently intercepted.

The black press in the United States was expanding during the war years,
with over two hundred weekly newspapers and half a dozen monthly maga-
zines, ranging from conservative and religious exponents of the gradualist
philosophy of Booker T. Washington to more radical publications with
more aggressive approaches, such as that inspired by the Niagara move-
ment.14 The most in®uential journal in 1917–18 was probably the NAACP’s
monthly magazine, the Crisis, in which W. E. B. Du Bois advocated a per-
sistent and vigorous campaign for equal rights. Among those who fol-
lowed Du Bois’s lead and had a signi¤cant regional in®uence was P. B.
Young, editor and proprietor of the Norfolk Journal and Guide, whose outlook
changed from one of encouraging potential black migrants to make the
best of the conditions they found in the South in 1916–17, to urging them
to insist on better treatment during the war.15 More outspoken and less
avowedly pragmatic were men like William Monroe Trotter, editor of the
Boston Guardian, who did not trust the white liberals who lionized Du Bois,
and A. Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen of the Messenger, who were
active members of the Socialist Party in New York City.16
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The very existence of the black press, let alone its changing tone, had
gone largely ignored by white Americans before the war. Among the few
whites who commented on it was the pro-Wilson journalist Ray Stannard
Baker, who for a decade had taken a close interest in the internal politics
of black protest. Baker remarked on “an increasing impatience and bold-
ness of tone” and issued a warning:

The utter ignorance of the great mass of white Americans as to what is
really going on among the colored people of the country is appalling—
and dangerous. We forget that there are 10,000,000 of them, one-tenth
of our population, and that their strides toward self-consciousness in the
last twenty years have been marvelous. We have known next to nothing
about the constructive developments among them and have not wanted
to know; we have preferred to consider the Negro and all his affairs as
beneath notice.17

This indifference would have persisted, but for the alarm that began in
April 1917 with allegations that there had been widespread and successful
attempts by German agents to subvert black loyalty.

It would be an exaggeration, however, to claim that the Post Of¤ce re-
garded the black press as a prime concern during the war. It was much
more convinced of the need to control the distribution and content of
German-language newspapers and socialist-paci¤st publications, like the
Masses, edited by Max Eastman and John Reed.18 It was not until the red
scare of 1919 that Lamar was repeatedly called upon to pronounce on the
mailability of black newspapers and magazines, but black editors were well
aware in 1917 and 1918 that they risked prosecution when they published
material likely to incur of¤cial displeasure, and they were frequently re-
minded that the provisions of the Espionage Act were no idle threat. Al-
though no black journals were permanently barred from the mails during
the war, a few were held brie®y while their acceptability was determined
and one issue of one newspaper, the May 29, 1918, issue of the Amsterdam
News, a New York weekly, was declared non-mailable.

The Amsterdam News had been established by a West Indian chemist, Dr.
P. M. H. Savory, in 1911 and catered mainly to New York’s West Indian
community.19 Its city editor was Cyril V. Briggs, a native of the British Lee-
ward Islands, who later published and edited the radical magazine Crusader
and organized the African Blood Brotherhood, which for a while attracted
several future members of the Communist Party. Described by one of his
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followers as “a revolutionary nationalist,” Briggs’s preferred solution at this
time to the problem of racial friction in the United States was the estab-
lishment of an independent black republic within the territory of the
United States or in the Caribbean. He variously suggested that this might
best be situated in California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, or Washington or
on the island of Santo Domingo. During the war, he put the case for his
scheme by drawing parallels with the importance being placed by the Allies
on the independence and right to self-determination of European ethnic
groups like the Serbs.20 According to the editor of the Amsterdam News,
James H. Anderson, and the managing editor, Edward Warren, the May 29
issue was put out in Warren’s absence by a junior editor (i.e., Briggs) and
the editorials prepared on this occasion “were so at variance with the usual
policy of the paper that the printer called up the of¤ce to ascertain if they
really wished the editorials published in the form they were given to him.”
He was told to go ahead by the author of the editorials.21 In the ¤rst piece,
Briggs made his usual comparison between the Wilson administration’s ap-
parent concern for the rights of Europeans and its indifference to the rights
of millions of Americans. Blacks knew all about the war aims of the gov-
ernment, he wrote, but would rather know what its intentions were toward
its own citizens:

If the Coloured people have not been so very enthusiastic over the prose-
cution of the war it is because they have yet to hear themselves included
along with the Serbs and Poles in the President’s splendid demands that
“henceforth security of life, worship, and industrial and social develop-
ment should be guaranteed to all peoples.”

Since lynching showed no signs of declining, Briggs asked,

Are our women and children to be murdered at home while our men
folk are giving up their lives in the Nation’s service abroad? Must Col-
oured men go over seas to ¤ght German Prussianism when Cracker Prus-
sianism is rampant and of more immediate menace here at home? Is
lynching to be the reward of our loyalty, and service at home and courage
on the battle¤eld?22

In the next editorial, Briggs congratulated army sergeant James Thomas
on having told an audience at Harlem’s Lafayette Theater, in a speech on
behalf of the Red Cross, that “the real Negro” would “no longer be satis¤ed
to bite his tongue and hide his resentment in connection with the grievous
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wrongs suffered by his Race at the hands of American ¤ends who seem
bent on out-Prussianising the Prussians!” Briggs noted that most statements
by blacks on patriotism were “marked by a pernicious attempt to lull into
false security by the indiscriminate making of rosy, but unauthorized, prom-
ises of future justice and ‘security of life.’” Thomas’s speech, on the other
hand,

contained no attempt to cater to Caucasian susceptibilities or to play with
Ethiopian credulity. . . . He gave warning that the time for toleration of
ill-treatment and injustice is past, that the patriotic white American must
act soon or see the Negro himself act, “FOR IF IT IS WORTH SACRI-
FICING LIFE FOR DEMOCR ACY FOR OTHERS OVER THERE, IT IS
WORTH SACRIFICING LIFE FOR DEMOCR ACY FOR OURSELVES
OVER HERE.”23

An intelligence of¤cer at the military embarkation port at Hoboken, N.J.,
thought these editorials worth noting and that “the motives of the editor
might bear scrutiny,” but otherwise Briggs’s liberties with the leader page
of the Amsterdam News would probably have gone unnoticed, had not the
Postal Censorship station at Key West, Fla., examined a copy of the paper
that was on its way to a subscriber in Cuba.24 The Post Of¤ce reader found
the editorials

decidedly discordant and out of harmony with present purposes of the
government, as they seek to incite the negro, and spread the idea that it
is not worth while for the negro to sacri¤ce himself for a democracy which
it says does nothing toward improving the conditions and liberties of the
colored race.25

The Key West censors seized every copy of the May 29 Amsterdam News
that they could locate and distributed them among the chief cable censor,
the MIB, the Of¤ce of Naval Intelligence, the War Trade Board, and the
State Department. Post Of¤ce Solicitor Lamar was also furnished with a
copy and duly declared it non-mailable under the Espionage Act.26 This was
a minor blow to the operations of the Amsterdam News, because Lamar took
a month to arrive at his decision, during which publishing was not inter-
rupted and street sales in New York were unaffected. The only loss had been
those issues which the Post Of¤ce was able to remove from the mails after
the report from Postal Censorship. However, the episode unnerved the edi-
tors of the paper. Visited by an American Protective League (APL) agent,
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they insisted that the offending editorials had “slipped into the paper
through accident.” The agent concluded that “the paper’s experience with
the Federal Government . . . had made them particularly careful not to
overstep the law” and that they were “doing their best to be loyal.” Cyril
Briggs’s resignation from the Amsterdam News a year later, ostensibly to con-
centrate on editing the Crusader, was also a belated protest at management
interference with his editorials.27

The only black editor successfully prosecuted under the Espionage Act
was G. W. Bouldin, of the San Antonio Inquirer, in a case which demonstrated
both the extent to which a sense of proportion was lost in the application
of this law and the inef¤ciency of the federal legal machinery. On Novem-
ber 24, 1917, during the ¤nal week of the month-long courts-martial of
sixty-three members of the 24th Infantry for their part in the Houston riot,
the Inquirer carried an article by C. L. Threadgill-Dennis in which she di-
rectly addressed the soldiers. She recalled that the ¤nal provocations, so
far as the Camp Logan mutineers were concerned, had been the pistol-
whipping by a white police of¤cer of a black private who intervened during
the violent and wrongful arrest of a black woman, and the subsequent po-
lice assault on a black provost guard who asked why the private had been
beaten. Threadgill-Dennis assured the men now on trial at Fort Sam Hous-
ton, near San Antonio, that all women of their race held them in high
esteem:

We would rather see you shot by the highest tribunal of the United States
Army because you dared to protect a Negro woman from the insult of a
southern brute in the form of a policeman, than to have you forced to
go to Europe to ¤ght for a liberty you cannot enjoy. Negro women regret
that you mutinied, and we are sorry that you spilt innocent blood, but we
are not sorry that ¤ve southern policemen’s bones now bleech [sic] in the
graves of Houston, Tex.28

The attention of the Justice Department was drawn to this article by a
San Antonio BI agent and Bouldin was charged with having made “an un-
lawful attempt to cause insubordination.” His case was not heard until Janu-
ary 1919, when the U.S. district attorney was assisted in the prosecution by
a BI agent. Bouldin denied the charge, but was found guilty; he immediately
appealed and the two-year prison sentence was deferred. On December 11,
1919, over two years after the appearance of the offending article and over
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a year after the end of the war, the conviction was af¤rmed by the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, which ordered that Bouldin should serve his two
years in the federal penitentiary at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.29

The Messenger magazine, described by its editors, A. Philip Randolph and
Chandler Owen, as “The Only Magazine of Scienti¤c Radicalism in the
World Published by Negroes,” ¤rst appeared in November 1917. Born
within ten days of each other in April, 1889, Randolph and Owen had both
moved to New York from the South—Randolph from Florida in 1911 and
Owen from North Carolina, via Virginia, in 1913. They met in 1915, ¤nding
a common interest in sociology, and the following year joined the Socialist
Party and gave up their part-time college studies for street-corner oratory
and political meetings. From January to August 1917 they edited the Ho-
tel Messenger for the Headwaiters and Sidewaiters Society of Greater New
York, until falling foul of the union’s president for exposing the corrupt
way in which the waiters’ pecking order operated. Two months later, they
launched their own well-written and neatly laid out magazine with the short-
ened title of Messenger.30

The Messenger was born in the midst of Morris Hillquit’s attempt to be
elected mayor of New York City on the anti-war Socialist ticket. (Hillquit
¤nished third, but the Socialist share of the vote, 21.7 percent, was ¤ve
times higher than normal.)31 Only three issues of the Messenger were pro-
duced during the war, but each devoted large sections to critical discussions
of American belligerency. Those who pro¤ted ¤nancially from the war were
condemned in each issue, while anti-war stalwarts, such as Sen. Robert La
Follette of Wisconsin, were repeatedly applauded.32 The editors of the Mes-
senger agreed with W. E. B. Du Bois that the war had its roots in Africa, for
there were to be found “the tools of the capitalists—undeveloped resources
and undeveloped peoples—cheap lands and labor,” but, unlike Du Bois,
they did not believe that this increased the obligation on African Americans
to ¤ght in France. The Messenger’s advice to Du Bois and his ilk in November
1917 was that they should “volunteer to go to France, if they are so eager
to ¤ght to make the world safe for democracy. We would rather make Geor-
gia safe for the Negro.” Randolph and Owen identi¤ed a “New Patriotism.
. . . The new patriotism is consistent. It does not condemn massacres and
lynchings in Germany and condone them in its own country. . . . The new
patriotism cannot hate a man because he is born or lives on the other side
of a strip of water or an imaginary line.” They also stated that the 24th
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Infantry’s Houston rioters deserved clemency.33 In the next issue, that of
January 1918, they condemned the swift execution of thirteen of the sol-
diers, asserting that it was

not calculated to stimulate the very low smoldering patriotism which is
still left in the Negroes.

We also wish to call the attention of this country to the bold misrep-
resentation of Negro leaders about the Negro’s patriotism. Every ninety
out of a hundred Negroes felt before the execution that it was very ques-
tionable whether they had any country to ¤ght for. Since that execution,
with large and extensive contact, we have not found a Negro man or
woman whose position is not passively against the country, or certainly
indifferent to its appeals.34

The ¤rst two issues of the Messenger did not attract the hostile govern-
ment attention which Randolph and Owen might have expected; efforts to
detect “negro subversion” were focused on men and women with higher
pro¤les, such as Du Bois and Ida B. Wells-Barnett. Randoph and Owen only
began to be harassed by federal of¤cials after the third issue of the Messenger
appeared, in July 1918. The offending article, “Pro-Germanism among the
Negroes,” was not remarkable in itself, but its title was guaranteed to catch
the of¤cial eye. The article mentioned a recent occasion when a govern-
ment intelligence agent—possibly Walter Loving, who was then working in
New York—interrupted a NAACP meeting to warn the audience that blacks
“were under suspicion of having been affected by German propaganda.”
The Messenger retorted that ill-treatment of black people in America was a
far more effective cause of discontent than any German propaganda:

The only legitimate connection between this unrest and Germanism is
the extensive government advertisement that we are ¤ghting “to make
the world safe for democracy,” “to carry democracy to Germany;” that we
are conscripting the Negro into the military and industrial establish-
ments to achieve this end for white democracy four thousand miles away,
while the Negro at home, though bearing the burden in every way, is
denied economic, political, educational and civil democracy. And this,
despite his loyalty and patriotism in the land of the free and the home
of the brave!35

On Sunday, August 4, 1918, Randolph and Owen were in Cleveland,
Ohio, in the middle of a lecture tour promoting socialism and the Messenger.
That evening, BI agent W. Sawken noticed a large meeting on a street cor-
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ner and found it being addressed by black and white socialists. While Ran-
dolph and Owen spoke, two white Cleveland socialists sold the July issue of
the Messenger, which a member of the audience showed to Sawken. Since
the contents “seemed open to criticism,” Sawken bought himself a copy for
¤fteen cents and at the end of the meeting arrested Randolph, Owen, and
one of the white socialists. The editors were jailed overnight and on Monday
morning were interrogated as to the purpose of their visit to Cleveland,
their interest in socialism, and the source of their funds. They gave full
answers and explained that their expenses had been paid by the Cleveland
branch of the Socialist Party. They were then asked about their draft status.
Randolph had documents to show that he had registered for the draft in
New York City and that he had been given the low classi¤cation of 4-A,
because of a dependent wife and children.36 (In fact, Randolph had no
children and he relied on his wife’s beautician business for his own ¤nan-
cial support.37) Owen, who was single, admitted to Sawken that he had been
classi¤ed l-A by his local draft board in New York, had been examined, and
was waiting for orders to join up. The BI of¤ce in New York immediately
checked Owen’s status and replied the next day that his draft board wanted
him for the August quota and that he “should be kept under surveillance.”
The BI’s agent-in-charge at Cleveland, Bliss Morton, suggested that the New
York draft board forward Owen’s induction papers to Cleveland so that they
could put him in the army there and then, but this proved impossible.38

Sawken and Morton discussed the case with Assistant U.S. Attorney F. B.
Kavanagh, who agreed that a warrant should be obtained for the formal
arrest of Randolph, Owen, and the two white socialists who had been selling
copies of the magazine at the street-corner meeting, under title 1, section
3, of the Espionage Act, and that meanwhile they should be kept in jail.
The warrants were served on August 6, charging that the four men did
“[u]nlawfully, knowingly and feloniously, the United States being then and
there at war with the Imperial German Government, wilfully print and
cause to be printed, publish and cause to be published and circulated, in
certain language intended to incite, provoke and incur resistance to the
United States and to promote the cause of its enemies,” the article on “Pro-
Germanism among the Negroes.”39

Randolph and Owen appeared in court before a U.S. commissioner and
were represented by Seymour Stedman, a leading socialist lawyer from Chi-
cago. They pleaded not guilty, raised the thousand-dollar bail from socialist
friends, and left for Chicago. According to Randolph’s later account, the
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commissioner was baf®ed by the case: “He couldn’t believe we were old
enough, or, being black, smart enough, to write that red-hot stuff in the
Messenger. There was no doubt, he said, that the white Socialists were using
us, that they had written the stuff for us.”40 They completed the rest of their
tour as planned, addressing meetings in Chicago, Milwaukee, Washington,
D.C., and Boston before returning to New York City. As Owen’s draft board
had requested, their movements were monitored throughout by the BI. Al-
though Owen claimed in April 1919 that he and Randolph were still under
bond on the Espionage Act indictment, they were never brought to trial
and the case was eventually dismissed.41 Why they were not tried is not clear,
but Randolph’s biographer may have the answer when he notes that the
Justice Department wanted to keep acquittals under the Espionage Act to
the absolute minimum. The “Pro-Germanism among the Negroes” article
was not the most outspoken piece of black wartime journalism—indeed,
an ef¤cient prosecution could have found far more indictable passages
elsewhere in the Messenger—and the government side had not given the
impression at the initial hearing that the chances of a successful prosecu-
tion were good. Another explanation that has been offered for the failure
to prosecute—that the Justice Department wanted the trial to proceed,
but Woodrow Wilson was opposed—may be discounted.42 The names of
A. Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen would have meant nothing to the
president.

Production of the Messenger had been hampered from the start by lack
of funds, printing strikes, and paper shortages. According to Randolph, a
few days after the editors returned to New York they suffered another
blow—the withdrawal of second-class mailing privileges, or, as Randolph
later put it, “Burleson threw the Messenger out of the mails.”43 In fact, there
is no evidence in the records of the Post Of¤ce Department that the Mes-
senger’s mailing privileges were interfered with until the July 1919 issue was
held up for a week by the New York City postmaster, pending Lamar’s de-
cision as to its mailability. It was declared mailable, but second-class privi-
leges were denied to it and subsequent issues.44 Randolph may have con-
fused the Post Of¤ce’s reaction to the July 1918 issue with that to the issue
of July 1919; alternatively, he may have been overdramatizing his and
Owen’s experiences at the hands of the government and seeking to explain
the non-appearance of the Messenger between July 1918 and February 1919.

The event which undoubtedly contributed most to the 1918–19 hiberna-
tion of the Messenger was the drafting of Chandler Owen in August. He
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served for four months in a southern army camp, returning to New York
in January 1919. Randolph was informed in October 1918 that he too would
be called up, for the November quota, but he was saved by the Armistice.
Owen was not proud of having submitted to the draft in spite of his anti-war
views. He did not write about his military career in the Messenger and he
endured a certain amount of ribbing from fellow socialists. In April 1919,
he wrote to the NAACP’s Mary White Ovington, who had shown a benevo-
lent interest in the Messenger, criticizing what he saw as W. E. B. Du Bois’s
cooperation with the Wilson administration in return for a passport to
travel to France and refuting Du Bois’s remark in the April 1919 Crisis about
anti-war blacks. Du Bois had written, “There has been talk and talk and
talk. But not one of those Negroes has been arrested even as a conscientious
objector.” Owen pointed out that he and Randolph had been arrested at
Cleveland the previous August. Ovington rejected Owen’s criticism of Du
Bois, but thanked him for calling her attention to his arrest, adding, “I have
never fully understood, however, what you did after you left Cleveland, Au-
gust 6. Did you go to camp and wear the uniform? Perhaps you have written
this up and I have failed to see it. If so, please call my attention where I can
¤nd the matter.”45 Owen did not respond.

Robert S. Abbott’s Chicago Defender, the most forthright black weekly
newspaper in the United States, continued to disturb those government
of¤cials who encountered it. After having been accused in 1917 of promot-
ing disloyalty by encouraging migration to the North, the Defender contin-
ued to highlight injustice and racial violence, especially in the South. Ab-
bott condemned segregation and described lynchings in the most lurid
detail. When referring to the war, however, he was always careful not to
contravene the Espionage Act, realizing after his questioning at the BI of¤ce
in Chicago in April 1917 that the Justice Department would waste no time
in prosecuting him if he gave it an excuse. Abbott had no qualms about
contrasting the reality of life for black people in America with the world-
wide democracy to which their country was now committed, but he skillfully
avoided direct criticism of the government or the war effort, arguing that
the war should certainly be fought and that black men ought to do their
share of the ¤ghting. Every other week’s issue of the Defender carried a se-
lection of ringing phrases from Roscoe Conkling Simmons’s latest exhor-
tation to blacks to be sel®essly loyal and defend the ®ag in the certainty
that after the war they would be treated better.46

No amount of pro-war rhetoric could make the Chicago Defender accept-
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able to whites in the South, where BI agents continued to report that the
paper was disruptive and offensive. In December 1917, the Tucson, Ariz.,
agent complained to Division Superintendent Hinton Clabaugh (based in
Chicago) about a description in the December 8 issue of the burning to
death of Lation (or Ligon) Scott at Dyersburg, Tenn., which he thought
might be “German propaganda.” The Defender had declared, “Not in the
barbarous days of Belgium’s rule in Africa nor the days of the half-civilized
people who lived thousands of years before Christ had such barbarism been
witnessed.” Tucson’s chief of police had denounced the Defender and stated
that “practically every colored resident of Tucson had received a copy.” The
agent suspected German intrigue.47

In response, Clabaugh detailed Chicago BI agent B. D. Adsit to conduct
yet another investigation. Once again, a marked difference emerged be-
tween the attitudes of many northern agents and the majority of southern
agents toward black political protest. Adsit visited the Defender of¤ces and,
like all other of¤cials who took the trouble to do so, came away impressed
by Abbott’s straightforwardness. He reported that the paper was “carefully
edited, and, since the war began . . . [had been] loyal to the core”; there
was not “the slightest evidence of German in®uence.” Also, the dispatch of
210 copies of the December 8 issue to Arizona—sixty each to newsagents
in Tucson and Phoenix and the other ninety to subscribers—“was absolutely
normal, removing all doubt of German propaganda in®uence in its [Tuc-
son] of¤ce, or at Chicago.”48

In May 1918, Adsit was told to take yet another look at Abbott following
a complaint from an agent in Arkansas about a pessimistic Defender editorial
about the treatment of black troops. The agent observed that the writer
had used

a lot of nice sentences here and there and paints nice pictures to cover
up the real intent of the article. . . . I hope there will be some way to keep
it away from ignorant negroes; I don’t mean to intimate by that negroes
who do not read, but negroes who do read but have what the poet Pope
said ‘a little learning is a dangerous thing etc.’49

Adsit paid “a casual visit” to the Defender of¤ces and found that there was
nothing new to report about the paper, other than that the weekly circula-
tion had gone up from 92,000 to 120,000 in the previous six months.50

The APL continued to ¤nd the Defender objectionable in the South. In
September 1918, an APL operative in Mobile, Ala., warned that the paper
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contained articles “which cannot but cause actions which will arouse resent-
ment on the part of the white people in this section.” Blacks in Mobile were
said to be discussing what improvements they could expect to see in their
conditions after the war, and, while the precise source of this talk could not
be found, the APL man suspected that the Defender had a lot to do with it.
It was dif¤cult to be certain, because “[a]nyone who knows negro charac-
teristics knows how dif¤cult it is to secure any reliable information from
[the] ordinary darkey regarding propaganda.”51

In April 1918, a Chicago military intelligence agent summarized com-
plaints received by the BI about the Defender, beginning with the investiga-
tion of Abbott a year earlier and noting subsequent occasions on which he
had come close to breaching the Espionage Act. It was even suggested that
Abbott might have violated that section of the U.S. Penal Code which dealt
with incitement to commit arson, murder, and assassination. The only no-
table absence from this review of the BI’s Defender ¤le was Adsit’s report of
December 22, 1917, which cleared Abbott of any offense. The MIB agent
either ignored this or was not shown it.52 The MIB digest was forwarded to
the War Department in Washington with a copy of a letter purporting to
be from “A Citizen’s Committee of Patriotic Negro Citizens,” in which the
Defender was denounced as the cause of unnecessary racial friction, for
which it “should be severely reprimanded . . . not only for the bene¤t of the
country but of the ignorant people of our race.”53 Maj. Walter Loving left
for Chicago even before the digest of the BI ¤le was formally passed on to
him for investigation. He called on Robert Abbott, whose paper, because
of the size of its readership, Loving reckoned to be “the most dangerous of
all Negro journals,” and left him in no doubt that government of¤cials were
waiting for him to give them grounds for a prosecution. Abbott now knew
that “the eye of the government [was] centered upon his paper, and caution
should be his guide.” Abbott evidently regarded Loving’s visit as more of a
friendly tip-off than a stern warning. He thanked Loving for taking an
interest in his welfare, promised to keep their dealings con¤dential, and
assured him that the Defender had always supported the war effort and that
only southern whites had leveled criticism at the paper. He had told his
writers to moderate their tone, as he was aware of the extent to which the
administration was controlled by southerners. He would, from now on, “be
extremely precautious.” Loving sent Abbott’s letter to the director of mili-
tary intelligence with the comment: “The tone of this reply is all that we
can expect, if the writer lives up to it, and I shall endeavor to try to see that
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he does.” True to his word, Abbott’s next edition carried an editorial rec-
ommending that blacks leave the ¤ght for rights until after “the greater
task of winning this war is over.”54

Beginning in August 1917, the Chicago postmaster sent two copies of
each issue of the Defender to the Post Of¤ce solicitor.55 The paper did not
provoke real concern in Lamar’s of¤ce until the postmaster at Denison,
Tex., wrote to Lamar on June 8, 1918, asking whether the Defender was mail-
able. In the postmaster’s view, it was

not directly a ®ing at the government, but it is a species of rank race
hatred which shows the signs of German conspiracy, and also demon-
strates the malicious tendencies of anti-Americanism at a time when we
need to be a harmonious and united people.

It is precisely this form of public print that stirs in the negro’s revolu-
tionary mind not only the seditious thought but the seditious act.56

Post Of¤ce of¤cial C. E. Boles now advised Lamar that

The fomenting of race hatred among the negroes at this time is extremely
unfortunate and ®avors strongly of German propaganda. It would be ex-
tremely dif¤cult, however, for this Department to get at the root of the
matter and the evidence of disloyal intent on the part of the publishers.57

Boles suggested that Lamar write to Abbott, advising him that there was
“nothing more pleasing to the Imperial German Government and nothing
more effective to aid the Imperial German Government than to stir up
hatred and strife between the white and black races.”58 (Lamar declined,
or neglected, to follow this suggestion.) A fortnight later, the postmaster at
Belcher, La., complained to Lamar that every issue of the Defender contained
“a lible [sic] on the South.” The encouragement that it gave to blacks to
leave the South was disrupting agriculture and was, therefore, “a menace
to the whole Nation.”59

Burleson also began to take an interest in the mailability of the Defender
after Sen. John Sharp Williams of Mississippi sent him a formal protest by
a group of white Mississippians at the continued circulation of the paper.
Williams had looked over recent editions of the paper and expected that
his own indignation would be shared by Burleson, as it was “a tissue of lies,
all intended to create race disturbance and trouble.” The white citizens of
Madison County, Miss., had also resolved that the Defender tended to “revive
sectional issues and create race antagonism, both of which we deplore, and
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the publication and circulation of such matter is in the nature of German
Propaganda.”60 Lamar’s assistant, James A. Horton, who liaised between the
Post Of¤ce solicitor and the Justice Department, referred the Mississippi
complaint to an of¤cial who found the Defender’s criticism of an African
American opponent of black migration “objectionable since it tends to . . .
encourage negro emigration from sections of the country where their la-
bor is needed and . . . keep alive and intensify racial prejudices and ani-
mosities.” However, even Lamar could see that this was a tenuous claim,
and Burleson had to tell Williams that although the Defender would be
monitored, there were currently insuf¤cient grounds for declaring it non-
mailable.61

In July 1918, the Translation Bureau of the Post Of¤ce in New York,
which had been created by the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917 and
was primarily responsible for monitoring foreign-language publications,
took it upon itself to scan the African-American press. The bureau began
to pass intensely critical evaluations of the Defender to the assistant U.S. dis-
trict attorney in New York City, in an unsuccessful attempt to initiate a
prosecution. Defender writers were said to “lose no chance to rub in the
germs of dissatisfaction,” and tortured arguments were used to accuse the
paper of actually causing the racial discrimination and violence against
which it campaigned. The Justice Department was advised in August,

This violent negro paper not only puts the attainment of their own ob-
jects, that is to say treatment which includes their being allowed to mix
as freely as they choose among white people, ahead of the stirring [sic]
of the war, but they apparently put this object ahead even of the safety
of their own race. Surely they must realize that by the constant stirring
up of the ¤res of race prejudice they are doing what is in their power to
make lynching more, rather than less, frequent. Surely the frequency of
lynching interferes with the war and thus, take it as you will, from what-
ever point of view, these papers [i.e., recent issues of the Defender] are
obstructionists.62

The most vituperative comments came from Translation Bureau of¤cial
Robert Adger Bowen, a former literary editor who was later to assume the
role of Post Of¤ce expert on the black press and whose post-war perusals
of mostly New York publications were to form the central part of the gov-
ernment’s claim that African Americans were swept along on the supposed
Bolshevik tide which produced the red scare of 1919. Bowen admitted that
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he could ¤nd nothing illegal in the Defender, but he wanted to alert of¤cials
in other departments to the “obstreperous negro spirit that is not the best
way about for the negro to help settle his ‘problem.’” He was scornful of
black attempts to “ape the white man” and equated black editors with “the
Irish of the discontented kind—they are always emphasizing their griev-
ances and making grievances where they might evade them.”63

Walter Loving’s dealings with Robert Abbott began as a result of a Justice
Department report, but on some occasions the MIB acted alone against the
press. In the summer of 1918, the of¤cer in charge of the St. Louis ¤eld
of¤ce, Capt. Roy F. Britton, took a keen interest in the editorial policy of
the St. Louis Argus, edited by J. E. Mitchell. In May, Britton submitted an
editorial from the Argus which he considered to be “rather dangerous and
insidious propaganda.” He regarded the Argus’s combined appeal to its
readers to buy Liberty Bonds and support the anti-lynching bill introduced
by St. Louis congressman Leonidas C. Dyer as a disguised attempt at sedi-
tious agitation. Mitchell’s editorial had noted that blacks were being told
that they should show restraint because their demands would be met after
the war, while manufacturers and industrial workers were already enjoying
greatly increased pro¤ts and incomes and were not expected to be so pa-
tient.64 The Argus believed blacks should get as much as they could out of
the war immediately:

Now is the time to protest. Now is the time to complain. Now is the time
to contend for legal rights that are being denied us, and now is the time
to let the world know that we are not satis¤ed.

These are momentous times. Men of our race are called up to give
their lives along with other men.

Our women are called upon to make the same sacri¤ce as other
women, that the country’s honor may be upheld. This is right and just.
Then why should we be denied even equal justice before the law of the
land without protest? Why should we be unjustly discriminated against
without protest?

We cannot hold our peace. We should not hold our peace, but should
cry aloud until we get relief, using all legitimate, legal, and patriotic
means.65

This kind of expression had been common a year earlier, when the
United States entered the war, but by the spring of 1918 few editors were
still brave or sanguine enough to write in such emphatic terms. Britton
summoned Herbert Meadows, the city editor of the Argus, and warned him
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against printing anything that might provoke discontent or opposition to
military service. Meadows replied that the paper was thoroughly loyal, but
Britton was not convinced. As a result, a few days after interviewing Robert
Abbott about the tenor of the Chicago Defender, Walter Loving was told by
Van Deman to use his “best energies towards securing a change of the tone
and character” of editorials in the St. Louis Argus.66 Loving wrote to Mitchell
from New York, informing him that he had incurred the MIB’s displeasure
and asking him what he proposed to do about it. Mitchell thanked Loving
“for the kindly advice” and stated that the Argus had only the best interests
of African Americans at heart. They needed better leadership and his edi-
torials were no more than “a plea for our people to awake from their slum-
ber. They could not be advised otherwise.” Was it disloyal of him to expose
injustice? Loving replied sympathetically, explaining that he enjoyed “the
privilege and distinction of being a member of the same race whose honor
and dignity you endeavor to safeguard and uphold,” but he was, “¤rst of
all, a true American” who placed his country above all things. He assured
Mitchell that of¤cials of the government in Washington were “daily ac-
quainted with facts of the real grievances of the American negro.” He ac-
knowledged that it was “the prerogative and duty of every colored newspa-
per in the United States to champion the cause of the race,” but he wished
the Argus would do it “in a way so as not to cause unrest and alarm among
its patrons and readers. . . . It is not always what you say that offends, but it
is the way you say it.” He hoped that Mitchell would “not invite action on
the part of the government to suppress [the Argus] or hold the same up in
the mails.”67 The letter revealed something of Loving’s personal dilemma
and complex character. He knew that the editors he was cajoling and some-
times intimidating were not pro-German and that even their most bitter
editorials were legitimate and representative, but he also took his role
within the MIB seriously and gave the General Staff thoughtful advice on
racial matters of a kind that it was getting from no one else, even Emmett
Scott. Loving was trying to bring about adjustments in the tone of black
protest so that it would not be misconstrued and suppressed, while at the
same time trying to minimize the grosser insensitivities of the government
—virtually impossible objectives in the dual contexts of fundamental racial
discrimination and increasing race consciousness, and yet Loving appears
to have had some small, but tangible, effect on both of his audiences. Cer-
tainly, Loving’s threat made an impression on J. E. Mitchell: throughout
May 1918, Captain Britton had complained about the Argus and argued
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that it contravened the new Sedition Act; in June, he had no complaints,
and when he mentioned the Argus in July and August it was to note that it
was much improved.68

The one newspaper about which pro-German allegations could be made
with any plausibility was the Washington Eagle, but this related largely to
events during the period of American neutrality. The Eagle was edited by
J. Finley Wilson, the Tennessee-born Grand Exalted Ruler of the Elks fra-
ternal order and an in®uential ¤gure in black Republican politics. During
the summer of 1918, the BI’s ¤le of “radicalism” articles and cartoons from
the black press included several clippings from June and July issues of the
Eagle on lynching and segregation, such as James B. Davidson’s drawing of
a black man representing “All of Us” weighed down by “Mob Violence,”
“Jim Crowism,” and “Disfranchisement,” and a ball and chain marked “Race
Hatred.” Although the man’s pockets are stuffed with Liberty Bonds, he
¤nds the tree of “Opportunity” fenced off.69 In May 1917, Wilson had ad-
mitted in an interview at the Department of Justice building that he had
written a number of pro-German articles during the summer of 1915 and
claimed he had been genuinely in sympathy with Germany at the time. He
had also taken articles during this period from a man called Martin, who
was involved with what Wilson called the “Laborers Peace Council Move-
ment.”70 Labor’s National Peace Council, an anti-war trade union offering
generous strike pay to members, was organized in 1915 by Franz von Rin-
telen, one of Berlin’s most active agents in the United States, with access
to $500,000 through the German ambassador’s privy councilor, Dr. H. F.
Albert. It caused a small amount of disruption in ports and munitions fac-
tories before the United States entered the war.71 J. Finley Wilson’s admis-
sion that he had carried pro-German articles supplied by von Rintelen’s
organization raises the distinct possibility that the Washington Eagle was for
a time ¤nanced by German money. By the time the United States entered
the war, however, Wilson was claiming that his attitude had completely
changed and that he now supported the Allies.72 Certainly the wartime con-
tent of the Eagle did not attract as much adverse comment from federal
agents as other papers and at no stage was the paper threatened with prose-
cution or interfered with by the Post Of¤ce.

The wartime gatherings of the National Equal Rights League (NERL)
were closely watched by government agencies. The driving force behind
the organization was its executive secretary, William Monroe Trotter, the
Harvard-educated editor of the Boston Guardian. The NERL lacked the
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white philanthropic and socialist support enjoyed by the NAACP, and
had an altogether brasher approach to civil rights agitation. It took a con-
sistently ¤rm anti-segregationist line and Trotter frequently charged the
NAACP with an excessive willingness to compromise. During Booker T.
Washington’s lifetime, Trotter had been implacably opposed to Tuskegee-ite
gradualism and his continuing disdain for Washington’s associates was fully
reciprocated.73 He particularly resented the appointment of Emmett Scott
to the post of special assistant to the secretary of war.

During the war, the NERL cooperated with a new organization, the Lib-
erty League, formed by the West Indian–born New York writer and lecturer
Hubert H. Harrison on June 12, 1917. The following day, Harrison traveled
to Boston to forge links with Trotter, and together they planned a “race
congress,” to be held in Washington under the title of the National Liberty
Congress.74 Its purpose would be to press for the suppression of lynching
and the inclusion of African Americans in the worldwide democracy for
which the United States was ¤ghting. At the Liberty League’s ¤rst meeting,
in a New York church, one of the speakers was Marcus Garvey, the Jamaican
founder of the Universal Negro Improvement Association, who had been
in the United States for a little over a year. Garvey’s address had enhanced
his growing reputation and given a much-needed boost to his mission;
within three years, Harrison would be working for Garvey.75

By September 1917, when the NERL held its Tenth Annual Convention
in New York, the militant statements issued by its president, Byron Gunner,
had already earned the disapproval of the Department of Justice. Gunner
had declared it was time to “ ‘roundabout’ and confront and combat the
forces of evil that sorely oppress us.” These included the Democratic ad-
ministration: “The party in power has its iron heel on our necks.”76 Chief
Bielaski found such statements “decidedly in opposition to the Govern-
ment,” and a Cincinnati BI agent reckoned that they “had a tendency to
incite the negroes against the white people.”77

At the convention, over a hundred delegates resolved that U.S. involve-
ment in the European war could only be justi¤ed if the government was
prepared to guarantee “freedom and equality of rights to all the citizens of
the United States regardless of the incidents of race or color over which
they have no control.” Speci¤c demands were made for the eradication
of lynching, peonage, disfranchisement, and segregated public transport,
amid open skepticism about the sincerity of Woodrow Wilson’s commit-
ment to democracy. The convention also hosted a concurrent two-day “Na-
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tional Race Congress” in which members of other organizations were en-
couraged to participate, suggesting that Trotter still hoped to build a broad
radical coalition that would reduce his own isolation and reputation as a
maverick.78

During the remainder of 1917, the Liberty League organized in New
York, petitioned the U.S. Congress, and advertised itself through Harrison’s
irregularly published magazine, the Voice. Although the National Liberty
Congress planned for December was postponed until the summer of 1918,
a nationwide publicity campaign was launched to attract delegates. Delib-
erately, the event was not described as being held under the auspices of any
particular organization.79 In June 1918, Trotter chose not to attend a con-
ference of black editors sponsored by the Committee on Public Informa-
tion (CPI), which was due to ¤nish just three days before the National
Liberty Congress began, and he ignored a request from the MIB to post-
pone his own gathering so as not to overshadow the editors’ conference.
The Northeastern Department military intelligence of¤cer called Trotter
and Allen Whaley, his national organizer, into the Boston MIB of¤ce and
warned them that a bitter protest meeting in Washington would give great
heart to German propagandists and might even be manipulated by them
to their advantage. Trotter protested that the conference would be meeting
simply to condemn lynching and demand some of the democracy that black
troops were ¤ghting for in France. He rejected any suggestion that German
agents might in®uence his plans, saying, “If there was any German money
available, the convention would be very much larger than it will be.” He
said he would be “on the look out” for enemy propaganda, and promised
to let the MIB know if he found any.80

The National Liberty Congress met from June 24 to 29, 1918, at an Af-
rican Methodist Episcopal church in Washington, attended by 115 delegates
from twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia. The MIB monitored
the proceedings through a black reporter and acquired a list of the names
and addresses of 111 of the delegates. This list was entrusted to Thomas
Jesse Jones, the Welsh-born Negro Education specialist in the Bureau of
Education of the Interior Department. A former professor at Hampton In-
stitute and also a Phelps-Stokes Fund researcher, Jones was a leading advo-
cate of the philanthropy-led approach to industrial education for African
Americans and was regarded by many black radicals, particularly Du Bois,
with deep suspicion. Jones picked out the names he recognized and marked
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thirteen of them as “Loyal.” Another twenty-¤ve he marked as “Question-
able,” including Trotter, Harrison, Whaley, and J. Finley Wilson.81

The various speeches delivered during the week constantly related the
issue of equal rights to the fact of the war, but they contained no remotely
pro-German statements. In keeping with the original idea behind the call-
ing of a race congress, repeated references were made to the incongruity
of the ill-treatment of African Americans and the war aims of the govern-
ment. A black lawyer from Oklahoma, whom Jones had marked down as
“Loyal,” informed the audience that he had three sons serving in the army
in France and ended, “We are going to win this war, but when we win I
want the black ¤ngers that are pulling triggers to kill the Hun to be able
to make a cross on the ballot in Oklahoma.” Hubert Harrison drew an
ironic international parallel when he remarked, “They say that the Federal
Government cannot protect us here, but they can go over to Serbia, a small
place scarcely on the map and re-establish government.”82

BI agent J. G. C. Corcoran was in no doubt as to the aims of the National
Liberty Congress. It had been called

for the sole purpose of drawing up ridiculous resolutions which later will
be presented to Congress with the knowledge that Congress will not pass
these bills, so as to lay before the colored people the fact that Congress
refused to recognize their legislation. This would give them an opening
to get in their pro-German propaganda and activities.83

Corcoran was correct in his assumption that the U.S. congress would take
little notice of Trotter’s demands. Two congressmen with large black con-
stituencies, Martin B. Madden of Chicago and Leonidas C. Dyer of St. Louis,
addressed the delegates, and a petition was sent to Capitol Hill calling for
an end to the segregation of black federal employees, a guarantee that they
would receive equal wages and promotion, an end to segregation on fed-
erally controlled public transport (which in time of war included the rail-
roads), and the enforcement of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments, so
that there would be “no involuntary servitude, no denial of the equal pro-
tection of law, no denial of the exercise of the suffrage because of race,
color or previous condition.” Finally, Trotter and his supporters called for
legislation to make “mob murders . . . a crime against the Federal Govern-
ment.” The petition was read into the record by a congressman from Mas-
sachusetts, but otherwise ignored.84
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BI Chief Bielaski was less interested in what was said at the sessions of
the National Liberty Congress than in a report that Hubert Harrison was
accompanied throughout by two white men. A black informant, Arthur U.
Craig, was put on Harrison’s trail, while the District of Columbia police
commissioner, R. W. Pullman, promised Corcoran the services of another
“high class colored informant,” if required. Craig, a Dunbar High School
teacher who was temporarily working for the Food Administration, made
what Corcoran later described as “a violent investigation to ascertain who
these two white men were,” posing ¤rst as a representative of the CPI and
then as a delegate to the conference. (He appeared on the MIB list of dele-
gates as “A. V. Craig,” but was awarded neither “Loyal” nor “Questionable”
status by Jones.) Craig failed to identify the mysterious white men who at-
tended the daily sessions of the congress, but he quoted Harrison as having
said that he was being paid by them. Craig also noted that during one of
the sessions the entrance of Herman Moens, the so-called “Dutch Darwin,”
whom Craig was already investigating for the BI, caused Harrison to “®ush
and seem greatly excited.” After the delegates had left Washington, Corco-
ran and Craig were keen to pursue the matter of the National Liberty Con-
gress and its origins “to the point where the german [sic] interests are work-
ing.” Under Bielaski’s signature, Corcoran asked the New York BI of¤ce to
gather information on Harrison and his two white friends, adding, for good
measure, that Harrison was connected with virtually every facet of the Ger-
man propaganda among blacks that had been alleged since April 1917.85

In September 1918, another informant, John E. Bowles, an employee
of the Bureau of Mines, was briefed to cover the National Equal Rights
League’s Eleventh Annual Convention in Chicago. As instructed, he got to
know one of Harrison’s Washington contacts, Joseph Stewart, whose law
of¤ce was described by Corcoran as “a base for german [sic] propaganda
among the negroes of this city.” Bowles ventured that Stewart was “a sly old
fox [who] has got to be fed with a long handle spoon.” Although Bowles
secured a letter of introduction to Harrison from Stewart, he was not in
the end selected to cover the NERL convention because Corcoran’s supe-
riors feared that he might “not ‘shoot square.’” Arthur Craig, who Corcoran
asserted was “commonly known to be a $1.00 man,” was hired again.86 Craig
spent ¤ve days in Chicago, incurring ¤fty dollars in expenses, and ¤led a
brief account of the convention a week after his return. He had been unable
to enter the daily sessions, as only thirty delegates had turned up—too few
to allow him to wander in unnoticed—so he attended only the public
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evening meetings. He heard Ida Wells-Barnett denounce the executions of
the Houston rioters and a speech by an Irish nationalist whom she had
invited along. Trotter’s address was unremarkable and Hubert Harrison
did not appear. The only item of interest and future signi¤cance was the
announcement that the NERL was planning to organize another confer-
ence, at which a delegation would be elected to travel to the post-war peace
negotiations, to draw attention to the imperfections of American democ-
racy.87

A few weeks later, the dif¤culty that white of¤cials often had in distin-
guishing among the different black political groupings was exempli¤ed by
Corcoran’s assumption that when a body called the National Race Con-
gress attracted six hundred delegates in Washington on October 1, 2 and
3, 1918, this was an unexpectedly swift return by Trotter and an offshoot
of the NERL. In fact, the National Race Congress (NRC) was a different
organization entirely, founded in Washington in 1915 and led by the Rev.
William H. Jernagin, a Mississippi-born son of former slaves. Although Jer-
nagin was described as a “rock the boat type” by Craig, the NRC’s leader-
ship of clergymen, academics, and other professionals was more conserva-
tive and af®uent than that of the NERL.88 Woodrow Wilson plainly found
the NRC more palatable than the NERL, for although he had expressed
some misgivings about Jernagin a year earlier, he agreed to meet the NRC
delegation that called at the White House on October 3, 1918. According
to the NRC’s own account of the meeting, the delegation presented their
grievances in language so “chaste, lucid, sympathetic, positive, forceful and
replete” that Wilson “was moved to tears.” Be that as it may, he was not so
overcome as to be swayed from one of his standard evasions, in which he

assured the delegation that the spokesman had interpreted his spirit and
that he would do everything that was in his power to righten all wrongs
complained of and would hasten as fast as he could the kind and sort of
democracy that he stood for and that the spokesman mentioned.89

One of the most eloquent protests that attracted government attention
during the war was made by Kelly Miller of Howard University. In August
1917 he sent Woodrow Wilson a twenty-three-page letter, later published as
The Disgrace of Democracy, condemning the refusal of the United States gov-
ernment to protect African Americans against racial violence or defend
their civil rights, in spite of their willingness to serve their country. Miller
told the president of their disappointment that he had “preserved a luke-
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warm aloofness from the tangled issues of this problem.”90 On several oc-
casions during the following year, BI and MIB agents suggested that The
Disgrace of Democracy constituted disloyal propaganda. In February 1918, a
Washington BI agent bought a copy at a newsstand in Alexandria, Va., and
extracted several questionable passages: “The white people of this country
are not good enough to govern the Negro. . . . The vainglorious boast of
Anglo-Saxon superiority will no longer avail to justify these outrages. . . .
Reproach is to be cast upon your contention for democratization of the
world, in the face of its lamentable failure at home.” The agent concluded
that Miller’s words could have “but one effect, that of further stimulating
the propaganda among the Negroes of this country, which has formed the
subject of so many reports previously made.”91 Chief Bielaski passed the
report to Van Deman, who told Walter Loving to follow it up. Having al-
ready interviewed Miller about the pamphlet in November 1917, and “kept
a keen eye” on him since, Loving had been allowed to read many of Miller’s
subsequent articles prior to publication and followed the accounts of his
many speeches across the country, but had found nothing objectionable to
report. Loving now returned to Howard University to explain the latest
complaints to Miller, who claimed he had been quoted out of context and
that neither from the White House, where receipt of The Disgrace of Democ-
racy had been acknowledged by Wilson’s secretary, nor from the Senate,
where it was read into the record, had he heard any adverse comment. He
said he had offered his services to the government as soon as the United
States declared war, had helped to create the training camp for black
of¤cers, and had crossed the country giving patriotic speeches to black
soldiers. He told Loving, “I confess that I am somewhat surprised and dis-
appointed on ¤nding myself under surveillance by the Intelligence Depart-
ment of the government.” Nevertheless, he thanked Loving for his openness
and for showing him the comments of the BI. Loving told Van Deman af-
terward that he was sure Miller had “been made to see his mistake,” that
he was “now endeavoring to make amends for the same,” and that Loving
would continue watching him to make sure. Although the tenor of Miller’s
speeches to black troops in Texas was to cause the MIB some alarm in July
1918, Loving’s verdict was accepted by the War Department.92

The Justice Department was determined to persist in its active investiga-
tion of Miller. Between August 1918 and January 1919, the Boston BI of¤ce
tried to trap him into violating the Espionage Act after a tip that The Dis-
grace of Democracy was being distributed in the city’s black districts by people
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whose motives were “not in keeping with patriotic sentiments today.” A
BI agent obtained a copy from leading black lawyer William H. Lewis, a
Harvard-educated Tuskegee-ite, who believed that Miller was unlikely to be
involved in disloyal propaganda.93 After reading it, the agent concluded that
although Miller may have only wanted

to put the negro question before the American Government in a manner
which the general public might understand, . . . [it] must ¤nd willing
readers amongst our enemies, who would be interested to start propa-
ganda through the aid and under cover of the negro question.94

The fact that the pamphlet was available through the mails was, according
to the agent, “clearly a breach of the Espionage Act.” In order to “substan-
tiate these facts,” he wrote to Miller, giving his home address rather than
the BI of¤ce, asking for ¤ve further copies of The Disgrace of Democracy, and
posing as a would-be distributor. When they arrived, the agent consulted
the chief clerk of the Post Of¤ce Inspection Department, who sent it to
Washington. Despite requesting a prompt decision on whether Miller had
committed an offense, the Boston BI of¤ce had to wait until January 1919
before Lamar announced that no action was to be taken.95

The U.S. government’s real fear so far as black pressure groups were
concerned during the war was openly articulated during the Justice Depart-
ment’s discussions about Kelly Miller’s Disgrace of Democracy. The degree of
credibility accorded by government of¤cials to reports which spoke of di-
rect cooperation between malcontent blacks and German agents ®uctuated
throughout the war, and it probably rose during periods when they were
receiving a large number of reports about enemy espionage activity gener-
ally. One panicky, knee-jerk assumption typical of many middle-ranking
of¤cials (and many anxious citizens) was that demands by blacks for better
treatment were the result of direct German subversion or, at least, evidence
of an embedded black sympathy with enemies of the United States. Black
dissent, it was argued, had to be curbed immediately and, if necessary,
harshly. This view was common in BI ¤eld of¤ces and district attorneys’
of¤ces. Another view, less paranoid but no less uncomplimentary to African
Americans, was that they had simply decided to screw as many concessions
out of the government as they could at a time when the United States was
under pressure. This view tended to dominate among senior civil servants
in Washington. For example, in February 1918, the U.S. attorney at Wil-
mington, N.C., sent Bielaski a copy of The Disgrace of Democracy, which he
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conceded did not appear to violate the law, but which he suspected might
have been distributed in the South “as a means of creating dissatisfaction
with the Government” on behalf of pro-German interests.96 In reply, a
BI lawyer assured him that there was no known pro-Germanism behind
Miller’s pamphlet, nor, as far as the BI’s investigations had shown, behind
any other such material:

This investigation, so far as it has been carried, would indicate that the
negroes are not really endeavoring to disseminate any pro-German views,
but are taking advantage of the present existing conditions to force Fed-
eral legislation to prevent lynchings, and also for recognition of them-
selves upon the same plane as the whites.97

The most substantial equal rights organization investigated by the gov-
ernment during the war, and the one which provoked the greatest level of
indignation on the part of white southerners, was the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People. The interest of the Department of
Justice in the activities of the NAACP reached a peak in the spring of 1918,
but on several earlier occasions Bielaski and his assistants contemplated a
full-scale investigation.

The earliest Justice Department inquiry during the war into the activities
of the NAACP was initiated not by government agents but by a white citizen.
In April 1917, the BI’s agent in Memphis was contacted via the U.S. district
attorney by Bolton Smith, a white real estate dealer and self-styled expert
on southern racial problems and the author of a number of pamphlets on
the subject. Smith believed black loyalty had been seriously undermined by
lynching and, as chairman of the Tennessee Law and Order League, he
campaigned for the eradication of mob violence in that state. He was a
conservative interracialist of the kind that was emerging in several southern
states, seeking black-white cooperation for speci¤c purposes, without advo-
cating any other signi¤cant concessions in the area of equal rights and
¤rmly upholding the principle of segregation.98 Smith would later corre-
spond courteously about race relations with NAACP directors, while simul-
taneously denouncing the association to patrician southern racists such as
Sen. John Sharp Williams.99 Smith reported that in 1915 he had learned
“in a casual way . . . that two young German women were employed on the
staff of the ‘Crisis’” and that these women “were furiously pro-German, as
was to be expected.” Smith suggested that these women had conceived the
original plot of “the German tampering with the negro.” The Memphis
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agent forwarded Smith’s potentially explosive allegation to the New York
City BI of¤ce and to Washington, adding his own observation that the Mem-
phis BI of¤ce kept picking up rumors “concerning an effort to spread Ger-
man propaganda among the negroes and the best information I have been
able to secure is that some of the more intelligent negroes are back of it.”100

A New York agent dispatched to the Crisis of¤ce on Fifth Avenue to check
on Smith’s story was assured by Augustus Dill, the general manager, that
the journal employed no white people and that it was an utterly loyal pub-
lication. This the BI seems to have accepted, for the time being; no routine
monitoring of the NAACP was instituted. W. E. B. Du Bois, understandably,
regarded the agent’s visit as a piece of crude intimidation with its origin in
the heart of the Justice Department, but the BI was only following normal
bureaucratic procedures and the incident would not have occurred at all
but for the mischief and egotism of Bolton Smith.101

The Post Of¤ce Department began to keep a more systematic watch on
the Crisis after the East St. Louis riot. In September 1917, Post Of¤ce So-
licitor W. H. Lamar told the New York City postmaster to send in two copies
of all subsequent issues of the magazine.102 The following month, the BI
also noted the impact of the NAACP as protests over East St. Louis contin-
ued. After a well-attended “Negro Silent Protest Parade” in Providence, R.I.,
on October 14, 1917, modeled on the New York City parade of July 28, BI
of¤cials in Washington decided it was time to “ascertain just what in®uences
were behind this movement.” The Providence agent was told to ¤nd out
whether it was “a purely local affair,” or whether “the movement was fos-
tered by outside in®uences.” He reported that the only “outside in®uence”
he could ¤nd was the NAACP.103

The BI and the MIB renewed their interest in the NAACP and the Crisis
in April 1918, and were to maintain it for the rest of the war. This lengthy
investigative effort, which ensured continuing government suspicion of the
motives of the NAACP for some years to come, originated in the Southwest.
After the Houston riot of August 23, 1917, the entire 24th Infantry had
been disarmed and ordered to Columbus, N.M., where it was kept under
close watch. The two battalions cleared of involvement in the rioting were
then sent to camps in Arizona while the initial inquiry took place, before
being reunited at Columbus in November 1917. The alarm of white resi-
dents of Columbus at the reconcentration of the regiment led the local
postmaster to submit for investigation an NAACP lea®et, which he assumed
had been dropped by a soldier.104 The War Department had the lea®et cir-
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culated around the southern department of the army, where it was seized
upon by the newly appointed commanding of¤cer of the 24th Infantry, Col.
Wilson Chase. He insisted that his regiment had behaved well at Columbus,
but warned that the in®uence of the black press, and particularly of the
Crisis, was dangerous, especially in wartime. He recommended that the
NAACP be prosecuted for distributing seditious literature and accused it
and other “unpatriotic negro associations” of attempting “to in®uence the
colored people against the white.” Summing up for the southern depart-
ment, a few days after he had authorized the executions of thirteen of the
Houston rioters, Maj. Gen. John Ruckman endorsed Chase’s comments and
predicted that, if NAACP literature was not suppressed, “open mutiny”
would be unavoidable.105

These recommendations were submitted on January 10, 1918, to the Jus-
tice Department, where John Lord O’Brian, one of the attorney general’s
special assistants in charge of prosecutions under the Espionage Act, took
particular interest in the case. He may also have read the January Crisis,
which contained a bitter protest from Du Bois, prompted by the Houston
rioters’ executions, in which he denounced the inhumanity of America to-
ward its black people.106 O’Brian agreed with the War Department’s grow-
ing belief that the Crisis and other black publications, including the Chicago
Defender, were “objectionable.” He believed they were “calculated to stir
up the animosity and, thereby, the disloyalty of colored soldiers,” but he
doubted the wisdom of trying to have them directly suppressed. He favored
the prosecution of local distributors of seditious literature, but inquiries
revealed that those publications to which the army objected were reaching
black soldiers through the mails by subscription, shifting the focus once
again to the Post Of¤ce.107

Postal of¤cials around the country began to make strong complaints
about the Crisis in the early months of 1918, and eventually, in May, orders
were drafted for Lamar’s signature declaring both the January and May
issues non-mailable under the Espionage Act. The April issue was almost
excluded for carrying a ¤ctional dialogue showing how hard it was for many
blacks to identify with the American war effort. This item had incensed
the of¤cial who drew up the orders: “In view of the past record of this
paper, . . . the intent of the publisher of the “Crisis” is to keep the ne-
groes from enlisting or otherwise helping in the prosecution of the war.”
Lamar resisted the temptation to sign the exclusion orders, possibly be-
cause the Justice Department may have preferred the option of a prosecu-
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tion through the federal courts to the normally temporary restrictions avail-
able to the Post Of¤ce. Whatever the reason, Lamar was content for the
time being to leave the question of the Crisis to the attorney general’s
of¤ce.108

The BI attorney who took over the investigation of the Crisis in the sum-
mer of 1918, A. H. Pike, clearly wanted to do more than exclude the Crisis
from the mails. He was convinced that it was a dangerously disloyal and
seditious publication, especially when circulated in the South, and actively
sought enough evidence to warrant a prosecution under the Espionage Act.
After the Columbus complaint, there had been a steady ®ow of reports
from all over the United States alleging that the Crisis was the cause of
growing tension. In December 1917, the Chicago BI of¤ce had passed on
a complaint that the Crisis was “endeavoring to agitate the negroes” over
the Houston affair. Extra grounds for suspicion were said to be that the
Crisis used white investigators, the implication being that these might be
enemy agitators.109 In April 1918, complaints about the Crisis intensi¤ed. A
Florida BI agent, hinting at the sense of foreboding felt by many white
southerners at the deterioration of race relations, submitted a copy of the
magazine to the Justice Department because “it seemed as if it might have
something to do with the negro unrest found to exist but without [the BI]
having been able to ¤nd out a cause.”110 The concerns of white citizens of
Texas, North Carolina, and Kentucky were also passed on to the BI in Wash-
ington by its ¤eld agents, the Department of Labor, and U.S. senators. A. H.
Pike took all of these complaints seriously.111

On instructions from the Justice Department, Earl B. Barnes, the assis-
tant U.S. Attorney in New York City, asked Charles Studin, the NAACP’s
legal adviser and a board member, to meet him on May 1, 1918. Barnes
pointed out those articles in recent issues of the Crisis to which the govern-
ment objected, explaining that the administration “proposes to take steps
to prevent propaganda of this kind.” This is more likely to have been a
reference to the forthcoming Sedition Act than a direct threat to the Crisis.
Barnes asked to be put on the Crisis mailing list and for copies of all the
issues published since the U.S. entered the war. Briefed for the meeting by
Du Bois, Studin attempted to convince Barnes of the loyalty of the NAACP
and its support for the war effort by showing him various pro-war articles
from the Crisis and friendly letters to Du Bois from Secretary of War Baker.
Barnes nevertheless insisted that Du Bois must be told to adopt a more
moderate tone, so as not to “create a feeling of dissatisfaction among col-
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ored people,” and suggested that Studin act as a kind of censor of Crisis
material, to prevent any “misconstruction” of its aims. The NAACP board,
having little choice, accepted this arrangement, and the Crisis committee,
which included Du Bois, agreed to restrict the magazine’s content to con-
structive criticism.112

Three days after Studin’s meeting with Barnes, Du Bois told Archibald H.
Grimké, president of the NAACP’s Washington branch, that he “would not
dare” to publish the latter’s ninety-two-line poem about the Houston exe-
cutions, since he had “just been specially warned by the Department of
Justice that some of our articles are considered disloyal.” Du Bois was prob-
ably glad to have an excuse to return Grimké’s rambling and repetitive
poem about the ingratitude shown by the United States toward its black
soldiers, the insults suffered by them in the South, and the readiness of the
army to side with white civilians rather than its own men. Grimké’s biog-
rapher, Dickson D. Bruce, has argued that the rejection worsened already
strained relations between Du Bois and Grimké, whose Washington branch
was a vital cog in the machinery of the NAACP. (The poem was eventually
published in the Messenger in October 1919.)113

For all Studin’s assurances that the Crisis would give no further cause for
concern, A. H. Pike was determined that its publishers should be prose-
cuted for having, as he saw it, set out deliberately to undermine the morale
and loyalty of African Americans, perhaps as part of a carefully conceived
German plot. However, he had dif¤culty in convincing Alfred Bettman, the
attorney general’s special assistant, who shared responsibility with John
Lord O’Brian for prosecutions under the Espionage Act. Since at this time
the content and policy of the Crisis was nominally controlled by a commit-
tee of board members, a prosecution would have entailed action against
the board of directors of the NAACP, which included a number of promi-
nent and well-respected white Americans. Bettman could see that black pro-
test could be a cause for concern if “non-participation in war activities
or military service should be used as a hold-up weapon to force greater
equality of treatment,” but he was uneasy about “prosecution of men for
membership in groups rather than for their individual actions.” He wanted
Pike to come up with some concrete evidence that the magazine was delib-
erately sabotaging the war effort.114 Instead of this, Pike concentrated on
collecting opinions which supported his own belief that publication of the
Crisis was undesirable in wartime purely because its objectives—equal rights
and the suppression of lynching—were controversial and its tone was of-
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fensive to many white people. Pike hoped that Bettman would be persuaded
to prosecute by the sheer weight of adverse comment.115

In the summer of 1918, as further reports came into the BI from its
agents about the Crisis, almost exclusively from the South, Pike saw to it
that those that were critical were annotated by Bielaski and sent to Bettman,
while those that suggested the Crisis was innocuous were laid aside.116 The
May 1918 issue of the Crisis, which was in print before the warning was
issued to Charles Studin on May 1, came in for a good deal of criticism
from white southerners. The leading editorial, “The Negro and the War
Department,” drew attention to the army’s unwillingness to promote, or
even properly train, black of¤cers, and the news sections carried a detailed
account of a lynching in Tennessee in February and William Pickens’s re-
port on racial discrimination by the Y MCA.117 Of¤cials of both the Justice
Department and the War Department regarded reports of this kind as, at
best, unnecessarily demoralizing for black readers, and, at worst, a form of
German propaganda.

An Atlanta BI agent obliged Pike by reporting that the May Crisis carried
articles “which tend to excite the negro race in this section against the white
people” and that this had nearly caused a riot between black and white
soldiers at Camp Gordon, near Atlanta, and the BI’s man in Waco, Tex.,
identi¤ed the Crisis as the kind of propaganda that had caused the Hous-
ton riot nine months earlier. Bettman began to show more sympathy with
Pike’s point of view upon receiving information from the U.S. attorney at
Roanoke, Va., that black preachers in that area were giving out the Crisis
free of charge and that this distribution was intended “to stir up the ne-
groes and make them disloyal”; it was felt this might connect with reports
that blacks in western Virginia were holding secret meetings at night.
Bettman concluded that the May issue did not violate the Espionage Act
and that its prosecution was not warranted

without proof, outside of the periodical itself, of enemy or hostile origin,
instigation, ¤nancing or purpose, [but] . . . the fact that the periodical is
distributed free of charge is suspicious and warrants running down the
source of the ¤nancial support of the periodical and of its distribution.118

Pike, armed with this opinion, and with his conviction strengthened by
further warnings from the commanding of¤cer of the 24th Infantry “that
possibly enemy propoganda [sic] may be behind the publication,” alerted
the BI’s agents in New York City and Virginia. He warned them that because
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of reports of free distribution of the Crisis “it is thought that German propa-
gandists may be using this magazine in their work,” but only the Norfolk
of¤ce was told that the Crisis had not yet violated any federal law.119 The
hard-pressed New York of¤ce passed the matter on to the APL for investi-
gation.

Pike’s initial surge of anti-Crisis activity was abruptly ended when on June
5, 1918, Bettman told Bielaski that “nothing should be done which would
lead to prosecution.” He had talked to Maj. Joel Spingarn, the chairman
of the NAACP, who had recently been posted to military intelligence and
was in the early stages of an imaginative, but doomed, initiative within the
MIB designed to improve American race relations. Spingarn had assured
Bettman that the Crisis was “a genuinely negro publication . . . [having] no
connection whatsoever with an enemy source” and that he had spoken to
Du Bois, who had “promised to change the tone.”120 For the time being, the
BI’s interest in the Crisis lapsed and Bettman’s views prevailed. Neverthe-
less, the fact that for the ¤rst half of 1918 the Crisis had been the subject
of numerous reports suggesting an epidemic of pro-German agitation
among blacks caused the magazine to become ¤rmly associated in the
minds of BI ¤eld agents and some Justice Department central of¤cials with
the myth of enemy-inspired subversion of American race relations. As a
result, general reports concerning “German Propaganda among the Ne-
groes in Harlem” or a lack of enthusiasm for the war shown by black house-
maids on Long Island—containing no mention of the Crisis, Du Bois, or
the NAACP—were ¤led in Washington with material on the journal, as if
the probability of a connection was taken for granted.121

The reports compiled by the New York City branch of the APL are
signi¤cant in that, when compared with others, they demonstrate how
much the APL differed regionally, in both its thoroughness and the racial
attitudes of its members. Whereas the typical southern APL member re-
garded Jim Crow laws and white supremacy as part of the Americanism
which he was sworn to protect from subversive in®uences, northern APL
agents, especially in New York, often took a more liberal view of black pro-
test against lynching and other abuses. The reports also show that, at the
local level at least, the APL may have been less impressed by the urgency
of amassing evidence against non-German groups than were the BI and the
MIB. The ¤rst APL investigation of the Crisis was made in response to an
original report from the San Antonio BI of¤ce, which described the journal
as “seditious literature.”122 A New York APL agent, W. T. Carothers, visited
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the Crisis of¤ces in early June and “had a very satisfactory talk with A. G.
Dill (colored), Business Manager, regarding their activities and sentiments.”
Dill was able to satisfy Carothers that the NAACP supported the war effort
wholeheartedly. Carothers concluded that while the Crisis might sometimes
“express ideas rather heated and critical of the treatment accorded their
race,” it was not being deliberately disloyal. He went to the trouble of asking
A. Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen of the Messenger for their opinion
of the NAACP and the Crisis. Randolph and Owen, by no means supporters
of the NAACP, wrote to Carothers defending its motives and describing the
contents of the Crisis as “very largely propaganda of a truthful and service-
able nature” and judging Du Bois and Dill to be “able.” They also insisted
that there was

no pro-German movement among Negroes—organized or unorganized.
But there is great discontent with the lynching, disfranchisement, segre-
gation, Jim Crowism and all kinds of discrimination practised against col-
ored people, especially at a time when they are ¤ghting and dying side
by side with their white fellow citizens.123

The editors of the Messenger also let the Department of Justice know what
they thought of its investigative methods hitherto:

May we now, in closing, congratulate this new method the Department of
Justice has adopted of going directly to intelligent, honorable and capable
colored and white people, to ascertain information. It is the only proper
way. . . . We trust your Department will continue this and dispense with
ignorant white or colored detectives, sneaks and scheming politicians as
sources of information.124

This gave Carothers “much satisfaction” and he concluded that they had
expressed “concisely the prevalent feelings held by colored people.”125

In his second report, following Pike’s request that the New York BI of¤ce
look into the possibility that German propaganda work included distribu-
tion of the Crisis, Carothers provided detailed information about the maga-
zine’s income and circulation. Again, he was convinced that it was backed
by a sincere organization, committed to much-needed reforms.126 It is
ironic that the most objective, accurate, and unsensational reports ¤led
with the Department of Justice about the Crisis in this period should have
come from an essentially amateur organization with a deserved reputa-
tion for overzealous spy-hunting and exaggeration, while the profession-
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als chased after and fueled rumors that Germany was manipulating the
African-American population. Indeed, by the summer of 1918, even the
most mundane NAACP activity, such as a visit by Mary White Ovington to
Omaha, Neb., to help organize a local branch, was being monitored by
the BI.127

The ¤nal burst of BI activity concerning the NAACP was concentrated
in the South, allowing A. H. Pike once again to draw the attention of the
Department of Justice to the inadvisability of allowing NAACP literature to
circulate freely. The episode also revealed the ¤rm conviction of the BI, if
not the Department of Justice as a whole, that putting forward a doctrine
of racial equality in a part of the country where it was wholly unacceptable
to the white population was so subversive and disloyal in wartime that it
might well be a form of German propaganda. In August 1918, the APL
branch in Birmingham, Ala., reported on recent events connected with the
NAACP. The Rev. J. G. Robinson, a local NAACP organizer, speaking to
drafted blacks on their way to an army training camp, was alleged to have
told them that he had just returned from seeing Woodrow Wilson in Wash-
ington and that the president had said, “with tears streaming down his
face,” that he knew southern blacks were being denied their rights and that,
if the whites would not grant them, then “ ‘some colored leader is going to
spring up like a ®ame in the night and lead a revolution that cannot be
stopped until you get your rights.’” (Robinson had indeed seen Wilson, as
part of an AME Church delegation on March 14, 1918, but the account of
the meeting that he was alleged to have given in his speech, with its intrigu-
ing reference to Wilson’s tears—just as Jernagin’s NRC delegation would
report in October—was rather more dramatic than the account he pub-
lished a year later. Then, he had Wilson expressing great admiration for
the wartime efforts of African Americans and promising that “full citizen-
ship rights” would be their reward.128) Robinson was further alleged to have
urged his Alabama audience to ¤ght well in France and then “take the ri®es
with which you have whipped the Germans and blow hell out of the preju-
dice of the South.” How much of this was exaggeration on the part of the
witness is impossible to tell, but it was suf¤ciently provocative to help con-
vince certain BI of¤cials that the NAACP should no longer be allowed to
operate in the South.129

At about the same time, the Birmingham APL found a disturbing circu-
lar which originated in Montgomery. It was addressed to “Slackers and Trai-
tors, Spreaders of German Propaganda, Fighters against World Wide De-
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mocracy” and purported to be from the Royal Demon of the Mysterious
Order of Dragons, “organized to create a love of Country, Race and Fair
Play”—apparently a secret black fraternal order. The circular contained a
passionate declaration of the loyalty of African Americans to their country
and a demand that white southerners repay this loyalty with “Fair Play, Jus-
tice in the Courts—A Place among Men.” White residents of Montgomery
were asked to give blacks the same chance as any other ethnic group, and
instances of generous contributions by southern blacks to the Liberty
Loans were cited. (The same ¤gures had also appeared in the July Crisis.)
Despite the overall patriotic tone of this lea®et, this kind of insistence on
rights by blacks was guaranteed to arouse the white population, especially
when voiced by an anonymous and possibly vengeful-sounding sect.130 The
Birmingham APL alerted its division chief in Atlanta, who passed on the
report to the Atlanta BI of¤ce, which in turn informed Washington. On
October 22, the BI in Birmingham sent a black undercover agent, W. L.
Hawkins, to investigate the Montgomery lea®ets. Hawkins spent over a week
in Montgomery, interrupted by an outbreak of Spanish in®uenza, attempt-
ing to ¤nd out who had printed and distributed the lea®ets. Posing as “a
man who believed in doing all I could for the uplifting of my race,” he
acquainted himself with local NAACP of¤cials and concluded that they
were probably responsible for the lea®ets.131

Meanwhile, the BI’s Montgomery agent, J. S. Edson, was instructed by
Washington to investigate the Rev. J. G. Robinson. Edson suspected a con-
nection between the tone of Robinson’s speech and the “Dragons” lea®et,
which he reckoned had been printed by the local black paper, the Emanci-
pator. Robinson had left the area, however, and the investigation was ham-
pered by a complete lack of cooperation between the Montgomery APL
and the Montgomery BI, and between the latter and the Birmingham BI.
The “Dragons” lea®et had “created some alarm” in Montgomery and led to
a conference of city of¤cials, the local APL, and the state council of de-
fense, after which the Montgomery APL chief refused to tell Edson any-
thing, although the APL operated nationally under the auspices of the De-
partment of Justice. Edson then met Hawkins, the black in¤ltrator from the
Birmingham BI of¤ce, who refused to give any information because he “was
under instructions to talk to no white man, except Mr. Fred Gormley of the
Council of Defense.” Edson traveled to Birmingham to see the BI’s special-
agent-in-charge, but got no further information from him. Further con-
fused by a letter from military intelligence stating that it was “not expedient
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to deal formally with Robinson for ®agrantly misquoting the President,”
Edson wrote to Bielaski asking “upon what theory, if any, the Government
is interested.” He received a reply after the Armistice, when the national
directors of the APL in Washington forwarded their Atlanta ¤le on Robin-
son and the NAACP to the Justice Department. Pike explained to Edson
that the BI had “been making an investigation with a view to learning
whether or not any enemy interests were behind this negro propaganda.”132

Pike made one last effort in November 1918 to get Alfred Bettman to
take action against the NAACP. Under Bielaski’s signature, he forwarded
to Bettman the material on Robinson and the NAACP in the South and
added a report by the Atlanta APL on local NAACP recruitment in August
1918. On the advice of the local U.S. attorney, the APL was looking out for
“anything that may be circulating among the negroes of a harmful nature,”
and submitted, as examples of its vigilance, two advertisements for the
weekly Atlanta NAACP meetings. Pike ignored a much more speci¤c report
by an Atlanta BI agent, who had an NAACP meeting covered by a black
undercover agent and concluded that there was no attempt to spread ill
feeling between the races and that the NAACP was not engaged in any
German propaganda.133 Pike reminded Bettman that his decision not to
prosecute the Crisis had been contingent upon the NAACP keeping its
promise to the Justice Department “to eliminate all objectionable literature
and endeavour to con¤ne its activities to legitimate work among the ne-
groes.” As far as Pike was concerned, and his view probably re®ected that
of the majority of BI agents and other of¤cials in the South: agitation in
wartime to eradicate lynching and dismantle barriers to black advancement
did not qualify as “legitimate work among the negroes.” The NAACP re-
cruitment lea®ets, urging blacks to ¤ght for their rights, and the “Mysteri-
ous Order of Dragons” lea®et were, Pike asserted, “of a very doubtful char-
acter for circulation at this time, especially in the South.”134 Bettman,
perhaps hopeful that with the end of the war in Europe the matter would
be forgotten, did not hurry to reply. When he did, in January 1919, he
¤rmly quashed any suggestion that the NAACP should be prosecuted for
anything said or done during the war. Regarding the material Pike had
sent, he declared himself “very thoroughly of the opinion that there is noth-
ing therein contained which warrants any further action by this Depart-
ment.” It related “exclusively to the domestic treatment of the negro” and,
in its frequent urgings of loyalty to the U.S., it seemed to Bettman “to tend
to encourage rather than discourage military service of negroes.”135
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As a proportion of the black press in the United States, the range of
journals which attracted the unfriendly attention of the government’s in-
vestigative agencies during the war was limited, but it included some of
the most forward-looking and widely read newspapers and magazines—
publications which forcefully denounced all racial discrimination and which
after the war were to herald the emergence of the “New Negro.” Their edi-
tors put the concerns of their own race ¤rst, refused to behave subserviently
toward whites, and advocated responding to racial violence with equal fe-
rocity. The simmering anger which the investigation of the black press and
organizations such as the NERL revealed evidently came as a surprise to
most of the government of¤cials involved and helped to convince them that
the black population as a whole was becoming increasingly volatile and mili-
tant in thought and, imminently perhaps, in deed. This was a distorted view,
for journals like the Crisis and the Messenger attempted to be leaders of black
opinion, rather than mere re®ections of it. Nevertheless, they undoubtedly
represented an increasingly politically conscious black community.

Perusal of the black press tended to arouse in the white of¤cials who
undertook it, many of whom plainly regarded demands for equality with
considerable personal distaste, a belief that such protest should be swiftly
quelled—by open persuasion and subtle threats, if possible; otherwise, by
federal prosecution. During the war, most government of¤cials equated
true patriotism—“100% Americanism”—with completely uncritical sup-
port for the administration. Justice and War Department of¤cials reacted
with irritation, tinged with considerable racial prejudice, to suggestions
that the United States ought to put its own house in order before attempt-
ing to secure democracy abroad by force. Even more galling to federal
of¤cers was that, by coupling discussions of the contribution of blacks to
the war effort to demands for equality and by advising readers that Ameri-
can entry into the war could turn out to be to their advantage, some jour-
nals seemed to be implying that black support for the war was conditional
and should be withdrawn if these demands were not met. At best, this was
regarded as impertinent and sel¤sh; at worst, it was seen as tangible evi-
dence that German efforts to undermine black loyalty had succeeded.

The more rational and less alarmist views of Alfred Bettman were shared
by only a minority of of¤cials, but they were decisive in preventing wide-
spread prosecutions that would plainly have been based on political denun-
ciation rather than evidence of actual offences against the law. Bettman
and many others who had come to Washington in wartime returned to their
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previous occupations within a few months of the Armistice, leaving behind
bureaucrats who were still convinced that the loyalty of African Americans
could not be taken for granted and that they were especially susceptible to
the approaches of subversive alien agitators. Just as black civil rights agita-
tion during the war was frequently attributed to German intrigue, so the
same analysis, which presumed that black people were gullible and that
lynching, disfranchisement, and segregation were not appalling enough to
explain the level of protest, led the government’s investigators in 1919 to
attribute renewed demands for equal rights to the malign in®uence of the
new alien threat—Bolshevism.
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Five

W. E. B. Du Bois, Joel
Spingarn, and Military Intelligence

In the summer of 1918, NAACP chairman Joel Spingarn, now a major in
the U.S. Army, seized the opportunity of an unexpected posting to the MIB
to put forward a “constructive programme” to transform the work of mili-
tary intelligence on racial issues. In so doing, he was attempting to exploit
the peculiar circumstances of the national emergency and the expansion
of federal powers during World War I. One of his central aims was the
passage of a bill to make lynching in wartime a federal offense, while his
other, more modest, initiatives were designed to lessen discrimination and
raise black morale generally. The of¤cial reaction to the arguments he ad-
vanced in support of his ideas sheds light on the reluctance of Woodrow
Wilson’s Democratic administration to develop a policy on race relations.
It also suggests some of the problems and hazards facing a would-be re-
former working from within, since the two unintended outcomes of Spin-
garn’s efforts were the consolidation of the MIB’s view of African Ameri-
cans as a potentially disloyal group and the precipitation of an ideological
crisis within the equal rights movement in general and the NAACP in par-
ticular. During his eleven-week spell in the MIB, Spingarn displayed char-
acteristic resourcefulness and imagination in promoting fundamental re-
forms within a conservative and hostile bureaucracy, but his efforts were
ultimately counterproductive.

Although racial equality was not a primary concern of the Progressive
movement, the leaders of the NAACP during World War I included many
in®uential and energetic reformers of the kind Nancy Weiss has called “so-
cial justice progressives.”1 Joel Spingarn was, perhaps, the most committed
and radical of these “New Abolitionists.” The independently wealthy son of
a Viennese Jewish immigrant, Spingarn had achieved scholarly recognition
after 1899 as the brightest member of the department of comparative lit-
erature at Columbia University. In 1911, however, when he opposed in-
fringements of academic freedom, he was ¤red by university president
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Nicholas Murray Butler. Spingarn nevertheless continued to publish literary
criticism, poetry, and botanical tracts. He became the ¤rst chairman of the
New York branch of the NAACP in 1911 and was elected national chairman
in 1914. Until his death in 1939, he served the association as chairman,
treasurer, and, ¤nally, president. In politics, he was a Rooseveltian Progres-
sive and a known critic of the Wilson administration, particularly when it
extended the segregation of black and white federal employees.2

Of all the NAACP’s senior white of¤cials, Spingarn was probably the
most sympathetic to W. E. B. Du Bois’s radical opposition to Tuskegee, and
he shared Du Bois’s determination to make the Crisis a magazine of na-
tional importance. Although Spingarn was the younger man, his relation-
ship with Du Bois at times resembled that of an avuncular professor and a
gifted, but wayward, junior colleague. In 1914 he told Du Bois, “You have
an extraordinary unwillingness to acknowledge that you have made a mis-
take, and if accused of one, your mind will ¤nd or even invent reasons and
quibbles of any kind to prove that you were never mistaken.” This reproach
was intended to be collegial, but Du Bois would not have taken it from any
other NAACP director. In December 1916 and January 1917, Spingarn gave
Du Bois generous ¤nancial help to pay for urgent kidney operations. Thus,
although each man respected the other’s intellect and opinions and their
personal rapport transcended race, Spingarn’s in®uence on Du Bois was
probably considerable. In his ¤rst autobiography, soon after Spingarn’s
death, Du Bois wrote, “I do not think that any other white man ever touched
me emotionally so closely as Joel Spingarn.”3

During the ¤rst few months of 1918, when black radicalism continued
to cause concern to domestic intelligence, particularly as equal rights pro-
test in the black press grew louder, the army general staff showed every sign
of sharing the view that black protest was disloyal. However, it also recog-
nized that a rapid deterioration of race relations could harm civilian and
military morale and that special measures to avoid deterioration might be
needed. The “Counter-Espionage Situation Summary” for the week ending
May 18, compiled by the MIB for the War Department, claimed that Ger-
man agents were actively subverting black loyalty and warned that “every
lynching, or other unlawful act against the negroes, tends to assist their
labors.”4 Three days later, Spingarn was posted to MI-4, the counterespio-
nage division of the MIB, and given responsibilities covering Bolshevism,
the Industrial Workers of the World, and, in particular, “negative intelli-
gence work in matters concerning negro subversion.”5 The General Staff
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were thus entrusting the task of counteracting the erosion of black loyalty
to a well-connected white liberal, with views on race that appealed to Afri-
can Americans but were anathema to the great majority of white Americans
in both the North and South.

At ¤rst glance, Joel Spingarn’s recruitment into the MIB looks like an
aberration, but it was not untypical of Van Deman’s methods of expanding
his organization and enhancing its expertise. Under the competitive bu-
reau system still operating in the War Department, Van Deman was free to
poach newly commissioned army of¤cers to serve as his specialists on key
subjects whenever necessary, and after 1917 most intelligence of¤cers were
selected for their familiarity with a particular area of work, rather than for
their general competence. In March 1918, when the new chief of staff, Gen.
Peyton C. March, returned from the front, he began a thorough shake-up
of the army’s bureaucracy in which the MIB was expanded and reorga-
nized, so that more specialized intelligence subsections could be created.6

March endorsed Van Deman’s policy of recruiting of¤cers with a wide
range of civilian experience into the MIB. He later wrote that

before the war was over its roster resembled a Who’s Who of writers. This
brilliant collection of educated men and women thus did their bit in the
war, in capacities where their brains could be used, instead of being
square pegs in round holes, in camp or ¤eld, performing duties which
could be done better by some husky son of the soil.7

When the decision was taken to strengthen the surveillance and counter-
action of “Negro Subversion,” Van Deman was alerted to Spingarn’s avail-
ability, possibly by Emmett Scott, who had been asked by Du Bois to ¤nd
the NAACP chairman a staff posting in Washington after severe ulcers pre-
vented him from sailing with his regiment to France.8 Spingarn seemed to
¤t the bill as an unusually well educated of¤cer and a competent adminis-
trator, with a keen interest in a key subject, and one who had already given
thoughtful advice on black wartime opinion to the MIB via Herbert Parsons
in August 1917.

Spingarn accepted the MIB post, believing that he had been given a
great opportunity to change government policy and in®uence black opin-
ion. He had regarded the creation of the black of¤cers’ training camp in
1917 as a major victory, and it may have encouraged him to believe that
with suf¤cient pressure the government might bend in other areas. He had
already witnessed deliberate efforts by the government to overcome black
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alienation through the appointment of black professionals, such as Emmett
Scott by the War Department and the economist George E. Haynes by the
Department of Labor, and the taking of black leaders into the con¤dence
of the government, as in the cases of Robert Russa Moton and, for a time,
W. E. B. Du Bois. Spingarn’s own presence in Washington, in an agency
which enjoyed direct access to the secretary of war, seemed to offer further
tantalizing possibilities. Although he saw bolstering black loyalty and damp-
ening equal rights protest in wartime as his chief responsibilities, he also
hoped that liberal analyses of racial problems would encourage the govern-
ment to respond sympathetically to black aspirations.

On his arrival at the MIB, Spingarn initiated the drafting of a bill to
make lynching in wartime a federal offense. He then read existing reports
on the question of race, before submitting a wide-ranging plan to deal with
“Negro Subversion” to the new director of the MIB, Col. Marlborough
Churchill, a career artillery of¤cer who succeeded Van Deman when the
latter was posted to France after falling out with Peyton C. March. Some of
Spingarn’s suggestions clearly derived from the earlier analyses of Maj.
Walter H. Loving, particularly the idea of a nationwide counterintelligence
network within the black population. Citing the expressions of anxiety
among African Americans recorded by Loving about the treatment of sol-
diers, Spingarn called on the War Department to give assurances that black
men would be dealt with fairly in France and that more black of¤cers would
be trained. He suggested the formation of an “Advisory Committee to the
Chief of Staff,” composed solely of black representatives, to develop effec-
tive methods for countering enemy propaganda. He also called for greater
efforts to discourage “vicious anti-negro utterances in [the] white press”
and made plans for a conference of black newspaper editors in Washington
to rekindle their patriotism. Above all, he stressed the need for President
Wilson to declare “that during the war lynching will be regarded as dis-
loyal, and aiding the enemy, since it causes disaffection among 12,000,000
people.”9 This dual approach of propaganda initiatives aimed at blacks and
federal action to address their grievances had military relevance, Spingarn
claimed, since it would guarantee black participation in the war. However,
in linking a “war for democracy” fought in France to the extension of de-
mocracy at home, Spingarn was trying to further the aims of the NAACP
as much as the war effort. He was one of the few pro-war progressives who
referred speci¤cally to the racial dimension when arguing that intervention
in Europe would produce reform in American life. Blacks would earn fairer
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treatment, he believed, through sel®ess demonstrations of loyal citizenship
in wartime. Spingarn was sincere, but his ideas and methods as a military
intelligence of¤cer were hastily improvised, unfocused, and overambitious,
and his task was made harder by con¤dential reports, already sitting in the
¤les of the MIB and other federal surveillance agencies, that questioned
the loyalty of the NAACP.

In an attempt to counteract these reports and to protect himself, Spin-
garn made a show of demanding assurances from the NAACP that it rec-
ognized its patriotic duty. Over the signature of the MIB director, he
warned the NAACP’s legal adviser, Charles H. Studin, that the Crisis had
laid itself open to criticism. Studin was told that the government would deal
fairly with grievances, but could “not tolerate carping and bitter utterances
likely to foment disaffection and destroy the morale of our people for the
winning of the war.” He was advised to “make a special effort to eliminate
all matter that may render the paper liable to suppression in the future.”
Studin promised that “no pains” would be spared “to make all future issues
of this magazine comply with the wishes of the Government both in letter
and spirit.” The staff of the Crisis and its management committee, he wrote,
were “loyal to the last degree” and “their paramount purpose” was to sup-
port the war effort. Indeed, because of the national recognition achieved
by the NAACP and the in®uence of its journal, Studin suggested, the asso-
ciation could “render certain services better than other agencies.” This was
not simply abject groveling; Spingarn was using Studin to sanitize the
NAACP. Perhaps unwittingly, Studin also made Spingarn’s plans in the MIB
more plausible by hinting that NAACP personnel could act as intermediar-
ies between black Americans and the administration.10

Spingarn was well aware that the kind of expression routinely identi-
¤ed by MIB of¤cers as “Negro Subversion” was no more than outspoken
agitation against discrimination that had nothing to do with disloyalty or
pro-Germanism. Nevertheless, he was prepared to exploit the myth of a po-
tential black uprising—a real possibility in the minds of most military in-
telligence of¤cers and Justice Department agents and of some congressmen
—in order to convey the urgency of measures that he claimed would gain
the con¤dence of blacks and secure their support for the government.

Spingarn faced three main obstacles. The ¤rst was the reluctance of the
Wilson administration to begin substantial intervention on behalf of the
black population, which Secretary of War Newton D. Baker had made plain
to Du Bois and Emmett Scott in the fall of 1917 in his reference to there
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being “no intention on the part of the War Department to undertake at
this time to settle the so-called race question.”11 Second, as episodes such
as the 1913–14 debates on the Smith-Lever agricultural extension bill had
shown, conservative and southern opinion in Congress was hostile to mea-
sures speci¤cally designed to assist blacks.12 Clearly, any scheme requiring
legislation was going to encounter opposition. Third, Spingarn had to over-
come the skepticism of his fellow of¤cers, few of whom shared his view of
the war as an opportunity to reform backward aspects of American society,
and least of all race relations. Moreover, some of¤cers were plainly hostile
to the NAACP; one described the Crisis as having “much literature in it
which would in®ame and stimulate race feeling; it might even be considered
a form of German propaganda.”13 Thus Spingarn was never able to present
his ideas as the considered and united opinion of military intelligence, and
he was vulnerable when his plans began to falter. Spingarn’s credentials in
the MIB rested on his close connection with the NAACP, yet that connec-
tion was to cause his eventual failure. While the NAACP chairmanship gave
him nationwide contacts and access to current research, it also allowed his
fellow of¤cers to point to the irregularity of a man holding senior positions
in both military intelligence and a civilian protest organization.

Spingarn had suggested to Parsons in 1917 that the welfare of black
troops be assigned to a special agency, staffed by black of¤cers and a few
whites “in whom colored people have implicit con¤dence.”14 He now resur-
rected this idea and broadened it so as to address the question of racial
discrimination throughout American society. Early in June 1918, he se-
cured approval for the formation of a subsection of MI-4 to do special work
on “Negro subversion.” He found himself a separate of¤ce in the busi-
ness area of Washington and began identifying eligible black army of¤c-
ers to staff the projected Negro Subversion subsection. He was assisted by
Lt. T. Montgomery Gregory, a Howard University instructor who gained a
commission after playing a leading role in the ¤ght to establish the training
camp at Fort Des Moines. As Spingarn’s “constructive programme” gath-
ered pace, any aspect of racial discrimination and prejudice that could be
construed as having a bearing on the war, however remote, began to feature
in his reports and recommendations.15

The “Negro Subversion” subsection maintained direct contact with the
secretary of war’s of¤ce through Emmett Scott, who suggested several proj-
ects for Spingarn to undertake. Plans were made to hold an interracial
conference at East St. Louis, to head off a predicted recurrence of rioting
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due to continuing northward migration of black labor. Spingarn and Scott
also attempted to prevent the showing of D. W. Grif¤th’s ¤lm The Birth of
a Nation because, they argued, its portrayal of black men as thieves and
rapists during Reconstruction was likely to provoke violence and impede
the war effort. The Charleston, S.C., intelligence of¤cer was ordered to
determine why the distribution of various black newspapers, including the
Chicago Defender, had been interfered with in Georgia, while the San An-
tonio, Tex., of¤cer was sent to warn the editors of K . Lamity’s Harpoon that
their articles attacking the conscription of black troops laid them open to
prosecution under the Espionage Act.16

In order to allay growing fears at home about the conditions experi-
enced by black soldiers in France, Spingarn persuaded the General Staff to
cable Pershing in mid-June to ask for a “clear, speci¤c and emphatic” re-
buttal of rumors, apparently circulated by German agents, alleging that
black troops were being put on the front lines to minimize white casualties
and left to die when wounded. In a detailed reply, Pershing showed that so
far just twenty-¤ve black soldiers had died, and only two others had serious
wounds. Black regiments, he reported, were in high spirits and were “espe-
cially amused at the most dangerous positions and . . . desirous of having
more active service.” Spingarn turned this into a rousing press release,
headed “Pershing Nails a Lie.”17

The contradictions inherent in Spingarn’s position—a bold civil rights
activist in the most reactionary agency of an anti-radical administration—
were re®ected in his views on political expression by blacks. Spingarn knew
how real their grievances were, but he had misgivings about their being
aired during the war and believed an important objective of MIB work on
race should be the molding of black opinion. Hence came the elaborate
plan he conceived for convening black newspaper editors and other spokes-
men, giving them a closed forum in which to impress on government of¤-
cials the causes and extent of black dissatisfaction, and, in turn, allowing
the administration to remind the African-American leadership of its duty
to sustain morale and patriotism during the war.

The conference was modeled on the gathering of black leaders hosted
by the NAACP in Washington in May 1917. Although credit for the latest
conference was claimed by both George Creel of the Committee on Public
Information and Newton D. Baker, the idea plainly originated with Spin-
garn. Through Emmett Scott, he recommended it to Creel as something
the CPI could usefully sponsor, so that “Negro public opinion should be
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led along helpful lines rather than along lines that make for discontentment
and unrest.” Creel had recently been stung by the charge of the National
Committee of Patriotic Societies that he was not doing enough to combat
growing German in®uence among blacks in the South, so he welcomed
Spingarn’s proposal and offered to pay the traveling costs involved. Creel
then tried to get Woodrow Wilson involved, telling the president how eager
he was to bring black spokesmen and editors to the White House “for one
of your informal talks.” He reminded Wilson that the black population had
been “torn by rumor and ugly whisperings ever since we entered the war.”
Their representatives at the conference would be “all loyal and enthusias-
tic,” and meeting the president was, he thought, “just the inspiration they
need.” Wilson replied that it “probably would do no good. . . . I have re-
ceived several delegations of negroes and am under the impression that
they have gone away dissatis¤ed.” He made his standard evasion concerning
his silence on lynching—that he had “never had an opportunity to actually
do what I promised them I would seek an opportunity to do”—and asked
Creel to carry on without him.18

The man who more than anyone had given Wilson cause to be wary of
black delegations was William Monroe Trotter. The editor of the Boston
Guardian had been a persistent thorn in the side of Booker T. Washington
and had engaged Wilson in a well-publicized squabble in the Oval Of¤ce
in 1914.19 Trotter’s National Liberty Congress, jointly organized by the
NERL and Hubert Harrison’s Liberty League, was due to begin in Wash-
ington just a few days after the CPI gathering. Spingarn got the Boston MIB
of¤cer to ask the NERL to delay its congress “for four or ¤ve months [be-
cause] . . . agitation likely to cause trouble at this time must be discour-
aged.” When the of¤cer ill-advisedly showed him Spingarn’s letter, Trotter
insisted his aims were basically no different from Spingarn’s and that it
was too late to postpone the NERL gathering. He noted that “Major Spin-
garn is connected with a white organization for the bene¤t of the colored
people,” whereas the NERL was “distinctly a colored man’s movement.”
The Boston ¤eld of¤cer reckoned that Trotter wanted “to be a savior of his
own race rather than be under obligation to white men,” hence his “childish
egotism and desire to get into the limelight.” Trotter had indicated that he
might attend the ¤nal day of the CPI conference, in which case, the of¤cer
suggested, “some man of very high position in the government” could take
him aside and convince him of the need to delay his convention.20 In the
event, Trotter’s knowledge that Spingarn of the NAACP was behind an
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attempt to silence him ensured that he would persevere with his original
plans, and gave him ready ammunition and grounds for suspicion concern-
ing later controversies.

The CPI editors’ conference consisted of three four-hour sessions in the
Department of the Interior building on June 19–21, 1918. Trotter did not
show up, but out of the forty-seven men invited, only two others were miss-
ing. The great majority of the participants were newspaper and magazine
editors, representing thirty-one publications from cities across the nation,
with the exception of the west coast. The rest included churchmen, educa-
tors, and holders of public of¤ce.21 Women and labor were absent and the
South was underrepresented, but Spingarn and Scott had succeeded in con-
vening most of the prominent ¤gures of black America in a forum that cut
across political and professional barriers. It was a rare ecumenical oppor-
tunity for key individuals normally divided on many issues. In the work-
ing sessions, a variety of perspectives were aired and open discrimination
was more strongly attacked by some than by others, but the government-
imposed agenda produced a general consensus in which black American
support for the war was af¤rmed. Scott set the tone when he opened the
proceedings with a reminder of why they had been brought together: “This
is not the time to discuss race problems. Our ¤rst duty is to ¤ght, and to
continue to ¤ght until the war is won. Then we can adjust the problems
that remain in the life of the colored men. This is the doctrine we are
teaching to the Negroes of the country.”22

The black leaders were addressed by Newton D. Baker, George Creel,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and representatives of the Shipping Board and the
Food Administration. Spingarn, who stayed in the background as much as
possible, arranged for his younger brother, Arthur, a captain in the Medical
Corps, to deliver a message from the surgeon general, asking the editors to
alert soldiers and draft registrants to the dangers of venereal disease. Three
senior French army of¤cers described the contribution of African colonial
troops to the French war effort. According to Joel Spingarn, they made “a
deep impression on the conference, and perhaps no other incident created
so much enthusiasm.” Between of¤cial speeches, he allowed general de-
bates to take place “so as to permit each man to ‘let off steam’ as much as
he desired, and to guide the discussion in the right direction.”23

The conference produced two documents, an “Address to the Commit-
tee on Public Information” and a “Bill of Particulars.” The former, for Creel
to give to the president, was signed by all who attended but was primarily
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the work of W. E. B. Du Bois and re®ected his own views. It stated an “un-
alterable belief” that Germany’s defeat was “of paramount importance to
the welfare of the world in general” and of black people in particular. The
signatories promised, “as students and guides of public opinion among our
people,” to do their utmost to keep blacks “at the highest pitch, not simply
of passive loyalty, but of active, enthusiastic and self-sacri¤cing participation
in the war.” They were grateful for all indications that their citizenship was
valued, such as the service of black of¤cers in France, but there were signs
at home that “justi¤able grievances” were producing,

not disloyalty, but an amount of unrest and bitterness which even the best
efforts of [Negro] leaders may not be able to always guide unless they
have the active and sympathetic cooperation of the National and State
governments. German propaganda among us is powerless, but the appar-
ent indifference of our own government may be dangerous.24

Prompt government action was sought in three areas to raise black mo-
rale. Foremost was racial violence. The fact that seventy-one lynchings had
taken place since the United States declared war, without the conviction
for murder of a single mob member, was “indescribably depressing.” The
situation required “a strong clear word on lynching from the President of
the United States” and federal legislation to stamp it out. Second, the suc-
cessive refusals of the Red Cross to accept black nurses, the civil service to
hire black stenographers, and the navy to recruit black sailors were con-
demned. Finally, the conference raised the question of segregation on the
railroads. Under the wartime Railroad Administration, Jim Crow seemed
to have federal sanction, so that blacks felt “with special keenness the in-
justice of ¤rst-class fares and third-class accommodation and frequent other
embarrassing discriminations.” The spokesmen stressed that they were “not
seeking to hold-up a striving country and a distracted world by pushing
irrelevant personal grievances as a price for loyalty.” The black American
was “willing to do his full share in helping to win the war for democracy,”
but he expected “his full share of the fruits thereof.” All he wanted was
“that minimum of consideration which will enable him to be an ef¤cient
¤ghter for victory.”25 The “Bill of Particulars,” echoing Woodrow Wilson’s
Fourteen Points, speci¤ed fourteen required reforms and was circulated
among the heads of various government departments and bureaus.26

Joel Spingarn reported to the MIB that the conference “conformed
throughout” to the organizers’ intentions. “Heated argument was not infre-
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quent,” he admitted, “but on the whole the tone of the discussion was sober
and statesmanlike.” The editors “were pleased at having been taken into
the con¤dence of the Government and asked for advice and cooperation.”
Nearly all of their grievances could be removed “without any fundamental
social readjustments,” he argued, and it was “the part of military statesman-
ship to remedy as many as possible of them at this time.”27 He drafted a
more sober account for Churchill to submit to the General Staff, conceding
that the proceedings seemed to “con¤rm the existence of widespread un-
rest among the colored people.” German agents may have been responsible
“in isolated cases, but the real causes [were] more fundamental.” Since the
United States had entered the war in Europe, Spingarn explained, “a reac-
tion against Dr. Washington’s more conciliatory attitude has set in and been
diffused throughout the colored world. This would have taken place even
if we had not declared war on Germany; it is due to consciousness of their
inferior status on the part of large masses of negroes, for the ¤rst time in
American history.” Granting the black leaders’ demands, he concluded,
“would stimulate negro morale to an extraordinary degree,” whereas re-
fusal would leave them unable to deliver black support for the war. Both
Peyton C. March and Newton D. Baker noted this report.28

George Creel’s analysis of the conference was less thoughtful, but overall
he was satis¤ed, assuring Wilson that “after the ¤rst day of ugly feeling”
(when Creel had spoken), the event produced “all that we could have
wished for in the way of support and understanding.”29 Soon afterward, he
hired one of the participating journalists, Ralph W. Tyler of the Cleveland
Advocate, the secretary-founder of the National Colored Soldiers Comfort
Committee, to work for the CPI in France as the only of¤cial black war
correspondent. Tyler’s longstanding Tuskegee connections made him the
natural choice.30

Spingarn’s prediction that the conference would have a dramatic ef-
fect on black opinion proved overoptimistic, although its coverage in the
black press was mostly favorable. The editors of the papers that had been
represented obediently based their reports on Emmett Scott’s press re-
lease. “Dignity and unity were the predominating features” of the “epoch-
making” conference, according to the Washington Bee, while the Baltimore
Afro-American applauded Scott’s “admirably-tempered addresses.” Accord-
ing to the MIB of¤cer at St. Louis, the event “had a salutary effect” on St.
Louis Argus editor John E. Mitchell, who had earlier been warned by mili-
tary intelligence to tone down his crusading editorials. Mitchell declared
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that the black leaders called to Washington “to deliberate on the destiny
of a race and the welfare of a nation” had “been signally honored by the
nation of which they and their people were a part.” The Argus stated that
the black press now had a dual role to play in wartime, “keeping morale
high, as well as ¤ghting for justice.”31

An entirely different perspective on the conference was given by William
Monroe Trotter when his National Liberty Congress met a few days later.
He told the delegates, “Quite a number of people tried to stop this congress
from convening in Washington, but we could not be stopped by a Jew, nor
by a Jim Crow Negro”—meaning Spingarn and Scott. Another speaker, also
from Boston, said, “We do not want a Jew to represent our race, we have
competent colored men for our leaders,” and accused Scott (“this self-styled
leader”) of luring “a number of colored editors to come to Washington to
be wined and dined at the Government’s expense for the sole purpose of
muzzling them.”32

Despite such lingering suspicion and dissent among black radical activ-
ists, the editors’ conference provided Spingarn with the foundation for his
two most ambitious projects, the virtually single-handed attempt to secure
the passage of a federal anti-lynching law and the recruitment of W. E. B.
Du Bois to help run a special subsection of military intelligence devoted to
racial matters.

Of all his ideas as an intelligence of¤cer, the anti-lynching law was the
one that owed most to the existing policy of the NAACP. It also had a
certain amount of support already on Capitol Hill. Two bills for the exten-
sion of federal jurisdiction to cases of mob violence had been introduced
in 1918, by Rep. Leonidas C. Dyer (R-Mo.) and Rep. Merrill Moores (R-
Ind.). However, both bills, and especially Dyer’s, several versions of which
were reintroduced on subsequent occasions, had drawn conservative and
southern objections that they threatened to infringe states’ rights and were
unconstitutional.33 A further southern complaint, repeated throughout the
interwar period whenever anti-lynching bills were debated, was that such
legislation would remove the only effective deterrent against rape by black
men, in spite of the reality that fewer than one-¤fth of lynch-mob victims
were accused of rape, let alone demonstrably guilty.34 Some of the congres-
sional reservations were shared by the administration. Even after the par-
ticularly barbaric lynching of Jim McIllheron, tortured and burned to death
at Estill Springs, Tenn. (on Lincoln’s birthday, and only two days after the
lynching of another black man in the same town), the Justice Department’s
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response to the protests of the NAACP had been that Supreme Court de-
cisions left the government with “absolutely no jurisdiction.” Moreover, the
attorney general argued, lynchings were not “connected with the war in
such a way as to justify the action of the Federal Government under the
war power.” Equally discouraging, from Spingarn’s point of view, was the
War Department’s decision in August 1917 that the lynching of William
Page, a drafted black man, at Lilian, Va., was a crime against that state, and
not against the federal government.35 Spingarn nevertheless promoted his
bill as an emergency wartime measure to eradicate behavior that was de-
stroying black loyalty and playing into the hands of German propagandists.

The idea that the war made federal legislation to suppress lynching
timely was not especially new, nor was it peculiar to Spingarn and the
NAACP, having already been called for by religious organizations, congress-
men, and the liberal press. In February 1918 the New England Baptist Mis-
sionary Convention’s Committee on the State of the Country had resolved,
“It is the merest folly to wait until the war is over to ask for a real place in
a real democracy. If the President can give his in®uence on the side of
woman suffrage as a war measure, it is but fair for us to ask the same for
racial justice in the South as a war measure.” Three weeks prior to Spin-
garn’s transfer to the MIB, Leonidas Dyer had asked the House to consider
the contrast between the U.S. government’s eagerness to crush tyranny
abroad and its refusal to act against lynch mobs at home.36 And in the ¤rst
week of June, the New York weekly, Outlook, had commented,

Lynching is recognized by an increasing number of people as a danger
to National safety and to success in the war. It is treason to the country
to do anything which will take the heart out of [black troops] and make
them feel that they have no country. Is there anything that would be more
likely to do that than to allow Negroes at home to be murdered by mobs?37

The suggestion that the MIB had a law-making role was not new, either,
since it had an active Legislative Branch. There, Spingarn found an ally
in Capt. George Sanford Hornblower, a New York lawyer in civilian life.
Within four days of Spingarn’s arrival, Hornblower had drafted a bill to
punish lynching, “in so far as such crimes tend to prevent the success of
the United States in war.” The draft provided that participants in a riot that
resulted in the death of an employee of the United States, or a person liable
to military service, or any prisoner of the United States, or “the dependent
wife, brother, sister, father, mother, son, daughter, nephew or niece, whether
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whole or half blood, of any person in the military or naval forces of the
United States, shall be deemed guilty of a capital offense against the United
States.”38 The NAACP president, Moor¤eld Storey, one of the country’s
leading jurists—who had criticized the Dyer and Moores bills for their re-
liance on the Fourteenth Amendment, which the Supreme Court had
decided only covered “encroachment by the states” upon the rights of
citizens—thought that Hornblower’s reliance on the war powers granted to
the federal government in Article 1 of the Constitution and the new bill’s
War Department origins gave it a fair chance of enactment and ef¤cacy. He
also liked the absence of any mention of race and advised the NAACP not
to arouse southern opposition by overt lobbying.39

Without the MIB’s prior knowledge, Spingarn and Hornblower ap-
peared on June 6 before the House Committee on the Judiciary, after Dyer
invited them to a hearing on his bill. Spingarn testi¤ed that military intel-
ligence was interested because it had gathered “evidence of a great deal of
bitterness among the colored people as a result of lynching.” He thought
Dyer’s bill was excellent, but argued that the situation demanded a law that
was “distinctly a war measure intended to accelerate the prosecution of the
war, and nothing else.” The two of¤cers presented their own bill to the
committee. To justify such sweeping legislation, Spingarn went to some
lengths to portray the black population as demoralized and an easy target
for German propagandists. He claimed to know that spies were busy circu-
lating false rumors about the treatment of black soldiers, while Hornblower
added general remarks about “a great class . . . of ignorant persons easily
reached by a lying propaganda of secret enemy agents.”40 Spingarn stated
that this was not a sectional phenomenon—disaffection was to be found
“virtually everywhere”—but any receptiveness among African Americans
to enemy overtures was primarily caused by the unabated frequency of
lynching. He claimed there had been 212 lynchings since the United States
entered the war, more than double the known ¤gure. Consequently, “as
part of the military statesmanship of the General Staff,” anti-lynching leg-
islation was “thought necessary [as] some kind of counteroffensive.” Black
civilians and soldiers were not disloyal, but they were embittered, and yet
the white population was largely oblivious to the con®icting emotions felt
by many African Americans. They loved their country but were disgusted
by what it habitually allowed, a tension that was communicated through
word of mouth and the black press. Spingarn argued that if the federal
government would undertake to protect members of a soldier’s family from
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mobs—it protected them ¤nancially, after all, under the war-risk insurance
scheme—then the prosecution of the war would be substantially assisted.
If no such law was forthcoming, he warned, the morale of black troops and
civilians would suffer and recruitment might be hampered.41

Despite some sharp argument between Hornblower and the committee
as to the bill’s constitutionality, the members appeared to readily accept
that blacks were susceptible to enemy propaganda. They were clearly less
certain about the motives and authority of the two of¤cers before them. In
response to an assertion by Robert Y. Thomas (D-Ky.) that “a man found
guilty of rape should be lynched,” Spingarn offered statistics on the al-
leged crimes of lynch-mob victims in the standard manner of the NAACP,
prompting William L. Igoe (D-Mo.) to ask whether the bill was an inde-
pendent venture of Spingarn’s or the result of full discussion at the War
Department. Spingarn countered with a refusal to talk about the secret
internal affairs of military intelligence. When pressed, he said he had per-
mission to appear before the committee, but he was evasive as to how far
the War Department endorsed the bill.42 The truth was that he was acting
alone. The ¤rst indication that senior MIB of¤cers had of his appearance
was the published record of the committee hearing, about which he told
his wife, “It looks terrifyingly public in print, but I am hoping that my su-
periors will survive the shock.”43

At the request of the committee chairman, Hornblower prepared a brief
on the bill, stressing that it represented his own view “as a lawyer, since
questions of constitutional law are not in the purview of the Military Intel-
ligence Branch.” Referring to the congressional war powers, he argued that
his draft was as much in keeping with the Constitution as existing wartime
legislation, such as the Sedition Act, the Sabotage Act, and the War-Risk
Act, and that it made as much military sense. “In a war recognized as ulti-
mately turning upon comparative man power,” he reasoned, “the lynching
of men registered or registerable for the United States military service nec-
essarily reduces the factor of national safety.” He repeated his claim about
“secret machinations by German agents and subtle propaganda among
large groups of our population,” although he made no mention of race.44

Spingarn, meanwhile, began to seek support from prominent individuals
and civilian organizations, recognizing that the bill would need more than
its military origins to stand a chance of passing. He contacted William
Mather Lewis, executive secretary of the National Committee of Patriotic
Societies, and Bolton Smith, of the Tennessee Law and Order League, as-
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suring them that any help they could give to hasten the end of lynching
would “serve a highly patriotic purpose.”45

The hardest part, however, was trying to persuade the War Department
to approve the anti-lynching initiative. The General Staff took three weeks
to give grudging permission to Hornblower on July 12 to submit his brief
to the Judiciary Committee. On July 22, in an attempt to force the depart-
ment’s hand, Spingarn compiled a special ¤le on the bill, containing Horn-
blower’s brief, a four-thousand-word memorandum for Churchill to for-
ward to Peyton C. March, and letters for the signature of the secretary of
war calling on the Senate and House Judiciary Committees to approve the
bill “at the earliest opportunity . . . for military reasons.” He drew heavily
on the words of black spokesmen, the black press, and existing “Negro Sub-
version” reports to construct a picture of a brutally wronged people, infu-
riated by the indifference of the government to their plight, and now ripe
for disastrous incitement by enemy agents.46 Spingarn wrote that over the
past year the bitterness caused by a wave of unpunished murders had been
deepened by the East St. Louis riot and the rapid execution of thirteen of
the Houston mutineers. He cited black bishops who had told the MIB, “after
the latest lynching, that they no longer cared who won the war.” He quoted
from the correspondence between Woodrow Wilson and Robert Russa
Moton, in which the principal of Tuskegee had written, “There is more
genuine restlessness and dissatisfaction on the part of the colored people
than I have ever before known.” Moton attributed this anger to incidents
such as the recent killing of six people in Georgia, among them a pregnant
woman, and asked Wilson to do something “pretty de¤nitely to change the
attitude of these millions of black people.” This was a piece of selective
quotation by Spingarn, since the presidential action that Moton sought was
“a strong word” on lynching, not legislation.47 Further evidence came from
the Rev. D. D. Crawford, secretary of the General Missionary Baptist Con-
vention of Georgia, who had warned Emmett Scott in May 1918, “The mo-
rale and enthusiasm of our people are broken, and they are discouraged as
never before. . . . Germany is going to use these outrages, I fear, to demor-
alize our soldiers in France. . . . A disheartened people cannot give their
best.” Spingarn also cited examples of favorable southern white opinion on
the question of anti-lynching legislation.48

Spingarn pointed out that the moral principle on which American bel-
ligerency rested had raised many questions in the minds of blacks; they
were not passive, unthinking onlookers. Conscription, in particular, “made
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them alive to the larger issues of the world. They hear the phrases of
the hour, that the war is a war for freedom, for the protection of smaller
nations, a war ‘to make the world safe for Democracy,’ and apply these
to their own situation.” To illustrate, he offered the declaration of the
Amsterdam News of May 29, 1918 (the issue that the Post Of¤ce declared
non-mailable), that “Cracker Prussianism” in the South posed a more im-
mediate menace to black Americans than the Kaiser’s army. He repeated
that black opinion could no longer be divided into conservative and radical
schools. The whole race had “suddenly become conscious of its inferior
status and resentful of discrimination against it.” At the same time, its lead-
ers had “adopted a bolder and more truculent tone.” This threatened na-
tional security, because, while black people had made great strides since
slavery,

large masses still remain in comparative ignorance and poverty, to which
is added a native bent toward emotionalism and religious devotion. Ru-
mors spread with extraordinary rapidity in the colored world, and are
exaggerated and distorted with repetition. This makes enemy propa-
ganda easy to spread, while the absence of the “newspaper habit”, espe-
cially in rural districts, makes such propaganda dif¤cult to combat.49

Since his bill rested entirely on its relevance to the war effort, Spingarn
speculated in alarmist tones about the law-and-order implications of black
unrest and insisted that an anti-lynching law was a “military necessity.” Put-
ting the number of African Americans at between eleven and twelve mil-
lion, he identi¤ed, for effect, twenty-seven countries with smaller total
populations. “The cooperation of this large element of our population in
all civilian and military activities is of vital importance,” he warned the
General Staff, so that

the alienation, or worse, of eleven million people would be a serious men-
ace to the successful prosecution of the war. Leaving aside the military
problem involved in the repression of two and a half times the population
of Ireland, the dislocation of Southern agriculture and of Northern and
Southern industry would in itself be suf¤ciently severe.50

Citing alleged cases of German propaganda from MIB ¤les, Spingarn
concocted a thoroughly misleading impression of a carefully orchestrated
plot to undermine black loyalty. He classi¤ed each case according to type:
“Religious propaganda. . . . Propaganda based on German sympathy. . . .
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Propaganda based on lynching and other discriminations at home. . . .
Propaganda based on false rumors from abroad. . . . Propaganda based on
fear.” He warned that this subversion “was falling on fruitful soil,” requiring
“not only counter-propaganda, but elimination of obvious and legitimate
grievances.” Without government action to eradicate lynching, he stated,
“it will be impossible to cope with the present unrest and dissatisfaction.”51

This was utter nonsense, and Spingarn knew it. In desperation, he had gone
much further in his characterization of black alienation than in his assess-
ment following the editors’ conference. In effect, he gave the “Negro Sub-
version” scare further credibility, playing on prevalent images of the devi-
ous German agent and the insolent, yet gullible, black civilian, in the hope
that the government would respond by confronting lynching.

There can be little doubt that he was trying to rush an anti-lynching law
onto the federal statute books, so that the wartime measure could be re-
tained in some form for peacetime (as was to happen with the long-standing
objective of the temperance movement). However, as Michael Handel has
shown for the modern period, the political context in which intelligence
operations are conducted can determine the willingness of intelligence
chiefs and governments to act on the recommendations of of¤cers, however
valid.52 The same was true in World War I. The wartime anti-lynching bill
was introduced into Congress, but it was never passed, not because Spin-
garn failed to get his message through to the administration, but because
of insurmountable political and bureaucratic barriers.

Ultimately, Spingarn’s analysis did help to produce some government
action—Woodrow Wilson made a long-awaited public condemnation of
lynching, which was an outcome Spingarn welcomed, as far as it went, but,
ironically, Wilson’s statement also accelerated Spingarn’s downfall in the
MIB. Since 1912, Woodrow Wilson had been pressed to issue a public de-
nunciation of lynching by Booker T. Washington, Robert Russa Moton, the
NAACP, and many other petitioners. Although he repeatedly said he was
willing to do something once he had formed “a con¤dent judgment as to
what would be effective and in®uential,” he hesitated until the summer of
1918.53 When he did speak out, on July 26, it was in large part because Joel
Spingarn’s “constructive programme” had shown the relevance to the war
of such a statement. In addition to the anti-lynching bill, Spingarn had
provided a platform in Washington for African-American leaders in the
editors’ conference and had driven home a warning about the dangers of
ignoring black opinion. The key resolution of the editors’ conference was
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the call for federal efforts to eradicate lynching. Although the govern-
ment’s objective in holding the event was not to invite, still less to entertain,
a number of controversial demands, the resolution did add to the pressure
on Wilson to condemn mob violence and it is clear that the advice the
president received as a result of the conference was important in spurring
him to act.

Newton D. Baker was one of those who pressed the president from within
the administration. After claiming the conference had been called at his
own suggestion so that he could refute, “in a very authoritative way,” ru-
mors about the treatment of black soldiers, Baker warned Wilson that lynch-
ing was a cause of considerable animosity. He acknowledged that “of course,
no Federal legislation is likely on the subject,” but urged the president to
break his silence. Baker had read the MIB reports on “Negro Subversion,”
including Spingarn’s, and he now confessed to Wilson, “I have been much
disturbed and my anxiety is growing at the situation in this country among
the negroes.” He endorsed Moton’s suggestion that Wilson should write an
open letter to the governor of a state where a lynching had recently oc-
curred, calling for the prosecution of the offenders. He might even offer
“the voluntary and sympathetic cooperation of the Department of Justice.”
This “would operate as a deterrent and would certainly allay some feeling
among the leaders of the negro people.”54 Wilson rejected this politically
dangerous form of broadcast, but within a month he had issued his denun-
ciation, calling lynching, especially during war, “this disgraceful evil.”55 Al-
though George Creel omitted any mention of the black editors’ conference
in his memoirs, claiming that Wilson’s attack on vigilantism was prompted
solely by the lynching of a German immigrant, Robert Praeger, in Illinois
in April 1918, the president’s statement actually referred to “many lynch-
ings” in “widely separated parts of the country,” and the text responded in
several other ways to points made by black lobbyists.56 This was the ¤rst
clear condemnation of mob murders of African Americans by a senior po-
litical ¤gure since Theodore Roosevelt’s attack on the East St. Louis rioters
a year before, and black leaders were delighted. However, it made no dif-
ference to the level of racial violence in America: sixty blacks were lynched
in 1918 and seventy-six in 1919 (the highest number since 1908), and hun-
dreds more were to die in race riots across the United States before Wilson
left of¤ce.57

Spingarn’s second ambitious project as an intelligence of¤cer—the re-
cruitment of W. E. B. Du Bois to the MIB—called for a further demonstra-
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tion of audacity and cunning, for Du Bois, on the face of it, was an even
less obvious choice as an intelligence of¤cer than Spingarn himself.

It was a fateful initiative, with far-reaching consequences for Du Bois,
Spingarn, and the equal rights movement as a whole. Du Bois had been
clear all along about where the duties of black Americans lay; he supported
the war effort wholeheartedly and he wanted the fullest African American
involvement in it, but he did not intend simply to abandon protest against
discrimination. In the year prior to June 1918, he delivered some of his
most powerful denunciations of racism, such as his report on the East St.
Louis riot of July 1917, which was an indictment of the United States itself,
and a furious editorial denouncing the 24th Infantry executions in the
January 1918 issue of the Crisis:

We raise our clenched hands against the hundreds of thousands of white
murderers, rapists, and scoundrels who have oppressed, killed, ruined,
robbed and debased their black fellow men and fellow women, and yet,
today, walk scot-free unwhipped of justice, uncondemned by millions of
their white fellow citizens, and unrebuked by the president of the United
States.58

In May 1918, he virtually accused the War Department of the deliberate
ill-treatment of black troops and warned the government that “[i]nten-
tional injustice to colored soldiers is the poorest investment that the nation
can make just now.”59 As Du Bois explained to Emmett Scott in April 1918,
there were three strands to his position on the war. He believed the defeat
of Germany was “absolutely necessary for the emancipation and uplift of
the colored races,” that blacks had already “gained more than at any time
since emancipation” because of the war, and that through “strong organi-
zation and careful thought” they would continue to strengthen their hold
on these gains and extend them.60

Soon after his arrival in Washington, Spingarn began to tempt Du Bois
into applying for a commission. At a meeting between the two in Washing-
ton on June 4, 1918, Spingarn explained that his intelligence posting rep-
resented an opportunity to create a new agency generating enlightened gov-
ernment policy on racial matters, while also sustaining black enthusiasm
for the war, but he did not attempt to recruit Du Bois on this occasion.
Later that day he sent Du Bois a copy of the anti-lynching bill as an example
of the kind of thing he was hoping to achieve in the MIB.61 Knowing the
unpopularity of the Crisis among federal of¤cials, Spingarn then set out to
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make Du Bois more acceptable to the War Department, but the manner
in which Du Bois was to comply with this exercise created a massive con-
troversy.

First, however, an intervention by the Justice Department had to be
de®ected. On the day Spingarn met Du Bois in Washington, BI Chief Bruce
Bielaski had instructed his agent-in-charge in New York City to get infor-
mation on the ¤nancial support of the Crisis. Bielaski was worried by re-
ports that because the magazine was available “free of charge in large num-
bers, . . . German propagandists might be securing copies for distribution.”
When a carbon copy of this letter reached Churchill at the MIB the next
day, Spingarn visited Alfred Bettman, the attorney in the war division of
the Justice Department who had alerted Bielaski to the alleged free distri-
butions. Assured by Spingarn that the Crisis had no connection with enemy
agents and that Du Bois had “promised to change the tone” of the maga-
zine, Bettman had the investigation suspended. Du Bois’s pledge to “change
the tone” of the Crisis and make it “an organ of patriotic propaganda here-
after” must have been made at the June 4 meeting in Washington.62 On
Saturday, June 8, Du Bois was back in Washington and this time, as Spingarn
afterward told his wife,

I gave him the shock of his life by offering him a commission, but don’t
breathe a word of this to a human soul until it goes through. I think it
will, for the bait of olive drab is strong even for such a man as he. If it
does, it will mean a good deal, not only for him and his, but for the whole
country. . . . I have given him (and my own chief too) a big vision of
things to be accomplished and I like the way the vision stirs them.63

Spingarn was not exercising his authority over Du Bois as NAACP chair-
man, although he did so on other occasions; he was offering an enthusiastic
invitation to collaborate. Spingarn’s plans were still hazy, but they appealed
to Du Bois because they coincided so well with the Crisis editor’s own belief
that full black participation in the war was vital and would prompt an
of¤cial commitment to upholding civil rights. Here was a chance to show
blacks that the domestic dimension of Wilson’s ideal of international de-
mocracy genuinely applied to them. Other factors also attracted Du Bois to
the idea of an army commission. Throughout his career, he was prepared
at short notice to take up new posts, in new organizations and cities, when-
ever he felt his freedom and usefulness were being restricted. His move
from Atlanta University to the NAACP in New York in 1910 can be ex-
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plained partly in these terms, as can his return to Atlanta in 1934. In 1918,
his relations with some of the directors of the NAACP were strained and
his closest ally on the board, Joel Spingarn, was absent. Du Bois also felt
hampered by the wartime limitations on freedom of expression. In these
circumstances, he could regard a temporary move to Washington as worth-
while. Moreover, the cohort of over six hundred black of¤cers commis-
sioned at Fort Des Moines consisted largely of students and graduates of
Howard and Fisk Universities and Hampton Institute. Du Bois had already
volunteered intellectual and political guidance to the Talented Tenth, the
black elite nurtured mainly by such institutions. Now, by joining a branch
of the General Staff, he could con¤rm his leadership of the younger gen-
eration. After brief contemplation, in®uenced by his affection and respect
for Spingarn and his own urge to do something tangible for the war effort,
Du Bois agreed to seek a commission. He seized upon Spingarn’s depiction
of the Negro Subversion program as “constructive,” and this became a re-
current theme in his subsequent defense.64

Spingarn repeated to Churchill in his progress report of June 10 that
Du Bois had promised to “change the tone” of the Crisis. He also advised
the MIB director that all the material for each issue was being submitted
before publication to Studin, who would ensure that it was innocuous.65

Military intelligence began to receive letters recommending Du Bois for a
commission from prominent residents of the District of Columbia, includ-
ing Rep. Frederick W. Dallinger (R-Mass.), Du Bois’s contemporary at Har-
vard, and two friends of the NAACP, Wendell Phillips Stafford, a District
of Columbia Supreme Court judge, and Sen. Wesley L. Jones (R-Wash.). As
a result, when Du Bois returned to the capital a fortnight later for the edi-
tors’ conference, Churchill arranged a physical examination for him at the
Army Medical School. The doctors were told that Du Bois, who was ¤fty
years old, was being considered only for a desk job. He nevertheless failed
the medical tests, because of the series of operations he had undergone in
January 1917, when he lost his left kidney and “looked death in the face.”66

At this point, the medical report did not seem signi¤cant. On June 18, Spin-
garn told his wife he was “certain that I can get this waived. (If not, all
my plans will go to smash.)” He knew that he was dealing with a sensi-
tive matter, and that War Department of¤cials had to be handled care-
fully, and he obviously expected African Americans to be surprised, but
in his excitement he seems to have had no idea of just how great a contro-
versy was looming. He told his wife, “I think that everyone will be amazed
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at this news when it gets out, but you must not breathe a word about it now.”
Churchill made no mention of the medical report or any other dif¤culty
when advising the general staff the following day that formation of the
Negro Subversion subsection was proceeding steadily. On June 22, Spin-
garn assured Churchill that the Crisis editor was playing a vital role in voic-
ing and shaping the political and racial consciousness of the black popula-
tion. Not only were Du Bois’s editorials the clearest expressions of the desire
for equal rights; he was also one of the strongest black supporters of Ameri-
can involvement in the war. He could, therefore, monitor and analyze
African-American opinion and be relied upon to head off anything that
veered toward disloyalty. Spingarn sent the head of MI-4 details of Du Bois’s
career, and the latter formally applied on June 24 for a commission in mili-
tary intelligence, listing his chief interest as “race problems.”67

In the same week, the July issue of the Crisis appeared, containing an
editorial by Du Bois titled “Close Ranks”:

This is the crisis of the world. For all the long years to come men will
point to the year 1918 as the great Day of Decision, the day when the
world decided whether it would submit to military despotism and an end-
less armed peace—if peace it could be called—or whether they would put
down the menace of German militarism and inaugurate the United
States of the World.

We of the colored race have no ordinary interest in the outcome. That
which the German power represents today spells death to the aspirations
of Negroes and all darker races for equality, freedom and democracy. Let
us not hesitate. Let us, while this war lasts, forget our special grievances
and close our ranks shoulder to shoulder with our own white fellow citi-
zens and the allied nations that are ¤ghting for democracy. We make no
ordinary sacri¤ce, but we make it gladly and willingly with our eyes lifted
to the hills.68

The timing and tenor of the “Close Ranks” editorial were vital to the
decision of the War Department to offer Du Bois a commission. On June
26, a week after the editors’ conference and two days after the submission
of Du Bois’s application for a commission, but before the reaction of Crisis
readers to “Close Ranks” had begun to register, Spingarn told his wife,

The DB situation looks brighter than ever. I have won Scott over, and
effected an almost epoch-making alliance of all the factions,—if the thing
goes through. It means that twelve millions are unanimously mobilized
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in support of the country, and the sleeping volcano may not become dan-
gerous, after all.69

Spingarn was referring to the fact that a few hours earlier Newton D. Baker
had granted an interview to Emmett Scott. Briefed in advance by Spin-
garn, Scott had commented to Baker on the success of the black editors’
conference and the especially “¤ne attitude” displayed by Du Bois. He then
showed Baker “the Crisis editorial” and placed before him a letter ad-
dressed to Marlborough Churchill which, “after a few moments of conver-
sation etc., [Baker] signed without further parley.” In the letter, Baker gave
his approval to a particular “designation,” making Scott “most happy” that
Spingarn had allowed him “to put this thing through for the cause.” In
view of Scott’s satisfaction, it may be assumed that the letter conveyed the
secretary of war’s approval that Du Bois be commissioned at the rank of
captain for military intelligence work with the Negro Subversion section.
A week later, after Spingarn showed Churchill a clipping from the Crisis as
“evidence of the effect of MIB policy,” the MIB director described the
“Close Ranks” editorial as “very satisfactory.”70

Du Bois had certainly supported Woodrow Wilson’s decision to go to
war in April 1917, but during the following year he had attacked racial
injustice in the United States as caustically as ever. Thus, the conciliatory
terms he used in the July 1918 issue of the Crisis seemed to contradict the
mounting radicalism of black politics and all that Du Bois, in particular,
stood for. To the growing number of African Americans who endorsed ex-
plicit campaigns for equal rights during the war, Du Bois’s exhortation to
“forget our special grievances and close our ranks shoulder to shoulder with
our own white fellow citizens” was the language of abject submission. They
complained that Du Bois was asking them to be silent about injustice and
squander the political opportunities of war by declining to exploit the na-
tional emergency to negotiate appropriate rewards for their participation.
William H. Wilson, a Washington physician, wrote Du Bois immediately that
he was astonished by what he had just read in his copy of the Crisis: “In no
issue since our entrance in the war am I able to ¤nd so supine a surrender—
temporary though it may be—of the rights of man.”71 There was specula-
tion that Du Bois had lost his nerve in the prevailing anti-radical atmos-
phere following the warning he had received in May 1918 from the assistant
United States attorney in New York that the Crisis was being monitored for
breaches of the Espionage Act of 1917 and the forthcoming Sedition Act.72
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When the news that Du Bois was seeking a commission emerged in the
¤rst week of July, his critics believed they had found another, more disturb-
ing, explanation for “Close Ranks.” Mere disagreement with the editorial
gave way to denunciation of the author. The conjunction of application
and editorial brought down a deluge of abuse on Du Bois, damaging his
reputation as an unbending opponent of racial discrimination, almost split-
ting the NAACP, and deepening the divisions between various factions in
the increasingly vigorous black political vanguard. Du Bois stood accused
of vanity and mercenary opportunism, and he risked losing the con¤dence
of many would-be supporters, just when it seemed he might ¤ll the gap left
by Washington’s death. He continued to be highly in®uential in the inter-
war period, but the ill-feeling caused by “Close Ranks” was slow to subside,
and in the 1920s it contributed to his poor relations with other black radi-
cals, notably socialists such as A. Philip Randolph and Pan-Africanists such
as Marcus Garvey. Partly because of “Close Ranks,” Du Bois was to recall
World War I with a mixture of shame and bitterness for the next forty years.

Du Bois was more alert than Spingarn to anti-militarist sentiment among
the directors of the NAACP. In the days following Baker’s approval of his
recruitment, he attempted to sound them out, advising them that if he
joined the army he would be working with Spingarn “in a constructive at-
tempt to guide Negro public opinion by removing pressing grievances of
colored folk which hinder the prosecution of the war.” If offered a commis-
sion, he would be obliged to accept it, but only on condition that the
NAACP let him retain editorship of the Crisis, an arrangement he defended
on the grounds that his work for military intelligence should be regarded
as furthering the aims of the association. Finally, “in view of past services,”
he asked the board to supplement his captain’s pay, so that he suffered no
fall in income.73

By the date of the next NAACP board meeting, July 8, Du Bois had gath-
ered a dozen favorable replies and was quite content to have the direc-
tors discuss the matter.74 However, attendance was low and, in Du Bois’s
words, “strongly paci¤st.” The NAACP board included some of the most
vocal opponents of American belligerency and they were represented at the
meeting by Oswald Garrison Villard, a founder of the American Union
against Militarism, the social reformer Florence Kelley, and the presidents
of the Boston and Washington NAACP branches, Joseph Prince Loud
and Archibald H. Grimké. The latter took the chair. Among the absentees
were some directors who would have undoubtedly been able advocates of
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Du Bois’s acceptance of the commission, including Joel Spingarn and his
brother Arthur, Col. Charles Young, right-wing socialist William English
Walling, and Prof. George W. Cook of Howard University. As it was, Du Bois
could count on the support of only three of those present.75 Du Bois spelled
out the terms on which he proposed to combine the roles of MIB of¤cer
and Crisis editor. The board promptly rejected them, resolving instead that
the need for a full-time editor was “imperative.” For Du Bois to be distracted
by time-consuming work elsewhere would be a disservice to the 79,000 read-
ers of the journal and the 39,000 members of the association. The wording
of the resolution was left to Studin, Du Bois, and the NAACP secretary,
John R. Shillady, but as a summary of the board’s views, it told less than
half the truth. The already skeptical meeting was swayed less by its concern
for the quality of the Crisis than by the fear that Du Bois’s recruitment by
an intelligence agency of the southern-dominated Wilson administration
would “spread suspicion and discouragement.” Grimké, the only promi-
nent black person at the meeting other than Du Bois, was especially clear
on this point, expressing the “passionate belief” that such an overt switch
of allegiances would split his Washington branch. It was rapidly growing
and, because of its lobbying role, was the most important branch in the
country.76

Du Bois afterward told Joel Spingarn that even a fully attended meeting
could have accepted his proposals only after a “sharp and unsatisfactory
division,” which he wished to avoid. He thought the board’s decision was
the end of the matter and that he had been denied “a great opportunity
for service.”77 Joel Spingarn was enraged; the majority at the meeting were
“a damn lot of paci¤sts and theorists and fools,” he told his wife. “They say
that DB’s coming here is bad, and refuse to sanction it; he cannot afford a
captaincy unless they help out a little with their funds. I must resign from
the whole thing immediately if they continue in this unpatriotic attitude.”
He made good this threat in a letter to Studin, adding that he intended to
speak to Grimké.78 Mary White Ovington, the acting chairwoman of the
NAACP, traveling in the West, wrote Du Bois she was “most relieved” by the
board’s decision and suspected that he was, too, and that he must have
realized that he could have been powerless in Washington: “I believe that
the southern attitude is quite inimical to the advance of any Negro in the
higher walk of life. I think they are like a stone wall on that matter.” Du
Bois’s reply was full of equivocation and frustration: “I have decided not
to go to Washington. I may change my mind but probably not. The Board
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was pretty evenly divided but it happened to be a ‘paci¤st’ meeting. I am
meaning these days everything that I say in THE CRISIS but I am not saying
all that I would like to say.”79

Two days later, the Washington NAACP branch made it clear that the
issue was far from dead. In its “stormiest meeting ever,” the membership
justi¤ed Grimké’s fears and virtually accused Du Bois of trying to buy him-
self a commission with the “Close Ranks” editorial. Some of those who at-
tacked him most ¤ercely had attended the editors’ conference a fortnight
earlier and were now shocked to ¤nd that while drafting resolutions pledg-
ing black loyalty he was also actively seeking a post in military intelligence.
Spingarn attended the branch meeting, thereby absenting himself from one
of the regular interagency intelligence conferences, at which he had been
expected to outline the plans for his new MIB subsection. Speaking as na-
tional NAACP chairman, he tried to defend Du Bois, but found the audi-
ence equally critical of his own role in the affair. Du Bois’s determination
to retain two sources of income was condemned almost as bitterly as his
political retreat, even though he sought no increase in his total salary for
doing two jobs.80

Not all black opinion in Washington was so hostile. The Washington Bee
cautioned its readers not to pre-judge Du Bois, predicting that he would
be able to do useful work in the MIB. The Bee was also con¤dent that
the appointment would not seduce him politically, but favorable comment
of this kind was rare and short-lived. The New York News, a black weekly
with little time for the NAACP, reported the branch meeting with some
satisfaction:

Many of the speeches were radically denunciatory of Editor Du Bois’ al-
leged sel¤shness in desiring to draw salary from two positions and “trai-
tor” and “Benedict Arnold” were some of the endearing terms applied to
him because of his “Close Ranks” editorial in the last issue of the Crisis.
. . . In short it has been made plain to him that he cannot serve two mas-
ters.81

If the reaction of the board in New York left Du Bois in a defeatist mood,
the venom of the public attack on his integrity roused him to ¤ght back.
Thanking Spingarn for his support and sympathizing with him for the criti-
cism he, too, was attracting, Du Bois attempted to explain why he had
placed conditions on his acceptance of a commission. He had to consider
three things: his family’s income, his future employment prospects, and the
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effects on the NAACP and its journal if he were to leave. He realized that
“we must all expect when we essay to lead a crowd that the crowd will at
times be incredibly stupid,” but he was surprised at the strength of black
feeling. He was “all at sea and disposed to simply sit and wait” until he could
see where his duty lay. As his con¤dence returned, he suggested to his close
friend John Hope, president of Morehouse College in Atlanta, that since
editors were “muzzled” during the war, it was questionable whether he
would be any more restricted editing the Crisis as an army of¤cer than he
already was as a civilian. Less than a week after the board’s decision, he
decided that it could probably be overturned, although the extent of popu-
lar opposition still worried him. In reply, Hope asked if Du Bois was certain
that his work in military intelligence would be “constructive”; might he not
become “a secret serviceman pure and simple” and, if so, would that be an
“ef¤ciently patriotic” use of his talents?82

For several weeks, members of the NAACP and other equal rights activ-
ists gave Du Bois their advice freely, many rebuking him, others regret-
ting the loss of his editorship of the Crisis should he join the army, and
some giving him wholehearted support. From Atlanta, J. W. E. Bowen, vice-
president of Gammon Theological Seminary, a long-standing friend and
colleague of the late Booker T. Washington, took a predictable line: “Hold
your ground; don’t surrender; your principles are right; get on the inside
and you will be able to continue the struggle for right.” Washington’s suc-
cessor, Robert Russa Moton, also congratulated Du Bois on the commission
and at the same time let him know that Tuskegee still had the inside track
in Washington: “I of course knew that the matter was under consideration.”
In contrast, George C. Bradford, the white Bostonian who had sponsored
Du Bois’s research at Atlanta University, warned that in accepting the com-
mission he would be “bound by of¤cial etiquette and red tape . . . your
hands would be tied. Furthermore, you would lose your in®uence in the
community. The row in Washington illustrates that.” Possibly for party
political reasons, the black Georgian Republican regular Henry Lincoln
Johnson also advised Du Bois not to join up, and the Memphis branch of
the NAACP appealed to him to stay where he was most needed, at the helm
of the Crisis.83 Byron Gunner, a Niagara Movement veteran and co-organizer
of the NERL, who at ¤rst congratulated Du Bois on his commission, ap-
parently before reading the July Crisis, was “amazed beyond expression” by
the call to “close our ranks.” He told Du Bois that blacks should be doing
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“just the reverse,” since a war in the name of democracy was “the most
opportune time” for their complaints to be aired.84

Spingarn had hardly expected the NAACP board or the Washington
branch to be obstacles. He had already begun circulating news of Du Bois’s
enlistment in government circles, and his own credibility was at stake. His
mood changed daily. On the Sunday after the board meeting he fretted
about the dif¤culty of getting suitable assistants and wished his brother,
Arthur, could join him, but he remained optimistic: “The colored world is
boiling hot about the Spingarn–Du Bois affair. Heaven knows what the re-
sult will be, but I am mighty cheerful and feel hopeful about everything.”
By the following Tuesday, after attending the African-American commu-
nity’s Bastille Day celebrations at the Howard Theater, he had become fully
aware of his weakened and isolated position in Washington and the extent
of the furor which “Close Ranks” and the commission had stirred up. He
told his wife:

The situation still remains doubtful here, especially in regard to DB, who
I learned today has telegraphed a friend “I do not think I shall accept
the commission.” The poor fellow is frightened by the clamor of his ene-
mies, and in fact all of his people,—the ¤rst want to hurt him, and the
others are afraid that he will be muzzled. I don’t want to do anything to
hurt his leadership with his race, but I hate to let him miss the wonderful
opportunity that awaits him here.85

He was reduced to pleading with Du Bois not to abandon him: “My whole
constructive programme here is on trial, and in danger of toppling over if
you do not join forces with me now.” He insisted it would be “madness” to
let an unrepeatable opportunity slip by and predicted that the outcry of “a
few bitter men” would soon subside. He suggested that if the NAACP gave
Du Bois a leave of absence and a ¤rm promise of reappointment after the
war, others could produce the journal in the interim. If the association
would not help Du Bois ¤nancially, the shortfall in his income could be
“taken care of in other ways,” apparently by Spingarn himself.86

Du Bois clashed frequently with other white members of the board, es-
pecially Villard, but he always found it dif¤cult to resist a direct appeal from
the only comparable academic among the creators of the NAACP. Indeed,
Spingarn was one of the few people who could persuade him that he might
sometimes be mistaken. He relented, promising Spingarn that he would
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accept the commission on only one condition: a guarantee that he could
return to the Crisis after the war. He still wanted to explain why he had
been so dif¤cult at ¤rst. The journal was his own “carefully built up ma-
chine,” and he wished to preserve it. His request that the business manager,
Augustus Dill, become acting editor had already been vetoed by Villard,
who wanted to give the job to the NAACP ¤eld secretary, James Weldon
Johnson. This, wrote Du Bois, “would be almost fatal,” probably because he
knew that Johnson’s most recent editorial experience had been gained on
a Tuskegee-backed newspaper, the New York Age. Du Bois again referred to
his reluctance to inconvenience his family, meticulously demonstrating that
a captain’s pay of $2,400 fell far short of his annual outgoings, which were
based on his current salary of $4,200.87

By mid-July 1918, criticism of Du Bois for apparently abandoning his
principles in the “Close Ranks” editorial was reaching a peak. In the past,
he had been critical of the standards and integrity of the black press; now
the tables were turned. The New York News, still raging at Spingarn and Du
Bois for advocating a separate of¤cers’ training camp, denounced them as
“genu®ecting gentlemen . . . playing both ends of the game against the
middle.” It was all very well for Du Bois to want to join the army, but not
at the ¤nancial and political expense of the NAACP, and for him to aspire
no higher than the rank of captain was an insult to his race. The News
blamed Spingarn’s “mad meddling”—he was “the evil genius . . . of Dr. Du
Bois.” Du Bois also made a sitting target for the pen of William Monroe
Trotter. Harking back to their collaboration in the Niagara Movement,
and claiming to be the man who persuaded Du Bois to lead “the ¤ght
for equality, human brotherhood and liberty,” Trotter wrote in the Boston
Guardian of his deep disappointment that Du Bois should have “¤nally
weakened, compromised, deserted the ¤ght, betrayed the cause of his race.”
He found the claim that Germany posed a grave threat to black hopes for
democracy “a strange statement.” In Trotter’s eyes, the editor of the Crisis
was “no longer a radical” but “a rank quitter in the ¤ght for equal rights,”
betraying his race just when demands for equality and liberty should be
most vigorously advanced. On the subject of the commission, Trotter re-
marked only that its coincidence with “Close Ranks” and the wrangle over
the future editorship of the Crisis could “not help Dr. Du Bois.”88

By the end of July 1918, few black newspapers took the charitable view
expressed by the Baltimore Afro-American, that Du Bois deserved the bene¤t
of the doubt and might well be able to embark “on a new line of attack” on
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prejudice from within the War Department. Instead, the bulk of the black
press concurred with the verdict of Du Bois’s onetime supporter, the Wash-
ington Bee, that any con¤dence in him had been destroyed.89

Spingarn’s fellow MIB of¤cers quickly exploited the damage done to his
standing as an expert on racial matters. They had four main reasons for
doing this. First, the prevailing atmosphere in the MIB was hostile to re-
form. Although, as Roy Talbert, Jr., has shown, the MIB allowed its special-
ists a degree of freedom in analyzing social problems, most of¤cers doing
“negative” intelligence work sought only to identify and counter enemy
propaganda within the United States. Since it was not an intelligence of-
¤cer’s primary duty to expose, still less to solve, the failings of American
democracy, Spingarn’s ideas exceeded the normal boundaries. Second, for
almost a year the dominant MIB view of the NAACP had been that it was
causing unnecessary unrest among blacks by criticizing the government
and drawing attention to racial inequality. Third, some of¤cers, seeing their
own positions as “Negro subversion” specialists threatened by the estab-
lishment of a new subsection with a distinct ethos of its own, were quick
to express doubts about the ¤tness of the newcomers to senior of¤cers. Fi-
nally, in a predominantly Anglo-Saxon enclave, racial prejudice and anti-
Semitism played a part in the antipathy toward Du Bois and Spingarn. In
quick succession, as Spingarn’s plan to recruit Du Bois faltered, three MIB
of¤cers submitted memorandums attacking the Crisis, its editor, and the
NAACP.90

Capt. James L. Bruff’s “Memorandum re. Of¤cers and Directors of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People” typi¤ed the
attitude of junior intelligence of¤cers toward liberal organizations. Paci¤sm
was the most pernicious of the radical tendencies he detected within the
NAACP. He made no comment about Spingarn, his senior of¤cer, but his
assessment of Du Bois was tailored to contradict all the arguments for re-
cruiting him. Du Bois, wrote Bruff, was “the leader of a faction of his race
which believes, so it is understood, in its equality with the white race and
insists upon recognition of this alleged right.” Spread through the seditious
medium of the Crisis, these views tended “to cause discontent among the
colored population” and had provoked rioting. Bruff conceded that Du
Bois was brilliant and well educated but noted that “many persons of dis-
cernment seriously question his capacity for leadership because of his radi-
cal beliefs and rather extreme views on the race problem.”91

Capt. Harry A. Taylor followed this with an “Extremely Con¤dential”
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report on the Crisis for the director of the MIB’s Negative Branch. Until
Spingarn arrived, Taylor had usually monitored “Negro subversion,” oper-
ating through unreliable African-American informants in the apparent be-
lief that he was receiving ample intelligence on alleged black disloyalty.
Spingarn and Du Bois represented a threat to his status as the MIB’s spe-
cialist on racial matters. The Crisis, he wrote, was “extremely radical and
antagonistic in tone” and was the real cause of any black unrest. Indeed, it
was “apparently published for the sole purpose of creating antagonism
and race prejudice with a view to inciting the colored race to acts of vio-
lence against the whites.” On the cover of his report, Taylor printed promi-
nently, “W. E. BURGHARDT DU BOIS, DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATIONS
AND RESEARCH. DR. J. E. SPINGARN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD.”
Churchill personally annotated Taylor’s report.92

The third blow, and probably the most effective, was dealt by Walter H.
Loving, now operating mainly from New York. Loving was the only black
person in military intelligence when Spingarn joined the MIB. Tactful, ca-
pable, and objective—willing to condemn and quash intemperate black ex-
pression in wartime and yet openly committed to the ultimate objective of
equal rights—he had gained the respect of his superiors, who were often
prepared to forward his unamended reports to the secretary of war’s of¤ce
as the considered MIB position on questions of black troop morale and
civilian race relations. He had hoped to be recommissioned into the army
during the war, but by June 1918 nothing had come of his request. Yet it
now seemed that Du Bois, ¤ve years older and with no military background,
was about to walk into a commission on the strength of his connections.
A Negro Subversion subsection, containing Captain Du Bois and several
younger Talented Tenth black of¤cers, would have eclipsed Loving’s solo
operation and would, he felt, perform no more effectively than he had on
his own. His response was to emphasize his own value to the MIB by ques-
tioning that of Du Bois and, less directly, that of Spingarn, despite his own
high regard for the NAACP and his undoubted approval of the content of
“Close Ranks.”93

Loving ¤rst sent Churchill an editorial from the New York Voice, written
by Hubert Harrison. Harrison had ridiculed “Close Ranks,” claiming that
it amounted to a suggestion that blacks should “consent to be lynched ‘dur-
ing the war’ and submit tamely and with commendable weakness to being
Jim-crowed and disfranchised.” Aware of the kind of barrage Harrison
could deliver, Loving asked him for a further “summary” of the debate rag-
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ing among blacks over Du Bois’s commission. In response, Harrison ex-
plained that black leaders who owed their positions to whites were being
“re-evaluated and, in most cases, rejected.” They had “established unsavory
reputations by advocating surrender of life, liberty and manhood, masking
their cowardice behind the pillars of wartime sacri¤ce.” Du Bois was “a most
striking instance.” His pursuit of a commission in military intelligence was
not, in itself, the reason for “the stormy outburst of disapproval”; he had
“¤rst palpably sinned” by asking blacks to forget their grievances until after
the war. That could have been excused as an error of judgment, but

when it was learned that Du Bois was being preened for a berth in the
War Department as a captain-assistant (adjutant) to Major Spingarn, the
words used by him in the editorial acquired a darker and more sinis-
ter signi¤cance. The two things ¤tted too well together as motive and
self-interest.94

Moreover, they were part of a steady slide into gradualist accommodation
in the wake of the black editors’ conference. Although he had not been
present, Harrison rightly guessed that Du Bois was responsible for the con-
ference resolutions, which seemed to him to extol “servile virtues of acqui-
escence and subservience.” In sum, the conference, the commission, and
“Close Ranks” seemed, even to NAACP supporters,

to afford proof of that which was only a suspicion before, viz: that the
racial resolution of the leaders had been tampered with and that Du Bois
had been privy to something of the sort. The connection between the
successive acts of the drama (May, June, July) was too clear to admit of
any interpretation other than that of deliberate cold-blooded, purposive
planning. And the connection with Spingarn seemed to suggest that per-
sonal friendships and public faith were not good team-mates.

By asking Harrison to spell out “radical” opinion on the “Close Ranks”
affair for the MIB, Loving deftly demolished the argument that Du Bois
ought to be recruited because he best understood the changing views of
black Americans. Harrison’s account seemed to show that Du Bois was so
distrusted by those he purported to represent that he could be of only lim-
ited value to military intelligence. Shortly after the war, Harrison claimed
that Loving had judged his analysis a major reason why the MIB eventually
withdrew its offer of a commission to Du Bois.95

For good measure, on July 22 Loving followed up with his own analysis,
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in which he wrote that the editors’ conference had back¤red badly. It had
been unwise to hold the sessions in secret and to allow the CPI to control
publication of the proceedings, because it looked to outsiders like “a hand
picked, star chamber affair, where certain Negro editors and others had
met with of¤cials of the War Department to compromise race issues.” It also
appeared to be an of¤cial attempt to undermine Trotter’s and Harrison’s
subsequent National Liberty Congress, which was much better publicized,
“establishing their conference as the one most representative of popular
feeling.” Secondly, Loving argued, the “Close Ranks” editorial should not
make Du Bois a more attractive candidate for a commission. It had caused
protests across the country and led to the widespread belief that Du Bois
had sold out and was about to become the government’s black newspaper
censor: “A man cannot desert overnight the principles he has followed
for twenty-¤ve years without incurring the suspicion and mistrust of his
people.” If Du Bois were appointed to military intelligence, “it would give
the radicals a continued theme for discussion and opportunity to implicate
the government in this affair”; moreover, his “career as a race leader would
be cut short,” an outcome Loving wished sincerely to avoid. In sum, Du
Bois should be left to edit the Crisis, “subject to the same laws that apply to
all other publications.” Finally, in language that suggested that he did not
entirely trust the journalist in Du Bois, Loving recommended that to avoid
the leaking of his reports no black of¤cers at all be assigned to the MIB
unless “absolutely necessary,” in which case they should be “men who have
long military experience and who realize the importance of protecting the
interests of the government in matters of this character.”96 Given the faith
that senior MIB of¤cers had in Loving’s integrity and acuity, this report
was a deadly summary of Du Bois’s un¤tness for a commission and Spin-
garn’s lack of judgment. The head of the New York military intelligence
of¤ce, Maj. Nicholas Biddle, telephoned Churchill about Loving’s report,
supporting its conclusions regarding Du Bois’s commission and adding
some weasel words about Spingarn’s capacity to do his duty—that Spin-
garn’s past was as radical as Du Bois’s and that it seemed to African Ameri-
cans, therefore, that both “Du Bois and Spingarn are in the positions of
men who have been bought by the government, and that the negroes have
thereby lost their leaders. Major Spingarn, of course, as you know, is of
Jewish race, and has often experienced the results of race prejudice.”97

Spingarn, meanwhile, not knowing whether Du Bois would ignore his
critics and rightly suspecting the pressure mounting on Churchill to scrap
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the idea of a Negro Subversion subsection, was becoming increasingly agi-
tated. On July 20, he protested to the new head of the Negative Branch,
Maj. Henry T. Hunt, that he was still waiting to be moved into his new of¤ce
and that a month had passed since Du Bois had ¤led his application with
a request that the physical disquali¤cation be waived, and yet no decision
had been made. Hunt did not reply.98 On July 30, as Spingarn confessed to
Charles Studin that he was in confusion, Churchill told Hunt that the spe-
cial propaganda program for blacks was to be abandoned. Following the
public condemnation of lynching by Woodrow Wilson at the end of the
previous week, the anti-lynching bill was now “considered super®uous” and
Baker’s of¤ce wanted the work on it stopped.99 Churchill told Spingarn that
he was “¤rmly convinced” that the MIB should con¤ne its future work on
racial matters to the morale of black troops—a job for the Morale Section
(part of MI-3), rather than the Negative Branch (MI-4). Du Bois’s applica-
tion for a commission was formally rejected, partly on medical grounds,
but primarily, so Churchill claimed, because “any attempts on the part of
the Military Intelligence Branch to solve the question of negro subversion
among the civil population would necessarily lead it beyond the proper
limits of military activity and would duplicate the efforts of agencies already
charged with the solution of the same problem.”100 Hunt took the trouble
to send Du Bois a remarkable letter, which, if sincere, demonstrated that
the Negative Branch had once been fully committed to the creation of the
Negro Subversion subsection and Du Bois’s recruitment. In the days before
Spingarn and “Close Ranks,” Hunt had disapproved of the Crisis and or-
dered that it was to be kept “out of not only the Y.M.C.A. huts, but all other
places” in army camps.101 A former mayor of Cincinnati, who in the 1920s
would act as lawyer for A. Philip Randolph and the Brotherhood of Sleep-
ing Car Porters, Hunt told Du Bois that he personally regretted the aban-
donment of the subsection.

I must bow to it as a decision of higher authority. For my own part, I am
far from regretting the [whole] incident, for it has enabled me to add
much to my former very slight knowledge of your character, abilities and
program. I always had a strong sympathy with Americans of African de-
scent and with efforts to bring about equality before the laws, as well as
equal economic opportunities for them. Major Spingarn has referred to
me several copies of the “Crisis”, containing your editorials, which I read
with the deepest interest. They seem to me extraordinarily eloquent and
tragically poetic. I know that they have already been valuable toward the
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object which we are all trying to achieve—towit [sic], crushing German
autocracy.

I hope to have the opportunity some time in the future to state to you
verbally my very strong feelings on this subject.

With best wishes, . . . 102

Spingarn and Emmett Scott exchanged expressions of regret, but both
appeared to think that the former would, nonetheless, remain in the MIB.
In fact, within three days Spingarn was ordered to Hoboken, N.J., to board
ship “for extended ¤eld service” in France.103 A month later, he received a
letter from Churchill in which the MIB director wrote of his personal regret
that the subsection had not been formed and his hope that Spingarn un-
derstood “how dif¤cult for me was the situation which made it necessary
for me to withdraw my unquali¤ed support.”104

Before dispensing with Spingarn, the MIB had taken advice on alterna-
tive race relations experts from Thomas Jesse Jones, a conservative white
authority on black education. The ¤eld of “Negro Subversion” was now
entrusted to the Morale Section and all Spingarn’s remaining projects, such
as the suppression of The Birth of a Nation, were abandoned. Walter Loving
was retained and transferred to the Morale Section.105 A year later, when
a U.S. senator from Arkansas sent Newton D. Baker a newspaper clip-
ping about Joel Spingarn’s speech at the Tenth Annual Conference of the
NAACP and demanded an explanation of a reference therein to Spingarn’s
service in military intelligence, Churchill drafted “an appropriate reply” for
the secretary of war’s signature. The truth—that the MIB had almost fos-
tered something imaginative and liberal in the ¤eld of race relations, before
conforming to the conservative and repressive instincts of the administra-
tion as a whole—was too complicated and embarrassing to relate. Instead,
Churchill provided what was required—a plausible lie—stressing that when
Spingarn had been transferred to the MIB it was desperately short of staff,
and that when “his service there did not prove satisfactory” he had been
posted to France.106

W. E. B. Du Bois suspected he was robbed of his commission by intrigue,
later accusing white southerners of obstructing him after “Negro sources”
revealed his radical politics. Emmett Scott and Arthur Spingarn preferred
a different but equally simple explanation: the subsection was blocked be-
cause of the fuss surrounding “Close Ranks” and its plainly divisive effects
on black opinion. Joel Spingarn essentially agreed, but he held the NAACP
board primarily responsible, since their refusal to accept Du Bois’s condi-
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tions had produced the controversy. He con¤rmed his determination to
resign the chair, being “wholly out of sympathy with the attitude of some
of the directors on various problems.”107

The controversy dragged on until the Armistice and thereafter remained
a convenient stick with which to beat Du Bois. He insisted throughout that
his conscience was clear and that the outcry left him in “unruf®ed serenity,”
but he went to some lengths in correspondence and in print to defend
himself. In the August 1918 Crisis, he tried to clarify “Close Ranks,” main-
taining that since the United States was “the hope of mankind and of black
mankind,” the war was “for the survival of the Best against the threats of
the Worst.” Rather than “bargain” with their loyalty, he argued, blacks
should contribute to a victory won by “manliness, and not by the threat of
the footpad.” He advised “patience, then, without compromise; silence
without surrender.” In the following issue, he dealt at length with both the
commission and the July editorial but treated them as if they were uncon-
nected. The commission, he wrote, was part of a planned “far-reaching con-
structive effort to satisfy the pressing grievances of colored Americans”
and, as such, should not have been questioned. The “Close Ranks” editorial
was consistent with the principles of the NAACP and the loyalty shown by
blacks throughout the war. He then tried to show, by distorting history, that
since 1776 blacks in the United States had gained civil rights “rapidly and
effectively” by ¤ghting in the country’s wars and that new rights were being
gained in 1918. Concerning the attacks on himself, he concluded, “No one
who essays to teach the multitude can long escape cruci¤xion.”108

Given the scale of governmental and civil animosity toward groups and
individuals who opposed the American war effort in 1918, Du Bois’s pro-
war and pro–equal rights position was far more realistic than his critics’
insistence that the war represented a great opportunity for blacks to bar-
gain with the state. His enemies nevertheless brushed his protestations
aside, preferring to concentrate on his abnormally meek language in “Close
Ranks.” To the emerging black nationalist organizer Marcus Garvey, writing
in the ®edgling Negro World in August 1918, Du Bois’s defense was “a des-
perate effort to bolster up a bad case by far-fetched conclusions.” Garvey
dismissed the idea that blacks would ultimately bene¤t by putting their
country before their rights during the war. By “dickering with an of¤cial
position,” he claimed, Du Bois had shown he was no longer the leader he
had been in the Niagara Movement. Instead, he was “a follower of the
masses.”109
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In his attempts to rebut the charge that the editorial and the commission
were connected, Du Bois tinkered with the truth. A few days after Spingarn
departed for France, Du Bois replied to a sympathetic request for informa-
tion about “Close Ranks” and the commission from Lafayette Hershaw, a
Niagara Movement stalwart who had defended him at the Washington
branch meeting. Du Bois assured Hershaw that the invitation to apply for
a commission had “absolutely nothing to do with the editorial utterances
of The Crisis” and that the journal had already been in print for two weeks
when he was “summoned to Washington.” There, to his “great surprise,” he
was asked if he would accept a post in the MIB.110 This version of events is
scarcely credible; his surprise was genuine, but the timing he gave was mis-
leading. Although he implied in the September Crisis that the ¤rst he heard
about a commission was on June 15, he later stated that he was called to
Washington on June 1. He certainly spoke to Spingarn in the capital on
June 4 and again on June 8 when the commission was offered, which would
have required the July Crisis, editorials and all, to have been in print by
about May 20, if the sequence he described were true. It is clear from the
content of other issues in 1918 that the journal was never in its ¤nal form
four to ¤ve weeks in advance of appearing on the newsstands.111 Du Bois
further stated in his defense that the “Close Ranks” editorial had been “in
exact accord” with the resolutions adopted at the editors’ conference on
June 21. In fact, the resolutions, written by Du Bois with the scrutiny and
approval of his fellow editors, were far less conciliatory than the July edito-
rial. The conference presented speci¤c and urgent demands to the govern-
ment; “Close Ranks” called for setting them aside.112

The “Close Ranks” controversy undoubtedly harmed the struggle for
equal rights. The affair removed the veneer of unity applied in the years
after Booker T. Washington’s death by such gatherings as the Amenia Con-
ference of 1916, when Joel Spingarn had convened black leaders at his
home in upstate New York.113 It also fueled personal and organizational
quarrels, by pointing up the divergent paths taken by black leaders on ques-
tions of strategy and basic philosophy. The paths included intellectual elit-
ism, radical equal rights protest, nationalism, socialism, and accommoda-
tion.114

Within the NAACP, the “Close Ranks” affair earned Du Bois a persistent
opponent in Neval H. Thomas, who led the attack on the commission pro-
posal in the Washington branch and continued to raise the matter for
months afterward. In September 1918, he told Oswald Garrison Villard
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that he agreed with what he called Villard’s “desire to rid the Association
of its greatest liability, DuBois [sic]. . . . He has reversed his whole life, and
is no more good to us.” Thomas unfairly accused Du Bois of being more
interested in making money than in furthering the aims of the NAACP:
“His service has not been philanthropic, but commercial.” In May 1919,
Thomas told Villard that Du Bois would “never get back to the place he
once occupied before people found him out. . . . You did us valiant service
in not letting him make some extra money and make our magazine an or-
gan of the war department.”115 Villard declined the invitation to reopen
the debate, but a month later, Emmett Scott, stung by Du Bois’s accusation
that he had made insuf¤cient efforts on behalf of black troops during the
war, fanned the ®ames further. By now secretary-treasurer of Howard Uni-
versity, Scott released a letter from Neval Thomas in which the latter de-
nounced Du Bois’s apparent silence on the subject of “burning wrongs” in
the summer of 1918 as “seeking honors at the price of complete surrender.”
When Thomas was later elected to the national board of the NAACP—“a
calamity,” according to Du Bois—a lengthy wrangle ensued. The animosity
between them, one of several open feuds at the highest levels in the organi-
zation, lasted throughout the 1920s.116

Du Bois’s critics outside the NAACP also maintained a steady chorus of
indignation. In February 1919, the Half-Century Magazine, a middle-class
black monthly published in Chicago, castigated him for having spoken
“bunk” during the war. It declared that since leaders like Du Bois were
“blown the way the white man wishes them to be blown, they constitute
nothing less than carbuncles on the race.” Two months later, at a meeting
of Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA),
resolutions criticizing Du Bois were carried with the support of W. A.
Domingo, a Jamaican-born socialist. Domingo admitted he had “favored,
honored and respected [Du Bois] for many years,” but he felt “compelled
to dishonor and disfavor him” because of “Close Ranks.” When Du Bois
attended the UNIA’s vast convention in August 1920, Garvey made a gra-
tuitously cutting comment from the platform: “We believe Negroes are big,
not by the size of their pocket book, not by the alien company they keep
but by their being for their race. You cannot advocate ‘close ranks’ today
and talk ‘dark water’ tomorrow; you must be a hundred percent Negro.”
There were echoes of this in Garvey’s charge in 1923 that “Du Bois and
those who think like him can see and regard honor conferred only by their
white masters.”117 Cyril Briggs, who now combined his editorial work for the
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Amsterdam News with the publication of a new left-nationalist monthly, The
Crusader, described “Close Ranks” as Du Bois’s “Surrender Editorial” and
included the Crisis editor in an attack on “coward and traitor leaders . . . ,
surrendering and selling the Race they claim to lead.”118 Other young black
radicals in New York in the 1920s derisively referred to Du Bois as “Der
Kapitan.” Among them were A. Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen, edi-
tors of the socialist Messenger magazine. They mainly scoffed at Du Bois’s
weak grasp of economics, but they were not above using “Close Ranks” as
an additional line of attack. It would, they wrote, “rank in shame and reek-
ing disgrace” with Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Compromise address of
1895. From the wings, conservative, accommodationist black leaders also
enjoyed the spectacle of their erstwhile critic’s embarrassment, and they
may have covertly helped increase it. Robert Russa Moton con¤ded to the
editor of the New York Age, “Our methods seem to be prevailing. Our friend
Du Bois seems to be persona non grata with his own people.”119

Undoubtedly, then, Du Bois’s ®irtation with military intelligence and the
ensuing controversy severely dented the reputation he had earned during
two extraordinarily productive decades as a perceptive analyst of disadvan-
tage and an uncompromising opponent of discrimination. Historians have
used “Close Ranks” to support arguments about the impact of World War
I on American society and, in particular, on blacks.120 In their analyses of
the dilemmas of black leadership and the pressures on W. E. B. Du Bois,
they have consistently overlooked the deliberate purpose he had in mind
when he wrote it. Du Bois was not as passive as he later claimed. The edi-
torial was a conscious deviation in the trajectory of his wartime writings
and was speci¤cally included in the July 1918 issue of the Crisis to help get
him into military intelligence. To explain it as simply the apogee of his
pro-war thinking, or as a frightened response to pressure exerted on the
NAACP by the New York United States attorney’s of¤ce, is to miss the point.
Although his enthusiasm for the war was genuine and he was certainly be-
ing careful not to offend the Justice Department, the meekness of the July
editorial was an astonishing departure from the magazine’s declared com-
mitment to exposing and attacking all racial injustice. Above all, it did not
square with the editor’s known rejection of accommodationism. The only
plausible explanation for the editorial is that Du Bois wrote it at Spingarn’s
request, knowing that its appearance in the July Crisis would coincide with
his formal application for a commission. This ensured that the most current
example of his advice to black Americans would be impeccably loyal, allow-
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ing Scott and Spingarn to use it to persuade their respective superiors—the
secretary of war and the director of the MIB—that Du Bois could perform
valuable service in uniform. The wreckers within military intelligence thus
behaved logically, by their own lights at least, since the invective of Bruff,
Taylor, and Loving was designed to undermine the appeal of “Close Ranks.”
Du Bois’s black political critics, such as Harrison and Thomas, were equally
astute (although they willfully misread his longer-term intentions and his
concern over his income): their charges linking the editorial and the com-
mission were well founded.

Viewed in these terms, the editorial ceases to be an adequate summary
of Du Bois’s response to the war, still less of the views of black Americans
(the use to which many historians have put it). It becomes, instead, an ad-
dress to the War Department, in which its author distorted his real beliefs
and for which he paid a heavy price.

The wider signi¤cance of the controversy over “Close Ranks” and the
proposed commission lies in what it reveals about the mood of the African-
American population at the height of the nation’s engagement in World
War I and the potential for schism among black leaders and organizations
at a pivotal moment in the development of civil rights thought. Faced with
bitter frustrations and nationwide racial violence, blacks embraced various
political ideologies and methods during and immediately after World War
I, most of which entailed uncompromising opposition to discrimination.
Far from serving as a handy précis for sorely tried black patriotism during
the war, “Close Ranks” commands attention for two quite different reasons:
¤rstly, because of the hubristic propaganda exercise from which it emerged,
and, secondly, because of the immediacy and vigor with which equal rights
activists dissented from the burden of its key sentence: “Let us, while this
war lasts, forget our special grievances and close our ranks shoulder to
shoulder with our own white fellow citizens and the allied nations that are
¤ghting for democracy.” In rejecting this injunction, the more principled
of Du Bois’s African-American critics were making three clear and funda-
mental points: ¤rst, that un®agging and loud protest against all discrimi-
nation was the only honorable option; second, that there should be no
obligation on black people to align themselves with whites so long as recip-
rocation was highly unlikely; and third, that African Americans had no par-
ticular reason to identify with the allied cause or to believe that the democ-
racy for which Wilson declared war was ever meant to be shared by them.
Moreover, “Close Ranks” and the response it provoked emphatically dem-
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onstrated the lack of solidarity and the primacy of the individual that ex-
isted within the movement for equal rights.

Finally, Spingarn’s entire “constructive programme” suggests that, in the
area of race relations at least, black and white Progressive reformers who
imagined in 1917 that the mobilization of American society for war repre-
sented an opportunity to harness the powers of the federal government to
their particular cause were wildly overoptimistic. Spingarn’s work in the
MIB helped to produce a long-overdue presidential statement, but none of
his original objectives was achieved, save that of temporarily in®uencing
the editorial comment of the black press. His intelligence activities may
even have been a disservice to black Americans. This was hardly inten-
tional, but he knew the risks. The manner in which he compiled his evi-
dence and conclusions provided Washington intelligence agencies, execu-
tive chiefs, and in®uential legislators with apparent con¤rmation of a
supposition that most of them were inclined to accept: that German propa-
gandists had selected blacks as an American Achilles’ heel, and that they
had done so for good reason. Spingarn by no means invented this scare,
but he certainly exploited it and thereby strengthened the view that the
activities, speeches, writings, and alliances of black campaigners for equal
rights should continue to be monitored. When he was removed, his twin
legacies to the MIB were a series of highly colored assertions that blacks
were succumbing to the blandishments of a German spy network and a
furious ongoing protest among African Americans over an editorial which
to all white of¤cials seemed impeccably loyal. His reports endorsed current
beliefs about the innate impressionability of black people and bolstered the
suspicion that the outspokenness of their leaders was becoming dangerous.
Thus, far from challenging prejudice and transforming government policy,
Joel Spingarn’s attempts to shock his fellow of¤cers, the administration,
and Congress into complying with his agenda, particularly in the case of
the anti-lynching bill, merely lent extra weight to the argument that blacks
were a potentially subversive element of American society.
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Six

Diplomacy and Demobilization,
1918–1919

In the ¤nal months of the war, military intelligence in Washington was
reorganized, largely on the initiative of Gen. Peyton C. March, who had
begun a thorough shake-up of the General Staff on his return to the United
States from France in March 1918.1 His later assertion that when he arrived
the Military Intelligence Branch was no more than “a minor appendage of
the War Plans Division” was inaccurate, but his changes did enable intelli-
gence of¤cers to initiate new projects and communicate more effectively
with the rest of the War Department and other federal agencies. He re-
placed Ralph Van Deman as director of military intelligence with Col.
Marlborough Churchill, a Harvard-educated regular of¤cer who had been
part of the U.S. mission to France when Congress declared war and after-
ward a member of March’s staff at the American artillery training center
at Valdahon. March then rearranged the General Staff into four full-®edged
divisions: Operations; Military Intelligence; Purchase, Storage and Traf¤c;
and War Plans.2 Thus, on August 26, 1918, the MIB became the Military
Intelligence Division (MID) and Churchill was promoted to the rank of
brigadier general.3 From late November 1918 to April 1919, Col. John M.
Dunn, normally chief of the Positive Branch of the MID, served as the act-
ing director of military intelligence during Churchill’s absence in France,
where he joined Ralph Van Deman on attachment to the U.S. Commission
to Negotiate Peace.4

After the reorganization, matters relating to “Negro Subversion” and
“Negro Soldier Problems” were turned over to Capt. James E. Cutler and
the Military Morale Section of the MID until October 1918, when a separate
Morale Branch of the General Staff was established under the command
of a Medical Corps of¤cer, Brig. Gen. Edward L. Munson.5 Thereafter, in-
formation on blacks was gathered by both the MID and the Morale Branch,
with the latter concentrating on troops, so that in December 1918 Cutler
described himself as working of¤cially within the Morale Branch, but “act-
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ing more or less in the capacity of Liaison Of¤cer with MID.”6 Morale
Branch reports on black radical activity were referred to the MID, which
maintained the ¤les on that subject. Regional intelligence of¤cers across
the U.S. continued to send information on race to the MID, whence it
might be forwarded to the Morale Branch.

Within a fortnight of the announcement of the Armistice, MID of¤cers
were instructed to undertake no new investigations into disloyalty or enemy
alien agitation among the civilian population. Information on such matters
was to be turned over to the Department of Justice.7 Military intelligence
operations in the United States were accordingly run down in December
1918, and existing investigations were concluded. The General Staff de-
cided to reduce the number of of¤cers assigned to the MID from almost
300 to just 103, some of whom would be of¤cers returning from Europe.
On January 24, 1919, the MID was ordered to end its investigation of civil-
ians, although it was allowed to receive information from individuals who
were not connected with military intelligence. As a result, former members
of the American Protective League, which was disbanded between January
1 and February 1, 1919, found there was still a demand for amateur sleuth-
ing and regrouped themselves into independent vigilance organizations.8

This order appeared to rule out further military investigation of “Negro
Subversion” and many other areas of interest to the MID, but it was evaded
in a number of ways. In New York City, the MID of¤ce was able to draw on
the intelligence work enthusiastically conducted by the British assistant pro-
vost marshal, Col. Norman Thwaites, and the better publicized, but equally
unreliable, efforts of men like the prominent New York lawyer and red-
baiter Archibald E. Stevenson. (Both Thwaites and Stevenson covered the
subject of racial agitation.)9 Postal Censorship continued to be another
regular source of information for the MID, since the military representa-
tives were retained on the postal censorship committees. They continued
to send transcripts of suspicious correspondence found in the international
mails to the MID and the Of¤ce of Naval Intelligence. In this way, for in-
stance, Marcus Garvey’s growing reputation in the Caribbean was moni-
tored.10 Walter Loving, still the MID’s most useful and perceptive authority
on the strength of black feeling, was retained until September 1, 1919, but
his status became less clear-cut. Although he reported on black civilian and
military matters continually until August, mostly from New York, intelli-
gence of¤cers kept this fact to themselves when discussing “Negro Subver-
sion” with other agencies. For instance, when the MID referred in March
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1919 to Loving’s wartime dealings with Robert Abbott and the Chicago De-
fender, it described him to the BI as “formerly attached to the War Depart-
ment,” although he was clearly still part of MID personnel.11

Despite the efforts of MID of¤cers to circumvent restrictions placed on
civilian investigations, Churchill resumed control of a smaller, weaker or-
ganization when he returned to Washington in April 1919. Under Churchill
and his assistant, Col. A. B. Coxe, who had accompanied him to France and
who in June took over the Negative Branch from the more cautious Col.
K. C. Masteller, the rules were habitually stretched and civilian investiga-
tions carried on beyond 1920. Churchill’s main task was to preserve mili-
tary intelligence as a separate entity. In 1919, those government agencies
created during the war which believed they had a peacetime role to play
were attempting to justify their continued existence in the face of Congres-
sional cost-cutting. The 1918 appropriation for military intelligence had
been $2.5 million.12 In June 1919, Churchill asked for $500,000 and re-
ceived $400,000. He based his appeal for funds on the need for positive
intelligence gathering abroad, but considerable energy was subsequently
expended on investigation of radical movements at home.13 This was cur-
tailed in February 1920, after complaints both in the press and by the De-
partment of Justice.14 Churchill made a weak attempt to rebut criticism of
his division for exceeding its authority. He claimed that, since the war, the
MID had made

a very sincere effort . . . to comply with the spirit and the letter of our
laws as fully as is possible during the period of great industrial unrest
which must necessarily be a source of concern to all law-abiding men. . . .
Due to the unrest naturally produced by the reconstruction period there
are elements in the existing situation in this country which, as law-abid-
ing citizens and of¤cers of the Army, we can but regard with concern.
The Regular Army is the one sure bulwark against possible disorder. No
other force can be made ready so quickly. None other is so good.15

It was, he asserted, the duty of military intelligence of¤cers to provide in-
formation to the army’s department commanders, especially since troops
had had to be used to quell civil disturbances. Ideally, he agreed, the BI
and the Treasury Department’s Secret Service ought to “¤nd out everything
there is to know,” but he felt that those agencies were working under un-
speci¤ed but “almost insuperable dif¤culties which tend to complicate the
situation and make almost impossible the normal relation between civil and
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military authority.” Therefore, the MID’s Foreign In®uence Section, as MI-
4 was now known, was charged with the task of preparing a “Weekly Situa-
tion Survey of Radical and Racial Movements.”16

Churchill succeeded in preserving the MID’s separate identity—it was
made one of the ¤ve peacetime divisions of the General Staff in the Army
Reorganization Act of 1920, and renamed G-2. However, it became the poor
relation of the General Staff, suffering severe cuts in appropriations and
being reduced to only twenty-seven of¤cers and ¤fty civilian employees by
1927. As late as 1923, the Adjutant General’s of¤ce had to remind G-2 to
stop investigating individuals, either directly or through volunteers, in
peacetime.17

Throughout 1917 and 1918, African-American equal rights activists rec-
ognized that although lasting reforms were unlikely to be enacted during
the war itself, the pressure for change had to be maintained, so that, as
soon as the war ended, equal rights campaigning could be stepped up. An
important element of this outlook was an increasing internationalism. In
January 1918, Woodrow Wilson had announced his Fourteen Points for
European and world peace, the ¤fth of which called for “absolutely impar-
tial adjustment of all colonial claims,” in which “the interests of the popu-
lations concerned must have equal weight with the equitable claims of the
government whose title is to be determined.” Thereafter, forward-looking
African Americans urged that the future of Africa should be linked to the
worldwide problem of racial discrimination and placed high on the agenda
for discussion during the post-war settlement.18 A. Philip Randolph and
Chandler Owen of the Messenger were among the ¤rst to contemplate the
peace conference in any detail: “The Negro ought to be there to insist upon
international equity as regards the treasures of Africa and its inexhaustible
labor supply. He needs further to call upon America to make good her
claims of ¤ghting ‘to make the world safe for democracy.’”19 The editors
implied that they themselves could perform this duty at the peace confer-
ence as well as anybody.

In the month following the Armistice, a number of black organizations
con¤dently elected delegates to travel to Paris to submit resolutions to the
peace conference. The delegates were instructed to draw world attention
to the plight of African Americans by lobbying the conference through a
variety of sketchily conceived peripheral congresses, which were expected
to gather in the early months of 1919. Hubert Harrison, ever the loner,
thought they were wasting their time; he could not foresee the quality of
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American democracy being an issue for discussion at the peace conference,
nor could he picture black organizations being allowed to present their
case.20 Harrison was essentially right; Woodrow Wilson was spared any em-
barrassment as he assumed the role of world statesman by the State Depart-
ment’s refusal to grant passports to black delegates to the peace conference.
Following the passage of the Passport Control Act of May 1918, U.S. resi-
dents could not leave the country without a passport or permit issued by
the State Department and, although this was a wartime security measure,
it remained in force during the Armistice.21 The handful of black people
who did secure passports to travel to France before the end of 1918 were
only able to do so at the request, or with the assistance, of members of the
federal government. Robert Russa Moton, the only black man in whose
judgment Woodrow Wilson seemed to place any trust, was informed by
Emmett Scott that both the president and the secretary of war were keen
that he should go to France to examine, and advise upon, the conditions
under which black soldiers were serving. It was also hoped that the conser-
vative educator would have a soothing effect on the troops. Moton was ac-
companied by two like-minded men—his secretary, Nathan Hunt, and
Lester A. Walton of the New York Age, a newspaper with strong Tuskegee
connections. They were joined by the white educationalist Thomas Jesse
Jones, who opponents of Moton claimed had been selected to keep an eye
on their behavior. Passage was arranged for them on George Creel’s press
boat, the Orizaba, which departed from New York four days before the presi-
dent sailed aboard the George Washington on December 4, 1918.22

A late decision by the board of the NAACP to fund the collection of
material for a history of black involvement in the war led to W. E. B. Du
Bois’s joining this party at the last moment. (He and Moton shared a cabin
and appear to have enjoyed each other’s company.) Du Bois revealed in
the May 1919 Crisis and in his report to the NAACP board that he had
approached Emmett Scott and others in November 1918 with the sugges-
tion that they collaborate on a history of blacks in the world war, but that
Scott had rejected this offer because he had already made arrangements to
write such a study alone.23 Walter Loving’s investigations led him to believe
that relations between Scott and Du Bois at this point were not so clear-cut.
He informed the MID that, although the two men had had their differences
in the past, a deal had been struck between “the foxy Dr. Du Bois” and
Scott, with the blessing of the latter’s publisher, by which Scott would help
Du Bois secure a passport in return for his cooperation on a joint book.
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This volume would combine Scott’s recollections and access to War Depart-
ment data with the results of Du Bois’s research in France and his literary
skills. The beauty of it was that the NAACP would be paying Du Bois’s
expenses throughout. Loving alleged that Scott, in particular, was hoping
by this arrangement “to clean up ¤nancially. . . . [H]e cares not what em-
barrassment might befall the War Department so long as he can pro¤t by
the deal.” This extraordinary swipe at Scott, the only other black man with
any direct in®uence over War Department policy on racial matters, re-
®ected a general disenchantment among African Americans with the assis-
tant to the secretary of war’s efforts in the war. It also showed a certain
ingratitude on Loving’s part, since Scott had lobbied Secretary of War
William Howard Taft on his behalf in 1906–07.24 According to Loving, Du
Bois had repudiated the agreement with Scott on arriving in France, but
his report was almost entirely wrong. Du Bois had tried to interest Scott in
a joint project in November 1918, but Scott declined, having begun nego-
tiations with a publisher ten months earlier.25

Whatever the status of their discussions about a history of the war, it is
certain that Emmett Scott had given Du Bois crucial assistance in the mat-
ter of getting to France by securing at short notice the necessary documents
from the State Department’s Division of Passport Control. Indeed, without
Scott’s help, Du Bois would never have got on the Orizaba, which must have
made Du Bois’s searing criticisms of Scott in the spring of 1919 all the more
galling. The Division of Passport Control was swamped with applications
from American citizens wishing to travel to Europe and those submitted by
African Americans were being treated with particular suspicion, but Scott
was able to have Du Bois’s forms processed on the day they were submitted
—Saturday, November 30, just twenty-four hours before the Orizaba sailed.
In the absence of Du Bois’s birth certi¤cate, Scott agreed to ¤ll out an
af¤davit as a reputable person, “having actual knowledge of the applicant’s
birth” in the United States. Scott also secured for Du Bois a letter of intro-
duction to the passport of¤cials from Harvey O’Higgins, the Canadian-
born acting chairman of the Committee on Public Information, who de-
clared that he had no objection to Du Bois covering the peace conference
for the Crisis. Du Bois wrote on his application form that he intended to
be a “newspaper correspondent” while in Europe and a few hours later was
handed his passport.26 Before being allowed to board the Orizaba, however,
he still had to badger George Creel on the quayside for press credentials,
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since Scott had neglected to tell the CPI chairman that Du Bois would be
coming along.27

Du Bois had already informed the administration of his interest in the
outcome of the post-war settlement for African people, but only to the ex-
tent of seeking American action; he made no mention of a non-white con-
vention in Paris. Four days before sailing from New York, he submitted
his “Memoranda on the Future of Africa” to the White House and asked
Woodrow Wilson to discuss the African colonies with “a small delegation
of representative colored men,” which would have included himself and
Moton. Du Bois hoped to have his ideas placed “before the Peace Confer-
ence and before the world.” In the mildly worded document, drawn up
after consultation with George Foster Peabody, the millionaire banker and
treasurer of the Southern Education Board, Du Bois suggested that the
great powers should listen to educated black people in various countries:
“It would be a wise step to ascertain by a series of conferences the desires,
aspirations and grievances of these people and to incorporate [these] to
some extent in the plans for the reconstruction of the world.” Du Bois
speculated that this might eventually lead to international agreement on
decolonization in Africa, “under the guidance of organized civilization.”28

Wilson’s secretary, Joseph Tumulty, had replied that the President would
be shown the document, but that his impending departure for France left
him no time to see the delegation, in view of which, Du Bois later reported
to the NAACP Board, “[a] Pan-African Congress in Paris seemed the next
step.”29 Du Bois wisely made no mention on his passport application of his
plan to call a Pan-African Congress. Had he done so, as he readily admitted
afterward, his passport would have been delayed and probably refused out-
right. This element of Du Bois’s trip was only made public by the NAACP
after he had arrived in France.30

While Du Bois and Moton were making their way to Paris, other, less
well connected African-American delegates attempted to ¤nalize their own
plans to join them. William Monroe Trotter’s National Equal Rights League
had announced at its September 1918 meeting in Chicago that it would call
a National Race Congress in January 1919 in Washington, D.C., “to elect
race petitioners to be sent to intercede for full democracy for Colored
Americans.” This had been reported to the BI by informant Arthur U.
Craig.31 When the war ended earlier than Trotter had expected, the Na-
tional Race Congress was brought forward, and early in December Craig
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alerted Washington BI agent J. G. C. Corcoran to the imminent arrival in
the capital of the Boston Guardian editor and his followers. Corcoran ad-
vised Justice Department attorneys A. H. Pike and Alfred Bettman of Trot-
ter’s plan to send delegates to the peace conference, and suggested that
efforts should be made to discover their ¤nancial backers.32 He also recom-
mended that the State Department be noti¤ed and that “these so-called
delegates’ passports to France be . . . held up at least until the Peace Con-
ference is over.” On the subject of Du Bois, who was halfway to France,
Corcoran warned, “this is a ‘Rock-the-Boat’ type. . . . His associations have
been along German lines. He is further alleged to be a rank Socialist and
all of his associations are the same. He may attempt to introduce socialistic
tendencies at the Peace Conference.”33 This, he concluded, was part of
Du Bois’s master plan “to establish himself as a leader in this country
among the colored people, which in turn will prove all the negroes here
to be socialists [if] following this leader.”34 The meeting of Trotter’s Na-
tional Race Congress, held from December 16 to 19 at one of the largest
churches in the district, was covered for the BI by another black civil
servant, John E. Bowles, an employee of the Bureau of Mines, who had
gathered information on Hubert Harrison’s friends in Washington three
months earlier. Corcoran may have felt that Craig, after covering the June
and September NERL meetings, was in danger of being unmasked. Bowles
attended the daily sessions of the National Race Congress and remarked
to Corcoran afterward, “I have no regrets in going as it was quite amus-
ing.”35

Thirty-nine states were represented among the 250 attendees at the Na-
tional Race Congress. Ten delegates to the peace conference were elected,
including Ida B. Wells-Barnett, who, Bowles reported, abused white people
generally throughout, and William Monroe Trotter, whose name was only
added to the list after some discussion as to whether his inclusion would
jeopardize the whole enterprise, given Woodrow Wilson’s well-known aver-
sion to him. A collection of several hundred dollars was taken up immedi-
ately, and a target set of $25,000. Ida B Wells-Barnett presided, but, accord-
ing to Bowles, the outstanding single in®uence at the gathering was Elder
R. D. Jonas, a white man with “a great ®ow of ¤ne language.”36 Rupert Jonas
was a squat, bearded, Welsh-born itinerant preacher, based in Chicago. He
took delight in meddling in the affairs of black political organizations, while
at the same time reporting what he knew of their activities to the BI and
to the British military representatives in New York City, who in turn passed
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his often inaccurate information to the MID. On this occasion, he distrib-
uted lea®ets in which he announced that he, too, was planning to travel to
France, to help the black delegates obtain a hearing at Versailles, and that
he was forming a “League of Colored Races” for this purpose. Bowles, who
was plainly disenchanted with the proceedings of the National Race Con-
gress, and especially with Jonas’s posturing, commented, “It is very strange
to me just at this time to have so many queer looking people raise so much
Hell over us poor downtrodden people as he says we are.”37

The BI was thus able to give the State Department immediate details
about the National Race Congress’s intention to send delegates to Ver-
sailles, thereby killing any chance that they would be permitted to travel.
Walter Loving also recommended to the MID, immediately after the Na-
tional Race Congress dispersed, that a careful check be made on the rec-
ords of Trotter and his fellow delegates before any of them were issued
passports, especially Ida B. Wells-Barnett—“a known race agitator.” Loving
put the total number of delegates elected to travel to Paris by various black
organizations at over a hundred and warned, “If this plan is successfully
carried out, I fear that the result may be a little embarrassing for this gov-
ernment.”38 He stressed the case of Wells-Barnett because by the time the
National Race Congress convened she had already been nominated as a
delegate by another radical organization—Marcus Garvey’s Universal Ne-
gro Improvement Association (UNIA).39 On Sunday, November 10, 1918,
the eve of the Armistice, Garvey had held one of his ¤rst large Harlem
meetings at the Palace Casino, attended, according to the New York press,
by ¤ve thousand people. (A BI agent who attended in the guise of a news-
paper reporter reckoned the audience was nearer two thousand.) The meet-
ing had been advertised in the Negro World as a vital opportunity for black
New Yorkers to link up with other non-white people of the world: “The Irish,
the Jews, the East Indians and all other oppressed peoples are getting to-
gether to demand from their oppressors liberty, justice, equality, and we
now call upon the 400 millions of Negro people of the world to do like-
wise.”40 After referring to the future status of black people in the New
World, Garvey presented the meeting with resolutions on Africa which the
UNIA would be commending to the powers gathered around the peace
table. He placed great emphasis on the principle of self-determination and
declared that the only way to avoid future warfare was through recognition
of the rights of non-Europeans. He insisted on the dismantling of economic
barriers, freedom of travel, equal educational opportunity, no European
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interference in African tribal custom, no segregation, and the repeal of the
South African land acts. He called for all former German colonies to be
entrusted to the administration of black people educated in Europe and
America and for non-white nations to be accorded proportional represen-
tation in the event of a world government.41

Announcing another mass meeting to be held on Sunday, December 1,
to elect three delegates to the peace conference, Garvey repeated his warn-
ing that Africans were in danger of being overlooked in the post-war set-
tlement:

Every oppressed group of people will be represented in some way or
other at the Peace Conference.

Remember, men, the time is now. There must be liberty, justice and
equality, and that can only be when the Negro takes proper steps to make
his power felt.

Let there be no compromise. Let us unite to get all that is ours. At the
Peace Conference great issues are to be decided, and the Negro must
prepare to take his stand without faltering.

It is your duty to be at the Palace on Sunday.42

Again, the New York Times reported, around ¤ve thousand people attended.
As well as Wells-Barnett, they elected A. Philip Randolph and a Haitian
follower of Garvey, Eliezer Cadet, who would also act as their interpreter in
Paris, where they were to put forward the resolutions adopted by the UNIA
on November 10. A collection of $3,000 was taken up for their mission,
which they hoped to begin within ten days, if passports could be secured
from the State Department within that time.43 If the travel and living ex-
penses of W. E. B. Du Bois are any indication, the $3,000 collected on De-
cember 1 would easily have covered round-trip passage and a three-month
stay in Paris for all three UNIA delegates.44 Garvey continued, nevertheless,
to publicize the mission and to collect additional funds in its name.

Garvey’s meetings were being regularly monitored by this time and the
various investigative agencies of the federal government kept each other
well informed about his new plans. Two agents compiled shorthand reports
on the December 1 UNIA meeting for the BI, which copied one report to
the MID. In addition, Postal Censorship in New York City intercepted let-
ters from Eliezer Cadet to friends in Haiti, in which he wrote enthusiasti-
cally about his forthcoming voyage and his ambition to secure an adminis-
trative post in a former German colony. Copies of this correspondence were
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passed to the Justice Department, the State Department, naval and military
intelligence, and the British and French liaison of¤cers in New York.45

On December 17, in the midst of Trotter’s National Race Congress,
Walter Loving was summoned to the MID of¤ces to arrange for a black
shorthand reporter to cover a UNIA meeting in Baltimore on the following
day, at which Garvey and Wells-Barnett were due to speak. Loving secured
the services of Woolsey W. Hall, an employee of the Treasury Department,
who was to become a frequent reporter of radical meetings in and around
the capital over the coming year. Hall made a lengthy transcript of the
Baltimore meeting, in spite of an announcement by one of the organizers
that a government “spy” was rumored to be present and a request that the
audience identify him, to prevent evidence being gathered on which Wells-
Barnett could be denied a passport.46 Loving produced an edited version
of Hall’s report, but could ¤nd “nothing of interest” in her speech, which
covered twenty-three pages. He concluded that she had decided to tone
down her material rather than endanger her trip to France, but urged that
nevertheless “special attention be given to her record before a passport is
granted her.”47 On receiving Loving’s reports on the Garvey meeting in
Baltimore and Trotter’s congress in Washington, the acting MID director
made it clear to Emmett Scott that, with or without hard evidence of sedi-
tious intent, Ida B. Wells-Barnett’s presence in Paris during the peace con-
ference would not be welcomed by the government.48 The MID’s request
was unnecessary, for an apparatchik like Emmett Scott would never have
supported Wells-Barnett’s passport application, or that of A. Philip Ran-
dolph. Eliezer Cadet was able to travel to France unhindered, apparently
on papers provided by the Haitian consulate (which he gave as his New
York address), but neither Randolph nor Wells-Barnett was granted a pass-
port to travel on behalf of the UNIA.

The efforts of yet another black equal rights organization which hoped
to be represented at Versailles were undoubtedly hampered by Trotter’s
scheme. Trotter had dubbed his December 16–19 assembly a “National
Race Congress” and, not for the ¤rst time, government agents confused his
activities with those of another group—the Rev. William H. Jernagin’s Na-
tional Race Congress of the United States (NRC), a much less confronta-
tional body than the NERL or the UNIA. To add to the confusion, Jernagin
applied for his passport on December 21, 1918, just two days after Trotter’s
National Race Congress ended, and most of the documentation which he
submitted in support of his application was dated in the preceding week.49
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These were letters to certify that Jernagin’s NRC had nominated him to be
“a delegate to the Conference of Darker Races and also a delegate to the
League of Small Nations and Weak Peoples to be held in France during the
session of the Peace Council in AD 1919,” and that, in addition, the Federal
Council of Churches had appointed both Jernagin and a fellow member of
the NRC, John R. Hawkins, to its own fourteen-member Special Commis-
sion to the Peace Conference.50 The latter document did not assist Jernagin,
because Hawkins had attended some of the sessions of Trotter’s National
Race Congress. On top of this, just prior to Trotter’s National Race Con-
gress, Postal Censorship intercepted a letter sent by J. Milton Waldron of
the NRC to a prominent Indian nationalist in Stockholm, who had pre-
viously been based in Berlin. Waldron wrote that he and his associates were
looking forward to meeting the Indian nationalists at the Conference of
Darker Races in Paris, to which the NRC had already elected delegates.
American of¤cials had already expressed concern about the activities of
Indian nationalists in the United States during the war, and this letter was
taken to be “evidence of rapprochement between the negro and Hindu
agitators.”51

Jernagin asked for his passport to be issued in time for him to sail from
New York on January 4, 1919, but three weeks after that date he was still
waiting for it. Meanwhile, he had secured further written assurances from
the Federal Council of Churches that it wished to include him among its
delegates to Paris. He also had a statement from the management of the
Pittsburgh American that he would be the journal’s sole reporter on the
peace conference.52 On January 27, Jernagin submitted to the State Depart-
ment an undertaking that, if granted a passport, he would con¤ne his ac-
tivities to those of a newspaper correspondent and a member of the Federal
Council of Churches commission, with responsibility for the religious fu-
ture of Africa: in other words, that he would in no way represent the NRC
or raise the issue of racial discrimination in America while in France. On
the strength of this undertaking, and perhaps after separate representa-
tions from the Federal Council of Churches, Third Assistant Secretary of
State William A. Phillips intervened on Jernagin’s behalf. The references
on his original application to his plans to attend the Conference of Darker
Races and the meeting of the League of Small Nations and Weak Peoples
were deleted and, with “Religious work” substituted, the passport was issued
on January 29.53

When it became clear that the State Department was being less than
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helpful with passports for African Americans, Hubert Harrison predicted
that none of “the seventy-odd Negro ‘delegates’ to the Peace Conference
who have got themselves ‘elected’ at mass meetings and concerts” would be
allowed to travel to France and that the decision had already been taken.
As usual, Harrison had captured the essence of what was going on:

Of course, the government isn’t telling them so in plain English. That
wouldn’t be like our government. It merely makes them wait while their
money melts away. Day after day and week after week, they wearily wend
their way to the of¤cial Circumlocution Of¤ce where they receive a reply
considered suf¤cient for their child-minds: “Not yet.” . . . The govern-
ment will not let them go to France, because the government’s conscience
is not clear. And the government ordered that ludicrous lackey, Mr. R. R.
Moton to go—for the same reason. In fact, the creation of sinecures for
Mr. Scott and the other barnacles is due largely to an uneasy conscience.54

When it ¤nally came, the calculated response of the State Department to
groups of blacks who wished to travel to France was to act as if the question
was not one for the United States government to decide. Du Bois’s plan to
call a Pan-African Congress had been publicized after his arrival in France
and, on the basis of this, the State Department assumed that the various
black delegations were all intending to participate in this congress. On Feb-
ruary 1, 1919, the government stated:

The State Department has been approached by various colored delega-
tions with a view to sending representatives to Paris to participate in a
Pan-African congress composed of colored people from different parts
of the world. The department has been in touch with the French Gov-
ernment on the subject and is now in a position to state that the French
Government has not been approached, but does not consider this a fa-
vorable time to hold such a conference. In the circumstances the depart-
ment will be unable to grant passports to persons desiring to proceed to
Paris for the purpose of attending such a congress.55

During the next few days, this statement was incorporated into letters
from Second Assistant Secretary of State Alvey A. Adee to the peace con-
ference delegates elected by black organizations as an explanation of why
they would not be issued passports.56 Unfortunately for the State Depart-
ment, NAACP Secretary John R. Shillady had already released a cablegram
from Du Bois which read, “Clemenceau permits Pan-African Congress Feb-
ruary 12, 13, 14. North, South America, West Indies, Africa represented.
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Two of our delegates, Haiti, Liberia, sit in Peace Conference.” In releasing
this, Shillady tactfully omitted Du Bois’s ¤nal sentence: “Carefully selected
delegates welcome.” It was obvious, as the New York Call, a socialist daily,
observed, that the French government had not been consulted by the
United States before the State Department issued its statement.57

In taking repressive action regarding passports, the State Department
had sought to avoid embarrassing protests in Paris over racial discrimina-
tion in the United States, but it may also have been in®uenced by the con-
cerns of Allied diplomats about the sensitivity of Japan on the question of
race, and particularly American attitudes on this subject. In December
1918, the Japanese government had announced that its leading negotiator
at the peace table, Baron Makino, had been instructed to obtain guarantees
from the other participants against racial discrimination in international
relations.58 Since the ending of the war, American investigative agencies
had picked up clear indications that black radicals hoped to be able to
capitalize on Japanese dissatisfaction with American attitudes. Most notably,
both the BI and the MID collected information on the activities of the
International League of Darker Peoples (ILDP), which surfaced in New
York in January 1919. This was the title eventually adopted by the body for
which R. D. Jonas had been trying to attract support at Trotter’s National
Race Congress in December 1918 under the name of a “League of Colored
Races.” It was not connected with either the Conference of the Darker
Races or the League of Small Nations and Weak Peoples, to which the Rev.
W. H. Jernagin was hoping to travel. The ILDP was born at the New York
country estate of the famous African-American cosmetics tycoon, Madame
C. J. Walker, who had been chosen as a delegate by the Washington gath-
ering. Attended by around thirty blacks and two whites ( Jonas and his
wife), the inaugural meeting elected the Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, Sr., as
president of the ILDP, Madame Walker as treasurer, and A. Philip Randolph
as secretary. Among the other noteworthy participants were Marcus Garvey
and the Rev. George Frazier Miller. The immediate program of the league
was that it should act as a coordinating body for the various organizations
that had elected delegates to travel to Paris—arranging tours of European
cities for them and securing accommodation, providing press facilities, lob-
bying the participants in the peace conference, and organizing “an inter-
national conference of the darker peoples” in Paris. The longer-term am-
bition of the ILDP was to be the benevolent world representative of all
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“darker peoples” and a disseminator of educational and political informa-
tion.59

On January 7, 1919, a committee of seven ILDP members, including
Walker, Jonas, and Randolph, held a meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
with Shuroku Kuroiwa, a leading Tokyo newspaper proprietor, who was on
his way to Paris to join the Japanese mission to the peace conference. The
BI in New York described Kuroiwa as “the Japanese William Randolph
Hearst.” According to the ILDP’s account, published by Randolph in the
organization’s short-lived journal, World Forum, Kuroiwa expressed “his un-
quali¤ed and genuine approval of the darker peoples making common
cause against the common enemy—race prejudice based upon color.” Ran-
dolph entrusted the ILDP’s “Memorandum of Peace Proposals” to Kuroiwa,
who promised that the question of race would be raised at Versailles. The
memorandum called for an international agreement on the “abolition and
prohibition of all economic, political, and social discriminations in all coun-
tries, based upon color.” It also demanded freedom of movement, revision
of African treaties “entered into through force or duress, threat or intimi-
dation,” the removal of restrictive barriers to trade, and self-determination.
The ILDP argued that the German colonies should be entrusted to a
“supernational commission,” and that an “International Commission of
Darker Peoples,” made up of educated blacks and Asians, should give tech-
nological advice to developing countries and monitor interference in their
affairs by industrial nations. Labor conditions should be improved, univer-
sal suffrage introduced, and revenue raised from import duties. Finally,
the ILDP asked the nations participating in the peace conference to rec-
ognize that

[t]he egalitarian theory of mankind is the only sound one upon which
the new world society must be founded.

All races and nations must be accorded free access to the instrumen-
talities of civilization. Races and nations are different because of differ-
ences in opportunity and not on account of differences in capacity.60

R. D. Jonas included an account of the Waldorf-Astoria meeting in his secret
report to the BI and also, apparently, in his report to British military intel-
ligence, since it was later mentioned by the New York City MID of¤ce, along
with the names of Japanese radicals with whom Jonas claimed black leaders
were working.61 (The ILDP dissolved early in 1919, weakened by its failure
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to make an impression on the Peace Conference, the divergent interests of
its members, and the death of C. J. Walker.)

In Paris, American negotiators were ultimately forced to acknowledge
that Japan was serious in pursuing formal recognition of the equality of
races and the right of aliens to equal treatment, but Wilson and his advisors
would certainly not have welcomed additional lobbying on this issue in
France by groups of African Americans. After its introduction into the
League of Nations discussions early in February 1919, the Japanese pro-
posal was never favored by Wilson for domestic political and, possibly, per-
sonal reasons, although the most active opposition came from Australia and
Great Britain.62 Thus, the State Department’s refusal to grant passports to
black delegations in the early months of 1919 was based partly on a deter-
mination to avoid international comment on American racial discrimina-
tion, and partly on a general desire to discourage equal rights agitation
at home.

By no means all African Americans regretted the government’s refusal
to grant passports to the delegations, revealing the factionalism and per-
sonal rivalries at the heart of black politics. Several newspapers questioned
the usefulness and even the sincerity of certain would-be travelers. The New
York Age declared that it saw “no sense or reason in this multiplying of so-
called Peace delegates that will never get as far down the harbor as the
Statue of Liberty.”63 The Baltimore Daily Herald referred to what it called
“that class of professional Negroes . . . , always and eternally ready to hand
around the hat to lift a donation for themselves for their great services to
the race,” and added,

We did not expect that class of men to secure passports and it is fortunate
for the race in this country that they will not be permitted to lower the
dignity of the race and destroy the splendid impression of the race given
the peoples of Europe by the manly, sensible, and brave bearing and ex-
ploits of the Black American soldiers, by their wild rantings and most
foolish attempt to intrude the domestic ills from which we suffer into the
presence of men gathered together upon matters of international import,
and concerning which they could neither give aid nor give counsel.64

The Chicago Defender suggested that the withholding of passports might
be “a great help to protect the pocket books of the poor people who have
recently fallen victim to graft schemes instigated by people seeking to have
a good time in Paris.”65
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Most black people, however, were angered at the government’s concoc-
tion of an excuse to refuse passports to virtually all blacks, even those who
would have traveled independently and at their own expense. A. Philip Ran-
dolph was particularly incensed, ridiculing the government’s favoritism to-
ward “ ‘good niggers’, safe and sound leaders who will take orders.”66 Cyril
Briggs, who devoted most of the early issues of the Crusader to internation-
alist ideals such as self-determination, but whose own small organization,
the Hamitic League of the World, made no attempt to send delegates to
France, compared the radicalism and vigor of the UNIA’s envoys with the
moderation of those blacks who had been allowed to travel in Decem-
ber 1918. He speculated that Du Bois might be on an intelligence mis-
sion for the government, and could think of only one useful purpose for
Moton’s trip:

The South has been greatly troubled of late with its guilty conscience and
fear of what those Black Soldiers, who have chased the white Huns, will
do to murderous crackers when they get back home.

It may be possible that the South intends sending white men’s “nig-
gers” across to placate the Black warriors of Democracy before they
get back home, to the end that they will have been prepared by “nig-
ger” leaders to go back South in the old spirit of servile submissiveness
to wrongs and insults that no self-respecting race or man can further
tolerate?

We merely ask the question. In the meantime we prefer to pin our faith
in the Randolphs, the Geo. Frazier Millers, the Monroe Trotters, the Har-
risons and the Garveys of the race.67

In Paris, meanwhile, Du Bois had pressed ahead with the arrangements for
the Pan-African Congress. It began a week later than the date agreed to
by the French government, running from February 19 to 21. Fifty-seven
people attended, from ¤fteen countries, but there were only twelve African
participants. Blaise Diagne, a Senegalese member of the French Chamber
of Deputies, who had been instrumental in securing Clemenceau’s permis-
sion to hold the gathering in Paris, was elected president of the congress,
while Du Bois served as its secretary. The United States was the most heavily
represented country, with sixteen individuals, including Y MCA worker
Addie W. Hunton, William Jernagin (whose own race gatherings never took
place), a number of black army of¤cers, and three white members of the
NAACP board. Robert Moton had said he would attend the congress, ac-
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cording to Du Bois, but he left France before it began.68 Thirteen members
of the congress were from the French West Indies, seven from France, and
seven from Haiti, including the UNIA delegate, Eliezer Cadet, who distrib-
uted copies of the Negro World. France, Belgium, and Portugal sent of¤-
cial observers.69 The report of the French of¤cial, colonial administrator
Maurice Delafosse, made it clear that his government did not regard the
Pan-African Congress as a radical threat. Indeed, Diagne began the open-
ing session with a salute to French colonialism, and, as a historian of Africa
has noted, “the anti-American edge of the movement was actually much
sharper than the anti-colonial one.” Delafosse acknowledged that

The nations which until now have been marginalized, the races which
are victims of prejudice, are naturally the most anxious of all those na-
tions and races which are awaiting, with justi¤able impatience, decisions
upon which the fate of humanity will depend.70

He also had no doubts about the representativeness of the congress: “I
am therefore convinced that, despite its restricted membership, the Pan-
African Congress had suf¤cient authority to speak for all black people.”71

The Pan-African Congress adopted a number of resolutions, including one
calling on the League of Nations, when formed, to monitor the welfare of
native peoples. In particular, the congress asked for the recognition of na-
tive ownership of land, prevention of the exhaustion of natural wealth, the
abolition of slavery, the provision of technical education, improvement of
hygiene and medical care, native participation in government at a local
level, eventual self-government, and resistance to the imposition of foreign
culture and religion. The most important resolution, so far as black Ameri-
cans were concerned, was that

Where ever persons of African descent are civilized and able to meet the
tests of surrounding culture, they shall be accorded the same rights as
their fellow-citizens; they shall not be denied on account of race or color
a voice in their own government, justice before the courts and economic
and social equality according to ability and desert.72

While in Paris, Du Bois met Woodrow Wilson’s adviser, Col. Edward M.
House, and the American colonial expert George Beer, but he later admit-
ted that if the Pan-African Congress had any slight in®uence, it was limited
to encouraging acceptance of the mandate system for dealing with the
problem of the former German colonies.73
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At the end of February, one week after the Pan-African Congress dis-
persed, the State Department announced that it was looking into the four-
week-old news that the French government had, after all, given permission
for the congress to go ahead. If that was the case, the State Department
conceded, with feigned generosity, then it would ask for a delay in the hold-
ing of the congress, so as to allow “a limited number of delegates of the
colored race from the United States to reach Paris in order to participate.”74

Early in March, State Department of¤cials must have felt that their original
position had been the right one, after receiving a report from Harry F.
Worley, the white Virginia-born ¤nancial adviser to the Republic of Liberia.
Although he did not attend “the so-called Pan-African Congress,” Worley
claimed to have heard from those who had that “the speeches of the Ameri-
can Negroes were highly in®ammatory and condemnatory of the social con-
ditions in the United States and inveighing against the Government of the
United States for permitting such conditions to exist.” This, wrote Worley,
was especially true of Du Bois. In fact, Du Bois’s Pan-African Congress did
not cause any great political or diplomatic dif¤culty to the Wilson adminis-
tration, but one consequence of his visit to France almost certainly caused
government of¤cials, including those who had helped to get him a passport,
to regret that he had been allowed to travel. During his time in France, Du
Bois had spectacular success in unearthing documentary evidence of hos-
tile and prejudiced attitudes on the part of white army of¤cers toward black
troops. 75

William Monroe Trotter claimed that he never even bothered to apply
for a passport, so sure was he that it would be refused. This did not pre-
vent him from reaching France, but he arrived alone and long after the
Pan-African Congress had closed. Du Bois was already back in the United
States before Trotter left on April 18, 1919. Nevertheless, Trotter enhanced
his reputation for sel®essness and determination in the ¤ght for equal
rights. He had left Boston in mid-February, as the Pan-African Congress
was preparing to meet, but it took him two months to secure a job as a cook
on a small freighter sailing out of New York. Trotter jumped ship at Le
Havre in the ¤rst week of May and made his way to Paris, where he turned
out a number of well-received articles for the French press on the condi-
tions facing black Americans and sent copies of the resolutions of the Na-
tional Race Congress to all the negotiators. Throughout June, he pestered
the American commission to the peace conference for an interview, or for
some indication that the petition which he had sent would be discussed,
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but he was ignored. In early July, after the treaty had been signed, he re-
turned to a hero’s welcome in Harlem.76 The only one of the delegates
elected at Trotter’s National Race Congress to secure a passport was Bishop
Lynnwood W. Kyles, of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion (AMEZ)
Church, and this came only after government of¤cials had been carefully
obstructive. Kyles, from St. Louis, submitted his ¤rst application to the State
Department in person on December 20, 1918, the day after the National
Race Congress closed, stating that he intended to sail from New York a
month later, but omitting to mention that he had just been elected to Trot-
ter’s delegation. He ostensibly applied for the passport as part of an AMEZ
Church delegation to Methodist conferences in West Africa, and com-
mented that he wanted to visit France only “en route.” This reference to
France was enough to ensure that no action was taken on his applica-
tion. Finally, a few days after the State Department’s February 1, 1919, an-
nouncement about alleged French unwillingness to allow black delegates
to congregate in Paris, and almost three weeks after his intended date of
departure, Kyles was informed that his passport application was being de-
nied. His one-dollar application fee was returned. In May, almost three
months after the Pan-African Congress, Kyles appealed to Assistant Secre-
tary of State Adee to reconsider his application, in view of the recent grant-
ing of passports to other members of the AMEZ Church mission to West
Africa. He now hoped to leave New York in June. After a further two weeks,
Kyles was issued a passport on May 26, 1919, on the basis of his December
application, except that his request to be allowed to visit France en route
was speci¤cally denied.77

The State Department had relaxed slightly once the Pan-African Con-
gress was over. Discreet and conservative black leaders who had the backing
of white groups or politicians rather than of black organizations could now
secure passports, so long as they made it clear that they would not be en-
gaging in political activity in Paris. Even so, the process was dominated by
an air of skepticism and reluctance on the part of the bureaucrats. In April
1919, Mary Church Terrell, the wife of District of Columbia municipal court
judge Robert H. Terrell (one of the few black Republican appointees to
retain of¤ce during the Wilson years), was granted a passport to travel as
a delegate from the American Section of the International Committee of
Women for Permanent Peace (ICWPP) to the forthcoming International
Congress of Women at Berne. She was able to support her application with
a letter of invitation from the ICWPP, signed by its chairwoman, Jane
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Addams, and the secretary for the American delegates, Alice Thacher Post,
the wife of Assistant Secretary of Labor Louis F. Post.78 Richard R. Wright,
president of the Georgia State Industrial College at Savannah, applied for
a passport on June 20, 1919, in order to travel on July 3 to England, France,
and Belgium, “to study school conditions.” His application fee was promptly
returned with a request that he provide evidence that this was the real
object of the trip. Wright forwarded to the State Department a letter from
Emmett Scott supporting Wright’s plans and stating that Robert Moton had
asked Scott to give Wright assistance. In addition, Governor Hugh M. Dorsey
of Georgia telegraphed the State Department in support of Wright’s pro-
posed tour. These endorsements persuaded Assistant Secretary of State
Phillips to allow a passport to be sent on July 3 to Wright in Philadelphia,
where his son was a teacher and editor. From there, Wright traveled to New
York, where his passport was visaed by the representatives of the French,
Belgian, and British governments, before he sailed on July 11. The British
military representative was uneasy about Wright’s departure, however, in-
forming the BI a few days later that Wright had seemed suspiciously hurried
when asking for his visa, and that he had admitted knowing and agreeing
with various black radicals, including William Monroe Trotter. The British
remained convinced that Wright was planning to join forces with Trotter
in Paris, although Wright had denied this. (In fact, Trotter had left France
by the time Wright sailed from New York and the two probably passed each
other in mid-Atlantic.) The State Department took the view that it was too
late to do anything about it.79

The demobilization of the American army in 1919, in the context of
in®ation, the growing red scare, and labor unrest, was widely recognized
as a potential emergency, and the racial dimension was frequently noted.
In March 1919, soon after the return from France of the African-American
combat divisions (92nd and 93rd), the black director of a large, segregated
Y MCA branch in Chicago warned a group of the city’s leading business-
men that

[m]any of the colored boys who have been in the army are coming back
with new ideas about what life ought to be. America, which fought to
make the world safe for democracy, has an acid test for democracy here
at home. The negro soldier is coming back with a consciousness of power
hitherto unrealized, a sense of manhood, and a belief in his ability to
carry responsibility. He believes that his strength is the same as that of
other men.80
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Such frankness might have been appreciated in northern industrial cities,
but elsewhere black leaders were trying to get across a subtly different mes-
sage to white audiences, while acknowledging that the war would have had
an impact on African Americans. On a visit to the South, Emmett Scott
sought to allay white apprehension about assertive returning black soldiers.
At the Twenty-Eighth Annual Tuskegee Conference, he stated that black
men would have bene¤ted physically and mentally from military training
and would return with “a broader vision and appreciation of American
citizenship, as well as with new ideas of what Liberty and Freedom (not
license) mean.” The black American veteran, said Scott, would avoid any-
thing which might “jeopardize or impair the honor and fame his race has
won in this war by any thoughtless or unmanly word or deed.”81

For American military intelligence of¤cers, who had been uneasily con-
templating the probable mood of returning black soldiers since November
1918, the immediate concern had been with discipline after the Armistice
and the way in which contact with French civilians might in®uence the
soldiers’ future attitudes toward American society. White of¤cers in France
had expressed the contradictory views that blacks would indulge in general
rape and looting in France and that the friendly reception accorded to
them by French civilians would lead to demands for “social equality” at
home. During the war, senior AEF of¤cers had made it plain to the French
army that they disapproved of the local population’s “treating the Negro
with familiarity and indulgence.” French of¤cers were advised that the
“vices of the Negro” represented “a constant menace to the American who
has to repress them sternly.” Strict orders were issued after the Armistice
to limit contacts between members of black regiments and French civilians,
especially women.82 Even before the war ended, Newton D. Baker had be-
gun to receive advice that he should repatriate black soldiers as soon as
possible. On November 7, a War Department of¤cial attached to the Ser-
vices of Supply wrote Baker,

If I may recommend one thing from observation as to what is going on
here, get the colored troops out of France as soon as you can. The French
treat them like they do their Algerians and our men misunderstand this
and it has resulted in quite a bit of crime.83

Less than a fortnight later, a cable from a State Department investigator
was passed to military intelligence. He reported that on a visit to the front
he had been told by white American of¤cers of the “excesses indulged in
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by our negro troops at Chateau-Thierry.” The alleged collapse of discipline
was attributed to the fact that French civilians had shown the black soldier
“more courtesy and social attention than he was accustomed to at home.”
It was claimed that villagers had been terrorized by drunken soldiers and
that cases of murder and attempted rape had followed. Northern blacks
were said to have behaved worse than those from the South. The State
Department agent concluded that, “with no re®ection on their service in
the war, I believe every effort possible should be made to have all negro
troops immediately returned to America.” Otherwise, he envisaged a situa-
tion in which black soldiers, through excessive drinking “and with passions
aroused, would be a menace not only to the localities in which they are
quartered but would necessarily discredit the United States.”84 Such views
were actively promoted by racist senior of¤cers who were determined to
denigrate African-American soldiers and of¤cers at the end of the war. The
commanding general of the 92nd division, Gen. C. C. Ballou, was said to
have referred to it as his “rapist” division, while in December 1918, Ballou’s
chief of staff, Col. Allen J. Greer, the author of Bulletin No. 35, wrote Sen.
Kenneth D. McKellar of Tennessee a lengthy letter accusing black of¤cers
and men of cowardice, dishonesty, and inef¤ciency, adding that they had
been “dangerous to no one but themselves and women.” Another general
claimed that by mid-December there had been twenty-six cases of rape in
the 92nd division—an outright lie, which Robert Russa Moton exposed
when he examined the division’s records soon afterward and found that
seven of the twelve thousand men in the division had been charged with
rape, of whom two had been convicted. One of the convictions had been
set aside at General Headquarters and the one certainly guilty man had
been executed.85

Shortly afterward, Newton D. Baker was shown a lengthy memorandum
prepared by Walter Loving, in which the black agent listed, as he saw them,
“some of the impending dangers which will undoubtedly confront the mili-
tary authorities should negro troops be kept in France for any great length
of time.”86 Loving at no time traveled to France to view conditions for him-
self, and so his opinions were necessarily colored by his own experiences
of active service in the Philippines, some twenty years earlier, and by the
misleading and biased reports of white ¤eld of¤cers which reached Wash-
ington in 1918. He felt there had been an undercurrent of racial friction
within the AEF ever since it had arrived in France, and now that the war
was over he expected this tension to surface in places of entertainment,
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where whites would insist on segregation. Black soldiers would naturally
seek diversions, wrote Loving,

and with them diversion and women are synonymous. No American white
man, whether he comes from the north or the south, wants to see colored
men mingling with white women in sporting houses and other question-
able places, no more so than a colored man would want to see a white
man enter the house of a respectable colored family and claim one of the
race’s best to serve him as his mistress—a practice which is in vogue in
this late day in the south.87

He predicted that if black and white American soldiers were allowed to
compete for the attentions of French women, it would result in “an Ameri-
can race war in France.” Such a “catastrophe would be disastrous and dis-
graceful before the whole civilized world,” especially if, as Loving thought
possible, French troops took the side of the black men: “Just imagine a
mix-up of this kind.” Loving was aware of a further complication: a number
of black men were contemplating marriage to French women. This, he
stated, would not be looked on with favor by either race at home; for one
thing, many black women were “looking forward to such opportunities
themselves.” Loving’s advice to the War Department, given, he wrote, “for
the good of the service and to the best interest of the colored race in gen-
eral,” was that no discharges be granted in France, that all black soldiers
“be shipped home with the least possible delay,” and that “strict measures”
be adopted to prevent soldiers of different races encountering each other
in brothels.88

Marlborough Churchill endorsed these suggestions, advising the chief
of staff that “Major Loving’s recommendations to this division with respect
to questions concerning his own race have always been valuable and are
believed to be entirely without race prejudice.” The chief of staff clearly
concurred and Newton D. Baker wrote on Loving’s memorandum that it
was “very thoughtful and judicious.”89 The secretary of war was concerned
about the management and demeanor of the African-American regiments
for a variety of reasons: to preserve good order within the army, to enhance
the reputation of the black soldier, to avoid criticism of the administration,
and to promote peaceful race relations in the United States. Baker had
been appalled by two earlier instances of gang rape of white women by
black soldiers in the United States, particularly an assault at Rockford, Ill.,
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by nineteen black soldiers from Camp Grant, and was alert to what he called
“popular feeling aroused in these cases,” which led to “very widespread and
bitter resentment.”90 He may thus have been predisposed to accept as true
some of the uglier characterizations of black troops as they prepared to
return from France, but he was also well aware that if whites in the South
came to regard these veterans as lawless and corrupted, many African
Americans could suffer terribly.

In early December 1918, Baker was supplied with the southern white
supremacist view of the returning black soldier by one of the MID’s volun-
teer of¤cers, the Missouri-born Capt. Frederick Sullens. In civilian life, as
the editor of a leading Mississippi newspaper, the Jackson Daily News, Sullens
had written sympathetically about the efforts of black farmers to undertake
agricultural improvements, and opposed the successful bid of the virulently
racist former governor James K. Vardaman to gain election to the U.S. Sen-
ate in 1912 and the election of Theodore G. Bilbo to the governorship in
1915.91 In the interwar period, Sullens would nonetheless be a ¤rm oppo-
nent of extending civil rights to black Mississippians and retained from his
army service the MID’s view of black leaders. His description of W. E. B.
Du Bois in the 1920s contained loud echoes of Capt. James A. Bruff’s
slanted portrait of Du Bois and other NAACP board members at the time
of the commission controversy. Sullens called Du Bois “a Northern Negro
who hates the South and everything Southern. He is brilliantly educated
but has a warped mind. He is perhaps the most vicious, vindictive, volatile,
and uncompromising hater of the Southern white man who ever lived.”92

According to Sullens, southerners with whom he corresponded and spoke
were expecting racial trouble to follow the war, unless black veterans were
carefully handled. In the ¤rst place, they thought it imperative that the men
should be prevented from returning to their homes in uniform. Anyone
familiar with the South, he declared, knew that “the negro soldier strutting
about in uniform three months after his discharge will always be a potential
danger.” (Only a danger to himself, Sullens might have added if he were
being truthful.) He predicted that the black veteran would be a changed
man—one who had gained “new ideas and social aspirations . . . , particu-
larly from his association with the French demi-monde.” If veterans tried
to carry these ideas back to the South, and Sullens was sure that some
would, he foresaw “an era of bloodshed . . . as compared with which the
history of reconstruction will be mild reading, indeed.” He recommended
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that the federal government cooperate with the state authorities to help
turn black soldiers back into submissive civilians. (This problem had al-
ready been given considerable attention in Alabama, for instance, in meet-
ings between the governor and various bodies, including the American Pro-
tective League, leading the Alabama Council of Defense to ask Baker to
delay the return of black soldiers until the threat of German subversion
had passed.93) Sullens suggested that the Morale Branch should contact
state governors as soon as possible to discuss the return of black troops,
and that the War Department should engage in propaganda through black
churches and the southern press, to dampen the veterans’ political and
social ambitions and calm white fears. He claimed that his main concern
was for the welfare of the soldiers: “If many of them have had false ideas
instilled in their minds during the period of service, that is more a misfor-
tune than their fault.”94

Capt. James E. Cutler of the Morale Branch subsequently discussed the
probable mood of returning black soldiers with Newton D. Baker and
George Foster Peabody, from whom Baker often sought advice on racial
matters. Cutler found them in favor of allowing conservative black speakers
to address the troops prior to their discharge, but unwilling to go along
with Sullens’s other proposals, which they felt would have exceeded the
War Department’s authority.95 Of all Wilson’s cabinet of¤cers, Baker was
probably the least likely to be attracted to the idea of collaborating with
semi-of¤cial organizations like the APL to assist southern whites to reas-
sert their dominance over the black population. Peabody’s reservations
stemmed from other sensitivities; a native of Georgia, he opposed any ac-
tion that might later be construed as outside interference in an essentially
southern racial problem.96

The War Department heeded the advice to recall black troops without
unnecessary delay. Although the combat regiments were involved in the
occupation of Germany in December 1918, they were withdrawn to France
to await transport home in January 1919. Black labor battalions of the Ser-
vices of Supply (SOS) were deployed away from centers of population and
given the task of clearing the battle¤elds and reburying the dead. At the
Argonne National Cemetery near Romagne, six thousand African Ameri-
cans prepared and ¤lled twenty-three thousand graves. No black soldiers
were taken to Paris to take part in the Victory Parade.97 Instead, they were
treated to homilies in their camps by men like Robert Russa Moton, who
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had carefully discussed what to say to them with the Morale Branch before
leaving for France. Cutler reported to his superiors soon after Moton sailed
that he was going “to add his in®uence in favor of common sense and right
conduct on the part of the returning colored soldiers.”98 Moton gave the
men a set speech on the need to behave “in a straightforward, manly,
and modest way” on their return to the United States, to get a job or a piece
of land and a wife and to avoid doing “anything in peace to spoil the
magni¤cent record you have made in war.” Both Woodrow Wilson and
Newton D. Baker expressed satisfaction at the way in which Moton accom-
plished his task, but black radicals were less impressed by this impersona-
tion of Booker T. Washington at his most submissive.99 Cyril Briggs, de-
lighted to have been proved right about the object of Moton’s voyage,
weighed in against its “shameless treachery and disgusting servility.” Moton,
he wrote, was “living in the wrong era”:

[T]imes and the Negro’s spirit have undergone a radical change since
the servile days of fool advice to own pigs and land and give no thought
to the political rights that alone could protect the owner of land and pigs
in his property rights. The Negro has learned from sad experience that
begging and crawling and following “handpicked” leaders will win noth-
ing that is worthwhile. He has seen Suffrage and Labor triumphant
through a policy of demanding and agitating. And neither the Negro men
who fought for Democracy on the shell torn ¤elds of France, nor the
Negro women and men who stood by the country and backed up all its
soldiers, are going to adopt the “modest and unassuming” attitudes that
Robby recommends. . . . No man can serve two masters and we commend
Robby to his white ‘massas.’ The Negro Race is forever done with the
spineless Judas Iscariot type of leader.100

In France, meanwhile, intelligence of¤cers with the AEF were becoming
anxious about the mood of the African-American regiments. Before the
Armistice, there had been no suggestion that black soldiers were disloyal,
even though the enemy attempted to lure them away from the Allied lines.
German planes had dropped lea®ets in which African Americans were
asked what harm had ever been done to them by Germany and whether
they had bene¤ted at all from the “Democracy” for which they now fought:

You have been made a tool of the egotistic and rapacious rich in America,
and there is nothing in the whole game for you but broken bones, hor-
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rible wounds, spoiled health, or death. No satisfaction whatever will you
get out of this unjust war. You have never seen Germany, so you are fools
if you allow people to make you hate us. Come over and see for yourself.
Let those do the ¤ghting who make the pro¤t out of this war. Don’t allow
them to use you as cannon fodder.

To carry a gun in this service is not an honor but a shame. Throw it
away and come over to the German lines. You will ¤nd friends who will
help you.101

Such overtures had no effect, but white of¤cers in the AEF had nevertheless
been made uneasy by unsubstantiated rumors during the war that black
soldiers had covertly formed an organization to ¤ght post-war discrimina-
tion in the South.102 These suspicions grew after the Armistice, and in Janu-
ary 1919, as the black combat regiments waited to return home, the AEF’s
intelligence arm, the original G-2, began to receive fresh reports that black
of¤cers of the 370th Infantry (originally the 8th Illinois National Guard,
from Chicago) had formed a new secret society for “the promotion of social
equality between colored and white after demobilization.” The movement
seemed to have spread to two other 93rd Division regiments, the 369th,
formerly the 15th New York National Guard, and the 371st, made up of
southern draftees. All three regiments were encamped at Brest and it was
believed that the organization had made contact with African-American
leaders and with French politicians. As far as G-2 could determine, its object
was to resist the continued imposition of “white ascendancy,” especially in
the South, and to “maintain and strengthen the social equality between the
races as established in France.” The dif¤culty which intelligence of¤cers
encountered in securing any further information about the organization—
even its name—led G-2 to conclude that it was “probable that there were
motives other than the above in the minds of the promoters.”103

Brig. Gen. Dennis E. Nolan, the New York–born chief of G-2, advised
his of¤cers to be on the lookout for signs of such a society wherever black
troops were stationed, adding, “In the circumstances it is essential that the
utmost discretion be exercised in making observations.” In mid-February,
when the 93rd Division had returned to the United States and the 92nd
was at sea, Nolan warned the MID that the mysterious organization prob-
ably existed, but that G-2 had been unable to prove it before the combat
divisions departed. He hoped the on-board investigation being conducted
by the 92nd Division’s G-2 of¤cer, Maj. F. P. Schoonmaker, a Pennsylvania
lawyer in civilian life, would yield more information, but the latter, in his
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¤nal communication from Camp Meade on February 25, could only report
that there had been some sort of meeting at the Le Mans Forwarding Camp
on the “[p]olitical, economical, educational betterment and co-ordination
of the negro in the United States on the principles of Democracy as won
on the Battle¤elds of Europe.”104

The black SOS regiments, returning to the United States some weeks
after the combat divisions, provoked a spate of new concerns. In April 1919,
Col. John M. Dunn, chief of the Positive Branch of the MID, claimed that
practically every black soldier in the labor battalions was bringing back an
army revolver. He suggested to Churchill that extra efforts be made in
France to prevent this and that the military authorities in the United States
should search black regiments for weapons on arrival. The seriousness of
the matter could not be exaggerated, he warned,

since it is a well-known fact that there is a great deal of social and labor
unrest among the negro population of the United States, who are de-
manding social equality as well as other changes in their post-war status.
Negro publications openly advocate race war and violence, and if there
be any truth in this report about the revolvers, this would seem to indicate
one of the sources from which they are obtaining, or could obtain, ¤re-
arms for illegal purposes.105

Dunn’s warning was backed up by the statement of a white of¤cer stationed
in a supply area in Belgium from January to March 1919. After hearing
frequent bouts of shooting coming from the direction of the salvage am-
munition and small arms dumps, he had discovered that all the black pio-
neer soldiers detailed to sort the weapons were armed with revolvers and
automatic pistols.106 Churchill approved Dunn’s request that extra care be
taken to ensure that black soldiers did not bring home private arsenals, but
he stipulated that “all troops and not only the black ones should be inspected
on arrival.” However, in alerting the intelligence community to the prob-
lem, the MID placed clear emphasis on the particular need to crack down
on black troops. The U.S. military attaché in Paris was advised of the re-
ports that African Americans were preparing to return home illegally
armed and was asked to recommend appropriate action “which will not
raise a race discrimination issue in case of publicity.” This request was for-
warded to G-2, and at the same time intelligence of¤cers at U.S. military
ports of entry were warned that black soldiers might be bringing in guns,
“which certain classes may attempt to use in the future in race or radical
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movements.” G-2 replied that thorough kit inspections already made sure
that only of¤cers and senior NCOs were able to leave France with their
guns, as they were entitled to do, and that the original information about
black troops was probably unreliable. At Hoboken, Maj. Lawrence Dunham
also testi¤ed to the effectiveness of the inspections and added that if any
German revolvers were to be smuggled in, they would prove useless since
ammunition of the necessary caliber was unavailable in the United States.107

At Newport News, the port intelligence of¤cer reacted to the MID’s call for
extra vigilance by imposing an especially detailed kit inspection at the sur-
rounding dispersal camps for a trial month, but this revealed no great prob-
lem with soldiers landing in possession of unauthorized weapons.108 Like
so much else in the chronic fear of externally inspired African-American
disloyalty which gripped parts of the American government, the press, and
the white civilian population during and after World War I, the episode
revealed far more about a need to seek and ¤nd conspiracy and a deep-
seated anxiety about the vengefulness of black men than it did about the
undoubted determination shared by the majority of African-American vet-
erans and their civilian peers to urgently advance the cause of equal rights.

Meanwhile, G-2 reported that it had picked up new information that an
organization and journal for black of¤cers was about to be set up in the
United States along the lines of a Masonic lodge. The man behind the
scheme was “a Methodist or Baptist minister of Galveston, Texas, radical
and probably militant in his views.” An investigation revealed nothing, but
on March 1, 1919, Walter Loving recounted what little he had been able to
discover about yet another group, the Soldiers’ Association for the Fight
for a True Democracy, said to have been formed by the men of the 371st
Infantry at Camp Jackson, S.C., prior to their discharge. Loving reported
that although it was led by a “very conservative and very intellectual” regi-
mental sergeant major from Pittsburgh, the men had joined this association
on the basis that, “having fought and won the cause overseas, they must
enjoy it in America, [even] if it costs another battle.” The intelligence of-
¤cer of the 371st Infantry suggested that the best way to tackle the organ-
izers of this group might be to get them involved in some kind of swindle
and then expose them through leaks to selected newspapers, “and thus ‘get
them in bad’ with the colored people.” This proposal was quickly ruled out
by Col. K. C. Masteller, chief of the Negative Branch of the MID, who felt
that military intelligence should obey the restrictions imposed in January
1919 on its work outside the army. The MID consoled itself with the thought
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that the Soldiers’ Association, which it compared in its basic aims to the
NAACP, had had little time to organize before demobilization and that “per-
haps it is safe to assume that after the men become scattered their organi-
zation will very soon fall to pieces and nothing much will come of it.”109

This assessment proved to be largely correct. Most black veterans’ groups
were weak and disunited and their proliferation was less an expression of
political determination than a response to the American Legion’s refusal
to admit non-white servicemen on an equal basis. State branches of the
Legion were permitted to either exclude blacks or establish separate posts
for them, and would not permit them to hold of¤ce above post level.110

During March and April, G-2 closely examined the mail of African-
American of¤cers, chaplains, and Y MCA secretaries. The latter remained
under suspicion because of the establishment of the “Honey Bee” club by
a Y MCA secretary for “protecting negro interests, improving negro morals,
and creating social equality between the colored and whites in the United
States after demobilization.” The letters contained accounts of French hos-
pitality and “a certain amount of dissatisfaction and grumbling” on racial
problems, but no references were found to nascent veterans’ groups.111 This
seemed to con¤rm an earlier MID suspicion that sensitive correspondence
on such subjects was being carried home by black naval personnel or sent
via the civilian postal services by newly acquired French wives of black ser-
vicemen.112 In mid-April, Loving became aware of a further black veterans’
organization, the Grand Army of Americans, run from Washington, D.C.,
by Samuel F. Sewall, a former member of the 10th Cavalry. Sewall had
emerged from the Des Moines of¤cers’ training camp with the rank of cap-
tain, but had been invalided out soon afterward. In June 1918, he had sup-
plied military intelligence with a list of the delegates to the National Liberty
Congress organized by Trotter and Harrison. He was not thought to be
especially radical and his organization was not considered subversive; nor
was it particularly successful.113

Walter Loving was much impressed by the determination of black sol-
diers to ensure that their wartime contribution should prove to have been
worthwhile. After a reception in March 1919 for the 1st Separate Battalion
of the District of Columbia National Guard, recently mustered out of the
372nd Infantry at Camp Meade, he commented,

The thought of ¤ghting for democracy abroad and expecting democracy
at home seems to be the key note and when the soldiers themselves are
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not using the expression, they can always ¤nd someone to express their
sentiments on these public occasions.114

In other words, W. E. B. Du Bois’s famous, if hackneyed, editorial in the
May Crisis, “Returning Soldiers,” in which he slashed away at America’s
injustice to its darker-skinned people, was not merely a new rallying cry to
African Americans, but also a faithful re®ection of what the veterans, in
particular, felt after the Great War:

. . . [W]e are cowards and jackasses if now that that war is over, we do
not marshal every ounce of our brain and brawn to ¤ght a sterner, longer,
more unbending battle against the forces of hell in our own land.

We return.
We return from ¤ghting.
We return ¤ghting.
Make way for Democracy! We saved it in France, and by Great Jehovah,

we will save it in the United States of America, or know the reason why.115

This sentiment was given its fullest organizational expression on April
7, 1919, with the formation in Harlem of the League for Democracy (LFD),
the most radical and successful of the black veterans’ associations. The driv-
ing force behind the LFD was its secretary, Lt. Osceola E. McKaine, “an
energetic young man of excellent education and ability,” according to Lov-
ing. Born in South Carolina, he had studied in Washington and Boston
before becoming a freelance journalist, supporting Booker T. Washington’s
gradualist approach to black advancement. He joined the army in 1914,
serving in the Philippines and afterward with the 24th Infantry at Colum-
bus, N.M., and under Pershing during the latter’s pursuit of Pancho Villa.
Soon after the United States declared war in Germany, and prior to the
ill-fated transfer of the 24th to Houston, McKaine was selected for of¤cer
training at Des Moines, and was assigned to the 367th Infantry. While sta-
tioned at Camp Upton, N.Y., in the spring of 1918, McKaine had written
an optimistic article for the Outlook on the high morale of black soldiers
and their eagerness to ¤ght for democracy.116 In stark contrast with this was
a piece published by the Independent in January 1919, which McKaine had
written in France immediately after the Armistice. In it, he dwelt upon the
affection which black soldiers had quickly formed for the French people
because of their apparent lack of racial prejudice: “France was a terrestrial
heaven where they could forget that they were sinners simply because they
were black. . . . France had no man made laws governing social equality; . . .
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America suffered by comparison.” The black soldier was in no mood to
accept the pre-war American status quo:

For the duration of the war he has put aside his grievances; but he is
determined that the new physical liberation of Belgium, Rumania and
Serbia will also mean complete economic, political and educational lib-
eration for himself and his race. . . . He feels that any inhabitant of a
country who willingly, nay eagerly, offers himself for the supreme sacri-
¤ce in defending that country’s honor, liberty and peace has an inalien-
able right to share equally in that honor, liberty and the prosperities of
peace.117

The LFD, which may have had its origins in the Le Mans meeting de-
scribed by Schoonmaker, was organized by black of¤cers, but membership
was open to all black veterans, Y MCA staff, essential war workers, and the
relatives of those killed in the war. It was pledged to press for improved
promotion prospects for blacks in the armed services, electoral emancipa-
tion, the eradication of lynching and Jim Crow laws, equal economic and
educational opportunity, and justice in the courts. The initial membership
fee was one dollar, with subscriptions at twenty-¤ve cents per month, and
badges were sold for two dollars to former members of the black regiments.
Each branch, or “camp,” was to be sold a charter for ¤ve dollars. The New
York City camp, with three hundred members, attempted to ¤nd jobs and
accommodation for veterans and ensured that they received their two
months’ bonus on discharge from the army. Within two weeks of its foun-
dation, the LFD had branches in Atlanta, Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago, the
District of Columbia, Newark, Patterson, N.J., Philadelphia, Providence,
R.I., St. Louis, and Tallahassee, Fla.118 The LFD made its mark with a cam-
paign to defend the record of black troops during the war. The men had
fought well, especially those under French command, despite being often
ill equipped and having their morale undermined by the frequent replace-
ment of allegedly incompetent black of¤cers by unsympathetic whites. The
black combat regiments played an important part in Allied advances which
hastened the end of the war, suffering heavy losses, while the “laborers in
uniform” of the SOS worked long and hard for scant recognition.119 Ini-
tially, the contribution of blacks to the AEF was acknowledged by other
Americans in the press and on public platforms, often on the basis of
information supplied by Emmett Scott.120 Such gratitude was short-lived,
however, in the face of a whispering campaign intended to deny the cour-
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age of the soldiers and the ef¤ciency of their black of¤cers. More by word
of mouth and private communication than by public statement, those
whites who found it dif¤cult to give blacks due credit for their war record
had their prejudices con¤rmed.121 Thus, a year after the Armistice, Sen.
John Sharp Williams of Mississippi felt quali¤ed to declare that African-
American soldiers had

“®ickered.” . . . I think the boys who came home can be trusted to tell the
truth about the negro’s service in France without my raising the subject
in the Senate. I never expected them to do any great service, and I rather
pitied than blamed them when I found out they had not. The whole thing
after all was a “white man’s ¤ght” in which the negro was not interested. If
I had had my way, I would not have had a negro soldier in the entire army
except behind the lines in transport and communication service, etc.122

Ray Stannard Baker, the progressive journalist and biographer of Wil-
son, sailed back from France on the same vessel as the president and wit-
nessed the readiness of men at the highest levels of American government
to assume that blacks had been rotten soldiers. Among the anecdotes cur-
rent among Wilson’s party, which Baker jotted down, was one about “the
Negro company that ran away.”123 This hearsay originated with white army
of¤cers, many of whom, especially the regulars and southerners, had op-
posed the awarding of commissions to blacks. In the ¤eld, they had re-
moved black of¤cers by referring them to ef¤ciency boards which could
usually be relied upon to ¤nd them un¤t for command. The white southern
sociologist Thomas J. Woofter, who sailed to France with black troops and
was in the AEF HQ during the latter months of the war, saw several negative
reports about the 92nd Division which he knew to be false.124 In the months
after the war, white of¤cers made a special effort to discredit those blacks
who had retained their commissions, in order to reduce the likelihood of
their becoming a widespread feature of the post-war army. W. E. B. Du Bois
published some of the most ®agrant examples of this campaign in the May
Crisis. On his visits to the camps in France, prior to the Pan-African Con-
gress in Paris, Du Bois had collected a number of revealing documents,
with the aid of black clerical staff of the 92nd Division, despite Maj. F. P.
Schoonmaker’s order to intelligence of¤cers that a “prompt report will
be made to G-2 of all Du Bois’s moves and actions while at station of any
unit.” These documents were taken back to the United States for Du Bois
by Frederic C. Howe, a former muckraking journalist and reformer, who
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served as commissioner of immigration at the port of New York from 1914
to 1919.125

One of the items which appeared in the May Crisis was Colonel Greer’s
letter to Senator McKellar, in which he drew attention to the question of
black of¤cers, in view of the invitation to all army of¤cers to apply for regu-
lar commissions. Greer described black troops as having been a complete
failure under ¤re, for which he held black of¤cers responsible:

The undoubted truth is that the Colored of¤cers neither control nor care
to control the men. They themselves have been engaged very largely in
the pursuit of French women, it being their ¤rst opportunity to meet
white women who did not treat them as servants. . . . Accuracy and ability
to describe the facts is lacking in all and most of them are just plain liars
in addition.126

The other documents which Du Bois reproduced were further testimony
to the hostility and lack of consideration shown to black soldiers by white
of¤cers.

A week or so after the May Crisis appeared, the extent of white opposition
to black of¤cers in the post-war army was further revealed by publication
of the proceedings of the board which vetted applicants for permanent
commissions at Camp Meade in February 1919. Thirty applications from
the 368th Infantry were turned down, including that of Capt. Thomas M.
Dent, whose marks for physical ability, intelligence, leadership, and person-
ality were deliberately adjusted, so that the total fell below that which would
have resulted in an automatic recommendation for a commission. Recom-
mending no further examination of Dent, the board’s verdict damned all
who aspired to follow in the footsteps of Charles Young:

Unquali¤ed by reason of qualities inherent in the Negro race. An opinion
of the Board based on the testimony of ¤ve white of¤cers serving with
the 368th Infantry, Negroes are de¤cient in moral ¤ber and force of char-
acter rendering them un¤t as of¤cers and leaders of men.127

Walter Loving was stunned by such blatant discrimination. Although he
was troubled by Du Bois’s unapologetic disclosure of con¤dential army
documents in the Crisis, he was also disgusted by the prejudice displayed
by the white of¤cers: “these articles are degrading and humiliating to the
War Department and should be thoroughly investigated. And if true the
of¤cers responsible for such orders should be called upon to account for
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the same.” Loving reported to Churchill on May 6 that men like Colonel
Greer should never have been assigned to the 92nd Division. He stated that
black soldiers were known to be good ¤ghting men, but their morale had
been destroyed by white of¤cers; Greer ought to be court-martialed for his
letter to McKellar, while General Ballou, the commanding of¤cer of the
92nd Division, plainly lacked “the tact and judgment usually expected in
an of¤cer of such high rank.” To command black soldiers, he explained,
white of¤cers had to be “broad minded men, fully in sympathy with the
principle that ‘a man is a man’ and should never allow the idea of race to
enter into the administration of military affairs.” Above all, black of¤cers
had to be given a fair chance to prove themselves and earn promotion.
Otherwise, the War Department would be laying itself open to “a just
charge of ingratitude.” As it was, Loving expected the League for Democ-
racy to make an issue out of Greer’s letter. He advised that if the War De-
partment accepted black of¤cers in the peacetime army it would “blot out
some very unpleasant memories connected with the war in France” for sol-
diers and civilians alike.128

In the Morale Branch, Captain Cutler had become increasingly worried
about the effects of black alienation during the period of demobilization
and advised Churchill that Loving was right. Citing Greer’s letter and the
Dent case, he warned that blacks now regarded the army and, by extension,
the government as openly hostile toward them. Repeating Loving’s obser-
vation that Filipinos were being admitted to West Point and assigned to
white regiments, Cutler urged that the War Department produce a clear
policy on black of¤cer training in peacetime, beginning with an announce-
ment that discrimination would be eradicated and that all commissions in
black regiments were open to competent of¤cers, with no limits placed on
their promotion prospects. Churchill sent Loving’s and Cutler’s views to
Gen. Peyton C. March with a strong personal endorsement. These memo-
randums, wrote Churchill,

one prepared by a colored man who is believed to be as impartial and
tolerant as a man of his race can be in the treatment of this subject, and
the other by a very well-informed and entirely tolerant and impartial stu-
dent of the race question, indicate the seriousness of the negro question
in relation to the Army, and the fact that all of¤cers do not carry out the
spirit of the War Department policy with respect to a square deal for the
negro.129
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March took prompt action, but not the sweeping measures which Loving
and Cutler had hoped for. He announced that the placing of an insur-
mountable obstacle in the way of would-be army of¤cers—rejection on the
grounds of supposedly inherent racial qualities—would cease.130 Nonethe-
less, the discharging of of¤cers continued, to Cutler’s obvious dismay: “The
failure of the General Staff and of the War Department to get into a position
which is openly and publicly defensible, as regards the handling of colored
troops, leaves the way entirely open for radical propaganda among these
ex-service men.”131

The most obvious manifestation of this radicalism was the continued
growth of the League for Democracy, which began an energetic campaign
to have Greer disciplined for attempting to bring about southern political
interference in army deliberations. Loving traveled to New York to attend
the next meeting of the LFD in Harlem and arranged for a stenographer
to record Osceola McKaine’s speech, which was an unrestrained attack on
Greer and his kind. McKaine called on African Americans to “rise as one
man in their righteous anger and deluge the War Department with petitions
to have the scoundrel and liar court-martialed.” On the more general issue
of the struggle for equal rights in America, McKaine told the veterans, “You
have shown your willingness to die for the white man. Now show your will-
ingness to die, if need be, that your descendants may not look upon your
grave with scorn.”132 Loving openly approached the protesting of¤cers of
the 92nd Division, with whom he sympathized, and was given copies of ¤ve
hitherto unpublished orders by white of¤cers relating to black troops. Lov-
ing thought one of the orders, generally commending blacks but warning
them that any failings would be magni¤ed by unfriendly superiors, was fair;
the others showed “incompetence and inef¤ciency” on the part of the white
of¤cers who drafted them. One order, issued in the ¤nal days of the war,
invited any black of¤cer who was waiting to undergo an ef¤ciency board
“to demonstrate his ¤tness by being assigned to front line duty with the
special mission of taking prisoners. Undertaking this duty will demonstrate
courage—succeeding in it will demonstrate ef¤ciency and courage.” And
failure, no doubt, would relieve the army of an inef¤cient hero.133

As the black press began to take up the LFD’s cry of “Greer Must Go,”
McKaine told Newton D. Baker that blacks now wanted to know what he
was going to do about this “vile, vicious premeditated insult to the race. . . .
The War Department is on trial in this matter; we have scores of just griev-
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ances against its policies.” Cutler advised Baker’s private secretary that a
response was best left to Emmett Scott, who could state that the protest was
“receiving the Secretary’s attention and will be given very careful consid-
eration.” Unappeased, the LFD staged a mass meeting at the Howard Thea-
ter in Washington on June 8, at which calls for action against Greer were
reiterated amid declarations that blacks owed “no special allegiance to a
government that discriminates, segregates and permits lynching and burn-
ing at the stake.”134 Two days later, Baker agreed to see a delegation of seven
discharged of¤cers of the 92nd Division, including McKaine and Dent, lo-
cal of¤cials of the LFD, two black journalists, and a black Y MCA of¤cial
who had worked in France. The group argued that Greer ought to be court-
martialed “for conduct to the prejudice of good order and military disci-
pline, for attempting to in®uence legislation, and for aiding the enemy.”
On the following day, the Adjutant General’s Of¤ce asked McKaine to fur-
nish proof, ¤rstly, that Greer actually wrote the letter complained of, and,
secondly, that Greer had made it public. Loving pointed out to Cutler that
this was blatant obstructionism by the army, since Baker had told the LFD
delegation during their interview that McKellar had denied having pub-
lished the letter which he received from Greer, the implication being that
the letter was undoubtedly genuine. And, in any case, the question of who
had made the letter public was irrelevant, since it was well known that Du
Bois was responsible for this. The LFD, for its part, could only protest that
Greer had not denied writing to McKellar and that it did not know how Du
Bois had acquired his copy of the letter. As far as the Adjutant General’s
Of¤ce was concerned, however, no action could be taken against Greer in
the absence of further evidence.135

At a meeting of the three-hundred-strong LFD branch in Washington
on June 15, 1919, McKaine had hinted that he was expecting this outcome:
“We are not after Greer, but we are after what Greer represents.”136 In that
sense, at least, the efforts of the LFD were not entirely wasted. In addition
to the Greer matter, Baker was also faced at this time with the problem of
the fate of four black of¤cers found guilty of cowardly misconduct during
a disorderly retreat by the 368th Infantry in a battle on the Argonne front
in September 1918. They had originally been sentenced to death by ¤ring
squad, but this had been commuted to terms of between ¤ve and ten years
in prison.137 By the time the LFD delegation called on him, Baker had al-
ready seen some evidence to suggest that African-American soldiers rarely
received fair treatment from white of¤cers. McKaine and his associates
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helped to convince him that this was so. Soon afterward, he arranged to
interview the four convicted of¤cers—a meeting which left him “strongly
inclined” to “recommend to the President clemency” in their cases and also
determined “to try to ¤nd out just what had gone on in the 368th at the
time in question.” The “conservative and moderate tone spoken by these
young men . . . made a most favorable impression.”138

For Baker to take such a close interest in the welfare of individuals af-
fected by his decisions was not unusual. In September 1917, he had traveled
to Camp Meade, Md., to meet a group of young conscientious objectors and
had written sympathetically about them to Wilson.139 Although Baker was
in charge of an army that was riddled with racism (from which he was not
always immune), it is plain that if certain other members of Wilson’s cabinet
had held the post of secretary of war—Albert Burleson, for example, or
Josephus Daniels—the ill-treatment dished out to black of¤cers and drafted
men during and after the war might have been greater, and any willing-
ness to correct injustices afterward would almost certainly have been less
evident.

At Baker’s request, Cutler put together a ¤le of material relating to the
treatment of blacks in the army. This included uncomplimentary reports
by white of¤cers, black of¤cers’ complaints about their lot, Loving’s memo-
randums on the behavior of Greer and other white of¤cers, the May Crisis
containing the original disclosures, and the June Crisis, which carried Du
Bois’s lengthy essay on the black man’s part in the war. Cutler added a copy
of an article by the one black journalist accredited by the CPI for front-line
reporting in France, Ralph Tyler of the Cleveland Advocate, in which the
courts-martial of the four of¤cers were ¤ercely denounced.140 On Emmett
Scott’s advice, Tyler, who had three sons serving in the AEF, had made his
articles written in France uncritical of the army and the welfare facilities
provided for black troops, but on his return he had felt free to tell the
truth. He claimed that racial prejudice had destroyed the morale of the
368th Infantry even before it reached the front, that it was ill equipped,
and that during the battle the white major commanding the battalion that
retreated had disappeared without explanation and later suffered a ner-
vous collapse. The subsequent courts-martial were, according to Tyler, “nec-
essarily star-chamber affairs—the ¤ndings usually anticipated” and were
“characterized more by expeditiousness than by justice.”141 Baker instructed
the inspector general to embark on a lengthy review of the court proceed-
ings and the allegations about both the treatment of black troops and
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their performance. On the basis of the inspector general’s report, Baker
issued a detailed statement in November 1919, conceding that there were
cases of discrimination, that the 368th had been insuf¤ciently trained and
equipped for the terrain and the intensity of the ¤ghting, and that the
advance of the disgraced battalion had been given inadequate artillery sup-
port. Baker exonerated white of¤cers, but added that there was “no basis
at all for any of the general assumptions with regard to the action of colored
troops in this battle or elsewhere in France.” The four convicted of¤cers
were freed.142

The of¤cial rebuttal of slurs on the abilities and fortitude of African-
American soldiers made little difference to how they were perceived by
white people in the South. To Sen. James K. Vardaman of Mississippi, they
would remain “Frenchwomen-ruined niggers.”143 It was southern determi-
nation to dash quickly any heightened black hopes of political and social
advancement as a result of the war that partly caused the steady growth of
the new Ku Klux Klan, which had progressed slowly after its revival in 1915.
On a program of “uniting native-born white Christians for concerted action
in the preservation of American institutions and the supremacy of the
white race,” the Klan’s membership rose to over a hundred thousand within
a year of the end of the war. Frank S. Dickason from Tennessee, a wagoner
in the 50th Artillery, was one of many southern soldiers looking forward
to joining the Klan on their return from Europe. In a letter to a relative in
Alabama, intercepted by G-2, he wrote that he was “itching to get in the
new Ku-Klux, it would be Heaven itself to become one of the instructors in
the school of differentiation of the two colors. I would like to shoot down
just a few [blacks] to see them kick, they are getting too egotistical and
important to suit me.”144

Exemplary violence of the kind that Dickason fantasized about had been
increasing since the United States entered the war. In 1917, thirty-eight
blacks were lynched and an equal number had died in the riot at East St.
Louis. In 1918, ¤fty-eight blacks died at the hands of lynch mobs, and in
1919 this ¤gure would rise to over seventy, not including the dozens more
who died in the race riots of that year. Black soldiers who were reckoned
by whites to have worn their uniforms for too long after being discharged
were frequent targets. Many were beaten and at least ten died in a rash of
lynchings in Mississippi (three), Georgia (three, two of them at Blakely),
Arkansas (two), Florida and Alabama (one each).145 If oppression of this
kind did not square with the idealism which had fueled American mobili-
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zation for war, it sat no more easily with the post-war solicitude for the
downtrodden and unrepresented to be found in Wilson’s advocacy of the
League of Nations Covenant. Such apparent hypocrisy persuaded many Af-
rican Americans that the United States was un¤t for the international role
that Wilson envisaged. In the Baltimore Afro-American, the author of a poem
about the mob-murder of a black veteran, titled “A Burnt Offering to De-
mocracy,” asked,

How can a nation dare dictate to men
Of foreign climes what their conduct should be,
In dealing with their weaker subjects, when
Their own are lynched with all impunity;
Restricted and deprived of every right,
Because they were born black, instead of white?146

In the northern states, where racial violence was an everyday occurrence
but black people were less likely to be lynched, the economic strides they
had made during the war began to falter in the post-war months—a prob-
lem that was compounded by the rapid demobilization of the army. Moving
from the South in order to ¤ll the demand for labor caused by rising war-
related production and declining immigration, blacks had for the ¤rst time
become an important part of the northern industrial workforce. Although
the number of black skilled artisans in the United States was falling, the
number of unskilled blacks employed in iron- and steel-making, mining,
shipbuilding, and meatpacking had almost doubled since 1910. When de-
mand for the products of those industries fell after the war, thousands of
black migrants were among those ¤red. In one week, for instance, the
American Steel Company at East St. Louis reduced its payroll from 1,282
workers to 25, and almost 700 of those who lost their jobs were black.147 The
returning veterans added to the number of unemployed urban blacks, since
many from the South chose to settle in northern cities, even though they
were generally discharged in their home states. For example, fewer than 40
percent of soldiers from Louisiana continued to live in that state after leav-
ing the army; most sought work in the North.148 As a result, one month after
most of the men had been discharged, the Department of Labor’s Division
of Negro Economics (DNE) estimated that 99 percent of the black veterans
in Chicago were unemployed and had little prospect of getting work in a
city where jobs had been scarce since the beginning of the year.149 This
problem was discussed by a number of federal agencies, including the DNE,
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the MID, the Morale Branch, and the Bureau of Returning Soldiers and
Sailors (BRSS). The national superintendent of the BRSS remarked to the
Morale Branch that black soldiers were showing “a tendency to ®ock to the
northern states and a disinclination to go back to the South; although there
is in the South an actual shortage of colored help.” He blamed the black
press for this and wondered whether the men could be persuaded to return
to the South from the more congested cities, like Philadelphia. Emmett
Scott advised the Morale Branch that he was working on the question of
how best to encourage blacks to go to “occupations and sections of the
country that would be of most bene¤t to themselves and most helpful in
the reconstruction period.” He avoided, however, any suggestion that this
necessarily meant the South.150

The General Staff recognized quickly that nothing could be done by the
government to prevent the migration. For the Morale Branch, Cutler ar-
gued that since the war blacks had been “inclined to put what they under-
stand to be their rights as American citizens above all other considerations”
and that where migration was concerned, economic prospects were “a sec-
ondary matter.” African Americans were increasingly preferring to live
where they had some rights. Cutler thought that only a policy of “tolerance
and conservatism” on the part of leading southerners would halt the ®ow.151

When the intelligence of¤cer at Camp Wheeler, Ga., reported in March
that the enthusiasm shown by men of a recently discharged labor battalion
for the idea of moving to the North might have been the work of “propa-
gandists,” he was informed by the MID that this enthusiasm was “general
rather than local.” In any case, it seemed to Col. K. Masteller of the Negative
Branch “inadvisable to attempt to identify civilian propagandists of this
sentiment. It must be remembered that we are very likely to exceed our
authority if we take action in a matter of this nature.”152

In January 1919, the DNE had established Negro Workers’ Advisory
Committees in a number of states to tackle employer and union resistance
to black workers, but the level of unemployment in Chicago rendered this
scheme nearly useless. The Chicago branch of the BRSS ran an unemploy-
ment of¤ce for veterans, with separate lists of vacancies for black and white
workers, and toward the end of April it attempted to ease the situation by
agreeing “to ¤ll orders for shipment of a number of discharged negro ser-
vicemen to the South.”153 In May, with the promise of cooperation by the
BRSS, the Chicago Association of Commerce wired southern chambers of
commerce to ask if they could make use of Chicago’s excess black labor,
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much of it made up of ex-servicemen. This plan made no headway, however,
partly because of southern unease about the kind of person who might be
sent—too fond, perhaps, of northern freedom—but mostly because very
few veterans came forward to seek a job in the South; to leave the North
would be to admit defeat and lend support to white claims that the South
was the proper home of African Americans. Hence the comment of the
radical middle-class black Chicago monthly, Half-Century Magazine: “Any Ne-
gro who boards a train for Dixie should be derailed into the Mississippi
River.”154

African-American political and racial awareness, which had been in-
creasing steadily in the pre-war years, grew apace during the war. Member-
ship of organizations with political, as much as social or economic, objec-
tives rose sharply after 1918, as did the readership of radical journals. Their
strident demands for equal rights, coming at a time of labor unrest and
nationwide fear of an alien plot to bring about revolution in the United
States, caused African Americans to be identi¤ed by government of¤cials
and the white press as one of the groups in society most affected by Bolshe-
vik propaganda. As an unprecedented wave of race riots broke out across
the United States in what James Weldon Johnson called the “Red Summer”
of 1919, the rhetoric indulged in by the leaders of black veterans undoubt-
edly helped to foster this misunderstanding.155 Employing a tone as bellig-
erent as that to be found in Du Bois’s “Returning Soldiers” editorial, the
League for Democracy began publication on June 25, 1919, of a short-lived
newspaper, the Commoner, which was to be

the written expression of the returned veteran and war worker. As such
it knows that determined, radical action will give us a fuller participation
in domestic democracy.

Therefore the Commoner will be radical. We denounce the spirit of
compromise and apology.

We denounce watchful waiting and hoping.
Demand every right because you have merited it.
Organize and ¤ght. Be aggressive. Fight for the ballot where you are

denied its use. Resist to the utmost of your physical strength impositions
of force and physical violence which tends to intimidate, humiliate or
harm. Fight. Be proud. Be aggressive. Fight.156

On the same day, the Veteran, published by a New York group calling itself
the National Colored Soldiers and Citizens Council, quoted a black soldier:
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We offered our lives to save this country and we are willing to give our
lives for our rights. We hope this will not be necessary. We do not want
war. But they are beating Colored women and children every day and if
something isn’t done about it we shall be forced to ¤ght.157

Pursuing this theme further, the Veteran advised its readership,

The slightest acquaintance with the psychology of the gang ought to be
suf¤cient to convince us that the cringing pleading attitude is not going
to get the black man any favorable consideration at the hand of the mob.
Mobs are not moved that way. They are too brutally inhuman to respond
to any argument except the argument of cold steel and ¤re. The race
man who determines that if he must at all die at the hand of a mob he
will die game, makes an incalculable contribution to the majesty of the
law.158

In its exhortation to blacks not to turn the other cheek, the Veteran antici-
pated the literary symbol of black resistance to the violence unleashed in
the race riots, Claude McKay’s poem “If We Must Die,” ¤rst published in
Max Eastman’s Liberator magazine in July 1919:

If we must die, let it not be like hogs
Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot
While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs,
Making their mock at our accursed lot.
If we must die, O let us nobly die,
So that our precious blood may not be shed
In vain; then even the monsters we defy
Shall be constrained to honor us though dead!
O kinsmen! we must meet the common foe!
Though far outnumbered let us show us brave,
And for their thousand blows deal one death blow!
What though before us lies the open grave?
Like men we’ll face the murderous cowardly pack,
Pressed to the wall, dying, but ¤ghting back!159

Although the con®ict in Europe was over and the United States was the
decisive victor, to most African Americans Woodrow Wilson’s war for de-
mocracy and its bloody aftermath reeked of triumphant white supremacy;
any hopes that the war would rapidly advance the cause of black freedom
at home and abroad were extinguished. There was ample justi¤cation for
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such disappointment, but after the experience of World War I the tren-
chancy and ¤re with which black publicists condemned racism, and the
resolve with which ordinary African Americans stood up to white rioters,
heralded the emergence of a New Negro and laid the foundations of the
civil rights movement of the middle of the twentieth century.
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Seven

Conclusion

The federal government’s intelligence ¤les record fascinating bureau-
cratic excursions into what to white of¤cials was the “other” world of black
America, as attempts were made to account for the increasing exasperation
of African Americans with the effects of racial prejudice. The wartime in-
telligence agencies conceived of legitimate black political activity only in
terms of Tuskegee-ite gradualism and habitual Republicanism. Many gov-
ernment of¤cials were therefore easily persuaded, or simply assumed, that
militant demands by African Americans for fair treatment during the war
and the immediate post-war years had not simply resulted from growing
black dissatisfaction and better organization, but might be the product of
some sinister foreign incitement that could be counteracted. In 1917–18,
this was believed to be German propagandists, seeking to burden the
United States with racial strife on the home front.

Despite the signi¤cant scale of the racial component of the government’s
massive domestic surveillance activities during World War I and the sub-
sequent red scare, none of the hundreds of BI and MIB investigations into
alleged German subversion of black loyalty in 1917 and 1918, and Bolshevik
subversion thereafter, resulted in the discovery of a genuine plot against
the United States developed by foreign agents actively working to subvert
the loyalty of the African-American population as a whole or even the loy-
alty of individual African Americans. In Senate hearings into German
propaganda after the war, the BI did not attempt to attribute reported in-
stances of black disloyalty to any of¤cial German subversion. Although Mili-
tary Intelligence did claim that black anti-war sentiment was a product of
general German propaganda, this was heavily in®uenced by hindsight and
not substantiated by wartime investigation.1

The ¤les are therefore compelling testimony to three things. First, they
convey, with varying degrees of distortion, the profound sense of alienation
which very many African Americans felt from most aspects of American
society, at a time when they might have been expected to alter their opin-
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ions, or at least moderate their complaints, for the sake of the war effort.
Second, the language and assumptions of white federal of¤cials are redo-
lent of the animosity and contempt which they felt toward the diverse ef-
forts of black people to improve their situation by securing their constitu-
tional rights. Third, in the readiness of white citizens and of¤cials to see
treason in such efforts, the ¤les are evidence of the power of rumor and
exaggeration when existing racial hatreds and fears are propelled by the
emotional pressures of war.

That said, there is little purpose in arguing that federal surveillance of
African Americans during World War I represented especially oppressive
behavior by the government. Certainly, the super-patriotic atmosphere con-
jured up by the government and civilian pro-war enthusiasts made life
dif¤cult for radical black publicists. W. E. B. Du Bois later recalled the
World War I spy scare as “a national psychosis of fear that German intrigue
would accomplish among Negroes . . . disloyalty and [an] urge toward sabo-
tage and revenge.”2 But by comparison with other groups in American so-
ciety, such as German Americans (and especially Hutterites and Menno-
nites), non-naturalized aliens, members of the Industrial Workers of the
World (of which only one leading member, Ben Fletcher, was black), and
other radicals, African Americans were subjected to relatively little speci¤-
cally war-induced persecution. Although many black publications were
monitored, only a few single issues were held up in the mails and no jour-
nals were suppressed; few black critics of the war were arrested for politi-
cal crimes and fewer still jailed. This amounted to virtual immunity, com-
pared to the kinds of of¤cial and unof¤cial harassment to which others were
subjected.3 Moreover, the intelligence agencies’ efforts regarding African
Americans involved relatively little subterfuge; their dealings with black
leaders through Loving, Spingarn, and agents of the BI and the APL were
largely open and direct. In other words, even though the civil liberties of
some black people were undoubtedly infringed during the war and its af-
termath, and some deeply racist of¤cials gave free rein to their prejudices
on paper, and the power of equal rights campaigning was reduced by being
labeled subversive, federal surveillance can not be said to have worsened
the already greatly disadvantaged circumstances of the African-American
minority.

The importance of the ¤les from the viewpoint of public history is what
they reveal about American racial attitudes, particularly of those in govern-
ment. One of the most striking features of the day-to-day reports on racial
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matters by domestic intelligence agents across the United States and the
conclusions drawn afterward in central digests is the general lack of insight
achieved or even sought by senior of¤cials. Indeed, the government’s real
doubts about the loyalty of the black population unquestionably re®ected
and, to some extent, stemmed from just how little whites typically knew, or
could be bothered to know, about their black fellow citizens. It was common
for white people, particularly in the South, to claim that they already knew
black people well enough and understood their nature and outlook—this
was a familiarity that could encompass occasional affection and sometimes
even a degree of sympathy, but was normally expressed in a standard set
of negative images and phrases, rather than factual information. Govern-
ment of¤cials under the Wilson administration consistently exhibited this
capacity for con¤dent generalization about the capabilities and inclinations
of black people, and they often deferred to the views and preferences of
the white South. This tendency was re®ected in analyses of racial matters
at all levels within the federal bureaucracy, ranging from ¤eld reports to
executive summaries. There were some exceptions, naturally. A few north-
ern federal of¤cials, mostly in the War Department under Newton D. Baker,
were troubled by a dif¤culty that the war only intensi¤ed: on the one hand,
the government had no wish to promote and protect equal rights for racial
minorities, but of¤cials also found it impossible to deny the fundamental
reasonableness of what African Americans insisted they were entitled to, as
they fought and labored in the war for democracy: voting rights, represen-
tation, economic justice, due process, and protection from gross acts of
violence. While constitutional and political considerations meant that noth-
ing of any signi¤cance would be done in any of these areas, it is clear that
a number of of¤cials felt obliged to treat black soldiers and civilian peti-
tioners with basic respect, at the very least.

As Paul A. C. Koistinen has shown, the mobilization of American society
for World War I was extraordinarily complex and further complicating fac-
tors, such as collapsing race relations, would have been unwelcome.4 At ¤rst
the Wilson administration tried to play down or deny the importance in
1917 of the East St. Louis riot, the Houston mutiny and the executions that
followed it, the persistence of lynching, and the black spy scare. These
events related to only a tenth of the population, after all, and one that had
little formal political power. However, two considerations made the govern-
ment take hesitant, inadequate steps to acknowledge the race problem.
Firstly, black protesters had friends in the press such as Oswald Garrison
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Villard and Lyman Abbott, who were in frequent contact with members of
the administration and could expect that, as they were members of the
same caste, their questions would be answered. Secondly, the African-
American population was a large enough minority, and was possibly cohe-
sive enough, to have had a disruptive effect on the economy, the armed
forces, and national morale if its demands for equal rights were ever to
escalate into civil disobedience. Jane Lang Scheiber and Harry N. Scheiber
have argued persuasively in a brief study that, while the government was in
no sense sympathetic to black aspirations, it was prepared to make a num-
ber of concessions in wartime to preserve order and retain black coopera-
tion. Thus when black protest and lobbying reached a suf¤cient pitch, or
black unrest was alleged to be reaching a worrying level, the administration
attempted to prevent widespread disaffection, while avoiding any commit-
ment to long-term reform.5

The Wilson administration relied on the support of southern senators
and congressmen, who had shown themselves quick to react to any sugges-
tion of federal interference in southern racial matters. The demands of
black spokesmen for federal anti-lynching legislation, fair promotion of
black army of¤cers, and the ending of Jim Crow regulations on the now
federally controlled railroads were not entertained by the Wilson adminis-
tration because of the vehement objections they would have produced from
the South. Hence the cultivation of friendly relations with conservative
black leaders, such as Robert Moton of Tuskegee Institute, in the hope that
they might prevent black political protest from getting out of hand. Hence,
also, the sharp warnings handed out to black spokesmen and editors by
both the Justice Department and the War Department. The paradox was
that while government of¤cials were expressing fears that radical black
leaders would refuse to support the government’s war policy until their
race’s treatment improved, most of the same leaders were pointing to the
¤ne contributions blacks were making to the war effort as proof of their
entitlement to the full rights of citizenship.

Organizationally and ideologically, black politics became more diverse
during the war years, and new options presented themselves in all parts of
the country, but the schismatic nature of the equal rights campaign was
also fully revealed—a problem that would bedevil the formation of a broad
national campaign for years to come. World War I touched all aspects of
the lives of African Americans, but did not transform them. The war saw
the geographic center of the black population shift northward, and as the
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Great Migration accelerated, it offered black people work in industries that
had previously been closed to them, it put them in uniform and trained
them, it sold them Liberty Bonds, and it reminded them of the substandard
citizenship that they endured, particularly in the South, and gave them a
new certainty that they were entitled to demand something better. Out of
the war also came a greater willingness on the part of some white south-
erners to take a stand against lynching, prompted by both the campaigns
of black activists and a desire to reduce migration.6 Neil R. McMillen, writ-
ing speci¤cally about Mississippi, has suggested that World War I was “a
racial watershed [which] . . . signaled the beginning of a journey toward
freedom, the early departure point for the freedom struggles of our time.”7

That conclusion can be extended across the South.
At no time, however, in the interwar period did the federal government

formulate a clear policy on race relations—the creation of advisory com-
missions under men like Moton and the insertion of bland planks in party
platforms were as far as administrations would go, for fear of provoking
revolts in Congress. Instead of reform, continued black protest in peace-
time attracted further surveillance, as federal intelligence agencies switched
abruptly from investigating alleged “Pro-Germanism among the Negroes”
to hunting for “Bolshevik In®uence,” a concern that would endure until
the 1970s.8
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